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Termination analysis of logic programs

Alexander Serebrenik
Department of Computer Science, K.U.Leuven

Celestijnenlaan 200A, B-3001 Heverlee, Belgium

Termination is well-known to be one of the most intriguing aspects of program verifica-
tion. In context of logic programming, where logic and control aspects of a program are
separated, termination is considered as an important issuein control generation. Since lo-
gic programs are Turing-complete, it follows by the undecidability of the halting problem
that there exists no algorithm which, given an arbitrary logic program, decides whether
the program terminates. However, one can propose both conditions that are equivalent to
termination and their approximations that imply termination and can be verified automat-
ically. These kinds of conditions are discussed in the thesis.

Our achievements are twofold. First, I developed a framework for integration of general
orderings within the well-known context of acceptability with respect to a set. The meth-
odology developed allowed me to bridge a gap between two major approaches to termin-
ation analysis: the transformational approach and the direct approach. This framework
plays a key role in the study of the termination behaviour of meta-interpreters. Secondly,
I turned my attention to programs with numerical computations. While such programs
are very common in real-world programming, until recent they mostly remained aterra
incognita for the research community. First integer computations were considered, the
crucial obstacle there being the lack of well-foundedness of integers. Then this work was
extended to computations which depend on floating point numbers. Unlike theoretical
objects, such as real numbers, floating point numbers are thenumbers represented by
computers. Thus, imprecision and rounding errors are intrinsic to computations involving
floating point numbers. This issue constituted the main challenge in this case. To the best
of my knowledge, the results presented constitute the first work on termination in the con-
text of floating point computations. It should also be stressed that although the results are
stated in logic programming language, they are not bound to logic programming, because
the matters considered do not depend on the logical aspects of the language.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The aim of this chapter is to position our research in the broad context of computer sci-
ence. It provides a brief introduction to logic programming, then discusses the termination
analysis problem from the generic verification point of viewand finally presents a number
of approaches to termination analysis developed by the logic programming community.
In Section 1.2, an overview of the thesis is provided.

1.1 Logic programming and termination analysis

The key idea behind the logic programming paradigm is the useof logic as a program-
ming language. This insight resulted from earlier work withautomatic theorem prov-
ing (Herbrand, 1967; Davis and Putnam, 1960) and natural language processing. At the
same time, the landmark paper of Robinson (Robinson, 1965) introduced the resolution
principle, one of the basic notions of logic programming. In1972, the name “Prolog”
(Programmation enLogique) was invented and the first large Prolog program ever was
written (Colmerauer et al., 1972). At almost the same time, Kowalski presented logic
programming formally (Kowalski, 1974; van Emden and Kowalski, 1976).

Since then, a number of Prolog interpreters and compilers were developed, such as
Aquarius (Van Roy, 1990), BIM Prolog (BIM, 1995; Mariën, 1993), BinProlog (Ta-
rau, 2003), CIAO (Bueno et al., 1997), ECLiPSe (Aggoun et al., 2001), GNU Pro-
log (Diaz, 2002), Master ProLog (IT Masters, 2000), Open Prolog (Brady, 2001), Qu-
Prolog (Robinson and Walters, 2002), Quintus (SICS, 1999),Sicstus (SICS, 2002), SWI-
Prolog (Wielemaker, 2003), YAP (Santos Costa and Damas, 2000), W-Prolog (Winikoff,
1997), and a number of alternative logic languages were suggested. All of these exten-
ded or improved Prolog in some fashion. Some of them, like ALF(Hanus and Schwab,
1992), Babel (Moreno-Navarro and Rodrı́guez-Artalejo, 1992), Curry (Hanus, 1997),
Escher (Lloyd, 1994), Mercury (Somogyi et al., 1996; Henderson et al., 1999) and Oz
(Van Roy, 1999; Müller, 2001) resulted from the integration of logic programming with

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

functional programming. CLP languages (Carlsson et al., 1997; Holzbaur, 1995; Müller,
2001; Pfenning, 1991) provide new computational facilities, implementing the constraints
logic programming paradigm. Since the landmark paper by Ng and Subrahmanian (Ng
and Subrahmanian, 1992) on probabilistic logic programming, a number of programming
languages, such as PRISM (Sato and Kameya, 1997) were proposed, to integrate logic
reasoning with the probabilistic one. The related area of stochastic logic programming
was investigated by, among others, Cussens and Muggleton (Cussens, 2000; Cussens,
2001; Muggleton, 2003). Modern declarative languages, such as Mercury (Somogyi
et al., 1996; Speirs et al., 1997), HAL (Demoen et al., 1999a;Demoen et al., 1999b),
XSB-Prolog (Sagonas et al., 1993; Sagonas et al., 1994; Swift and Warren, 1994) and
Gödel (Hill and Lloyd, 1994) aim to be more efficient and/or more declarative than Pro-
log. In the 1990’s, a new field of logic languages design arose—Internet-oriented logical
languages and packages (Hermenegildo, 1997; Loke, 1998; Tarau, 1998; Tarau et al.,
1996).

Most of these languages are trying to achieve the ideal of being highly expressive
declarative languages, i.e., languages that allow the programmer to specify onlywhat the
problem is, with the language itself determininghowthe problem should be solved. This
distinction follows the well-known formula of Kowalski (Kowalski, 1979a)

Algorithm = Logic + Control

From the verification point of view, “correctness” of a logicprogram means that the
logic component of the algorithm coincides with the predefined specification (partial cor-
rectness) and that thecontrol component of the algorithm allows all the solutions to be
found in a finite time (termination). For ideal logic programs, the logic component is
often considered to coincide with the specification1, the problem of partial correctness is
trivial and the verification problem is reduced to proving termination. Since

testing can reveal the presence of errors, not their absence(Dijkstra),

formal termination proofs are required. Thus, in this thesis we would like to study whether
a given program terminates on a given input.

Deciding termination of a given program on a given input is not always possible. In
fact, it depends on the language of programs considered. Forexample, for Turing ma-
chines undecidability of this problem is well-known (Papadimitriou, 1994). Since logic
programming is Turing-complete, this implies that the termination problem is undecid-
able for logic programming as well. That is, there exists no algorithm, that terminates for
any program and any input, and returns “yes” if and only if thegiven program terminates
on the given input. Thus, as stated in (De Schreye and Decorte, 1994) the past research
on termination analysis proceeded along the following three lines:

1For real-world Prolog programs this is not necessarily true. See (Hoare, 1969; Cousot, 1990) for classical
results on proving partial correctness. For imperative programs verification has been discussed by (Apt and
Olderog, 1997), for logic programs it has been studied in (Apt and Marchiori, 1994; Comini et al., 2001; Levi
and Volpe, 1997; Pedreschi and Ruggieri, 1997; Pedreschi and Ruggieri, 1999; Stärk, 1997).
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� providing necessary and sufficient conditions for termination. These conditions
provide a better theoretical understanding of the problem but they cannot be veri-
fied automatically. Significant effort has been dedicated tofinding these kinds of
conditions, from the early work by Vasak and Potter (Vasak and Potter, 1986),
Baudinet (Baudinet, 1988), Apt and Bezem (Apt and Bezem, 1990), and Apt and
Pedreschi (Apt and Pedreschi, 1990). Recently necessary and sufficient conditions
were proposed by Decorteet al. (Decorte et al., 1999), Etalleet al. (Etalle et al.,
1999), and Bossiet al. (Bossi et al., 2002). In the context of ideal constraints lo-
gic programming a necessary and sufficient condition was proposed by Colussiet
al (Colussi et al., 1995).

� providing sufficient (but not necessary) conditions for termination. These condi-
tions serve as a basis for termination verification tools (Apt and Pedreschi, 1994;
Codish and Taboch, 1999; De Schreye and Decorte, 1994; Lindenstrauss and Sagiv,
1997; Verbaeten and De Schreye, 1999; Verschaetse and De Schreye, 1991). More
recent work on this topic can be found, for example, in papersby Genaim and Cod-
ish (Genaim and Codish, 2001), Leeet al. (Lee, 2002; Lee et al., 2001), Mesnard
and Ruggieri (Mesnard and Ruggieri, 2003). Leeet al. (Lee et al., 2001) not
only suggested a sufficient condition for termination, but also proved that verify-
ing this condition is PSPACE-complete. This result also allowed them to conclude
PSPACE-hardness for a number of termination criteria proposed earlier in the lit-
erature, such as the termination criterion of Sagiv (Sagiv,1991) further studied by
Lindenstrauss and Sagiv (Lindenstrauss and Sagiv, 1997).

Systems for automatic termination analysis go back to the work of Ullman and
Van Gelder (Ullman and Van Gelder, 1988), further extended by Sohn and Van
Gelder (Sohn and Van Gelder, 1991), and Plümer (Plümer, 1990a). In the late ’90s,
a number of still operational systems were proposed, such asTermiLog (Linden-
strauss and Sagiv, 1997; Lindenstrauss et al., 1997), TerminWeb (Codish and Taboch,
1999; Taboch, 1998), LPTP (Stärk, 1998). More recent systems include, for ex-
ample, TALP (Ohlebusch, 2001) and cTI (Burckel et al., 2000;Mesnard et al.,
2001; Mesnard and Neumerkel, 2001).

Research on logic programming languages different from Prolog and other logic
programming related paradigms, moreover, resulted in sufficient conditions for
termination and termination analysers based on these conditions. Work on Mer-
cury (Speirs et al., 1997) and cTI (Burckel et al., 2000; Mesnard and Neumerkel,
2001; Mesnard et al., 2001), and work on probabilistic logicprogramming (Mon-
niaux, 2001) and constraints logic programming (Ruggieri,1997; Mesnard and
Ruggieri, 2003) should also be mentioned.

� proving decidability or undecidability results for special classes of programs and
inputs (Börger, 1987; De Schreye et al., 1989; De Schreye etal., 1990; Devienne
et al., 1993; Ruggieri, 2000).
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Recently, an additional line of work on termination emerged, namely, inferring con-
ditions, implying termination (Hoarau and Mesnard, 1998; Genaim and Codish, 2001;
Mesnard et al., 2002).

One can distinguish betweenexistentialanduniversaltermination. By existential ter-
mination we understand that the computation either finitelyfails or produces at least one
solution before entering an infinite execution. Universal termination, however, requires
thatall solutions are found in a finite time. Apart from the papers by Baudinet (Baudinet,
1988), Gori (Gori, 2000), Levi and Scozzari (Levi and Scozzari, 1995), Lauet al. (Lau
et al., 1995), and Marchiori (Marchiori, 1996) the researchhas concentrated on universal
termination. The main reason for this is that in order to prove existential termination, one
has to know whether unification succeeds during the execution. This property is known
to be undecidable. Moreover, an existentially terminatingcomputation may be forced by
backtracking to infinite execution, while universally terminating one does not suffer from
this drawback.

Different classes of programs were considered by differentauthors. Most of the work
has been done on termination of definite pure logic programs,i.e., programs that contain
neither built-in predicates nor negation. Normal pure logic programs, that is programs
that may contain negation in the bodies of their clauses, were studied, among others, by
Apt (Apt and Bezem, 1991; Apt and Pedreschi, 1991), Bossiet al. (Bossi et al., 2001a;
Bossi et al., 2002), and Marchiori (Marchiori, 1996). A related property of abductive
programs with negation has been studied by Mancarellaet al. (Mancarella et al., 2002)
and Verbaeten (Verbaeten, 1999).

In the next chapter, we will see that the choice of the atom being selected in the suc-
cessive resolution step of a computation has a great impact on the procedural behaviour
and may influence termination. Selection is done according to a rule, usually calledse-
lection rule. Early works on termination made no assumptions on selection rule, i.e.,
required termination with respect to all possible selection rules (Bezem, 1989; Apt and
Bezem, 1991; Bezem, 1993). However, this notion of termination turned out to be very
restrictive—the majority of real-world programs turn out to be non-terminating. Thus,
most of the authors studied termination with respect to somesubset of selection rules.
The most popular selection rule is left-to-right, as adopted by most of the Prolog imple-
mentations. Termination with respect to non-standard selection rules was considered by
Apt and Luitjes (Apt and Luitjes, 1995), Gori (Gori, 2000), Naish (Naish, 1992), Rug-
gieri (Pedreschi et al., 2002; Ruggieri, 2001), Shyamasundar (Shyamasundar et al., 1992).

1.2 Overview of the thesis

This thesis describes research performed at the Departmentof the Computer Science,
Katholieke Universiteit Leuven between September 1999 andJanuary 2003.

We start by positioning our results with respect to the past work highlighted above.
Similarly to many results on termination we restrict our attention touniversal termination
with respect to theleft-to-right selection rule. The novelty of our results is in extending
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the language of the programs with important “real-world” programming constructs, such
as meta-programming in Chapter 4 and arithmetical built-ins in Chapters 5 and 6. The
majority of the discussion is dedicated to definite programs. Sections 3.8, 4.5 and 5.5.2
illustrate how the corresponding techniques can be appliedto the normal ones. Both ne-
cessary and sufficient conditions and only sufficient (but not necessary) ones are provided.
Furthermore, a termination analyser based on the latter conditions is presented.

In the following chapters, we discuss proving termination with the help of general
orderings and apply the methodology to the study of termination properties of meta-
interpreters. Then, we turn our attention to another class of logic programs mostly over-
looked by the research community, namely, programs with numerical computations. We
start by considering integer computations and then proceedto floating-point computa-
tions. Within this framework, we will present the following.

Chapter 2 provides the technical background, necessary forunderstanding the main
part of the thesis. Logic programming is introduced briefly followed by the basic notions
of termination analysis.

Chapter 3 presents the first contribution of this thesis. In the context of termination
analysis of logic programs two major groups of approaches can be distinguished: those
transforming the logic program into an “equivalent” term-rewrite system (or, in some
cases, into an equivalent functional program) and those proving the termination directly
on the basis of the logic program. One of the most important differences between the two,
besides the transformation step itself, is that different tools are used in proving termina-
tion. Direct approaches usually prove termination on the basis of a well-founded ordering
over the natural numbers, while transformational approaches make use of more general
well-founded orderings. In Chapter 3, we try to provide the best of both worlds: a means
to incorporate into ‘direct’ approaches the power of general orderings. We start by dis-
cussing different properties of orderings (Section 3.2) and then present a necessary and
sufficient condition for termination (Section 3.3). This condition cannot be verified auto-
matically, but it can be approximated by a sufficient condition presented in Section 3.5.
Conditions presented in these sections are based on the notion of termination with respect
to a set of queries. In Section 3.6, we investigate how general orderings can be integrated
in the alternative model-based framework of (Apt and Pedreschi, 1990). Since these res-
ults turn out to be more restricted than the ones presented for termination with respect to a
set of queries, in Section 3.7 we present a methodology for termination verification based
on the sufficient condition of Section 3.5. Before concluding the chapter, we discuss how
the approach should be adapted for normal programs (Section3.8) and how should it be
applied to integrate different termination proofs (Section 3.9).

In the next chapter, Chapter 4, we discuss how the framework developed in Chapter 3
can be applied to meta-interpreters. Ease of meta-programming is one of the major ad-
vantages of logic programming and it finds numerous applications in such areas as arti-
ficial intelligence (Sterling and Shapiro, 1994), compilation, constraints solving (Lamma
et al., 1996), debugging (Bowles and Wilk, 1989) and programanalysis (Codish and
Taboch, 1999). Recently meta-interpreters have been successfully applied for aspect-
oriented programming (De Volder and D’Hondt, 1999; Brichauet al., 2002). Thus, for a
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termination analyser to be of practical use, it should be able to cope with meta-interpreters.
Instead of discussing termination of meta-interpreters, we investigate when termination of
the object program implies termination of the meta-program(termination non-violation)
and when the former is equivalent to the latter (termination preservation). We identify
important classes of meta-interpreters and state conditions for termination non-violation
and termination preservation.

Chapters 5 and 6 are dedicated to computations involving numbers. Numerical com-
putations form an essential part of almost any real-world program. However, this topic
has attracted less attention in the research community. In Chapters 5 and 6, we try to
close this gap by discussing termination of integer and floating-point computations re-
spectively. One of the major difficulties one encounters while analysing termination of
integer computations is in defining correct level-mappings(mappings to the naturals that
should decrease while traversing the clauses). On the one hand, they should map atoms
to natural numbers. On the other hand, possibly negative numeric values of integer ar-
guments should be reflected. This complication is solved by the inference of bounded
integer arguments and the definition of a level-mapping based on these arguments (Sec-
tion 5.3). Moreover, this approach allows us not only to prove termination, but also to
infer conditions that imply termination. The presented technique was implemented in
SICStus Prolog. It turned out to be robust enough to analyse correctly a broad spectrum
of programs, while the time spent on the analysis was low. Further details on experi-
mental evaluation can be found in Section 5.4. Moreover, possibility of non-termination
was correctly suspected in two textbook examples. Furthermore, combined with the ab-
straction techniques of Codish (Codish and Taboch, 1999) and Mesnard (Mesnard, 1996),
our approach provides new insights into termination of symbolic computations. This and
additional extensions of the approach are discussed in Section 5.5.

Termination of computations with real numbers, consideredin Chapter 6, may be
counter-intuitive, i.e., the behaviour actually observeddoes not necessarily coincide with
theoretically expected behaviour. One can easily construct examples that “should” termin-
ate, but do not terminate and vice versa. The reason for thesedifficulties is that the real
numbers represented in a computer are not mathematical objects, but their floating-point
approximations. Failure to perceive that computers represent floating-point approxima-
tions of real numbers can have severe and even tragic consequences, as illustrated by the
crash of a Patriot missile onto American barracks in Dhahran, which killed 28 soldiers,
due to the fact that a small relative error on two clocks leadsto a significant absolute error
on their difference when time increases (Skeel, 1992; United States General Accounting
Office, 1992). The study of a floating-point number representation, conducted with the
joint effort of research institutions and commercial companies, resulted in a number of
international standards, reviewed in Section 6.2, specifying precision of arithmetical op-
erations. Based on these standards in Sections 6.3 and 6.4 wesuggest a novel approach
to verification of termination for logic programs with computations depending on floating
point numbers. To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first work in this domain. In Sec-
tion 6.5, we also establish the relationship between the well-known problem of numerical
stability (Bultheel, 1996) and termination of programs with floating-point computations.
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Moreover, as with the results presented in Chapter 5, these results are not limited to logic
programming per se, because they focus on properties of floating point numbers and not
on the language aspects of logic programming.

We conclude the thesis in Chapter 7 by summarising the contributions and discussing
some open problems.

Publications and Co-authors

Most of the results presented are joint work with Danny De Schreye and were published
previously on different occasions. The basic ideas of usinggeneral orderings for well-
moded programs, discussed in Section 3.6, appeared as an extended abstract in the LOP-
STR 2000 proceedings (Serebrenik and De Schreye, 2000; Serebrenik and De Schreye,
2001b). In order to extend these results to the non well-moded case we had to switch
to a different notion of acceptability, namely, acceptability with respect to a set. These
results were presented in a special collection of essays in honour of Robert A. Kowal-
ski (De Schreye and Serebrenik, 2002).

The results on termination analysis of meta-interpreters were first presented at the
Fifth International Workshop on Termination(Serebrenik, 2001b). Chapter 4 is based on
a more detailed version of the paper that appeared in the LPAR2001 conference proceed-
ings (Serebrenik and De Schreye, 2001c).

Chapter 5 is based on the paper presented at LPAR 2001 (Serebrenik and De Schreye,
2001a). An extended abstract of this work was also presentedat theFifth International
Workshop on Termination(Serebrenik, 2001a). A full version is submitted to the spe-
cial issue of Journal of Theory and Practice of Logic Programming on Verification and
Computational Logic. Papers describing the HASTA-LA-V ISTA system (Serebrenik and
De Schreye, 2003a), discussed in Section 5.4, and preliminary results on the adornments-
based approach to termination of symbolic computations ((Serebrenik and De Schreye,
2003b), Section 5.5.5) were recently accepted for presentation at theSixth International
Workshop on Termination.

Finally, a preliminary version of Chapter 6, on floating-point computations, appeared
in the SAS 2002 conference proceedings (Serebrenik and De Schreye, 2002).
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Chapter 2

Technical background

In this chapter, we provide the necessary technical background on logic programming and
termination analysis. A more detailed introduction to logic programming can be found
in (Apt, 1997; Lloyd, 1987), an overview of termination analysis techniques can be found
in (De Schreye and Decorte, 1994) and more recent results on the topic are available, for
example, in (Bossi et al., 2002; Bruynooghe et al., 2002; Decorte et al., 1999; Dershowitz
et al., 2001; Mesnard and Ruggieri, 2003; Pedreschi et al., 2002; Verbaeten, 2000).

2.1 Logic Programming

In this subsection we present a brief introduction to logic programming. More details can
be found in (Apt, 1997; Lloyd, 1987).

Logic programming is based on afirst order theory, defined by sets of variables, con-
stants, function symbols and predicates. Each function symbol and each predicate is
associated with a nonnegative integer, denoting the numberof its arguments, called the
arity of the function or predicate. Constants are function symbols with arity 0. Afunctor
is either a function symbol or a predicate. To denote the factthat a functorf has an arity
n we write f=n. For the sake of simplicity in the programming examples to come, we
use words starting with the upper case letters from the Latinalphabet to denote variables
and words starting with the lower case letters from the Latinalphabet to denote functors.
Usually, function symbols will be denotedf ;g and predicatesp;q; r. This convention
doesn’t apply to more realistic examples where we prefer to use more meaningful names.
When no confusion can arise we also adapt a mathematical notation, and use letters from
the end of the alphabet, such asx;y, andz with or without subscripts and superscripts,
to denote variables. Aterm is either a variable, a constant orf (t1; : : : ; tn), where f is a
function symbol andt1; : : : ; tn are terms. Similarly, anatomis p(t1; : : : ; tn), wherep=n is
a predicate andt1; : : : ; tn are terms. If a term or an atom does not contain variables, it is
calledground. If A is an atom, then the predicate definingA is denotedrel(A). A literal is

9
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either an atom or the negation of an atom. Atoms are calledpositive literals, negations of
atoms are callednegative literals. A clause Cis a formulaH B1; : : : ;Bn (n� 0) where
H is an atom and eachBi is a literal.H is called theheadof C, the sequenceB1; : : : ;Bn is
called thebodyof C and each one of theBi ’s is called asubgoal. If n = 0, the clause is
calledfact, otherwise it is calledrule. A finite set of clauses is called aprogram. If none
of the program clauses contain negative literals, the program is calleddefinite. Otherwise,
if there exists a negative literal in the body of one of the program clauses, the program
is callednormal. A clause with the empty head and a non-empty body is calledquery.
Queries are often denoted by letterQ with or without subscripts or superscripts. As with
programs, one can talk about definite and normal queries.

The clause with the empty head and the empty body is theempty clause, denoted2.
Given a languageL, AtomL (TermL) is the set of all atoms (terms) that can be constructed
from L. TheHerbrand universe UL (theHerbrand base BL) is the set of all ground terms
(atoms) that can be formed fromL. Given a programP, we slightly abuse the notation
and talk aboutAtomP, TermP, UP andBP.

In the following paragraphs we discuss one of the key concepts of logic programming,
the concept of unification. We start our discussion with the notion of substitution and
proceed to the unification process. Formally, a substitution is a finite set of the form
fx1=t1; : : : ;xn=tng where eachxi is a variable, eachti is a term distinct fromxi and the
variablesx1; : : : ;xn are distinct. Substitutions are usually denoted by Greek letters like
θ;σ;γ. The substitution given by the empty set is called theidentity substitution, denoted
ε.

For uniformity, we call terms, literals and conjunctions ordisjunctions of literalsex-
pressions. A simple expressionis either a term or an atom. IfE is an expression and
θ = fx1=t1; : : : ;xn=tng is a substitution, then theinstanceof E by θ, Eθ, is obtained fromE
by simultaneously replacing each occurrence of the variablexi in E by ti for all i =1; : : : ;n.
If Eθ is ground, thenEθ is called aground instanceof E. The set of all ground instances
of E is denotedground(P). Two expressionsE andF are calledvariants if E is an in-
stance ofF andF is an instance ofE. A substitutionθ such thatEθ is a variant ofE is
called a(variable) renamingfor E. The variant relation defines an equivalence relation
on the set of terms (atoms). Theextended Herbrand universe UE

P (theextended Herbrand
base BEP) is a quotient set ofTermP (AtomP) modulo this relation.

Now we can define composition of substitutions. One might show that, with respect
to this operation, substitutions form a semi-group.

Definition 2.1 Let θ = fx1=s1; : : : ;xm=smg, σ = fy1=t1; : : : ;yn=tng be substitutions. Then
the compositionθσ ofθ andσ is the substitution obtained fromfx1=s1σ; : : : ;xm=smσ;y1=t1;
: : : ;yn=tng by deleting any xi=siσ for which xi = siσ and deleting any yj=t j , for which
y j 2 fx1; : : : ;xmg.

Using the notion of composition one can define a notion ofunification.

Definition 2.2 Let S be a finite set of simple expressions. A substitutionθ is called a
unifier for S if Sθ is a singleton, i.e., a set containing exactly one element. Aunifier θ
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for S is called amost general unifier (mgu)for S, if for each unifierσ of S, there exists a
substitutionγ such thatσ = θγ.

One can show that given a finite set of simple expressions, themost general unifier is
unique modulo renaming. A number of algorithms computing most general unifiers can
be found in (Robinson, 1965; Martelli and Monatanari, 1982;Lloyd, 1987; Apt, 1997).
The notion of unification we introduced above allows the presentation of the procedural
semantics of logic programming based on the notion of resolution (Robinson, 1965).

The procedural semantics of definite logic programs is basedon the notion of SLD-
resolution. The SLD-resolution stands for SL-resolution for Definite clauses. SL abbre-
viates “Linear resolution with Selection function” (Kowalski and Kuehner, 1971). In the
case of normal programs, SLD is extended to SLDNF for SLD-resolution with Negation
as Finite Failure. More formally, aselection functionmaps a query to an atom in it, called
theselected atom. We start by definite programs and then move to normal programs.

Definition 2.3 Let Qi be a query A1; : : : ;Am; : : : ;Ak, let Ci+1 be a clause A B1; : : : ;Bn

and R be a selection function. Then Qi+1 is anSLD-resolventof Qi and Ci+1 using the
most general unifierθi+1 via R if the following conditions hold:

1. Am is the selected atom given by R.

2. θi+1 is the most general unifier of Am and A.

3. Qi+1 is the query (A1; : : : ;Am�1;B1; : : : ;Bn;Am+1; : : : ;Ak)θi+1

The choice of an atom during the resolution provided byRmay influence termination
behaviour. In this work, we always assumeR to return the leftmost atom of the query.
This is the selection function implemented by the majority of Prolog systems. To stress
the left-to-rightselection instead ofSLD-resolvents one talks aboutLD-resolvents.

Definition 2.4 Let P be a program and Q a query. AnLD-derivationof P[fQg consists
of a possibly infinite sequence Q0 =Q;Q1; : : : of queries, a sequenceC1;C2; : : : of renamed
apart variants of program clauses of P and a sequenceθ1;θ2; : : : of the most general
unifiers such that each Qi+1 is an LD-resolvent of Qi and Ci+1 usingθi+1.

Among finite LD-derivations, we definesuccessfulones as ending in the empty query,
and failed ones as ending in a non-empty query with the selected atom being unable to
be unified with the head of any clause. LetP be a definite program andQ be a definite
query, such that an LD-derivation ofP[fQg is successful, and letθ1; : : : ;θn be the most
general unifiers used in the derivation. Then the restriction of the compositionθ1 : : :θn to
the variables ofQ is called acomputed answer substitutionof Q.

An LD-tree is a compact way to present all LD-derivations of a program and a query.

Definition 2.5 Let P be a definite program, Q be a definite query. Then theLD-treefor P
and Q is the tree with queries as nodes constructed as follows: Q is the root node; nodes
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which are the empty query have no descendants; if A1; : : : ;Ak(k� 1) is a node, then it has
a descendent for each program clause A B1; : : : ;Bq such that A1 and A are unifiable.
The descendent is(B1; : : : ;Bq;A2; : : : ;Ak)θ whereθ is an mgu of A1 and A.

Each branch of the LD-tree forP andQ is a derivation ofP[fQg. Branches cor-
responding to successful derivations are calledsuccess branches, branches corresponding
to infinite derivations are calledinfinite branches, and branches corresponding to failed
derivations are calledfailure branches.

permute([1,2],L)

L/[El jT]

delete(El,[1,2],L1),

permute(L1,T)
�

�

�

�

�

�

�

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

El/1, L1/[2] L1/[1jL13]

permute([2]),T delete(El,[2],L13),

permute(L1,T)
T/[El1 jT1]

delete(El1,[2],L11),

permute(L11,T1)

�

�

�

A

A

A

El1/2, L11/[] L11/[1jL12]

permute([],T1) delete(El2,[],L12),

permute(L11,T1)
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A

A

El/2, L13/[] L13/[2jL14]

permute([1],T) delete(El3,[],L14),

permute(L1,T)
T/[El5 jT5]

delete(El5,[1],L15),

permute(L15,T5)

fail

T1/[]

2 fail

�

�

�

A

A

A

El5/1, L15/[] L15/[1jL16]

permute([],T5) delete(El6,[],L16),
permute(L15,T5)

T5/[]

2 fail

Figure 2.1: LD-tree for thepermuteexample

To illustrate the notions introduced consider the following permuteexample, un-
doubtedly belonging to logic programming classics.

Example 2.6 Let P be the following program.

permute([℄; [℄):

permute(L; [EljT ℄) delete(El;L;L1);permute(L1;T):
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delete(X; [XjT℄;T):

delete(X; [HjT℄; [HjT1℄) delete(X;T;T1):

Given a querypermute([1;2℄;L), the program computes all the permutations of the list
[1;2℄. The LD-tree of this program andpermute([1;2℄;L) is shown in Figure 2.1. Se-
lected atoms are underlined and arcs are labelled with unifiers. This LD-tree is finite
with two success branches and three failure branches. Computed answer substitutions
corresponding to the success branches arefL=[1;2℄g andfL=[2;1℄g. 2

Below we will review briefly the declarative semantics of logic programming. We
start by introducing the notions of interpretation and model.

Definition 2.7 An interpretationof a first order language L consists of the following:

� A non-empty set D, called thedomainof the interpretation.

� For each constant in L, the assignment of an element in D.

� For each n-ary function symbol in L, the assignment of a mapping from Dn to D.

� For each n-ary predicate symbol in L, the assignment of a mapping from Dn to
ftrue; falseg.

An interpretationI is called amodelfor a formulaF, denotedI j= F , if the truth value
of F with respect toI is true for all valuations. Similarly,I is called amodelof a set of
formulaeS, denotedI j= S, if I is a model of each one of its elements. Given a set of
formulaeSand a formulaF, we say thatSj= F if for every modelI of S, I j= F .

We will be particularly interested in special kinds of interpretations, calledHerbrand
interpretations. Given a languageL, an interpretation is called Herbrand interpretation
if (a) its domain isUL, (b) constants inL are assigned themselves inUL and (c) to each
n-ary function symbolf there is a mapping assigned from(UL)

n into UL, defined by
(t1; : : : ; tn)! f (t1; : : : ; tn). A Herbrand modelof a setS in a languageL is a Herbrand
interpretation ofL which is a model forS.

An elegant way to study Herbrand models of programs has been proposed by Clark
(Clark, 1979). Here we use the definition of (Lloyd, 1987).

Definition 2.8 Let P be a definite program. The mapping TP : 2BP
! 2BP is defined as

follows. Let I be an Herbrand interpretation. Then TP(I) = fA2 BP j (A A1; : : : ;An) 2

ground(P) andfA1; : : : ;Ang � Ig.

The mappingTP provides a convenient way to verify if a Herbrand interpretation I is a
model. Indeed,I is a model if and only if for each ground instanceA A1; : : : ;An of each
clause inP we havefA1; : : : ;Ang � I impliesA2 I , i.e., which is equivalent toTP(I)� I .

One can show that the minimal Herbrand model coincides with the least fixpoint of
TP and that it can be computed as(TP)

ω. Moreover, it can be proved that LD-resolution
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is sound and complete, i.e., the procedural semantics and the declarative semantics agree.
For proofs of these statements the reader is referred to (Apt, 1997).

If normal programs are considered rather than definite programs, than the semantical
definitions above should be adjusted to account for negation. A number of such amend-
ments were suggested in the literature, among them theclosed world assumption(Reiter,
1978) andnegation as finite failure(Clark, 1978). The latter model is adapted by most
of the Prolog systems. The negation as finite failure principle suggests that:A should be
interpreted as “the proof ofA fails in finite time”. Thus, intuitively, when a negative literal
:A is discovered during the LD-resolution, a new LD-resolution process is started aiming
to prove the failure ofA. If the failure is indeed observed in a finite time, the first resol-
ution process is resumed. IfA succeeds,:A fails, and the first resolution process fails.
However, in order to ensure the soundness of the resolution process (called an LDNF-
resolution), we require that only agroundnegative literal be selected (Lloyd, 1987; Apt
and Doets, 1994). If a query that has a first literal being non-ground and negative occurs
in an LDNF-derivation (or in any of its subsidiary LDNF-trees), we say that itflounders.
As in the definite case, we would like to represent the derivations in a compact way, as
we did with the LD-tree. However, as each query with negativeliteral selected results in
a new LD-tree, we talk about the LDNF-forest.

2.2 Termination analysis

In this section, we review some basic notions related to proving termination of logic
programs. Detailed information on this topic can be found in(De Schreye and Decorte,
1994). More recent work on this topic has been reviewed in Chapter 1. First of all, we
need to define the central concept of this thesis, namely the concept ofLD-termination.

Definition 2.9 A definite query QLD-terminatesfor a definite program P, if the LD-tree
for P and Q is finite.

If a programP LD-terminates for all queries in a set of queriesS, we also say thatP
LD-terminates forS. LD-termination has a number of useful properties, summarised in
the following proposition.

Proposition 2.10 Let P be a definite program, and let S be a set of queries. Then, the
following holds:

� if P LD-terminates for S, then, for all S1� S, P LD-terminates for S1;

� if P LD-terminates for S, then, for all P1� P, P1 LD-terminates for S.

Proof � Immediately, since if some property holds for a set of elements, then it also
holds for any subset of it.
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� For all Q 2 S and allP1 � P, the LD-tree ofP1 andQ is contained in the
LD-tree of P andQ. Hence, finiteness of the containee is implied by the
finiteness of the container.

�

As logic programming doesn’t contain iterative programming constructs, such as
loops, the only mechanism that can result in non-terminating behaviour is direct or mu-
tual recursion. More formally, the following definition is similar to Definition 6.30 (Apt,
1997).

Definition 2.11 Let P be a program and p, q be predicates occurring in it. We saythat

� p refers toq in P if there is a clause in P that uses p in its head and q in its body.

� p depends onq in P, denoted pw q, if (p;q) is in the transitive closure of the
relation refers to.

� p andq are mutually recursive, denoted p' q, if pw q and qw p.

The only difference between this definition and the originaldefinition of Apt (Apt, 1997)
is that we definew as a transitive closure of therefers torelation and not as a reflexive
transitive closure of it. Thus, we can say that the predicatep is recursive ifp' p, while
if the definition of Apt is followed,p' p holds for allp.

In order to prove termination, we would like to have a mappingof atoms to the well-
founded domain that decreases while the clauses are traversed (Floyd, 1967; Katz and
Manna, 1975). One of the most intuitive well-founded domains, commonly used for
proving termination, is the domain of natural numbers. Thisintuition is formalised by the
notion of alevel mapping, a function mapping atoms to natural numbers,j � j: BE

P ! N,
first introduced in (Bezem, 1989). Usually, an auxiliary notion of norm is introduced. A
norm is similar to a level mapping, but instead of measuring atoms, it measures terms,
i.e., it is defined ask � k : UE

P ! N. In functional programming, the counterpart of a level
mapping and of a norm is called a measure function (Brauburger and Giesl, 1999; Giesl
et al., 1998). One of the most popular norms islist-length:

ktkl =

�

1+kt2k if t = [t1jt2℄
0 otherwise

In particular, for any list of finite lengthn, its size measured by list-length isn. Another
commonly used norm isterm-size, which measures the number of nodes in the tree rep-
resentation of a term (or, alternatively, the number of function symbols occurring in the
term):

ktkt =

�

1+∑n
i=1ktik if t = f (t1; : : : ; tn), n> 0

0 otherwise
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Both list-length and term-size are linear norms, i.e., linear combinations of sizes of their
arguments. In general, a linear norm is defined as

ktk=

�

cf
+∑n

i=1af
i ktik if t = f (t1; : : : ; tn)

0 otherwise

where all the coefficients are non-negative integers.
Thecall set, Call(P;S), is the set of all atomsA, such that a variant ofA is a selected

atom in some branch of the LD-tree forP[fQg, for someQ2S. Techniques for inferring
the call set were suggested in (Janssens and Bruynooghe, 1992; Janssens et al., 1994).

The following definition (Serebrenik and De Schreye, 2001b)generalises the notion
of acceptability with respect to a set (Decorte and De Schreye, 1998; De Schreye et al.,
1992) by extending it to mutual recursion as presented in Definition 2.11.

Definition 2.12 Let S be a set of atomic queries and P a definite program. P isacceptable
with respect toS if there exists a level mappingj � j such that

� for any A2 Call(P;S)

� for any clause A0 B1; : : : ;Bn in P, such thatmgu(A;A0) = θ exists,

� for any atom Bi , such thatrel(Bi) ' rel(A) and for any computed answer substitu-
tion σ for (B1; : : : ;Bi�1)θ holds that

j A j> j Biθσ j :

In (De Schreye et al., 1992) LD-termination was characterised in terms of acceptabil-
ity.

Theorem 2.13 Let P be a program. P is acceptable with respect to a set S if andonly if
P is LD-terminating for all queries in S.

It should be noted that direct application of Definition 2.12can lead to unnatural level
mappings. Indeed, consider the following example.

Example 2.14 Let P be the following program.

p(s(X)) q(X):

q(X) p(X):

Then, the level mapping required by Definition 2.12 should satisfy the following inequal-
ities for any term t:

j p(s(t)) j> j q(t) j> j p(t) j

In other words, an unnatural difference of 2 is required betweenj p(s(t)) j andj p(t) j. 2
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Applying the binary unfoldings technique of Codish and Taboch (Codish and Taboch,
1999) can resolve the problem.

Computed answer substitutions mentioned in Definition 2.12are traditionally ex-
pressed in the form of interargument relations. Interargument relations have initially been
studied by (Ullman and Van Gelder, 1988; Plümer, 1991; Verschaetse and De Schreye,
1991). In this thesis, we use the definition of (Decorte et al., 1999).

Definition 2.15 Let P be a definite program, p a predicate in P with arity n. Aninterargu-
ment relationfor p is a relation Rp � N

n. Rp is a valid interargument relation forp with
respect to a normk � k if and only if for every p(t1; : : : ; tn) 2 AtomP : if P j= p(t1; : : : ; tn)
then(kt1k; : : : ;ktnk) 2 Rp.

In order to illustrate the concepts introduced so far, we present a termination analysis
of Example 2.6.

Example 2.16 We are interested in showing termination of queries of the formpermute(list;
v), wherelist is a nil-terminated list (i.e., a not necessarily ground list of finite length) and
v is a variable. One of the most difficult problems while proving termination is the choice
of level mappings, norms and interargument relations. The majority of the approaches
we have reviewed, with the notable exception of (Decorte et al., 1999), start with a set
of predefined norms and base other decisions on this information. For the sake of sim-
plicity, assume that one of the norms available is the list-length norm,k � kl , defined
above. Level mappings are traditionally defined as a linear combination of sizes of the
terms on fixed argument positions (this kind of level mappings is calledlinear). Vers-
chaetse (Verschaetse, 1992) demonstrated that input argument positions can be used for
this purpose, and suggested a technique to infer them. For the sake of simplicity we as-
sume here the argument position to be input if during the computation it can be occupied
only by non-variable terms. In our case, the only input argument position ofpermute
is the first one, and the only input argument position ofdeleteis the second one. Thus,
j permute(t1; t2) j= kt1kl andj delete(t1; t2; t3) j= kt2kl .

Termination ofdeleteis straightforward. Indeed, as there are no intermediate sub-
goals in clauses defining this predicate, we have to prove that the size of the call to the
head is greater than the size of the call to the recursive subgoal. Thus, we have to show
that j delete(t1; [t4 j t2℄; [t4 j t3℄) j > j delete(t1; t2; t3) j, i.e.,k[t4 j t2℄kl > kt2kl . The latter
inequality holds by definition of the list-length norm.

For the case ofpermute, computed answer substitutions fordeleteshould be con-
sidered. Usually this is done by suggesting an interargument relationship and then prov-
ing that it is valid. Assuming the list-length norm one can show thatf(n1;n2;n3) j n2 =

n3+1g is a valid interargument relationship fordelete. Thus, for every computed answer
substitutionθ for delete(el; l ; l1), j l1θ j= j lθ j �1.

To complete the termination proof, letpermute(t;v), where t is a nil-terminated list
and v is a variable, be a call topermuteunifiable with the head of the rule, that is, there
existsθ, such that Lθ = tθ, [El j T℄θ = vθ. Since L and v are variables, Lθ = t and
[El j T℄ = vθ hold. Letσ be a computed answer substitution fordelete(El;L;L1)θ. Then,
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we have to prove that

j permute(t;v) j> j permute(L1;T)θσ j :

Observe thatj permute(t;v) j = k t kl and that j permute(L1;T)θσ j= kL1θσkl =

kLθσkl � 1 = ktσkl � 1. Since t is a nil-terminated list, the definition of the list-length
norm impliesktkl = ktσkl , completing the termination proof. 2

This example also demonstrates the major difficulties in theuse of Theorem 2.13.
First, reasoning on calls in the termination condition is rather complex. We would like to
replace this with reasoning at the clause level. Similarly,instead of considering computed
answer substitutions, we would like to think in terms of valid interargument relations.
A necessary condition for termination satisfying these requirements, calledrigid accept-
ability with respect to a set, was introduced in (Decorte et al., 1999). However, before
presenting the rigid acceptability condition, we need to introduce the notion of rigidity.

Definition 2.17 (Bossi et al., 1994a) Letk �k be a norm and t be a term. We say that t is
rigid with respect tok � k (or k � k is rigid on t) if for any substitutionσ, ktσk= ktk.

This definition can be extended easily to level mappings and atoms. Bossi, Cocco and
Fabris (Bossi et al., 1994a) proved that for a broad class of norms, including the popular
list-length norm we have seen earlier, rigidity can be verified syntactically. For example,
for the term-size norm, a term is rigid with respect to it if, and only if, it is ground. Now
we are ready to present the rigid acceptability condition. For the sake of convenience we
extend the original definition of (Decorte et al., 1999) to mutual recursion in the same
way we did in Definition 2.12.

Theorem 2.18 Let S be a set of atomic queries and P be a definite program. Letk � k be
a norm and, for each predicate in P, let Rp be a valid interargument relation for p with
respect tok � k. If there exists a level mappingj � j which is rigid onCall(P;S) such that

� for any clause H B1; : : : ;Bn 2 P and

� for any atom Bi in its body such thatrel(Bi)' rel(A)

� for any substitutionθ such that the arguments of the atoms in(B1; : : : ;Bi�1)θ all
satisfy their associated interargument relations RB1; : : : ;RBi�1

j Hθ j> j Biθ j

then P is acceptable with respect to S.

We will show in Theorem 3.87 a way to reformulate this result for acceptability using
general orderings, and in Chapters 5 and 6 we will extend the constraints-based approach
of (Decorte et al., 1999) which is based on it.
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Finally, we introduce an important program transformation, calledunfolding, as in-
troduced in (Bossi and Cocco, 1994). Intuitively, unfolding is the replacement of a
body subgoal with appropriately instantiated definition ofthe subgoal. More formally,
given a clauseA A1; : : : ;An, unfolding Ai in it with another clauseB B1; : : : ;Bm is
Aθ (A1; : : : ;Ai�1;B1; : : : ;Bm;Ai+1; : : : ;An)θ, whereθ is the most general unifier ofAi

andB. As “harmless” as this transformation might appear, it doesnot preserve termina-
tion, as the following example illustrates.

Example 2.19 Consider the following program (cf. (Bossi and Cocco, 1994)).

p q; r:

q q:

Then, query p does not terminate with respect to it. However,if r is unfolded in p q; r
the following program is obtained:

q q:

and p terminates with respect to it. 2

The companion program transformation to unfolding is called folding. Folding is, in-
tuitively, replacing a body instance in the query with a headinstance. Formally, given a
clauseA A1; : : : ;An folding Ai ; : : : ;A j in it with B B1; : : : ;Bm isAθ (A1; : : : ;Ai�1;B;
A j+1; : : : ;An)θ, whereθ is the most general unifier ofAi ; : : : ;A j andB1; : : : ;Bm.

Bossi and Cocco (Bossi and Cocco, 1994) established conditions for termination pre-
servation via steps of folding and unfolding.

In the next chapters, we present our approach to terminationanalysis based on the
notions introduced so far. For example, Theorems 3.32 and 3.54 are counterparts of The-
orems 2.13 and 2.18, obtained if general orderings are used instead of level mappings and
norms. The corresponding notion of rigidity is studied in Section 3.4. In Section 5.2,
unfolding is discussed in the context of program transformation, designed to analyse ter-
mination of programs with numerical computations.
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Termination with general
orderings
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Chapter 3

Acceptability with general
orderings

In this chapter, we develop a framework that combines two major approaches to termina-
tion analysis of logic programs. We integrate general term orderings that are usually used
to prove termination of term-rewriting systems in the well-known context of acceptability
with respect to a set (Decorte and De Schreye, 1998). We also show how these order-
ings can be incorporated into the model-based technique of Apt and Pedreschi (Apt and
Pedreschi, 1990).

3.1 Introduction

It is not uncommon in research for different research communities to tackle the same
problem from very different perspectives or to use totally different techniques. In some
cases, such communities may coexist for many years without much integration, cross-
fertilisation or even a decent comparison of the relative merits and drawbacks of the com-
peting approaches.

In the context of termination analysis for logic programs, two such communities ex-
ist: those who develop and apply “transformational” approaches and those working on
“direct” approaches. A transformational approach first transforms the logic program into
an “equivalent” term-rewrite system (Ganzinger and Waldmann, 1993; Marchiori, 1994;
Krishna Rao et al., 1998; van Raamsdonk, 1999; Ohlebusch, 2001) (or, in some cases,
into an equivalent functional program (Reddy, 1984)). Here, equivalence means that, at
the very least, the termination of the term-rewrite system should imply the termination of
the logic program, for some predefined collection of queries. The approach of Arts (Arts,
1997) is exceptional in the sense that the termination of thelogic program is concluded
from a weaker property ofsingle-redex normalisationof the term-rewrite system. On
the other hand, direct approaches (Decorte et al., 1999; Lindenstrauss and Sagiv, 1997;
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Mesnard and Neumerkel, 2001; Bossi et al., 2001b; Genaim et al., 2002) do not include
such a transformation, but prove the termination directly on the basis of the logic program
itself.

Besides the transformation step itself, there is one other technical difference between
these two approaches. Direct approaches usually prove termination on the basis of a
well-founded ordering over the natural numbers. More specifically, they use alevel map-
ping, which maps atoms to natural numbers, and they verify appropriate decreases of this
level mapping on the atoms occurring in the clauses. On the other hand, transformational
approaches make use of more general well-founded orderingsover terms, such as reduc-
tion orderings, or more specifically simplification orderings (see (Dershowitz, 1985)). It
should also be stressed that the idea behind both approachesdates from the very early
days of program analysis (Floyd, 1967; Katz and Manna, 1975)and is, basically, the
same: “states of the computation” are mapped to a well-founded domain, and the ter-
mination proof is based on showing a decrease between the images of two subsequent
states.

Direct approaches employ a systematic choice for level mappings andnorms—func-
tions which map each term (modulo variable renaming) to a corresponding natural number
—instead of general orderings. This choice seems arbitraryand ad hoc. More generally,
the relative merits and drawbacks of these two lines of work are not well understood.
This has been the main motivation for our research. We present an initial study on the use
of general well-founded orderings as a means to prove directly the termination of logic
programs—without intermediate transformation. In particular,

� we study whether the theoretical results on acceptability can be reformulated in
terms of general orderings,

� we evaluate to what extent the use of the general orderings (instead of level map-
pings) either improves or deteriorates the direct approaches.

To illustrate the latter point, consider the following program, which formulates some
of the rules for computing the repeated derivative of a polynomial function in one variable
u (see also (Dershowitz and Manna, 1979)):

Example 3.1

d(der(u);1):

d(der(A);0) number(A):

d(der(X+Y);DX+DY) 

d(der(X);DX);d(der(Y);DY):

d(der(X �Y);X �DY+Y�DX) 

d(der(X);DX);d(der(Y);DY):

d(der(der(X));DDX) 

d(der(X);DX);d(der(DX);DDX):
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We are interested in proving LD-termination, i.e., finiteness of the SLD-tree construc-
ted using the left-to-right selection rule of Prolog, of theprogram above together with
the queries of the formd(t;v), where t is a term, expressing a derivative of a polynomial
function in one variable u, such asder(der(u�u�u+3�u�u+3�u+1)), and v is a fresh
variable, that will be unified with the result of the computation.

Proving LD-termination on the basis of a level-mapping is difficult. For this example,
a level-mapping that decreases between two sequential calls of d is a non-linear function.
In particular, a level mappingj � j, and a normk � k, such that:

jd(X;Y)j= kXk;

jnumber(X)j= 0;

kder(X)k= 2kXk
;

kX+Yk= max(kXk;kYk)+1;

kX �Yk= max(kXk;kYk)+1;

kuk= 2;

knk= 2; if n is a number,

would be needed. No automatic system for proving termination on the basis of level
mappings is able to generate such mappings. Moreover, we believe, that it would be very
difficult to extend existing systems to support the generation of appropriate non-linear
mappings. 2

Although we have not yet presented our general-well-founded ordering approach, it
should be intuitively clear that we can capture the decreasein ordering between theder(X)

andDX by using an ordering on terms that gives the highest “priority” to the functorder.
On the other hand, the use of level mappings and norms sometimes allows us to ex-

plore more precise information on atoms and terms such as arithmetical relations between
terms which cannot be expressed by general orderings. This information can sometimes
be crucial in proving termination, as the following programfrom (De Schreye and De-
corte, 1994; Decorte et al., 1999) demonstrates.

Example 3.2

conf(X) delete2(X;Z);delete(U;Y;Z);conf(Y):

delete2(X;Y) delete(U;X;Z);delete(V;Z;Y):

delete(X; [XjT℄;T):

delete(X; [HjT℄; [HjT1℄) delete(X;T;T1):

Note that by reasoning with sizes of terms, we can infer that the size decreases by
2 after the call todelete2 predicate in the first clause, and then increases by 1 in the
subsequent call to the delete predicate. In total, sizes allow us to conclude a decrease.
Reasoning in terms of ordering relations only, however, does not allow one to conclude the
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overall decrease based on the fact that the third argument ofdelete predicate is smaller
(with respect to some>) than the second one and the first argument ofdelete2 predicate
is greater (with respect to>) than the second one. 2

As can be expected, theoretically both approaches are essentially equivalent. Namely,
we will see that termination can be proved with a level mapping if and only if it can be
proved with a general ordering. More formally, we will introduce a variant on the notion
of acceptability, based on general orderings, which is equivalent to termination in a similar
way as in the level mapping based approach. On the more practical level, as illustrated in
the two examples above, neither of the approaches is strictly better: the general orderings
provide a larger set of orderings to select from (in particular, note that orderings based
on level mappings and norms are general orderings), while the level mapping approach
provides an arithmetic, on top of mere ordering.

In the remainder of this chapter, we begin by considering a variant of the notion of
acceptability with respect to a set, as introduced in (De Schreye et al., 1992), obtained
by replacing level mappings with orderings. We show how thisvariant of acceptability
remains equivalent to termination under the left-to-rightselection rule, for certain queries.
Then, we illustrate with some examples how this result can beused to prove termination.
We also provide a variant of theacceptabilitycondition, as introduced in (Apt and Pedres-
chi, 1990), and discuss advantages and disadvantages of each approach. Next, we discuss
automation of the approach. We elaborate on a demand-drivenmethod to set up and verify
sufficient preconditions for termination. In this method, the aim is to derive—in, as much
as possible, a constructive way—a well-founded ordering, over the set of all atoms and
terms of the language underlying the program, which satisfies the termination condition.

3.2 Quasi-orderings and orderings

In this section, we discuss orderings and quasi-orderings.We start by presenting a number
of classical definitions. Next we observe that these notionsturn out to be too restrictive
for our purposes. As a result, we introduce weaker notions that will be used further for
termination analysis.

3.2.1 Basic properties

A quasi-orderingover a setS is a reflexive and transitive relation� defined on elements
of S. We define the associated equivalence relation�� ass�� t if and only if s� t and
t � s, and the associatedordering> ass> t if and only if s� t but nott � s. If neither
s� t, nor t � s we writesk

�

t. If for all s andt eithers� t or t � s, the quasi-ordering
is calledtotal, otherwise it is calledpartial. Sometimes, in order to distinguish between
different quasi-orderings and associated relations, we also use�,�,�� andk

�

.
The following are examples of quasi-orderings:� on the set of the real numbers,�

on the power set of some set. The following are examples of orderings:> on the set of the
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integers, lexicographic ordering on the set of strings (this is the way entries are ordered
in dictionaries), multiset ordering (ordering on collections allowing multiple occurrences
of identical elements) and recursive path ordering (Dershowitz, 1982; Dershowitz, 1985;
Lescanne, 1990). As the last ordering will be important in the examples to come, we
present the formal definition.

Definition 3.3 (cf. (Dershowitz and Manna, 1979; Dershowitz, 1985)) Let� be a partial
ordering on a set S. Themultiset ordering�� is defined as follows: M��M0 if and only
if for some multisets X and Y, where X is a nonempty subset of M,M0

= (M�X)[Y and
for all y 2Y there is an x2 X such that x� y.

Definition 3.4 (Dershowitz, 1982; Dershowitz, 1985) Let� be a partial ordering on a
set of operators F. Therecursive path ordering�rpo on the set of terms over F is defined
recursively as follows:

s= f (s1; : : : ;sm)�rpo g(t1; : : : ; tn) = t

if
si �rpo t for some i= 1; : : : ;m

or
f � g and s�rpo t j for all j = 1; : : : ;n

or
f = g andfs1; : : : ;smg ��rpo ft1; : : : ; tng;

where��rpo is the extension of�rpo to multisets and�rpo means�rpo or permutat-
ively congruent (equivalent up to permutation of subterms).

An ordered setS is said to bewell-foundedif there are no infinite descending se-
quencess1 > s2 > :: : of elements ofS. If the setS is clear from the context, we will
say that the ordering, defined on the set, is well-founded. Wewill also say that a quasi-
ordering is well-founded if the ordering associated with itis well-founded.

Example 3.5 The natural ordering> on the naturals is well-founded, but it is no longer
well-founded if integers are considered. Dershowitz and Manna (Dershowitz and Manna,
1979) proved that the multiset ordering is well-founded if and only if the underlying order-
ing is well-founded. Similarly, Dershowitz (Dershowitz, 1982) showed that the recursive
path ordering�rpo is well-founded on the set of terms over F if and only if� is well-
founded on F. 2

We also require orderings and quasi-orderings to be closed under substitutions. That
is, for all A andB, if A>B then for allθ alsoAθ >Bθ. Similarly, for allA andB, if A�B
then for allθ alsoAθ�Bθ. We assume this property for all orderings and quasi-orderings
in this chapter.
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Definition 3.6 Let� be a quasi-ordering on a set T . A quasi-ordering� defined on a set
S� T is called aproper extension of� if

� t1� t2 implies t1 � t2 for all t1; t2 2 T.

� t1 > t2 implies t1 � t2 for all t1; t2 2 T.

The study of termination of term-rewriting systems has leadto the intensive study of
orderings on terms. A number of useful properties have been established.

Definition 3.7 Let> be an ordering on UEP [BE
P.

� > is calledmonotonicif s1 > s2 implies

f (t11; : : : ; t1n1;s1; t21; : : : ; t2n2)> f (t11; : : : ; t1n1;s2; t21; : : : ; t2n2)

and
p(t11; : : : ; t1n1;s1; t21; : : : ; t2n2)> p(t11; : : : ; t1n1;s2; t21; : : : ; t2n2)

for any terms s1 and s2, sequences of terms t11; : : : ; t1n1 and t21; : : : ; t2n2, function
symbol f and predicate p.

� > is said to have thesubterm propertyif f (t11; : : : ; t1n1;s; t21; : : : ; t2n2)> s holds for
any term f(t11; : : : ; t1n1;s; t21; : : : ; t2n2).

We extend the definition above to quasi-orderings.

Definition 3.8 Let� be a quasi-ordering on terms.

� � is calledmonotonicif the associated ordering is monotonic and s1 � s2 implies

f (t11; : : : ; t1n1;s1; t21; : : : ; t2n2)� f (t11; : : : ; t1n1;s2; t21; : : : ; t2n2)

and
p(t11; : : : ; t1n1;s1; t21; : : : ; t2n2)� p(t11; : : : ; t1n1;s2; t21; : : : ; t2n2)

for any terms s1 and s2, sequences of terms t11; : : : ; t1n1 and t21; : : : ; t2n2, function
symbol f and predicate p and

� � is said to have thesubterm propertyif the associated ordering has the subterm
property.

Orderings having monotonicity and subterm properties are called simplification or-
derings. Similarly we can talk about simplification quasi-orderings.

For recursive path orderings the following holds (Dershowitz, 1982).

Theorem 3.9 Let� be a partial ordering on a set of operators F and let�rpo be the
recursive path ordering on the set of terms over F. Then, the following holds:
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� �rpo is a simplification ordering;

� �rpo is well-founded if, and only if,� is well-founded.

Unfortunately, simplification orderings do not include, for example, such orderings as
list length norm based ordering, which is useful for termination proofs. Indeed, the length
of [[1;2;3℄;4℄ is 2, while the length of its subterm[1;2;3℄ is 3. Moreover, as we will see
later, if those properties are assumed, the notion of rigidity deteriorates to groundedness.

Thus, we extend the notions above further, to incorporate these orderings as well.
Before doing so, we need to recall the notion of characteristic function of a set.

3.2.2 Characteristic function of a set

We recall the classical definition of the characteristic function of a set.

Definition 3.10 Let I be a set. Thecharacteristic functionχI is defined as following:

χI (x) =

�

1 x2 I
0 x 62 I

We associate with each functorf=n some setI f=n � f1; : : : ;ng. Then, for terms we
can extend the definition above in the following way:

Definition 3.11 Let L be a language. LetI be the family of sets, associated with functors,
such that If=n2 I exists for every f=n2 L. Let s be a term and�����!i1; : : : ; ik a vector of integers.
Then thecharacteristic functionχIs is defined as following:

χIs(
�����!

i1; : : : ; ik) =

8

>

<

>

:

1 s is a variable or a constant
χI f=n

(i1) if k = 1 and s= f (t1; : : : ; tn)

χI f=n
(i1)�χIti1(

�����!i2; : : : ; ik) if k > 1 and s= f (t1; : : : ; tn)

We illustrate this definition with the following example.

Example 3.12 Let s be f(a;g(b;h(c;X))) and let If=2 bef1;2g, Ig=2 bef2g and Ih=2 be

f1g. Then, the following holdsχIs(
�!

1 ) = 1, since k= 1, andχI f=2
(1) = 1. In the same

fashion,

χIs(
�!

2;1) = χI f=2
(2)�χIg(b;h(c;X))(

�!

1 ) = χI f=2
(2)�χIg=2

(1) = 0;

χIs(
�!

2;2) = χI f=2
(2)�χIg(b;h(c;X))(

�!

2 ) = χI f=2
(2)�χIg=2

(2) = 1;

χIs(
���!

2;2;1) = χI f=2
(2)�χIg(b;h(c;X))(

�!

2;1) =

χI f=2
(2)�χIg=2

(2)�χIg(b;h(c;X))(
�!

1 ) = χI f=2
(2)�χIg=2

(2)�χIh=2
(1) = 1;

χIs(
���!

2;2;2) = χI f=2
(2)�χIg(b;h(c;X))(

�!

2;2) =

χI f=2
(2)�χIg=2

(2)�χIg(b;h(c;X))(
�!

2 ) = χI f=2
(2)�χIg=2

(2)�χIh=2
(2) = 0:

2
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In the next subsections, given an ordering> setsI f=n will be sets of functor argument
positions such that certain properties of> hold. Use of the characteristic function will
allow us to propagate these properties through the nesting of functors (cf. Lemmas 3.19
and 3.25).

Definition 3.11 also suggests that vector notation denotes abranch in the tree repres-
entation of a term. When we can do so without causing confusion, we will also talk about
the value of the characteristic function for the subterm that is selected by a vector, and not
for the vector itself.

Example 3.13 Continuing Example 3.12, we can rewrite the values of the characteristic
function as follows:χIs(a) = 1, χIs(b) = 0, χIs(h(c;d)) = 1, χIs(c) = 1, χIs(X) = 0. 2

Proposition 3.14 Let s be a term and t be a subterm of s. Then, ifχIs(t) = 0, for any
subterm t0 of t holds thatχIs(t 0) = 0.

Proof Immediately, from the fact that the vector definingt is a prefix of the vector
definingt 0. �

3.2.3 Monotonicity - revised

As we have mentioned already, monotonicity might be seen as very restrictive. Thus, we
introduce the following property to relax the notion. To simplify the definitions below we
definefunctoras a function symbol or a predicate.

Definition 3.15 Let S be a set of terms over the language L. An ordering> on S is called
partially monotonicif, for every functor f=n, there existsM f=n�f1; : : : ;ng, such that for
all i 2M f=n and, for all s1; : : : ;si�1;si+1; : : : ;sn

t1 > t2 implies f(s1; : : : ;si�1; t1;si+1; : : : ;sn)> f (s1; : : : ;si�1; t2;si+1; : : : ;sn) (3.1)

and there exists a functor f=n such that there existsM f=n 6= /0.

Example 3.16 The ordering defined by the list-size norm is not monotonic, but partially
monotonic. For example, one can takeM

:=2 = f2g and,M f=n = /0 for functors f=n other
than:=2. 2

It should be noted that a setM f=n as required by Definition 3.15 is not necessary
unique. For instance, an empty set satisfies the implicationabove forall functors. How-
ever, the following proposition shows that the maximal setM f=n exists.

Proposition 3.17 Let f=n be a functor, and letM f=n andM 0

f=n be sets as required by

Definition 3.15. Then,M f=n [ M 0

f=n satisfies the definition as well.
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Proof SinceM f=n satisfies Definition 3.15, for alli 2M f=n and, for alls1; : : : ; si�1;

si+1; : : : ;sn, implication (3.1) holds. Analogously, for allj 2 M 0

f=n and, for all

s01; : : : ;s
0

j�1;s
0

j+1; : : : ;s
0

n, implication (3.1) holds. Then, clearly, for allk2M f=n [

M 0

f=n and, for alls001; : : : ;s
00

k�1;s
00

k+1; : : : ;s
00

n, implication (3.1) also holds. �

Hence, given a functorf=n we can always define the maximal setM f=n, such that Defin-
ition 3.15 is satisfied. To do so we take the union of all setsM f=n that satisfy Defini-
tion 3.15. By Proposition 3.17, the union set satisfies the definition as well. The maximal
setM f=n is calleddefinedby> for a functor f=n.

Proposition 3.18 Let S be a set. If an ordering>, defined on S, is monotonic, then> is
partially monotonic.

Proof Immediately from the definitions.M f=n = f1; : : : ;ng. �

We denote the family of setsM f=n defined by> asM . Given a terms and a variable
X appearing in it,X

(i) is the i-th variable occurrence ofX, while scannings as a text
from left to right. For example, lets be p(a;X; f (Y;X)). Then,X

(1) andX
(2) are variable

occurrences ofX andY
(1) is the only variable occurrence ofY. Given termss andt and a

variable occurrenceX
(i) in s, we following (Bossi et al., 1994a), denote a term obtained

from sby replacingX
(i) with t by sft! X

(i)g.

Lemma 3.19 Let s be a term, and X
(i) be a variable occurrence in it, such thatχMs (X

(i))=

1. Then, t1 > t2 implies sft1! X
(i)g> sft2! X

(i)g.

Proof Let�����!i1; : : : ; ik be the vector that selectsX
(i). The proof is done by induction onk.

If k= 1, the lemma follows immediately from the definition of monotonicity.

Assume now that the lemma holds fork= pand show it fork= p+1. By definition
of the characteristic function,χM f1=n1

(i1)� : : :�χM fp+1=np+1
(ip+1) = 1. That is, for

any j, it holds thatχM f j =nj
(i j) = 1.

SinceχM fp+1=np+1
(ip+1) = 1, ip+1 2M fp+1=np+1

. Thus,t1 > t2 implies

fp+1(u1; : : : ;uip+1�1; t1;uip+1+1; : : : ;unp+1)> (3.2)

fp+1(u1; : : : ;uip+1�1; t2;uip+1+1; : : : ;unp+1)

for anyu1; : : : ;uip+1�1;uip+1+1; : : : ;unp+1.

In particular, (3.2) holds if for allj, u j is a term selected insby������!i1; : : : ; ip; j . In other
words, if the left hand side term in (3.2) is selected insft1! X

(i)g by �����!i1; : : : ; ip.
The term on the right hand side is selected by the same vector in sft2! X

(i)g. By
inductive assumption the lemma holds. �
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The following example shows that, ifχMs (X
(i)) = 0, the lemma does not necessarily

hold.

Example 3.20 Let> be the ordering based on the list-size norm, and let s be[X;5℄. The
only variable in s is X andχMs (X) = 0. On the other hand, let t1 be [1;2℄ and t2 be
[3℄. According to the definition of>, t1 > t2 holds. However, sft1! Xg = [[1;2℄;5℄,
sft2! Xg= [[2℄;5℄ and[[1;2℄;5℄�� [[2℄;5℄. 2

As in Definition 3.15, we can define the corresponding notion for partially monotonic
quasi-orderings.

Definition 3.21 Let S be a set of terms over the language L. A quasi-ordering� on S is
calledpartially monotonicif, for every functor f=n, there existsM f=n � f1; : : : ;ng, such
that for all i 2M f=n and for all s1; : : : ;si�1;si+1; : : : ;sn

t1 > t2 implies

f (s1; : : : ;si�1; t1;si+1; : : : ;sn)> f (s1; : : : ;si�1; t2;si+1; : : : ;sn)

t1� t2 implies

f (s1; : : : ;si�1; t1;si+1; : : : ;sn)� f (s1; : : : ;si�1; t2;si+1; : : : ;sn)

and for some functor f=n the setM f=n is not empty.

Reasoning in the same fashion as in Proposition 3.17 we can show for each f=n, the
existence of the maximal setM f=n, such that Definition 3.21 is satisfied. Such a set is
calleddefinedby�. One can easily show that Proposition 3.18 and Lemma 3.19 canbe
extended to quasi-orderings.

3.2.4 The subterm property - revised

Now we are going to discuss how the notion of subterm propertycan be extended.

Definition 3.22 Let> be an ordering defined on a set of terms S. We say that> has apar-
tial subterm propertyif, for every functor f=n, there existsS f=n�f1; : : : ;ng, such that for
all i 2 S f=n and for all s1; : : : ;si�1;si+1; : : : ;sn, it holds that f(s1; : : : ;si�1; t;si+1; : : : ;sn)>

t for any term t and for some f=n a setS f=n is not empty.

We also say that a quasi-ordering� has a partial subterm property if the associated
ordering> has a partial subterm property.

Example 3.23 The ordering defined by the list length norm does not have a subterm
property, sincej [[1;2;3℄;4℄ j= 2 6> 3=j [1;2;3℄ j, while the latter list is a subterm of the
former one. On the other hand, this ordering has a partial subterm property forS

:=2 = f2g
andS f=n = /0 for other functors f=n. 2
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Reasoning in the same fashion as in Proposition 3.17 we can show for eachf=n, the
existence of the maximal setS f=n, such that Definition 3.22 is satisfied. Such a set is
calleddefinedby�.

Proposition 3.24 Let S be a set of atoms or terms. If the ordering>, defined on S, has a
subterm property, then> has a partial subterm property.

Proof Immediately from the definitions.S f=n = f1; : : : ;ng. �

From now on, we denote the family of allS f=n defined by> asS .

Lemma 3.25 Let s be a term, and t be a subterm occurring in it, such thatχSs (t) = 1.
Then, s> t.

Proof Let�����!i1; : : : ; ik be a vector that denotest. As with Lemma 3.19, the proof is done
by induction onk. Fork= 1, the lemma follows from the definition of the subterm
property.

Assuming that the lemma holds fork= p, we prove that it holds fork= p+1. By
definition of the characteristic function

χS f1=n1
(i1)� : : :�χS fp+1=np+1

(ip+1) = 1:

Thus,
χS f1=n1

(i1)� : : :�χS fp=np
(ip) = 1:

Let u be a term denoted by�����!i1; : : : ; ip. By inductive assumption,s> u.

On the other hand,χS fp+1=np+1
(ip+1) = 1. Thus, by definition of the subterm prop-

erty, u is greater than itsip+1’th argument, i.e.,u > t. By the transitivity of>,
s> t. �

The following example shows that ifχSs (t) = 0, the lemma does not necessarily hold.

Example 3.26 Let > be the ordering based on the list-size norm, and let s be[[1;2℄℄.
Observe thatχSs ([1;2℄) = 0. On the other hand,[[1;2℄℄< [1;2℄. 2

3.3 Order-acceptability with respect to a set

In this section, we present and discuss some of the theory we developed to extend ac-
ceptability to general orderings. In the literature, thereare several variants on the concept
of acceptability. The most well-known of these is acceptability as introduced by Apt
and Pedreschi (Apt and Pedreschi, 1990). This version is defined and verified on the
level of ground instances of clauses, but draws its practical power primarily from the
fact that termination is proved forany boundedquery. Here, boundedness is a notion
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related to the selected level mapping, and requires that foran atomic queryQ the set
fjQθj j Qθ2 ground(Q)g is bounded in the natural numbers, wherej � j : BP! N denotes
the level mapping.

Another notion of acceptability is the “acceptability withrespect to a set of queries”,
introduced in (De Schreye et al., 1992). This notion allows proof of termination with
respect to any set of queries of interest. However, it relieson procedural concepts, such
as calls and computed answer substitutions. It was designedto be verified through global
analysis, for instance through abstract interpretation.

Decorteet al.(Decorte et al., 1999) designed a variant of acceptability with respect to
a set that avoids the drawbacks of using procedural notions and that can be verified on a
local level. This variant required that the queries of interest arerigid under the given level
mapping. Here, rigidity means thatjQθj= jQj, for any substitutionθ, wherej � j : BE

P! N

now denotes a generalised level mapping, defined on the extended Herbrand base.
Comparing the notions of boundedness and rigidity in the context of a level mapping

based approach, it is clear that boundedness is more generalthan rigidity. If the level
mapping of a query is invariant under substitution, then thelevel mapping is bounded on
the set of instances of the query, but not conversely.

Given the latter observation and given that acceptability of (Apt and Pedreschi, 1990)
is a more generally known and accepted notion, we started ourwork by generalising this
variant.

However, it turned out that it was very difficult to generalise the concept of bounded-
ness to general orderings. We will postpone the discussion on this issue until after we
have formulated the results, but because of these complications, we only arrived at gen-
eralised acceptability conditions that are useful in the context of well-moded and simply
moded programs and queries.

Because of this, we will begin our discussion by focusing on acceptability with respect
to a set. Here, the generalisation of rigidity is less complicated, so that in the end we
obtain the strongest results for this variant of acceptability. Therefore, we first present
order-acceptability with respect to a set of queries.

The following definition generalises the notion of acceptability with respect to a
set (Decorte and De Schreye, 1998) in two ways: 1) it generalises it to general quasi-
orderings, 2) it generalises it to mutual recursion, using the standard notion of mutual
recursion. Recall that thecall set, Call(P;S), is the set of all atomsA, such that a variant
of A is a selected atom in some branch of the LD-tree forP[fQg, for someQ2 S.

Definition 3.27 Let S be a set of atomic queries and P be a definite program. P isorder-
acceptable with respect toS if there exists a well-founded quasi-ordering�, such that

� for any A2 Call(P;S)

� for any clause A0 B1; : : : ;Bn in P, such that mgu(A;A0) = θ exists,

� for any atom Bi , such that rel(Bi)' rel(A)
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� for any computed answer substitutionσ for (B1; : : : ;Bi�1)θ:

A> Biθσ:

Sometimes, for the sake of simplicity, we talk about order-acceptability via an order-
ing >, in fact meaning order-acceptability via a quasi-ordering> [ =, where= denotes
identity. In order to establish the connection between order-acceptability with respect to a
setSand LD-termination for queries inS, we recall the notion ofdirected derivationand
related results, introduced by Verschaetse in (Verschaetse, 1992).

Definition 3.28 Let Q0;Q1;Q2; : : : ;θ1;θ2; : : : be a derivation with selected atoms A0;A1;

A2; : : : and applied renamed clauses Hi
 Bi

1; : : : ;B
i
ni

(i = 1;2; : : :). We say that Ak is a

direct descendantof Ai , if k > i and Ak is the atom Bi+1
j θi+1 : : :θk, (1� j � ni+1).

Definition 3.29 Let Q0;Q1;Q2; : : : ;θ1;θ2; : : : be a derivation with selected atoms A0;A1;

A2; : : :. A subsequenceof derivation steps, Qi(0);Qi(1); : : : ;θi(0)+1; : : : with selected atoms
Ai(0);Ai(1);Ai(2); : : : is directed, if for each k (k> 1), Ai(k) is a direct descendant of Ai(k�1)
in the given derivation.

Definition 3.30 A derivation Q0;Q1;Q2; : : : ;θ1;θ2; : : : is directedif it is its own directed
subsequence.

Verschaetse (Verschaetse, 1992) also proved the followinglemma:

Lemma 3.31 Let P be a definite program and A be an atomic query. If P and A have an
infinite derivation, then they have an infinite directed derivation.

Based on this result, we prove the characterisation of LD-termination in terms of
order-acceptability with respect to a set.

Theorem 3.32 Let P be a program. P is order-acceptable with respect to a setof atomic
queries S if and only if P is LD-terminating for all queries inS.

Proof ) Assume thatP is order-acceptable with respect to a set of atomic queriesS.
We have to show thatP LD-terminates with respect to all queries inS. For
the sake of contradiction, letA be an atomic query inS, such thatP[fAg has
an infinite LD-derivation.

By Lemma 3.31, this derivation contains an infinite directedsubsequence,
that is, a subsequence of queriesQi(0);Qi(1); : : : such that the selected atom
of Qi(k+1), Ak+1, is a direct descendant of the selected atom ofQi(k), Ak.
There is somek0, such that for anym;n> k0 holdsrel(Am)' rel(An). Let k
be greater thank0.

Then there is a clauseH  B1; : : : ;Bn, such that themgu(Ak;H) = θ exists
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and, for somej, it holds thatAk+1 = B jθσ, whereσ is a computed answer
substitution for(B1; : : : ;B j�1)θ. Observe that the choice ofk implies that
rel(B j)' rel(H).

Since Ak is one of the selected atoms inCall(P;S), the condition of the
order-acceptability with respect toS is applicable. Thus,Ak > B jθσ, i.e.,
Ak > Ak+1. By proceeding in this way, we construct an infinitely decreasing
chain of atoms, contradicting the well-foundedness of>.

( Let P be LD-terminating for all queries inS. To prove thatP is order-
acceptable with respect toS, we construct a relation� on the set of calls
Call(P;S). Next, we show that� is a well-founded quasi-ordering and thatP
is order-acceptable with respect toCall(P;S) via� (and thus, with respect to
S).

Let Q be in Call(P;S), and letH  B1; : : : ;Bn be a clause inP, such that
themgu(H;Q) = θ exists. Let� be a relation, such thatQ� Biθσ for any
1� i � n, whereσ is the computed answer substitution for(B1; : : : ;Bi�1)θ.
Let� be obtained from the transitive closure of� by addingA�� B, if A is
identical toB.

Before proving that� is indeed a quasi-ordering, observe that ifA� B then
there exists a derivation, started byA, which has in it a query with selected
atomB. Similarly, if A�B andB�C, there is a derivation, started byA, and
having a query with selected atomB, which is followed (not necessary im-
mediately) by a query with the selected atomC. We extend this observation
to>, and claim that ifA> B, then there is a derivation forA, having a query
with the selected atomB.

In order to prove that� is a quasi-ordering, we have to show reflexivity
and transitivity. Reflexivity is obvious from the construction of�. In order
to prove transitivity, observe that ifA�� B or B��C the result is imme-
diate. Thus, assumeA > B and B > C. From the observation above, we
construct a derivation fromA that has a query with the selected atomB, and
then continue by mimicking the derivation fromB, which has a query with
the selected queryC. Thus,A>C.

The well-foundedness follows from the finiteness of all the derivations. The
order-acceptabity with respect toS follows immediately from the construc-
tion of�.

�

Theorem 3.32 states that order-acceptability is a completecharacterisation of LD-
termination. From the theoretical point of view, this meansthat order-acceptability is
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equivalent to acceptability. However, we are going to see that it might be easier to find
an ordering satisfying the order-acceptability conditionthan it is to find a level mapping
satisfying the acceptability condition.

We postpone applying the theorem until a more syntactic way of verifying order-
acceptability with respect to a set is developed. To do this,we extend the sufficient con-
dition of (Decorte et al., 1999), which imposes the additional requirement of rigidity of
the level mapping on the call set, to the case of general quasi-orderings, and we study the
notion ofrigidity.

3.4 Rigidity

First we adapt the notion of rigidity to general orderings.

Definition 3.33 (cf. Definition 2.17) The term or atom A2UE
P [BE

P is calledrigid with
respect to a quasi-ordering� if, for any substitutionθ, A�� Aθ. In this case,� is said
to berigid onA.

The notion of rigidity on a term (an atom) is naturally extended to the notion of rigidity
on a set of atoms (terms). In particular, we will be interested in quasi-orderings that are
rigid onCall(P;S) for someP andS. Intuitively, the rigid order ignores argument positions
that might be occupied by free variables inCall(P;S).

Proposition 3.34 The following simple properties of rigid terms and atoms hold:

1. If A is ground, then A is rigid.

2. If A is rigid with respect to�, then Aθ is rigid with respect to� for any substitution
θ.

Proof 1. If A is ground, thenAθ is identical toA for any substitutionθ. Thus,A��
Aθ.

2. Let σ be a substitution ofAθ. Then,θσ is a substitution ofA. By the defin-
ition of rigidity, A �� Aθσ. On the other hand,A �� Aθ, becauseA is
rigid andθ is a substitution. Relation�� is an equivalence relation, thus,
Aθ�� Aθσ.

�

Proposition 3.34 suggests that if a terms is not rigid with respect to a quasi-ordering
�, it contains variables. When the variables are instantiated, a new termt is obtained,
andt is not equal tos with respect to�. We would like to identify each such variable
occurrence.
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Definition 3.35 (cf. (Bossi et al., 1994a)) Let� be a quasi-ordering and s be a term.
The i-th occurrence X

(i), of a variable X in the term s, isrelevant with respect to�
whenever there exists a replacementft ! X

(i)g of the term t for the i-th occurrence of X
in s, violating sft ! X

(i)g �� s. VREL
�

(s) is the set of all the relevant occurrences of
variables in s.

Bossi, Cocco and Fabris (Bossi et al., 1994a) proved that forthe semi-linear normk�k,
the terms is rigid with respect tok � k if and only if VREL

k�k

(s) = /0. This result allows
us to reduce a check of the rigidity with respect to a semi-linear norm to a syntactical
condition. As the following example demonstrates, the assumption of semi-linearity is
essential.

Example 3.36 (Bossi et al., 1994a) Letk � kbal be the following norm:

ktkbal=

8

<

:

0 t is void or is not a tree
0 t is a tree(a; l ; r) and l= r
1 t is a tree(a; l ; r) and l 6= r;

where=, as usual, means syntactical equality.
This norm is not semi-linear, and indeed the termtree(a;X;X) is rigid with respect

to this norm because, for any substitution of the variable X,the two subtrees remain
syntactically equal. Nevertheless,VREL

k�kbal
(tree(a;X;X)) = fX

(1);X(2)g because we

can change the norm of the term by replacing one single occurrence of the variable X.2

Our goal is similar to one stated above, i.e., to reduce the check of rigidity with respect
to an order to some syntactic condition. As in the case of norms, in general, emptiness of
VREL

�

(s) is not related to rigidity. Examples 3.37 and 3.38 demonstrate that emptiness
of VREL

�

(s) is neither necessary nor sufficient for rigidity ofs, even if the language
contains only one functorf=2 and one constanta.

Example 3.37 Let f=2 be the only functor of the language and let a be the only constant
of it. Let� be defined as follows: f(a;x) �� f (x;a), f (a;x) > f (x;x) and f(x;x) ��
f (t; t), where x is a variable and t is a term. In this case atom f(x;x) is rigid, but
VREL

�

( f (x;x)) 6= /0.
Observe that� in this example is neither monotonic (since f(a;x) > f (a;a), but

f ( f (a;x); f (a;x)) 6> f ( f (a;a); f (a;a))), nor does it have a subterm property ( f(a;x) >
f ( f (a;x); f (a;x))). 2

Example 3.38 As in Example 3.37, let f=2 be the only functor of the language and let a
be its only constant. Let� be defined as f(x;y)�� f (t;y) and f(x;y)�� f (x; t) for any
variables x and y and any term t. ThereforeVREL

�

( f (x;y)) = /0. Observe that this does
not imply thatVREL

�

( f (a;y)) = /0. This allows us to define f(x;y) < f (a;a), and thus,
f (x;y) is non-rigid.

As with the example above, neither is� monotonic nor does it have a subterm prop-
erty. 2
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We start by studying the rigidity under the monotonicity andsubterm property as-
sumptions of�. Later, these assumptions will be relaxed.

Lemma 3.39 Let� be a simplification quasi-ordering on the set of terms S. Then, if �
is rigid on s2 S, thenVREL

�

(s) = /0.

Proof Assume that VREL
�

(s) 6= /0. This means that there exists an occurrenceX
(i) of

a variableX and a replacementft ! X
(i)g, such thatsft ! X

(i)g �� s does not
hold. On the other hand,� is rigid ons. Thus, the replacement cannot be extended
to a substitutionθ, such thatsθ = sft! X

(i)g. This means thats is non-linear in it
variables, i.e.,X appears among the variables ofsat least twice. LetX

(1); : : : ;X(m)
be all occurrences ofX in s. X

(i) is one of them.

We distinguish the following cases:

1. s< sft ! X
(i)g. Let s0 be a term, obtained froms by a simultaneous re-

placement ofX
(1); : : : ;X(m) in s by s. Let t 0 be a term, obtained froms by a

simultaneous replacement ofX
(1); : : : ;X(m) in s by sft! X

(i)g. Then, by the
monotonicity of�, it follows thats0 < t 0.

However, sinceX does not appear ins, except forX
(1); : : : ;X(m) and all of

those variable instances, and only those variable instances, have been re-
placed by new terms, the compositions of the replacements above are sub-
stitutions. This means that there are two substitutionsθ1 andθ2, such that
sθ1 = s0 andsθ2 = t 0. Thus,sθ1 < sθ2, contradicting the rigidity ofs.

2. sft! X
(i)g< s. Similar to the previous case.

3. sft ! X
(i)gk>s. Let t 0 be a term, obtained froms by a simultaneous re-

placement ofX
(1); : : : ;X(m) by sft ! X

(i)g. Then, by the subterm property
of �, it follows thatsft ! X

(i)g< t 0. By the same reasoning as above,t 0 is
an instance ofs. Thus,s�� t 0 (rigidity) and sft ! X

(i)g < s, providing a
contradiction to the incomparability.

�

Lemma 3.40 Let� be a quasi-ordering, having a subterm property. Then, if forsome s,
holds thatVREL

�

(s) = /0, then s is ground.

Proof Assume for the sake of contradiction thats is not ground. Thus,shas at least one
variable occurrence, sayX

(i). Then,sfs! X
(i)g > s, contradicting the statement

that VREL
�

(s) = /0. �

As we have already pointed out above, every ground term is rigid, allowing us to
obtain the following corollary:

Corollary 3.41 Let� be a simplification quasi-ordering. Then, the following statements
are equivalent:
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1. � is rigid on a term s

2. VREL
�

(s) = /0

3. s is ground

Proof 1! 2 is Lemma 3.39, 2! 3 is Lemma 3.40 and 3! 1 is Proposition 3.34. �

Thus, if � is a simplification quasi-ordering, the notion of rigidity deteriorates to
groundness. As we are going to see, this is not necessary the case if the restrictions on
� are relaxed. In a more general setting, presented in Subsections 3.2.3 and 3.2.4, one
can establish some correspondence between VREL

�

and argument positions possessing
monotonicity and subterm properties.

Definition 3.42 Let s be a term, and let� be a partially monotonic quasi-ordering, hav-
ing a partial subterm property. LetVarInst(s) be the set of all variable occurrences of s.
Then, we denote byM

�

(s) and byS
�

(s) the following sets:

M
�

(s) = fX
( j)jX( j) 2 VarInst(s); for all occurrences X

(i) of X χMs (X
(i)) = 1g

S
�

(s) = fX
( j)jX( j) 2 VarInst(s); for all occurrences X

(i) of X χSs (X(i)) = 1g

Example 3.43 If � is monotonic, then for all s,M
�

(s) = VREL
�

(s). If M f=1 =

/0 and

s= f (X), then X1 is the only variable occurrence in s,χMs (X1) = 0, andM
�

(s) = /0.
Consider now the ordering based on the list-length norm. Forthis ordering, it holds

thatM
:=2 = f2g and for all functors f=n different from:=2,M f=n = /0. Then,M

�

([X;X℄) =

fX1;X2g, M
�

([HjT℄) = fT1g, M
�

([XjX℄) =

/0, andM
�

( f (X;Y)) =

/0. 2

Lemma 3.44 Let� be a partially monotonic quasi-ordering, having a partial subterm
property. Then for any term s:

1. S
�

(s)� VREL
�

(s)

2. If there exist t1 and t2, such that t1 > t2, thenM
�

(s)� VREL
�

(s)

Proof 1. LetX
(i) 62 VREL

�

(s). This means that for any termt, sft! X
(i)g �� s. In

particular,sfs! X
(i)g �� s. Clearly,s is a subterm ofsfs! X

(i)g. Thus, by

Lemma 3.25,χSsfs!X
(i)g

(s) = 0, i.e.,χSs (X(i)) = 0. Hence,X
(i) 62 S

�

(s). Thus,

S
�

(s)� VREL
�

(s).

2. Let t1 > t2. If X
(i) 2 M

�

(s), thensft1! X
(i)g > sft2! X

(i)g holds. Thus,
at least one of those terms is not equal tos andX

(i) 2 VREL
�

(s). Hence,
M
�

(s)� VREL
�

(s), proving the second statement of the lemma as well.

�
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Corollary 3.45 Let� be a partially monotonic quasi-ordering, having a partial subterm
property, such that for some t1 and t2, t1 > t2 holds. Then for any term s,M

�

(s)[S
�

(s)�
VREL

�

(s).

Proof Immediately, from the preceding Lemma. �

Now we are able to reformulate the results, stated previously only for simplification
quasi-orderings so that the results extend to all quasi-orderings that are partially mono-
tonic and have a partial subterm property.

Lemma 3.46 Let� be a partially monotonic quasi-ordering, having a partial subterm
property. Then, if� is rigid on a term s,M

�

(s)\S
�

(s) = /0.

Proof Assume for the sake of contradiction that M
�

(s)\S
�

(s) is non-empty, and let
X
(i) 2M

�

(s)\S
�

(s). Then, by Lemmas 3.19 and 3.25, monotonicity and subterm
properties hold for the argument positions occupied by the instances ofX. Let
X
(1); : : : ;X(m) be all the instances ofX, X

(i) be one of these instances andt be a
term.

Now we can mimic the proof of Lemma 3.39 and obtain the desiredcontradiction.
Indeed, distinguish between the following cases:

1. s< sft ! X
(i)g. Let s0 be a term, obtained froms by a simultaneous re-

placement ofX
(1); : : : ;X(m) in s by s. Let t 0 be a term, obtained froms by a

simultaneous replacement ofX
(1); : : : ;X(m) in s by sft! X

(i)g. Then, by the
monotonicity of� onX

(1); : : : ;X(m) it follows thats0 < t 0.

However, sinceX does not appear ins, except forX
(1); : : : ;X(m) and all of

those variable instances, and only those variable instances, have been re-
placed by new terms, the compositions of the replacements above are sub-
stitutions. This means that there are two substitutionsθ1 andθ2, such that
sθ1 = s0 andsθ2 = t 0. Thus,sθ1 < sθ2, contradicting the rigidity ofs.

2. sft! X
(i)g< s. Similar to the previous case.

3. sft! X
(i)gk>s. Let t 0 be a term, obtained fromsby a simultaneous replace-

ment ofX
(1); : : : ;X(m) by sft ! X

(i)g. Then, by the subterm property of�
on X

(1); : : : ;X(m), it follows thatsft ! X
(i)g < t 0. By the same reasoning as

above,t 0 is an instance ofs. Thus,s�� t 0 (rigidity) and sft ! X
(i)g < s,

providing a contradiction to the incomparability.

�

Example 3.47 Let� be the ordering based on the list-length norm and let s be[X;Y;Z℄,
i.e., :(X; :(Y; :(Z; [℄))). By definition of the list-length norm based ordering,χMs (X) =

χMs (Y) = χMs (Z) = 0. Thus,M
�

(s) = /0. 2
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Comparing Lemmas 3.39 and 3.46, observe that the assumptions of Lemma 3.39 are
more restrictiveand the conclusion isstrongerthan those of the recent lemma.

Observe that the inverse of the claim, analogous to Lemma 3.40, does not hold. Con-
sider the following example, extending Example 3.38.

Example 3.48 Let f=3 be the only functor of the language and a be the only constant in
it. Let� be defined as follows:

f (a;x; t)�� f (x;a; t)

f (x;x; t) �� f (s;s; t)

f (a;x; t)> f (x;x; t)

f (s1;s2; t1)> f (s1;s2; t2) if t1 > t2
f (s1;s2; t)> t

where s and t with or without subscripts denote terms. This quasi-ordering is partially
monotonic and it has a partial subterm property. The sets defined areM f=3 = S f=3 = f3g.
Consider f(x;x; t) for a ground term t. This term is rigid. However,VREL

�

( f (x;x; t)) =
fxg, i.e.,VREL

�

( f (x;x; t)) is not empty. 2

Recall that our aim is to reduce verifying rigidity to verifying some syntactical con-
dition, like emptiness of VREL

�

(s). Therefore, we introduce a notion ofpseudo-rigidity
and show that for pseudo-rigid quasi-orderings, rigidity is indeed reduced to emptiness of
VREL

�

(s).

Definition 3.49 Let� be a partially monotonic quasi-ordering, having a partial subterm
property. Then, the term s is calledpseudo-rigid with respect to� if

� for every substitutionθ,

� and for every X2 Dom(θ), such that

� for every occurrence X
(i) of X, it holds thatχMs (X

(i)) = 0 andχSs (X(i)) = 0

sθ�� s

Example 3.50 Term[X;Y℄ is pseudo-rigid with respect to a quasi-ordering based on the
list-size norm. 2

Lemma 3.51 Let� be a partially monotonic quasi-ordering, having a partial subterm
property, such that t1 > t2 holds for some t1 and t2. If VREL

�

(s) = /0 and s is pseudo-rigid
with respect to�, then s is rigid with respect to�.

Proof Let θ be a substitution. Ifθ = ε, sθ = s and the proof is complete. Otherwise,
there exists someX, such thatX 2Dom(θ). By Corollary 3.45, M

�

(s)[S
�

(s) = /0.
Thus, M

�

(s) = S
�

(s) = /0. This means that for anyX 2 Dom(θ), for all occur-
rencesX

(i) it follows thatχSs (X(i)) = χMs (X
(i)) = 0. But now, becauses is pseudo-

rigid, it follows from Definition 3.49 thatsθ�� s. Hence,s is rigid. �
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For all the examples to be considered further, we assume� to be pseudo-rigid on
Call(P;S) and the existence oft1 and t2, such thatt1 > t2. Under these assumptions,
Lemma 3.51 allows us to reduce verifying rigidity to verifying the emptiness of VREL

�

.
That is, we impose that the ordering is invariant on both predicate and functor argument
positions which may occur with a free variable inCall(P;S). The latter condition can be
syntactically verified.

3.5 Sufficient condition for termination

Recall that our goal is to extend the sufficient condition of (De Schreye et al., 1992), which
imposes the additional requirement of rigidity of the levelmapping on the call set, to the
case of general term orders. We also need to take interargument relations into account,
except for the notion of rigidity.

Definition 3.52 (cf. Definition 2.15) Let P be a definite program, and p be a predicate in
P with arity n. Aninterargument relationis a relation Rp�fp(t1; : : : ; tn) j ti 2 TermPg. Rp

is avalid interargument relation forp if and only if for every p(t1; : : : ; tn)2AtomP : if P j=
p(t1; : : : ; tn) then p(t1; : : : ; tn) 2 Rp.

The following example illustrates that many interargumentrelations can be valid for
a given predicate.

Example 3.53 Consider the following program.

p(0; [℄):

p( f (X); [XjT℄) p(X;T):

The following interargument relations can be considered for p: fp(t1; t2) j t2 � t1g,
valid if� is a quasi-ordering imposed by a list-length norm. On the other hand,fp(t1; t2) j
t1 � t2g is valid, if� is a quasi-ordering imposed by a norm that measures lists as alist-
length norm and other terms as a term-size norm.

Using general (non-norm based) quasi-orderings,fp(t1; t2) j t1 > t2g is valid, for ex-
ample, for the recursive path ordering (Dershowitz, 1985) with the following ordering on
functors: f=1� :=2, where:=2 is a function symbol defining lists, and0� [℄. Alternat-
ively, fp(t1; t2) j t2 > t1g is valid, for example, for the recursive path ordering with the
following ordering on functors::=2� f=1 and[℄� 0. 2

Usually, the interargument relation will be defined based onthe quasi-ordering used
for proving termination. However, as Example 3.53 illustrates, this need not be the case
in general. If an interargument relationR for p is expressed using a quasi-ordering�, we
say thatR is aninterargument relation for p with respect to�. Using notions of rigidity
and interargument relations, we state a sufficient condition for order-acceptability with
respect to a set.
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Theorem 3.54 Let S be a set of atomic queries and P be a definite program. Let� be
a quasi-ordering on UEP and for each predicate p in P, let Rp be a valid interargument
relation for p with respect to�. If there exists a well-founded proper extension� of� to
UE

P [BE
P, which is rigid on Call(P;S) such that

� for any clause H B1; : : : ;Bn 2 P, and

� for any atom Bi in its body, such that rel(Bi)' rel(H),

� for any substitutionθ, such that the arguments of the atoms in(B1; : : : ;Bi�1)θ all
satisfy their associated interargument relations Rrel(B1)

; : : : ;Rrel(Bi�1)

Hθ� Biθ

then P is order-acceptable with respect to S.

Proof Let P be a definite program satisfying conditions of the theorem with respect to
a set of atomic queriesS. We call such a programrigid order-acceptablewith
respect toS.

LetAbe an atom inCall(P;S), A0 B1; : : : ;Bn be a clause inPsuch that mgu(A;A0)=
θ exists,Bi be a body atom such thatrel(Bi)' rel(A), andσ be a computed answer
substitution for (B1; : : : ;Bi�1)θ.

ThenAθ is identical toA0θ, and thus,Aθσ is identical toA0θσ. Since� is rigid on
Call(P;S) andA2 Call(P;S), A�� A0θσ.

Finally, sinceσ is a computed answer substitution, it holds thatP j= B jθσ, for all
j < i. Since interargument relationsRrel(B j )

are valid for all j < i, arguments of

B jθσ satisfyRrel(B j )
. Thus, by the rigid order-acceptability assumption,A0θσ �

Biθσ. Combined withA�� A0θσ, it follows thatA� Biθσ. �

The following example illustrates that the stated condition is not necessary for order-
acceptability.

Example 3.55 Consider the following program:

p(X) q(X;Y); p(Y):

q(a;b):

Query p(X) terminates with respect to this program. Thus, by Theorem 3.32 it is order-
acceptable with respect tofp(X)g. However, the conditions of Theorem 3.54 do not
hold: let� be a quasi-ordering that satisfies Theorem 3.54, then p(a)�� p(b) holds (by
rigidity) and p(a)> p(b) is required by the decrease, contradicting the definition of>. 2

The following example illustrates how Theorem 3.54 is used to prove termination.
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Example 3.56 Let P be the following program (Apt, 1997; Decorte et al., 1999).

permute([℄; [℄):

permute(L; [EljT ℄) delete(El;L;L1);permute(L1;T):

delete(X; [XjT℄;T):

delete(X; [HjT℄; [HjT1℄) delete(X;T;T1):

Let S befpermute(t1; t2)j t1 is a nil-terminated list and t2 is a free variableg. Then,

Call(P;S) =

S[fdelete(t1; t2; t3)j t1; t3 are free variables and t2 is a nil-terminated listg:

Such information about S could for instance be expressed in terms of the rigid types
of Janssens and Bruynooghe (Janssens and Bruynooghe, 1992)and Call(P;S) could be
computed using the type inference of (Janssens and Bruynooghe, 1992).

Let� be a well-founded quasi-ordering on UE
P [BE

P, such that:

� for all terms t1; t21 and t22: permute(t1; t21)�� permute(t1; t22).

� for all terms t11; t12; t2; t31; t32: delete(t11; t2; t31)�� delete(t12; t2; t32).

� for all terms t11; t12 and t2: [t11jt2℄�� [t12jt2℄.

That is, we impose that the quasi-ordering is invariant on predicate argument pos-
itions and functor argument positions that may occur with a free variable in Call(P;S).
Furthermore, we impose that� has subterm and monotonicity properties at all remaining
predicate or functor argument positions.

First we investigate the rigidity of� on Call(P;S), namely: Qθ �� Q for any Q2
Call(P;S) and anyθ. Now any effect that the application ofθ to Q may have on Q needs
to be through the occurrence of some variable in Q. However, because we imposed that
� is invariant on all predicate and functor argument positions that may possibly contain
a variable in some call, Qθ��Q.

Associate withdeletethe interargument relation Rdelete= fdelete(t1; t2; t3) j t2� t3g.
First, we verify that this interargument relationship is valid. Note that an interargument
relationship is valid whenever it is a model for its predicate. Thus, to check whether
Rdeleteis valid, TP(Rdelete)�Rdeleteis checked. For the non-recursive clause ofdelete,
the inclusion follows from the subset property of�, while for the recursive clause, the
inclusion follows from its monotonicity.

Then, consider the recursive clauses of the program.

� permute. If delete(El;L;L1)θ satisfies Rdelete, then Lθ� L1θ. By the monotonicity,
permute(L;T)θ� permute(L1;T)θ. By definition of�,

permute(L; [EljT℄)θ�� permute(L;T)θ:

Thus, the desired decreasepermute(L; [EljT ℄)θ� permute(L1;T)θ holds.
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� delete. By the stated above properties of the ordering�: delete(X; [HjT℄; [HjT1℄)�
delete(X;T; [HjT1℄) and delete(X;T; [HjT1℄) �� delete(X;T;T1): Thus, it holds
thatdelete(X; [HjT℄; [HjT1℄)� delete(X;T;T1).

We have shown that all the conditions of Theorem 3.54 are satisfied, and thus, P is
order-acceptable with respect to S. By Theorem 3.32, P terminates for all queries in S.

Observe that we do not need to construct the actual ordering—we only need to prove
that there is one actual ordering that meets all the requirements posed. In this specific
case, the requirement of subterm and monotonicity on the remaining argument positions
is satisfiable. 2

3.6 The results for acceptability with respect to a model

In this section, we briefly discuss some of the results we obtained in generalising the
acceptability notion of (Apt and Pedreschi, 1990; Etalle etal., 1999). Since these results
are weaker than those presented in the previous section, we do not elaborate on them in
full detail.

We start by introducing modes. They were first studied in (Reddy, 1984; Dembinski
and Małuszyński, 1985) and were later discussed in (Apt andLuitjes, 1995; Apt and Mar-
chiori, 1994; Etalle et al., 1999; Etalle and Gabbrielli, 1999; Ganzinger and Waldmann,
1993; Overton et al., 2002; Smaus, 1999; Verbaeten and De Schreye, 1999). For a predic-
ate p with arity n, a modeis an atomp(m1; : : : ;mn), wheremi 2 fin;outg for 1� i � n.
Positions within are calledinput positions, and positions withoutare calledoutput posi-
tionsof p. We assume that one fixed mode is associated with each predicate in a program.
For the sake of clarity in this section, we adopt the notationof (Apt, 1997): bold-faced
letters denote sequences of objects denoted by corresponding italics letters. For example,
t denotes a term, whilet denotes a sequence of terms. Given a set of modes, an atom
written asp(s; t) means:s is the vector of terms filling the input positions, andt is the
vector of terms filling the output positions. Furthermore, by Var(s) we denote the set of
variables occurring in vector of termss (Apt, 1997).

Below, we assume that modes for the program and query are given. For any atomA
and a modemA for A, we denote byAinp the atom obtained fromA by removing all output
arguments. E.g., letA= p( f (2);3;X) andmA = p(in; in;out), thenAinp

= p( f (2);3).

Definition 3.57 Let � be a quasi-ordering relation on BEP. We say that� is output-

independentif for any two moded atoms A and B: if Ainp is identical to Binp, then
A�� B.

The first class of programs we consider arewell-modedprograms. Dembinski and
Maluszynski (Dembinski and Małuszyński, 1985) and later Rosenblueth (Rosenblueth,
1992) were among the first to propose the idea of annotating programs with input-output
information and posing conditions to ensure that input arguments of the calls computed
are grounded. Here we use an elegant formulation, developedby Apt (Apt, 1997).
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Definition 3.58 1. A query p1(s1; t1); : : : ; pn(sn; tn) is called well-modedif for i 2
[1;n℄

Var(si)�

i�1
[

j=1

Var(t j ):

2. A clause p0(t0;sn+1)  p1(s1; t1); : : : ; pn(sn; tn) is called well-modedif for i 2
[1;n+1℄

Var(si)�

i�1
[

j=0

Var(t j ):

3. A program is calledwell-modedif every clause of it is well-moded.

For well-moded programs, order-acceptability in the styleof (Apt and Pedreschi,
1990) can now be defined as follows.

Definition 3.59 Let P be a well-moded program,� be an output-independentwell-founded
quasi-ordering, and I be a model for P. The program P is calledorder-acceptable with
respect to� andI if

� for all A B1; : : : ;Bn in P and

� for all substitutionsθ, such that(Aθ)inp and B1θ; : : : ;Bi�1θ are ground, and Ij=
B1θ^ : : :^Bi�1θ holds:

Aθ > Biθ:

P is calledorder-acceptableif it is order-acceptable with respect to some output-
independent well-founded quasi-ordering and some model. Note the similarity and the
difference with the notion ofwell-acceptabilityintroduced by Etalle, Bossi and Cocco
(Etalle et al., 1999)—both notions rely on “ignoring” the output positions. However,
the approach suggested in (Etalle et al., 1999) measures atoms by level-mappings, while
our approach is based on general orderings. In addition, (Etalle et al., 1999) requires a
decrease only between atoms of mutually recursive predicates.

Definition 3.60 (Etalle et al., 1999) Let P be a program. A functionj � j is amoded level
mappingif and only if:

� it is a level mappingfor P, namely it is a functionj � j: BP! N, from ground atoms
to natural numbers;

� for anysandr , j p(t;s) j= j p(t; r) j.

Definition 3.61 (Etalle et al., 1999) Let P be a program,j � j be a level mapping and I
be a model for P.
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� A clause for P is calledweakly acceptable(with respect toj � j and I) if and only if
for every ground instance of it, H B1; : : : ;Bn,

if I j= B1; : : : ;Bi�1 and rel(H)' rel(Bi) then j H j > j Bi j

P is calledweakly acceptable with respect toj � j andI if all its clauses are weakly
acceptable with respect toj � j and I.

� A program P is called well-acceptable with respect toj � j and I if j � j is a moded
level mapping, I is a model of P and P is weakly acceptable withrespect to them.

We claim that every well-acceptable program is order-acceptable. Intuitively, as with
Definition 3.61, one might use the variant notion of order-acceptability that requires a
decrease only between atoms of mutually recursive predicates. This definition will be
equivalent to the one we used, since for atoms of non-mutually recursive predicates, the
dependency relation,=, can always be used to define an ordering. Moreover, every level
mapping naturally gives rise to the ordering on atoms, that is A1 � A2 if j A1 j > j A2 j.
Formally, the following theorem holds.

Theorem 3.62 Let P be a well-moded program. If P is well-acceptable, then Pis order-
acceptable.

Proof Let P be well-acceptable with respect to a moded level mappingj � j and a model
I .

For any two atomsA1;A2 2 BE
P define� as following:

A1� A2 if

�

rel(A1)= rel(A2)

rel(A1)' rel(A2) and j A1 j > j A2 j

A1�� A2 if A1 and A2 are identical

We claim thatP is order-acceptable with respect to� andI .

First, sincej � j is moded,� is output-independent. The well-foundedness of�
follows from the well-foundedness of> on the natural numbers and from the well-
foundedness of= on the set of predicates ofP.

Let A B1; : : : ;Bn be a clause inP, 1� i � n and letθ be a substitution, such
that(Aθ)inp andB1θ; : : : ;Bi�1θ are ground. We have to prove thatAθ � Biθ. We
distinguish between the following cases:

� rel(A)= rel(Bi). In this case, the claim follows from the definition of�.

� rel(A)'rel(Bi). LetAθ0 B1θ0; : : : ;Bnθ02 ground(Aθ B1θ; : : : ;Bnθ) (and,
thus, inground(A B1; : : : ;Bn)). The definition of the weak acceptability of
a clause implies thatj Aθ0 j > j Biθ0 j. Recall that(Aθ)inp is ground. Thus,
(Aθ)inp

= (Aθ0)inp and, sincej � j is moded,j Aθ0 j = j Aθ j.
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P is well-moded. Therefore,θ grounds the input positions ofBi . Thus,
(Biθ)inp

= (Biθ0)inp andj Biθ j = j Biθ0 j.
Therefore,j Aθ j > j Bθ j, and, by definition of�, Aθ� Biθ.

�

The following theorem states that order-acceptability of awell-moded program is suf-
ficient for termination of well-moded queries with respect to this program. Etalle, Bossi
and Cocco (Etalle et al., 1999) call such a programwell-terminating.

Theorem 3.63 Let P be a well-moded program that is order-acceptable with respect to
an output-independent well-founded quasi-ordering� and a model I. Then every well-
moded query LD-terminates, i.e., P is well-terminating.

Proof We base our proof on the notion of directed derivation (Definition 3.30). LetQ
be a non-terminating well-moded query, i.e., letQ be well-moded and letP[fQg
have an infinite derivation. By Lemma 3.31, it has an infinite directed derivation
as well. LetQ0;Q1; : : : be this infinite directed derivation. LetQi be Ai

1; : : :A
i
ni

andQi+1 beAi+1
1 ; : : :Ai+1

ni+1
. Then there exists a clauseH  B1; : : : ;Bn, such that

Ai
1 =Hθ for some substitutionθ, Ai+1

1 =B jθσ for some substitutionσ, I j=B1θσ^
: : : ;B j�1θσ andB1θσ^ : : : ;B j�1θσ is ground.

Note that(Hθ)inp is ground due to the well-modedness ofP andQ (Corollary
7.10, (Apt, 1997)). Thus,(Hθσ)inp is ground as well. The order-acceptability
condition implies thatHθσ > B jθσ, that is,Ai

1σ > Ai+1
1 .

SinceP and Q are well-moded,(Ai
1)

inp is ground. Thus,(Ai
1)

inp
= (Ai

1σ)inp

and, by the output-independence of�, Ai
1 �� Ai

1σ. By transitivity, Ai
1 > Ai+1

1 .
Thus, selected atoms of the queries in the infinite directed derivation form an in-
finite decreasing chain with respect to>, contradicting the well-foundedness of
the ordering. �

Note that if the requirement of well-modedness of the program P is dropped then the
theorem no longer holds.

Example 3.64

p(a) q(X):

q( f (X)) q(X):

We assume that the modes p(in) and q(in) are given. This program is not well-moded with
respect to the given modes, because p(a) calls q=1 with a free variable, but it satisfies the
remaining conditions of order-acceptability with respectto the following quasi-ordering
� on atoms:
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� p(a)> q(t),

� q( f (t))> q(t) for any term t,

� q(t)�� q(s) only if t and s are syntactically identical,

and the following model I= fp(a);q(a);q( f (a));q( f ( f (a))); : : :g. However, note that the
well-moded query p(a) is non-terminating. 2

In Examples 3.78 and 3.80, we illustrate the application of Theorem 3.63 to the proof
of termination of well-moded queries with respect to well-moded programs.

Unfortunately, well-modedness is not sufficient to make theconverse hold. That
is, there is a well-moded programP and a well-moded queryQ, such thatQ is LD-
terminating with respect toP, butP is not order-acceptable.

Example 3.65 Consider the following program

p( f (X)) p(g(X)):

with the mode p(out). This program is well-moded, the well-moded query p(X) terminates
with respect to this program, but it is not order-acceptable, since the required decrease
p( f (X)) > p(g(X)) violates output-independence of�. 2

Intuitively, the problem in the example occurs because someinformation is passed via
the output positions, i.e,P is notsimply moded.

Definition 3.66 (Apt and Etalle, 1993)

1. A query p1(s1; t1); : : : ; pn(sn; tn) is calledsimply modedif t1; : : : ; tn is a linear fam-
ily of variables and for i2 [1;n℄

Var(si)\ (

n
[

j=i

Var(t j )) = /0:

2. A clause p0(s0; t0) p1(s1; t1); : : : ; pn(sn; tn) is calledsimply modedif p1(s1; t1); : : : ;

pn(sn; tn) is simply moded and

Var(s0)\ (

n
[

j=1

Var(t j )) = /0:

3. A program is calledsimply modedif every clause of it is simply moded.

Indeed, ifP is simply moded, the second direction of the theorem holds aswell. This
was already observed in (Etalle et al., 1999) in the context of well-acceptability and well-
termination. The following is an immediate corollary of Theorem 5.1 in (Etalle et al.,
1999). As that theorem states, for well-moded simply moded programs, well-termination
implies well-acceptability. Therefore, well-terminating programs are order-acceptable.
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Corollary 3.67 Let P be a well-moded simply moded program, LD-terminating for any
well-moded query. Then there exists a model I and an output-independent well-founded
quasi-ordering�, such that P is order-acceptable with respect to I and�.

We summarise the results for well-moded simply moded programs below:

Corollary 3.68 Let P be a well-moded simply moded program. Then the following state-
ments are equivalent:

1. P is well-terminating,

2. there exist a level mappingj � j and a model I, such that P is well-acceptable with
respect to them

3. there exist an output-independent well-founded quasi-ordering,�, and a model I,
such that P is order-acceptable with respect to them.

Proof 1! 2 by Theorem 5.1 in (Etalle et al., 1999), 2! 3 by Theorem 3.62, and 3! 1
by Theorem 3.63. Observe that two latter implications hold for any well-moded
program. �

We have introduced so far two different notions of order-acceptability: the notion of
order-acceptability with respect to a set of atomic queries3.27 and the notion of order-
acceptability with respect to an ordering and a model 3.59. In the next two corollaries, we
summarise the relationship between these two notions for well-moded and simply moded
programs and goals.

Corollary 3.69 Let P be a well-moded program, order-acceptable with respect to a well-
founded quasi-ordering� and a model I. Let Q be a well-moded query. Then P is
order-acceptable with respect tofQg.

Proof By Theorem 3.63,P LD-terminates forQ. Theorem 3.32 completes the proof.
�

Corollary 3.70 Let P be a well-moded simply moded program, order-acceptable with
respect to the set of all well-moded queries S. Then, there exists a model I and an output-
independent well-founded quasi-ordering�, such that P is order-acceptable with respect
to I and�.

Proof By Theorem 3.32,P LD-terminates for alls2 S, i.e.,P is well-terminating. Co-
rollary 3.68 completes the proof. �

To conclude, we briefly discuss why it is difficult to extend the notions of order-
acceptability to the non well-moded case, using a notion of boundedness, even though it
was done this way for standard acceptability (Apt and Pedreschi, 1990). In acceptability
based on level mappings, boundedness ensures that the levelmapping of a (non-ground)
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query can only increase up to some finite bound when the query becomes more instanti-
ated. Observe that every ground query is trivially bounded.

The most naive approach to generalisation of boundedness isto replace comparisons
of level mappings with orderings, that is, to define an atomA asboundedwith respect
to an ordering>, if there exists an atomC such that for allAθ 2 ground(A), C > Aθ.
Unfortunately, this definition is too weak to impose termination.

Example 3.71

q p(X):

p( f (X)) p(X):

p(a):

Query p(X) is bounded with respect to the quasi-ordering such that q> :: :> p( f ( f (a)))>
p( f (a)) > p(a). Similarly, the decrease requirement between the head and the subgoals
is satisfied, however the query does not terminate. 2

Intuitively, the problem in this example occurs because infinitely many different atoms
are smaller than the boundary. One can try to fix this problem by redefining boundedness
as:

An atomA is boundedwith respect to an ordering>, if there exists an atomC such
that for allAθ 2 ground(A): Aθ <C, andfB2 BE

P j B<Cg is finite.
Such a definition imposes constraints which are very similarto the ones imposed

by standard boundedness in the context of level mappings. However, as the following
example illustrates, boundedness is no longer a generalisation of groundness.

Example 3.72 Consider an atom p(a) and assume that our language contains a functor
f=1 and a constant b. Then one particular well-founded orderingis

p(a)> :: : > p( f ( f (b))) > p( f (b)) > p(b):

So, p(a) is not bounded with respect to this ordering. 2

An alternative solution might be to restrict the class of orderings considered. For
example, one might consider finitely founded orderings. Formally, an ordered set(W;>)

is calledfinitely founded, if for all x2W the setfy j y2W^x> yg is finite (Kanneganti,
1995). For the sake of simplicity, we will also say that the ordering is finitely founded. For
finitely founded orderings, the existence of an atomC, such that for allAθ 2 ground(A),
C > Aθ holds, provides a correct generalisation of the notion of boundedness. Observe
that problems demonstrated by Examples 3.71 and 3.72 are eliminated when we restrict
our attention to finitely founded orderings. However, finitely founded orderings form a
strict subset of well-founded orderings which doesn’t include many orderings useful for
proving termination.
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Example 3.73 Let > be a recursive path ordering on the set of atoms of Example 3.1
with derhaving the highest priority among the functors. This ordering is well-founded by
Theorem 3.9. However, it is not finitely founded. Indeed,der(u)> t holds for any term t.
Thus,der(t)> t + t, sincederprecedes+ in the ordering on terms. Therefore,

ft + : : :+ t j t is a termg � fy j y is a term̂ der(t)> yg

andfy j y is a term̂ der(t) > yg is infinite. Thus, the ordering in question is not finitely
founded. 2

Because of such complications, we feel that the rigidity-based results of the previous
section are the preferred generalisations to general orderings.

3.7 Verifying order-acceptability

In this section, we present an approach leading towards automatic verification of the
order-acceptability condition. The basic idea for the approach is inspired by the “con-
straint based” termination analysis proposed in (Decorte et al., 1999). We begin with
the conditions imposed by order-acceptability, and systematically reduce these conditions
to more explicit constraints on the objects of our search: the quasi-ordering� and the
interargument relations,Rp, or the modelI .

The approach presented below has been applied successfullyto a number of examples
appearing in the literature on termination, such as different versions ofpermute(Arts and
Zantema, 1995; Krishna Rao et al., 1998; Decorte et al., 1999), dis-con(De Schreye and
Decorte, 1994),transitive closure(Krishna Rao et al., 1998),add-mult(Plümer, 1990a),
combine, reverse, odd-even, at leastdoubleand normalisation(Decorte et al., 1999),
quicksort(Sterling and Shapiro, 1994; Apt, 1997),derivative(Dershowitz and Manna,
1979),distributive law(Dershowitz and Hoot, 1993),boolean ring(Hsiang, 1987) and
flatten(Arts, 1997). In the next chapter, we discuss how order-acceptability can be used
to analyse termination behaviour of meta-interpreters.

In the remainder of the section, we explain the approach using some of these ex-
amples.

We start by showing how the analysis of Example 2.6, presented previously, can be
performed systematically. We stress the main steps of the methodology.

Example 3.74 Example 2.6, continued. The quasi-ordering�, used to prove termination
of P with respect to S, should be rigid on Call(P;S). To enforce the rigidity,� should
ignore all argument positions in atoms in Call(P;S) that might be occupied by free vari-
ables, i.e., the second argument position ofpermuteand the first and the third argument
positions ofdelete. Moreover, since the first argument ofpermuteand the second argu-
ment ofdeleteare general nil-terminated lists, the first argument of:=2 should be ignored
as well.
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The decreases with respect to> imposed in the order-acceptability condition are:

delete(X; [HjT℄; [HjT1℄)θ > delete(X;T;T1)θ
delete(El;L;L1)θ satisfies Rdelete implies

permute(L; [EljT ℄)θ > permute(L1;T)θ

To express the rigidity constraints, we simplify each of these conditions by replacing
the predicate argument positions that should be ignored by some arbitrary term—one of
v1;v2; : : :. The following conditions are obtained:

delete(v1; [HjT℄θ;v2)> delete(v3;Tθ;v4) (3.3)

delete(El;L;L1)θ satisfies Rdelete implies

permute(Lθ;v1)> permute(L1θ;v2) (3.4)

Observe that this replacement only partially addresses therequirements that the above
rigidity conditions impose: rigidity on functor arguments(the first argument of:=2 should
be invariant with respect to the ordering) is not expressed.We monitor such constraints
implicitly, and only verify them at a later stage when additional constraints on the order-
ing are derived.

For each of the conditions (3.3) and (3.4), we have two options for enforcement:
Option 1): The decrease required in the condition can be achieved by imposing some

property on�, which is consistent with the constraints that were alreadyimposed on�
before.

In our example, condition (3.3) is satisfied by imposing the subterm property on the
second argument of:=2, and monotonicity on the second argument ofdelete. The second
argument of:=2 does not belong to a set of functor argument positions that should be
ignored. Then,[t1jt2℄> t2 holds for any terms t1 and t2, and by the monotonicity of>, in
the second argument ofdelete, condition (3.3) holds.

In general, we can select from a predefined collection of ordering properties, or even
specific orderings, that were proposed in the literature.

Option 2): The required decrease is imposed as a constraint on the interargument
relation(s) R of the preceding atoms.

In the permuteexample, the decreasepermute(Lθ; t) > permute(L1θ; t) cannot be
achieved directly by imposing some constraint on>. Thus, we impose that the under-
lying decrease Lθ > L1θ should hold for the intermediate body atoms (delete(El;L;L1)θ)
that satisfy the interargument relation Rdelete.

Thus, in the example, the constraint is that Rdeleteshould be such that for alldelete(t1;
t2; t3) that satisfy Rdelete: t2 > t3. As we have observed, the interargument relation is
valid if it forms a model for its predicate. Thus, one way to constructively verify that
a valid interargument relation Rdeleteexists, such that the property t2 > t3 holds for
delete(t1; t2; t3) atoms, is to simply impose that M= fdelete(t1; t2; t3) j t2 > t3g itself is a
model for thedeleteclauses in the program.
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So our new constraint on Rdelete is that it should include M. Practically we can
enforce this by imposing that TP(M) �M should hold. That is, the following constraints
are obtained:

[t1jt2℄> t2
t2 > t3 implies [tjt2℄> [tjt3℄

These are again fed into our Option 1) step, imposing a monotonicity property on the
second argument of:=2 for > . At this point the proof is complete. 2

Recall that we do not actually need to construct the ordering, but only to prove that
there is one that meets all the requirements posed.

Although the simplicity of thepermuteexample makes it a good choice to clarify
our approach it does not provide a strong argument for the useof general orderings over
level mappings. Indeed, it is well-known thatpermutecan be analysed using standard
acceptability (Apt and Pedreschi, 1990) or acceptability with respect to a set (De Schreye
and Decorte, 1994).

Most of the examples presented further on in this chapter (distributive law, derivative)
illustrate the added power of utilising general orderings.After these, we present an al-
ternative version ofpermutein order to discuss an extension of our approach which deals
with interargument relations for conjunctions of (body-) atoms.

Before presenting the examples, we recall once more the mainsteps of our approach.
First, given a programP and a setS of queries,compute the set of calls Call(P;S). For
example, Janssens and Bruynooghe (Janssens and Bruynooghe, 1992) show how this can
be done through abstract interpretation. Secondly,enforce the rigidity of� on Call(P;S),
i.e., ignore all predicate or functor argument positions that might be occupied by free
variables inCall(P;S). Given the set of calls, this step can be performed in a completely
automatic way. Thirdly, repeatedlyconstruct decreases with respect to>, so that the
rigid order-acceptability condition will hold, and check if those can be verified by some
of the predefined orderings. While performing this verification step, the trade-off between
efficiency and power should be considered—using more complex orderings may result in
a correct reasoning on more examples but might be computationally expensive.

We start by returning to the motivating Example 3.1, on computing higher derivatives
of polynomial functions in one variable. For the sake of clarity, we repeat the example.

Example 3.75

d(der(u);1):

d(der(A);0) number(A):

d(der(X+Y);DX+DY) 

d(der(X);DX);d(der(Y);DY):

d(der(X �Y);X �DY+Y �DX) 

d(der(X);DX);d(der(Y);DY):
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d(der(der(X));DDX) 

d(der(X);DX);d(der(DX);DDX):

We are interested in proving termination of the queries thatbelong to the set S=
fd(t1; t2) j t1 is a repeated derivative of a function in a variable u and t2 is a free variableg.
So S consists of atoms such asd(der(u);X) or d(der(u�u+u);Y) or d(der(der(u+u));Z),
etc. Observe that Call(P;S) coincides with S.

We start by analysing the requirements that are imposed by the rigidity of � on
Call(P;S). First, the second argument position of d should be ignored,since it might
be occupied by a free variable. Secondly, the first argument position of d is occupied by a
ground term. Thus, rigidity does not pose any restrictions on functor argument positions.

Then, we construct the rigid order-acceptability decreases with respect to>. The
arguments that should be ignored are replaced by v1 and v2.

d(der(X+Y)θ;v1)> d(der(X)θ;v2) (3.5)

d(der(X);DX)θ satisfies Rd implies

d(der(X+Y)θ;v1)> d(der(Y)θ;v2) (3.6)

d(der(X �Y)θ;v1)> d(der(X)θ;v2) (3.7)

d(der(X);DX)θ satisfies Rd implies

d(der(X �Y)θ;v1)> d(der(Y)θ;v2) (3.8)

d(der(der(X))θ;v1)> d(der(X)θ;v2) (3.9)

d(der(X);DX)θ satisfies Rd implies

d(der(der(X))θ;v1)> d(der(DX)θ;v2) (3.10)

Conditions (3.5)–(3.9) are satisfied by imposing that monotonicity and subset proper-
ties will hold on the first argument ofd. In order to satisfy condition (3.10), it is sufficient
to prove that for any(t1; t2) 2Rd, it follows that t1 > t2. That is, if M= fd(t1; t2) j t1 > t2g
then TP(M)�M. The latter requirement may be reduced to the following conditions:

der(t)> 1

t1 2 Rnumber implies der(t1)> 0 (3.11)

der(t1)> t2 & der(t3)> t4 implies

der(t1+ t3)> t2+ t4 (3.12)

der(t1)> t2 & der(t3)> t4 implies

der(t1 � t3)> t1 � t4+ t2� t3 (3.13)

der(t1)> t2 & der(t2)> t3 implies der(der(t1))> t3 (3.14)

Condition (3.14) follows from the monotonicity and transitivity of >. However, (3.11)–
(3.13) are not satisfied by general properties of> and we need to find a specific ordering
that meets these requirements. One such possible ordering is the recursive path ordering,
with derhaving the highest priority. 2
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Next, we consider the distributive law program. This example originates from (Der-
showitz and Hoot, 1993).

Example 3.76

dist(x;x):

dist(x�x;x�x):

dist(X+Y;U +V) dist(X;U);dist(Y;V): (3.15)

dist(X � (Y+Z);T) dist(X �Y+X �Z;T): (3.16)

dist((X+Y)�Z;T) dist(X �Z+Y�Z;T): (3.17)

As with the repeated derivation example in the introduction, no linear norm is suf-
ficient for proving termination. Indeed, assume for the sakeof contradiction that such
a linear norm exists. Letks+ tk be defined as c++ a+1 � ksk+ a+2 � ktk and letks� tk
be defined as c�+ a�1 � ksk+ a�2 � ktk, where c+;a+1 ;a

+

2 ;c
�

;a�1 and a�2 are non-negative
integers. Then, the following should hold:ks+ tk > ksk and ks+ tk > ktk (for 3.15),
ks� (t + u)k > ks� t + s� uk (for 3.16) andk(s+ t) � u)k > ks� u+ t � uk (for 3.17).
From the first two inequalities, we conclude that a+

1 � 1 and a+2 � 1. By substituting
definitions of the norm in the third inequality and comparingthe coefficients before s, we
obtain a�1� (a+1 +a+2 )�a�1, i.e., a�1 = 0. Then, by substituting the definitions in the fourth
inequality and comparing the free coefficients, we obtain c�

� (1�a+1 �a+2 ) > c+. How-
ever, a+1 +a+2 > 1, i.e., c� � (1�a+1 �a+2 )� 0. On the other hand, c+ � 0, providing the
desired contradiction. Thus, no linear norm can prove termination of this example.

The following norm is the simplest one we found which provides a termination proof:
kX �Yk = kXk � kYk, kX +Yk = kXk+ kYk+ 1, kxk = 2 and the corresponding level
mapping isjdist(X;Y)j = kXk. We are not aware if any termination analysers which can
generate this norm automatically.

In order to prove termination of a set of queries

fdist(t1; t2) j t1 is an expression in a variable x and t2 is a free variableg

we use the rigid-acceptability condition. First the quasi-ordering,�, we are going to
define should be rigid on a set of calls, i.e., it should ignorethe second argument position
of dist. Thus, in the decreases with respect to> to follow we replace the second argument
of dist with anonymous v1 and v2.

dist((X+Y)θ;v1)> dist(Xθ;v2)

dist(X;U)θ satisfies Rdist implies

dist((X+Y)θ;v1)> dist(Yθ;v2)

dist((X � (Y+Z))θ;v1)> dist((X �Y+X �Z)θ;v2)

dist(((X+Y)�Z)θ;v1)> dist((X �Z+Y�Z)θ;v2)

The first two decreases are satisfied by any ordering which hasa subterm property for
both arguments of+=2 and which is monotonic with respect to the first argument position
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of dist. However, in order to satisfy the latter two, we need to use the recursive path
ordering (Definition 3.4), with� preceding+ with respect to an ordering on functors. If
this ordering is used, the following holds for any t1; t2 and t3:

t2+ t3 > t2 subterm
t1 � (t2+ t3)> t1� t2 monotonicity
t2+ t3 > t3 subterm
t1 � (t2+ t3)> t1� t3 monotonicity
t1 � (t2+ t3)> t1� t2+ t1� t3 definition of the rpo and� preceding+

This proves the third decrease with respect to>. The fourth one is proved analogously,
completing the termination proof. 2

A number of examples similar to Example 3.76 can be found in the literature: rewrit-
ing boolean formulae to disjunctive normal form (originally suggested by Iturriaga (It-
urriaga, 1967) without any termination proof and later discussed in (Dershowitz, 1982;
Dershowitz, 1993; Dershowitz, 1995)), boolean ring withandandexclusive or(Hsiang,
1987). None of these examples can be analysed correctly by linear norms; termination of
all of them can be shown with recursive path ordering. Unlikewith Example 3.76, in order
to show termination of the latter examples, interargument relations should be inferred.

Example 3.77 Consider the following example of a boolean ring withand(denoted by
�) andexclusive or(denoted by+), yielding a unique normal form for every formula in
propositional calculus (Hsiang, 1987).

rewrite(X+0;X) !:

rewrite(X+X;0) !:

rewrite(X �1;X) !:

rewrite(X �X;X) !:

rewrite(X �0;0) !:

rewrite(X � (Y+Z);X �Y+X �Z) !: (3.18)

rewrite(X+Y;X1+Y) rewrite(X;X1): (3.19)

rewrite(X+Y;X+Y1) rewrite(Y;Y1): (3.20)

rewrite(X �Y;X1�Y) rewrite(X;X1): (3.21)

rewrite(X �Y;X �Y1) rewrite(Y;Y1):

normal form(X;T) rewrite(X;X1); !;normal form(X1;T):

normal form(N;N):

Observe that the program presented is not a pure logic program as it contains cut (!).
However, adding cut can only improve termination, therefore if termination can be proved
for a program without the cuts, it will follow for the programwith cuts as well.
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As with the previous example, no linear norm is powerful enough to prove termination
of the program above together with

fnormal form(t;v) j t is a term using 0,1,*,+ and v is a free variableg:

Indeed, in order to prove termination ofnormal form, we have to infer that the first argu-
ment ofrewriteis always greater than the second one. In particular, clause(3.18) requires
ks� (t +u)k> ks� t+s�uk, i.e., the following should hold:

c�+a�1ksk+a�2c
+

+a�2a
+

1 ktk+a�2a
+

2 kuk> (3.22)

c++a+1 c�+a+1 a�1ksk+a+1 a�2ktk+a+2 a�1ksk+a+2 a�2kuk;

where c�;a�1;a
�

2;c
+

;a+1 ;a
+

2 are as above. Comparing coefficients precedingksk in 3.22,
observe that either a�1 = 0 or a+1 +a+2 � 1. We distinguish between the following cases:

� a�1 = 0. Thus, for any s; t and u,ks�uk= kt �uk, contradicting the required inter-
argument relation for clause (3.21);

� a+1 = 0. Thus, for any s; t and u,ks+ uk = kt + uk, contradicting the required
interargument relation for clause (3.19);

� a+2 = 0. Thus, for any s; t and u,ku+ sk = ku+ tk, contradicting the required
interargument relation for clause (3.20).

Thus, no linear norm is sufficient for proving termination inthe example.
Next we show that our orderings based approach is powerful enough to perform

the analysis correctly. Rigidity conditions and order acceptability decrease requirenor-
mal form to be monotone on its first argument. Moreover, as above, one has to show that
frewrite(t1; t2) j t1 > t2g is a model forrewrite. To enforce this, the following inequalities
should hold:

t +0> t

t + t > 0 (3.23)

t �1> t

t � t > t

t �0> 0

s� (t +u)> s� t +s�u (3.24)

s> t implies s+u> t +u

s> t implies u+s> u+ t

s> t implies s�u> t �u

s> t implies u�s> u� t

Any simplification ordering on terms satisfies the inequalities above with the exception
of (3.23) and (3.24). One possible ordering satisfying these inequalities as well is the
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recursive path ordering with multiplication having higherpriority than addition and any
term being greater than 0. 2

Recursive path ordering is not the only useful ordering we can borrow from the world
of term-rewriting systems. Other well-studied orderings are, for example, monotonic
semantic path orderingandlexicographic path ordering(Dershowitz, 1985).

Example 3.78 Consider the following program (Arts, 1997).

flatten(niltree;nil):

flatten(tree(X;niltree;Xs); [XjYs℄) 

flatten(Xs;Ys):

flatten(tree(X; tree(Y;Ys1;Ys2);Xs);Zs) 

flatten(tree(Y;Ys1; tree(X;Ys2;Xs));Zs):

with modeflatten(in;out). We would like to prove termination offlatten(t;v) where t is a
binary tree recursively defined as:

binary tree=
�

niltree
tree(k;binary tree;binary tree) where k is a ground key

and v is a variable. Both the program and the query are well-moded, thus, conditions of
Theorem 3.63 apply. In order to prove termination, there should exist a model I and an
output-independent well-founded quasi-ordering�, such that

� for anyθ1 such thatflatten(tree(X;niltree;Xs))θ1 is ground,

flatten(tree(X;niltree;Xs); [XjYs℄)θ1 > flatten(Xs;Ys)θ1 (3.25)

holds, and

� for anyθ2 such thatflatten(tree(X; tree(Y;Ys1;Ys2);Xs))θ2 is ground

flatten(tree(X; tree(Y;Ys1;Ys2);Xs);Zs)θ2 >

flatten(tree(Y;Ys1; tree(X;Ys2;Xs));Zs)θ2 (3.26)

holds.

As there are no intermediate body atoms, I can be chosen arbitrarily. Requirement
of output-independence means that the second argument offlatten should be ignored.
Condition (3.25) is satisfied by any ordering that is monotonic on the first argument of
flatten and has a subterm property on the third argument oftree. On the other hand,
satisfying (3.26) turns out to be more difficult. If> is a recursive path ordering, then
in order to establish (3.26), one has to show that either Xθ2 > tree(X;Ys2;Xs)θ2, or
tree(Y;Ys1;Ys2)θ2 > tree(X;Ys2;Xs)θ2 or Xsθ2 > tree(X;Ys2;Xs)θ2. As none of these
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inequalities can be proved recursive path ordering should be rejected and a different or-
dering should be tried.

In this case, lexicographic path ordering proves termination. Lexicographic path or-
dering is similar to recursive path ordering, but instead ofcomparing the arguments as
multisets, it reorders them with respect to a specified permutation and compares them
lexicographically. In our case, the arguments have to be reordered such that the most
significant argument is the second one. Then, by the subterm property it holds that
tree(Y;Ys1;Ys2)θ2 > Ys1θ2 and (3.26) is implied. 2

We have seen in the previous examples that simplification orderings are often use-
ful for proving termination. However, as illustrated by thefollowing example, there are
programs that no simplification quasi-ordering can analyse.

Example 3.79 Consider the following program (motivated by (Zantema, 1994)).

rewrite( f ( f (X)); f (g( f (X)))):

rewrite( f (X); f (Y)) rewrite(X;Y):

rewrite(g(X);g(Y)) rewrite(X;Y):

normalise(X;Y) rewrite(X;Z);normalise(Z;Y):

normalise(X;X):

The querynormalise( f ( f ( f (a)));Y) terminates with respect to this program. Let� be
a simplification quasi-ordering such that the program is order-acceptable with respect
to fnormalise( f ( f ( f (a)));Y)g via �. Then we have to prove that the first argument of
rewriteis bigger than the second one, i.e., f( f (X))> f (g( f (X))) and, by the substitution
property, f( f ( f (a))) > f ( f (g( f (a)))). On the other hand, g( f (a)) > f (a) (subterm)
and, thus, f( f (g( f (a)))) > f ( f ( f (a))) (monotonicity), providing a contradiction. 2

The previous examples do not illustrate our approach in fullgenerality. In general, we
may have clauses of the type

p(t1; : : : ; tn) B1;B2; : : : ;Bi�1;q(s1; : : : ;sm);Bi+1; : : : ;Bk:

where multiple intermediate body-atoms,B1;B2; : : : ;Bi�1 precede the (mutually) recurs-
ive body-atomq(s1; : : : ;sm). In such cases the decrease with respect to> betweenp(t1; : : : ;
tn)θ andq(s1; : : : ;sm)θ required by the (rigid) order-acceptability imposes a constraint on
Rrel(B1)

;Rrel(B2)
; : : : andRrel(Bi�1)

. However, our previous technique of usingTP(M)�M
to translate the required decrease toRrel(B1)

;Rrel(B2)
; : : : ;Rrel(Bi�1)

is not easily general-
ised. This is because several of the atomsB1;B2; : : : ;Bi�1 together may be responsible for
the decrease and theTP(M) �M technique is not readily generalised to handle multiple
predicates.

One way to proceed is based on early works on termination analysis (Ullman and
Van Gelder, 1988; Plümer, 1990a). Assume that the underlying decrease imposed by

B1θ;B2θ; : : : ;Bi�1θ satisfy Rrel(B1)
;Rrel(B2)

; : : : ;Rrel(Bi�1)
implies

p(t1; : : : ; tn)θ > q(s1; : : : ;sm)θ
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is of the formuθ > vθ, whereu and v are subterms ofp(t1; : : : ; tn), andq(s1; : : : ;sm),
respectively. We then search for a sequence of termsu;u1;u2; : : : ;u j ;v, such that for each
pair of terms,u andu1, u1 andu2, : : :, u j andv, there is a corresponding atom in the
sequenceB1;B2; : : : ;Bi�1 that contains both of them.

Assume (without real loss of generality) thatu andu1 occur inB1, u1 andu2 occur in
B2, : : :, u j (i.e.,ui�2) andv occur inBi�1. We then select one of these pairs of terms, say
ui1 andui2 in atomBi2, and impose the relations:

ui1 < ui2 on Rrel(Bi2)
, and

u j1 � u j2 on Rrel(B j2)
for all other pairs of terms and corresponding atoms.

Now we can again use theTP(M) � M technique to translate such constraints into
interargument relations.

Note that this approach involves a search problem: if we failto verify the proposed
inequality constraints, we need to backtrack over the choice of:

� the pairui1 andui2 in Bi2 with a strict inequality, or

� the sequence of termsu;u1;u2; : : : ;u j ;v in B1;B2; : : : ;Bi�1.

A completely different method for handling multiple intermediate body-atoms is based
on the use of unfold/fold steps to group atoms. We illustratethis second method with an
example.

Example 3.80 The following is the version of thepermuteprogram that appeared in
(Krishna Rao et al., 1998).

perm([℄; [℄):

perm(L; [HjT℄) ap2(V; [HjU ℄;L);ap1(V;U;W);perm(W;T):

ap1([℄;L;L):

ap1([HjL1℄;L2; [HjL3℄) ap1(L1;L2;L3):

ap2([℄;L;L):

ap2([HjL1℄;L2; [HjL3℄) ap2(L1;L2;L3):

This example is chosen to illustrate applications of Theorem 3.63 (the well-moded
case). We would like to prove termination of the queriesperm(t1; t2), where t1 is a ground
list and t2 a free variable.

Assume the modesperm(in;out);ap1(in; in;out);ap2(out;out; in). The order-accepta-
bility imposes, among others, the following decrease with respect to an output-independent
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well-founded quasi-ordering�:

I j= ap2(V; [HjU ℄;L)θ^ap1(V;U;W)θ
impliesperm(L; [HjT℄)θ > perm(W;T)θ:

Note that the underlying decrease Lθ >Wθ cannot be achieved by reasoning onap1=3 or
ap2=3 alone.

An alternative solution to the one described before is to usethe unfold/fold technique
to provide a definition for the conjunction of the two intermediate body-atoms. To do this,
we begin with a generalised clause, containing the conjunction of atoms both in its head
and in its body. In our example we get

ap2(V; [HjU ℄;L);ap1(V;U;W) ap2(V; [HjU ℄;L);ap1(V;U;W):

Next, we unfold both body-atoms, using all applicable clauses, for one resolution
step. This gives rise to a generalised program P0, defining the conjunction of intermediate
body-atoms:

ap2([℄; [HjT℄; [HjT℄);ap1([℄;T;T):

ap2([H1jT1℄; [H2jT2℄; [H1jT3℄);ap1([H1jT1℄;T2; [H1jT4℄) 

ap2(T1; [H2jT2℄;T3);ap1(T1;T2;T4):

Now, we verify that M= fap2(a1;a2;a3);ap1(b1;b2;b3) j a3 > b3g satisfies TP0
(M) �M.

Using the 2 clauses, this is reduced to “[t1jt2℄> t2” and “t 3 > t4 implies[t5jt3℄> [t5jt4℄”,
for any terms t1; t2; t3; t4 and t5, imposing monotonicity and subterm properties on>. The
proof is completed analogously to thepermuteexample (Example 3.74). 2

It should be noted that, in general, unfolding can transforma non-terminating program
to a terminating one by replacing infinite branches of the LD-tree with failing ones. Con-
ditions on unfolding that impose the preservation of termination were proposed in (Bossi
and Cocco, 1994).

3.8 Order-acceptability and normal programs

So far we have considered only definite programs. However, negation appears frequently
in practice, and thus should be considered as an important issue for termination ana-
lysis. Therefore, in this section we extend the proposed framework to normal programs.
After recalling briefly some basic notions related to normalprograms, we present order-
acceptability results for normal programs in the three coming subsections: Subsection 3.8.1
extends Section 3.3, Subsection 3.8.2 extends Section 3.5,and, finally, Subsection 3.8.3
extends Section 3.6.

First of all, instead of LD-derivations and trees, LDNF-derivations and trees should be
considered. We say that a queryQ LDNF-terminatesfor a programP, if the LDNF-tree
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for P andQ is finite. Recall (Lloyd, 1987), that LDNF-derivationfloundersif there occurs
in it, or in any of its subsidiary LDNF-trees, a query where the first literal is non-ground
and negative. Floundering can be a reason for termination ofthe LDNF-derivation.

Definition 3.81 (cf. (Apt and Pedreschi, 1991)) The program P is callednon-floundering
with respect to a set of queriesS, if all its LDNF-derivations starting in queries Q2 S are
non-floundering.

In general, verifying whether the program is non-floundering with respect to the set
of queries is an undecidable problem (Börger, 1987; Apt, 1990).

3.8.1 Order-acceptability with respect to a set

In this subsection, we study how the order-acceptability criterion can be applied to prove
termination. However, the well-founded quasi-ordering� that is required in Defini-
tion 3.27 enforces decrease only along the branches of the LD-trees. We also need to
force the relation between the negative literal selected (:A) and the the root of the subsi-
diary tree created for it (A). We require that� is such that for any atomA, such that its
predicate is called negatively in some clause,:A� A.

More formally, we use the notation of (Apt and Pedreschi, 1991) and denote byNegP
the set of predicates that occur in a negative literal in a body of a clause fromP. We also
denoteNE

P = f:A j A2 BE
P and rel(A) 2 NegPg.

We refine the notion of order-acceptability with respect to aset.

Definition 3.82 Let S be a set of atomic queries and P be a general program. P isorder-
acceptable with respect toS if there exists a well-founded quasi-ordering� on BE

P[NE
P [

UE
P , such that

� for any:A2 NE
P : :A� A

� and

– for any A2 Call(P;S)[BE
P

– for any clause A0 B1; : : : ;Bn in P, such that mgu(A;A0) = θ exists,

– for any atom Bi , such that rel(Bi)' rel(A)

– for any computed answer substitutionσ for (B1; : : : ;Bi�1)θ:

A> Biθσ

Observe that ifP is a definite program,NE
P is an empty set, the first condition of

definition above holds vacuously,Call(P;S) � BE
P, and we return to the notion of order-

acceptability for definite programs, presented in Definition 3.27. As with the definite case,
the following theorem holds.
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Theorem 3.83 Let P be a general program, and S be a set of atomic queries, such that P
is non-floundering with respect to S. P is order-acceptable with respect to S if and only if
P is LDNF-terminating with respect to all queries in S.

Intuitively, the result follows from Theorem 3.32 for the definite case and from the re-
quirement:A� A for all :A2 NE

P . To prove the theorem formally, we use a well-known
result of König (König, 1927), the so-called König’s lemma. In logic programming it is
usually formulated as “an infinite, finitely branching tree has an infinite path” (Apt, 1997).
Here we will need a more general form of this result, and therefore we recall the original
statement of König.

Lemma 3.84 (König, 1927) Let E1;E2; : : : be a countably infinite sequence of finite, non-
empty sets and let R be a binary relation, such that for every element xn+1 2 En+1 there
exists xn 2 En and xn R xn+1. Then, there exists an infinite sequence a1;a2; : : :, such that
for all n, an 2 En and an R an+1.

Proof of Theorem 3.83 First, assume thatP is order-acceptable with respect toS. We
distinguish between two cases.

� The LDNF-forest ofP andQ contains at least one infinite tree. LetQ1 be the
root of this infinite LDNF-tree. SinceP is order-acceptable with respect to
S, P is order-acceptable with respect toCall(P;S), andP is order-acceptable
with respect toCall(P;Q1). By similar reasoning to Theorem 3.32, one gets
contradiction to well-foundedness of>.

� The LDNF-forest ofP and Q contains only finite trees. If the number of
trees is finite,Q LDNF-terminates. Assume, thus, that there are infinitely
many trees. Recall that every finite tree can give rise only tofinitely many
subsidiary trees (not more than the number of queries in it).Thus, the set
of LDNF-trees is countably infinite. LetE1 be the set consisting of the first
LDNF-tree,En+1 be the set of LDNF-trees being subsidiary trees of the ele-
ments ofEn, and letxn R xn+1 meanxn+1 is a subsidiary tree ofxn.

König’s lemma can be applied. Thus, there exists a sequenceof LDNF-trees
T1; : : : ;Tn; : : :, such that the root ofTn+1 is the negation of a selected literal
An in one of the queries ofTn. The first condition in Definition 3.82 implies
that

8n An� root(Tn+1) (3.27)

Observe that the root of the treeTn andAn can be connected by a finite and
non-empty directed derivationQ1; : : : ;Qk, such that the selected atom ofQ1

is the root ofTn and the selected literal ofQk is An. The derivation is non-
empty, sinceroot(Tn) is a positive literal, whileAn is a negative literal. There-
fore, at least one resolution step has been applied. The derivation is finite,
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since all LDNF-trees are assumed to be finite. LetL1; : : : ;Lk be selected lit-
erals inQ1; : : : ;Qk, respectively. By the choice ofQ1; : : : ;Qk as belonging
to one LDNF-tree,L1; : : : ;Lk are positive literals. We are going to see that
Li > Li+1 for all 1� i < k.

By Definition 3.28, there exists a clauseH  B1; : : : ;Bn, such thatLi = Hθ
for some substitutionθ and there exists a computed answer substitutionσ
for B1; : : : ;B j�1 such thatLi+1 = B jθσ. The order-acceptability condition
(Definition 3.82) implies thatLi > B jθσ, that is,Li > Li+1.

Transitivity of> allows us to conclude that

root(Tn) = L1 > L2 > :: : > Lk = An

In other words,

8n root(Tn)> An (3.28)

Combining (3.27) and (3.28), we obtain

8n root(Tn)> root(Tn+1)

Thus, we have constructed an infinitely decreasing chain of atomsroot(T1)>

root(T2)> :: :, contradicting well-foundedness of>.

Now assume that the program terminates with respect toS. This means that the
LDNF-forest consists of a finite number of finite trees. We define an ordering
on atoms selected in the queries of the forest and show that the relation defined
is a well-founded ordering and thatP is order-acceptable with respect toS via
this ordering. Observe that this direction of the proof is similar to the proof of
Theorem 3.32.

LetQ2Call(P;S), and letH L1; : : : ;Ln be a clause inP, such that themgu(H;Q)=

θ exists. Let� be a relation, such thatQ � Liθσ for any 1� i � n, whereσ
is the computed answer substitution for(B1; : : : ;Bi�1)θ. Let� be obtained from
the transitive closure of� by addingL1 �� L2, if either L1 is identical toL2 or
L1 = :A for some atomA andL2 = A.

Before proving that� is indeed a quasi-ordering, observe that ifL1 � L2 then
there exists a derivation, started byL1, which has in it a query with selected literal
L2. Similarly, if L1� L2 andL2� L3, there is a derivation, started byL1, and hav-
ing a query with selected literalL2, which is followed (not necessary immediately)
by a query with the selected literalL3. We extend this observation to>, and claim
that if L1 > L2, then there is a derivation forL1, having a query with the selected
atomL2. Observe that in this case the derivation may contain resolution steps both
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on positive and on negative literals (cf. (Apt and Doets, 1994)) andL1 andL2 do
not necessarily belong to the same tree.

In order to prove that� is a quasi-ordering, we have to show reflexivity and trans-
itivity. Reflexivity is obvious from the construction of�. In order to prove transit-
ivity, observe that ifL1 �� L2 or L2�� L3 the result is immediate. Thus, assume
L1 > L2 andL2 > L3. From the observation above, we construct a derivation from
L1 that has a query with the selected atomL2, and then continue by mimicking the
derivation fromL2, which has a query with the selected queryL3. Thus,L1 > L3.

The well-foundedness follows from the finiteness of all the derivations. The order-
acceptabity with respect toS follows immediately from the construction of�. �

Observe that in the presence of floundering, order-acceptability is no longer equivalent
to termination, although termination is still implied by it.

Example 3.85 Consider the following program P (Apt and Pedreschi, 1991):

p(0) :p(X):

The only derivation of P[fp(0)g flounders, so it is finite. However, order-acceptability
requires:

for all t :p(t)� p(t)

for all t p(0)> :p(t)

In particular, the first inequality implies that:p(0) � p(0), and the second one that
p(0)> :p(0), contradicting the choice of> as an ordering. 2

We illustrate the application of the theorem by analysing the following program. This
program implements the famous Yale shooting problem, well-known in the context of
non-monotonic reasoning (Hanks and McDermott, 1987; Baker, 1989).

Example 3.86

holds(P;s0) initially(P):

holds(P; result(A;S)) initiates(A;S;P):

holds(P; result(A;S)) holds(P;S);:terminates(A;S;P):

initially (alive):

initiates(A;S; loaded) A= load:

terminates(A;S; loaded) A= shoot:

terminates(A;S;alive) A= shoot;holds(loaded;S):
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This program is a description of the Yale shooting problem inthe framework of Situation
Calculus (cf. (Apt and Bezem, 1990)). Usually, we are interested to check if afterloading
the gun,waiting for some time, and finallyshooting, the turkey is stillalive. More gener-
ally, one can ask if some property holds after performing some sequence of actions. The
states resulting after performing some actions can be recursively defined as:

state=
�

s0
result(action;state); whereactionis one of load;wait;shoot

That is S= fholds(t1; t2) j t1 is a variable, t2 is astateg.
Theorem 3.83 imposes that the following holds (dependence on the intermediate body

atoms is omitted for the sake of simplicity) for any terms t1; t2; t3:

:terminates(t1; t2; t3)� terminates(t1; t2; t3)

holds(t1; result(t2; t3))> holds(t1; t3)

holds(t1; result(t2; t3))> :terminates(t2; t3; t1)

terminates(t1; t2;alive)θ > holds(loaded; t2)θ

A quasi-ordering� having the following properties satisfies the decreases above:

1. � ignores:, i.e., A��:A holds for all A.

2. � has a subterm property for the second argument ofresult

3. � is monotone in the second argument ofholds

4. for all u; t1; t2; t3; t4; t5 holds:

holds(t1; result(t2;u))> terminates(t3;u; t4)

terminates(t3;u; t4)> holds(t5;u)

2

Note that this type of order is useful also for other applications of Situation Calculus, such
as plan verification. Theorem 3.83 has been applied successfully to prove termination
in a number of examples appearing in the literature on termination, such astransitive
closure(Apt and Pedreschi, 1993) and another variant of theYale shooting problem(Apt
and Bezem, 1990). Moreover, as we will see in the next chapter, Theorem 3.83 is essential
in analysing termination behaviour of advanced meta-interpreters.

3.8.2 Sufficient condition for termination

As with the definite case, reasoning on computed answer substitutions might become
cumbersome. Therefore, we present a notion of rigid acceptability for normal programs.
The following theorem extends Theorem 3.54.
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Theorem 3.87 Let S be a set of atomic queries and P be a normal program. Let� be
a quasi-ordering on UEP and for each predicate p in P, let Rp be a valid interargument
relation for p with respect to�. If there exists a well-founded proper extension� of� to
UE

P [BE
P[NE

P , which is rigid on Call(P;S) such that for any:A2NE
P , :A� A holds, and

� for any clause H B1; : : : ;Bn 2 P, and

� for any atom Bi in its body, such that rel(Bi)' rel(H),

� for any substitutionθ, such that the arguments of the atoms in(B1; : : : ;Bi�1)θ all
satisfy their associated interargument relations Rrel(B1)

; : : : ;Rrel(Bi�1)

Hθ� Biθ

then P is order-acceptable with respect to S.

Proof Let A2 Call(P;S). We distinguish between the following cases:

� A2 NE
P . Then,A has the form:B, and:B� B holds;

� A2 BE
P. In this case, the proof is identical to the proof of Theorem 3.54. For

the sake of completeness, we repeat it here.

Indeed, letA0  B1; : : : ;Bn be a clause inP such that mgu(A;A0) = θ ex-
ists, letBi be a body atom such thatrel(Bi)' rel(A), and letσ be a computed
answer substitution for (B1; : : : ;Bi�1)θ.

Then Aθ is identical toA0θ, and thus,Aθσ is identical toA0θσ. Since�
is rigid onCall(P;S) andA2 Call(P;S), A�� A0θσ.

Finally, sinceσ is a computed answer substitution, it holds thatP j= B jθσ,
for all j < i. Since interargument relationsRrel(B j )

are valid for all j < i,
arguments ofB jθσ satisfy Rrel(B j )

. Thus, by the rigid order-acceptability

assumption,A0θσ� Biθσ. Combined withA�� A0θσ, we obtainA� Biθσ.

�

Theorem 3.87 can be illustrated by the following analysis ofthe famousgamepro-
gram (Apt and Pedreschi, 1993; Apt and Pedreschi, 1991; Sterling and Shapiro, 1994).

Example 3.88 LetG be an acyclic finite graph. Consider the following normal program
P (Apt and Pedreschi, 1993; Apt and Pedreschi, 1991; Sterling and Shapiro, 1994):

win(X) move(X;Y);:win(Y):

move(a;b):% for (a;b) 2 G
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We would like to prove termination of the program above with respect to S= fwin(t) j
t is a vertex ofGg. The following decreases are imposed by the rigid acceptability condi-
tion (Theorem 3.87):

:win(s)� win(s)

move(X;Y)θ satisfies Rmoveimplieswin(X)θ > :win(Y)θ

Observe that rigidity constraints do not simplify these inequalities further. The second
decrease cannot be achieved only by imposing some property on �. Indeed, we cannot
requirewin(s) > :win(t) to hold for all s and t, since it would implywin(s) > :win(s),
contradicting Definition 3.82. Therefore, the required decrease should be imposed as a
constraint on Rmove.

In other words, s> t should hold for anymove(s; t) satisfying Rmove. One way to
verify that such a relationship exists, is to ensure thatfmove(s; t) j s> tg is a model for
the clauses ofmove. In other words, s> t is required for all(s; t) 2 G .

To complete the proof, it should be noted that�, defined as

a> b if (a;b) 2 G
win(s) > :win(t) if s> t
:win(s)> win(s)
s�� t if s is identical with t

is a well-founded quasi-ordering (by finiteness and acyclicity ofG) and it satisfies the con-
ditions above. Thus, the program is order-acceptable with respect to S and LD-terminates
for all queries in S. 2

3.8.3 Order-acceptability with respect to a model

Analogously to Section 3.6, one can generalise the notion oforder-acceptability with re-
spect to a model. Bossiet al.(Bossi et al., 2001a) extended the notion of well-modedness
to normal programs. Intuitively, the notion of well-modedness can be directly applied
to normal programs ifpi(si ; t i) in Definition 3.58 are interpreted as literals, i.e, positive
or negative atoms. Moreover, Bossiet al. (Bossi et al., 2001a) have proved that given a
well-moded programP and a well-moded queryQ, all LDNF-descendants ofP[Q are
well-moded.

Adding the “for any:A 2 NE
P , :A� A” requirement allows us to extend to normal

programs the notion of order-acceptability with respect toa quasi-ordering and a model,
in the style of (Apt and Pedreschi, 1990).

Definition 3.89 (cf. Definition 3.59) Let P be a well-moded program,� be an output-
independent well-founded quasi-ordering and I be a model for P. The program P is
calledorder-acceptable with respect to� andI if

� for all A 2 NE
P , :A� A holds, and
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� – for all A B1; : : : ;Bn in P and

– for all substitutionsθ, such that(Aθ)inp and B1θ; : : : ;Bi�1θ are ground and
I j= B1θ^ : : :^Bi�1θ it holds that:

Aθ > Biθ:

Theorem 3.90 (cf. Theorem 3.63) Let P be a well-moded program that is order-acceptable
with respect to an output-independent well-founded quasi-ordering� and a model I. Let
Q be a well-moded query, such that P is non-floundering with respect to Q. Then Q
LDNF-terminates.

Proof The proof is based on König’s Lemma and it is very similar to the proof of The-
orem 3.83 above. The only difference with the preceding theorem is in the part of
the proof dedicated to proving “Li > Li+1”. However, for the sake of completeness
we repeat the proof.

As above we distinguish between two cases.

� The LDNF-forest ofP andQ contains at least one infinite tree. LetQ1 be the
root of this infinite LDNF-tree.Q1 is well-moded (Bossi et al., 2001a). By
similar reasoning to Theorem 3.63, one gets contradiction to well-foundedness
of >.

� The LDNF-forest ofP and Q contains only finite trees. If the number of
trees is finite,Q LDNF-terminates. Assume, thus, that there are infinitely
many trees. Recall that every finite tree can give rise only tofinitely many
subsidiary trees (not more than the number of queries in it).Thus, the set
of LDNF-trees is countably infinite. LetE1 be the set consisting of the first
LDNF-tree,En+1 be the set of LDNF-trees being subsidiary trees of the ele-
ments ofEn, and letxn R xn+1 meanxn+1 is a subsidiary tree ofxn.

König’s lemma can be applied. Thus, there exists a sequenceof LDNF-trees
T1; : : : ;Tn; : : :, such that the root ofTn+1 is the negation of a selected literal
An in one of the queries ofTn. The first condition in Definition 3.89 implies
that

8n An� root(Tn+1) (3.29)

Observe that the root of the treeTn andAn can be connected by a finite and
non-empty directed derivationQ1; : : : ;Qk, such that the selected atom ofQ1

is the root ofTn and the selected literal ofQk is An. The derivation is non-
empty, sinceroot(Tn) is a positive literal, whileAn is a negative literal. There-
fore, at least one resolution step has been applied. The derivation is finite,
since all LDNF-trees are assumed to be finite. LetL1; : : : ;Lk be selected lit-
erals inQ1; : : : ;Qk, respectively. By the choice ofQ1; : : : ;Qk as belonging
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to one LDNF-tree,L1; : : : ;Lk are positive literals. We are going to see that
Li > Li+1 for all 1� i < k.

By Definition 3.28, there exists a clauseH  B1; : : : ;Bn, such thatLi = Hθ
for some substitutionθ, Li+1 = B jθσ for some substitutionσ, I j= B1θσ^
: : :^B j�1θσ, andB1θσ^ : : : ;B j�1θσ is ground.

P and Q are well-moded. Thus, by Lemma 4.4 of (Bossi et al., 2001a),
(Hθ)inp is ground. Hence,(Hθσ)inp is ground as well. The order-acceptability
condition implies thatHθσ > B jθσ, that is,Liσ > Li+1.

Since(Li)
inp is ground,(Li)

inp
=(Liσ)inp holds. By the output-independence

of �, Li �� Liσ. By transitivity,Li > Li+1.

Transitivity of> allows us to conclude that

root(Tn) = L1 > L2 > :: : > Lk = An

In other words,

8n root(Tn)> An (3.30)

Combining (3.29) and (3.30), we obtain

8n root(Tn)> root(Tn+1)

Thus, we have constructed an infinitely decreasing chain of atomsroot(T1)>

root(T2)> :: :, contradicting well-foundedness of>.

�

We illustrate Theorem 3.90 by using it to analyse the following program.

Example 3.91 Consider the following program P (Plümer, 1989; Pl̈umer, 1990a; Apt
and Pedreschi, 1991).

reach(X;Y;E;V) member([X;Y℄;E):

reach(X;Z;E;V) member([X;Y℄;E);

:member(Y;V); reach(Y;Z;E; [YjV℄):

member(H; [HjL℄):

member(X; [HjL℄) member(X;L):

We would like to prove termination of this program with respect to reach(v1;v2;e; [℄),
where v1, v2 are vertices of the given graphG , and e is a list of edges ofG . Both the
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program and the query are well-moded with respect toreach(i; i; i; i) and member(i; i).
Thus, Theorem 3.90 can be applied.

Order-acceptability requires us to find a model I and a well-founded quasi-ordering
� such that

reach(X;Y;E;V)θ1 > member([X;Y℄;E)θ1

reach(X;Z;E;V)θ2 > member([X;Y℄;E)θ2

I j= member([X;Y℄;E)θ3 implies

reach(X;Z;E;V)θ3 > :member(Y;V)θ3

I j= member([X;Y℄;E)θ4^:member(Y;V)θ4 implies

reach(X;Z;E;V)θ4 > reach(Y;Z;E; [YjV℄)θ4

member(X; [HjL℄)θ5 > member(X;L)θ5

:member(Y;V)�member(Y;V)

Let I be the following set

freach(x;y;e;v)g[fmember(x;xs) j x is an element of the list xsg

It is easy to see that I is indeed a model of P. For clauses ofreachit is immediately
clear, and for clauses ofmemberit holds because by definition x2 [xjt℄ and x2 t implies
x2 [yjt℄.

In order to satisfy these inequalities we require:

reach(x;y;e;v)> member(z; t)

member(x; [yjxs℄)> member(x;xs)

:member(x;xs) ��member(x;xs)

reach(x;y;e;v1)> reach(z; t;e; [yjv1℄)

if y 62 v1 and y is a vertex in the graph represented by e

Finiteness of e ensures that> is well-founded. This example also demonstrates that or-
derings are easier to understand and to infer: (Apt and Pedreschi, 1991) require the level
mapping forreach(x;y;e;v) to be defined as

j reach(x;y;e;v) j= kekl +kvkl +1+

2card(fx j x 62 v;x is a vertex in the graph represented by eg);

wherecarddenotes cardinality of the set. 2

The analysis presented in this subsection is related to termination analysis for well-
typed programs (Bossi et al., 2001b). On the one hand,type acceptability(Bossi et al.,
2001b) generalises our approach, since well-moded programs and queries are known to be
a special case of well-typed programs and queries with respect to typeGround(Apt and
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Marchiori, 1994). Moreover, type acceptability is a complete characterisation of termin-
ation for well-typed programs and queries. On the other hand, our results are expressed
in terms of general orderings. As claimed earlier, for some examples, it might be sig-
nificantly easier to find a quasi-ordering than to find a level-mapping. Furthermore, we
can advocate a mode based approach by pointing out that mode information can be more
easily inferred.

3.9 Simplifying termination proofs by modular definitions
of orderings

Our approach provides a framework for integrating different termination proofs. This
integration can be performed in a number of ways.

Instead of trying to prove that a callA = p(s1; : : : ;sn) is greater than a callB =

p(t1; : : : ; tn) with respect to some ordering, one might do the following. First, consider
pairs (s1; t1); : : : ;(sn; tn) and find a sequence of termination proofs, i.e., orderings�1

; : : : ;�n such thats1 �1 t1; : : : and sn �n tn. Then, combine these order relations lex-
icographically into an order relation on atoms with respectto some fixed permutationπ
of f1; : : : ;ng. To simplify the notation in the following definition we denoteπ�1

(i) by (i).

A> B if s
(1) �(1) t

(1) or

s
(1) ��(1) t

(1) and s
(2) �(2) t

(2) or

...

s
(1) ��(1) t

(1) and : : : s
(n�1) ��(n�1) t

(n�1)

and s
(n) �(n) t

(n)

This approach allows us to analyse correctly termination behaviour of Ackermann’s
function.

Example 3.92 Consider the following program P (Sterling and Shapiro, 1994).

ackermann(0;N;s(N)):

ackermann(s(M);0;Val) ackermann(M;s(0);Val):

ackermann(s(M);s(N);Val) ackermann(s(M);N;Val1);

ackermann(M;Val1;Val):

We would like to prove termination of S= fackermann(s1;s2;v) j s1;s2 2 f0;s(0);
s(s(0)); : : :g;v is a free variableg with respect to this program.

Let�12 be an ordering onf0;s(0);s(s(0)); : : :g with the subterm property. Let�3 be
an empty ordering on the set of variables. Then, let> be the lexicographical combination
of�12 (for the first arguments),�12 (for the second arguments) and of�3 (for the third
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arguments). That isackermann(s1;s2;s3)> ackermann(t1; t2; t3) if s1�12 t1; or s1��12 t1
and s2 �12 t2; or s1 ��12 t1 and s2 ��12 t2 and s3 �3 t3. The following holds for any
s1;s2 2 f0;s(0);s(s(0)); : : :g and for any terms t21; t31; t22; t32:

ackermann(s(s1); t21; t31)> ackermann(s1; t22; t32) (3.31)

ackermann(s1;s(s2); t31)> ackermann(s1;s2; t32) (3.32)

One can easily see that verifying rigid acceptability conditions (Theorem 3.54) can be
reduced to checking 3.31 and 3.32. Thus, Theorem 3.54 holds,P is order-acceptable with
respect to S via> and, it follows that P terminates with respect to S. 2

Alternatively, an ordering on atoms or terms can be the result of a combination of
simpler orderings that in their turn can be, for example, based on norms. Choice of the
norm, in its turn, can depend on type information (Genaim et al., 2002; Vanhoof and
Bruynooghe, 2002).

Example 3.93 Consider the following program (Genaim et al., 2002):

p([ ℄):

p([s(s(X));YjXs℄) p([X;YjXs℄);

p([s(s(s(s(Y))))jXs℄):

p([0jXs℄) p(Xs):

Termination of queries p(t), where t is a ground term, can be shown neither by term-
size nor by list-length norm. However, we can define t1 � t2 as a lexicographic combin-
ation of two orderings,�1 and�2. Let t1 �1 t2 be true ifkt1kl > kt2kl , and let t1 �2 t2
be true ifkt1kt > kt2kt . Then, for any terms t1; t2 and t3, holds that[s(s(t1)); t2jt3℄ �
[t1; t2jt3℄ since[s(s(t1)); t2jt3℄ ��1 [t1; t2jt3℄ and [s(s(t1)); t2jt3℄ �2 [t1; t2jt3℄. Next, for any
terms t1; t2 and t3, holds that[s(s(t1)); t2jt3℄ � [s(s(s(s(t2))))jt3℄ since[s(s(t1)); t2jt3℄ �1

[s(s(s(s(t2))))jt3℄. Finally, [0jt1℄� t1 holds since[0jt1℄�1 t1. These conditions imply rigid
acceptability and, thus, termination. 2

So far we have proposed two approaches: ordering on atoms based on a lexicographic
combination of orderings on its subterms and ordering on terms as a lexicographic com-
bination of simpler orderings. We believe that combining these approaches should enable
us to derive successful candidate orderings automatically.

In Section 5.5.3, we discuss an alternative way to combine the termination proofs ob-
tained for numerical and symbolic computation and to see that general orderings provide
a convenient framework for integration in that case as well.

3.10 Conclusion

We have presented a non-transformational approach to the termination analysis of logic
programs, based on general orderings. The main contribution of this chapter is to provide
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a framework for the study of termination with the help of general orderings. The idea of
using general well-founded orderings to prove terminationof programs goes back to the
early days of program analysis (Floyd, 1967; Katz and Manna,1975). Moreover, Floyd
gave an example showing that mapping program states to the natural numbers might be
too weak to prove termination of some interesting examples.However, researchers work-
ing on termination analysis for logic programs (De Schreye and Decorte, 1994; Decorte
et al., 1999; Etalle et al., 1999; Dershowitz et al., 2001) traditionally restricted their atten-
tion to this kind of mapping. In this chapter, we have seen that general orderings can be
incorporated into the existing frameworks of (De Schreye etal., 1992; Apt and Pedreschi,
1990), resulting in a robust and general approach to termination.

Our approach gets its power from integrating the traditional notion of acceptabil-
ity (De Schreye et al., 1992) with the wide class of orderingsthat have been studied in
the context of the term-rewriting systems. In theory, such an integration is unnecessary:
acceptability (based on level mappings only) is already equivalent to LD-termination.
In practice, the required level mappings may sometimes be very complex (such as for
Example 3.1 or Example 3.76,boolean ring(Hsiang, 1987) orflattening of a binary
tree(Arts, 1997)), and automatic systems for proving termination are unable to generate
them. In such cases, generating an appropriate ordering to replace the level mapping may
often be much easier, especially since we can reuse the impressive machinery on order-
ings developed for term-rewrite systems. In practice, recursive path ordering (Dershowitz,
1982; Dershowitz, 1985; Lescanne, 1990) and lexicographicpath ordering (Dershowitz,
1985) turn out to be very useful. An additional ordering thatcan be successfully applied
is the so-calledpolynomial interpretation(Dershowitz, 1987; Baader and Nipkow, 1998),
recently used to prove termination of constraint handling rules (Frühwirth, 2000). In some
other cases, such asturn (Bossi et al., 1994a), simple level mappings do exist (in thecase
of turn: a norm counting the number of zeros before the first occurrence of one in the
list is sufficient), but most systems based on level mappingswill not even find this level
mapping, because they only consider mappings based on term-size or list-length norms.
Again, our approach is able to handle such cases.

Sometimes level mappings and norms provide an advantage over general orderings.
This is mostly the case if the termination proof can benefit from arguments based on
arithmetical operations on the numerical values provided by the level mapping and norm,
as illustrated in Example 3.2. Note, however, that general orderings include orderings
based on mappings and norms as a special case. We can allow thelatter types of orderings
as a special case, resorting to them when other orderings in our workbench fail to produce
a proof. If we do resort to them, we may allow arithmetic operations on them. The main
reason why we defined interargument relations in a very general way is exactly to allow
the application of all the power of numerical orderings and arithmetic in our context.

As we will see in the next chapter, using general orderings allows us to make explicit
the relation between the termination proof of a meta-program and the termination proof
of the corresponding object program. With the traditional approaches, although if the
latter is available, the former cannot be immediately constructed based on it. Moreover,
our approach provides a generic framework allowing us to integrate different termina-
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tion proofs. Combining different norms to prove termination was studied by Genaimet
al. (Genaim et al., 2002). Unlike these authors, we do not restrict our attention to norms
but consider general orderings. In Section 5.5.3 we shall see how our approach to integer
computations can be combined with classical level-mappingbased results for symbolic
computations in this framework.

Unlike transformational approaches (Aguzzi and Modigliani, 1993; Arts, 1997; Gan-
zinger and Waldmann, 1993; Krishna Rao et al., 1998; Marchiori, 1994; Ohlebusch, 2001;
van Raamsdonk, 1999), which establish termination resultsfor logic programs by the reas-
oning on the termination of term-rewriting systems, we establish termination by applying
the orderings directly to the logic programs, thus, avoiding transformations. This could
both be regarded as an advantage and as a drawback of our approach. It could be con-
sidered a drawback because reasoning on successful instances of intermediate body-atoms
introduces an additional complication in our approach, forwhich there is no counterpart
in transformational methods (except for the transformation step itself). On the other hand,
we consider it an advantage, because it is precisely this reasoning on intermediate body
atoms that gives more insight in the property oflogic program termination(as opposed to
term-rewrite system termination). Another advantage over transformational approaches is
that most of these (Ganzinger and Waldmann, 1993; Krishna Rao et al., 1998; van Raams-
donk, 1999) are restricted to well-moded programs and queries, while our technique does
not have this limitation. Furthermore, these works providesufficient conditions for ter-
mination, while in our case Theorem 3.32 is a complete characterisation of termination,
and Theorem 3.54 approximates it in a way suited for automation.

The majority of works on termination analysis for functional languages (Braubur-
ger and Giesl, 1999; Brauburger and Giesl, 1998; Giesl et al., 1998) consideredmeasure
functionsthat map terms to natural numbers. Popular measure functionsize, denotedj � j#,
coincides with the term-size norm. Giesl (Giesl, 1995b) generalised the approach for ar-
bitrary measure functions, i.e., general orderings. The approach is based on a sequence of
transformation steps simplifying the termination hypothesis (notion similar to acceptab-
ility decrease for logic programs). However, it seems that the technique proposed cannot
be applied to logic programming, both due to the presence of intermediate body atoms in
logic programs, and to a less complex term structure than in functional programming.

By assuming that a set of orderings is given we follow a general attitude amongst
the research community. Many results are based on the fact that some part of a termina-
tion proof is given: termination analysers such as cTI(Burckel et al., 2000; Mesnard and
Neumerkel, 2001), TermiLog (Dershowitz et al., 2001; Lindenstrauss et al., 1997) and
TerminWeb (Codish and Taboch, 1999) assume a norm to be either fixed or provided by
the user, and the results of (Walther, 1994) are restricted to one single fixed ordering. In
the context of proving termination of term-rewriting systems, automatic generation of or-
derings has been studied in (Dershowitz and Hoot, 1993; Giesl, 1995a; Steinbach, 1994).
The question of adjusting these generational approaches for proving termination of logic
programs is considered as a future work.

So, in a sense our approach provides the best of both worlds: ameans to incorporate
into ‘direct’ approaches the generality of general orderings.
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We also studied to what extent general orderings can be used to empower the model
based acceptability techniques of (Apt and Pedreschi, 1990; Apt and Pedreschi, 1991).
We started by considering the well-moded case, and established that order-acceptability
is a complete characterisation of termination for well-moded simply moded programs.
Our results are similar to those obtained by Etalleet al. (Etalle et al., 1999).

Our methodology is valid not only for definite programs, but also for normal ones,
i.e., programs that may contain negation in bodies of their clauses. Theorems 3.83, 3.87
and 3.90 provide the desired counterpart of Theorems 3.32, 3.54 and 3.63 for the normal
case. We have seen that it can be successfully applied to a wide range of programs,
including different applications of Situation Calculus. In the next chapter we will see that
Theorem 3.83 is essential for analysing advanced meta-interpreters.



Chapter 4

Meta-interpreters

In this chapter, we discuss one of the most powerful aspects of logic programming, namely
meta-programming. The termmeta-programmingrefers to the ability to write programs
that have other programs as data and exploit their semantics(Apt and Turini, 1995).
While discussing termination in this context, we will see that the appropriate notions
are not of termination and non-termination, but of termination non-improvement and ter-
mination non-violation. Proving these properties for the general case seems to be almost
impossible. Thus, we specify important classes of meta-interpreters and aim at under-
standing conditions that imply the desired property for these classes. We also study how
the framework developed in Chapter 3 can be applied to achieve this goal.

4.1 Introduction

The choice of logic programming as a basis for meta-programming offers a number of
practical and theoretical advantages. One of them is the possibility of tackling critical
foundation problems of meta-programming within a framework with a strong theoretical
basis. Another is the surprising ease of programming. Theseadvantages motivated in-
tensive research on meta-programming inside the logic programming community (Apt
and Turini, 1995; Hill and Gallagher, 1998; Levi and Ramundo, 1993; Martens and
De Schreye, 1995b; Pedreschi and Ruggieri, 1997). Meta-programming in logic lan-
guages is also a powerful technique for many different application areas such as aspect-
oriented programming (De Volder and D’Hondt, 1999; Brichauet al., 2002) and con-
straints solving (Lamma et al., 1996).

On the other hand, termination analysis is one of the most intensive research areas
in logic programming as well. See Chapter 1 for the survey. Inthe previous chapter,
we developed an approach to incorporate the generality of orderings into the well-known
framework of acceptability with respect to a set.

The aim of this chapter is to present a methodology that allows us to perform a correct
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termination analysis for a broad class of meta-interpreters. This methodology is based on
the “combined” approach to termination analysis mentionedabove. This approach makes
possible the reuse of termination proofs obtained for the interpreted program as a base
for termination proof of the meta-program. As Example 4.2 will illustrate, with the level
mappings based techniques the reuse would be impossible, even if the simplest “vanilla”
meta-interpreter, presented in the following example, wasconsidered.

Example 4.1 Our research has been motivated by the famous “vanilla” meta-interpreter
M0, undoubtedly belonging to logic programming classics.

solve(true):

solve((Atom;Atoms)) solve(Atom);solve(Atoms):

solve(Head) clause(Head;Body);solve(Body):

Termination of this meta-interpreter has been studied by Pedreschi and Ruggieri. They
have proved that LD-termination of the query Q with respect to a program P implies LD-
termination of the querysolve(Q) with respect to M0 and P (Corollary 40, (Pedreschi
and Ruggieri, 1997)). We are going to see that the two statements are equivalent, i.e.,
the query Q LD-terminates with respect to a program P if and only if the querysolve(Q)

LD-terminates with respect to M0 and P. 2

Even though the termination of an interpreted program mighteasily be proved with
level mappings, the termination proof of the meta-interpreter extended by this program
with respect to the set of the corresponding queries might bemuch more complex. As
the following example demonstrates, in some cases no linearlevel mapping can prove ter-
mination of the meta-program, despite the fact that termination of an interpreted program
can be shown with linear level mappings.

Example 4.2 Let P be the following program:

l(X) p(X); r(X):

p(X) q(X;Y); p(Y):

r( f (X)) s(Y); r(X):

q( f (Z);Z):

p(0):

r(0):

s(0):

This program clearly terminates for l(t) for every ground term t. To show termination
one may, for example, use a term-size normk � k and a level mapping based on it:

j l(t) j= ktk
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j p(t) j= ktk

j r(t) j= ktk

j s(t) j= 0

j q(t1; t2) j= 0

Corollary 40, (Pedreschi and Ruggieri, 1997) implies thatsolve(l(t)) terminates for
every ground t as well. However, if a linear level mappingj � j and a linear normk �k are
used to prove acceptability of the meta-program with respect to the set (Definition 2.12),
the following constraints are obtained among others:

j solve(p(X)) j> j solve((q(X;Y); p(Y))) j (4.1)

j solve(r( f (X))) j> j solve((s(Y); r(X))) j (4.2)

j solve((s(Y); r(X))) j> j solve(r(X)) j; (4.3)

where> denotes the traditional ordering on natural numbers. In general, the last
constraint should take into consideration the intermediate body atom s(Y) as well, but
one can prove that it cannot affect r(X). Observe that, unlike the interpreted program,
the comma of “(s(Y); r(X))” in the meta-program is a functor to be considered during
the termination analysis.

Recalling the assumption of linearity of the level mapping and of the norm, i.e., that

j p(t1; : : : ; tn) j= cp
+Σn

i=1ap
i ktik;

k f (t1; : : : ; tn)k= cf
+Σn

i=1af
i ktik;

and for all p; f and for all i, the coefficients are non-negative integers, constraints (4.1)–
(4.3) can be reduced to the following (without loss of generality, csolve

= 0 and asolve
1 =

1). For functors having only one argument the subscript is dropped.

cp
+ap
kXk> c;+a;1cq

+a;1a
q
1kXk+a;1a

q
2kYk+a;2c

p
+a;2a

p
kYk

cr
+arcf

+araf
kXk> c;+a;1c

s
+a;1a

s
kYk+a;2c

r
+a;2ar

kXk

c;+a;1cs
+a;1as

kYk+a;2c
r
+a;2a

r
kXk> cr

+ar
kXk

Further reduction gives, among others, the following inequalities:

cp
> c;+a;1cq

+a;2c
p (4.4)

cr
+arcf

> c;+a;1cs
+a;2c

r (4.5)

c;+a;1c
s
+a;2cr

> cr (4.6)

a;2ar
� ar (4.7)
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(4.4) implies that a;2 = 0. Thus, by (4.7) ar = 0 holds as well. However, (4.5) and (4.6)
imply that arcf

> 0, which provides the desired contradiction. 2

Note that by Theorem 2.13 termination implies existence of anon-linear level map-
ping, such that the meta-program is acceptable with respectto a set of meta-queries via
it. However, such a level mapping might be difficult or even impossible to generate auto-
matically.

One can consider a number of possible solutions to this problem. First, we may re-
strict attention to a specific class of interpreted programs, such that if their termination
can be proved via linear norms and level mappings, so should be the termination of the
meta-program obtained from it andM0. As the following example illustrates even for
this restricted class of programs no obvious relation can beestablished between a level
mapping required to prove termination of the interpreted program and a level mapping
required to prove termination of the meta-program. Observe, that results on modular ter-
mination proofs for logic programs (Apt and Pedreschi, 1994; Bossi et al., 2002; Pedres-
chi and Ruggieri, 1996; Verbaeten et al., 2001) further discussed in Section 4.6 are not
applicable here, since the level-mapping required to prooftermination of calls toclause
is trivial.

Example 4.3 Let P be the interpreted program:

p([X;YjT℄) p([YjT℄);p(T):

Termination of the set of queriesfp(t) j t is a list of finite lengthg can easily be proved,
for example by using a level mappingjp(X)j = kXkl , wherek � kl is a list-length norm
defined in Example 2.16. However, when this program is considered together with M0
this level mapping and this norm cannot be extended in a way allowing us to prove ter-
mination, even though there exist a linear level mapping anda linear norm that provide
a termination proof.

In our case, the following linear level mapping is sufficientto prove termination:

jsolve(A)j= kAk

k(A;B)k= 1+kAk+kBk

kp(X)k= 1+kXk

k[HjT℄k= 1+3kTk

2

Thus, even though modern termination analysis techniques,such as the constraint-
based approach of (Decorte et al., 1999), are able to derive the level mapping required,
they cannot reuse any information from a termination proof of the interpreted program to
do so, and the process has to be restarted from scratch. Moreover, the constraints set up
for such examples are fairly complex (n body atoms are interpreted as a;=2-term of depth
n and reasoning on them requires products of (at least)n parameters). Other approaches
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based on level mappings work on a basis of fixed norms (Dershowitz et al., 2001; Codish
and Taboch, 1999), like list-length and term-size, and therefore fail to prove termination of
the example. Hence, we follow a different way and instead of considering level mappings
and norms, we move to the general orderings based framework presented in Chapter 3.

In order for meta-interpreters to be useful in applicationsthey should be able to cope
with a richer language than the one of the “vanilla” meta-interpreter, including, for ex-
ample, negation. Moreover, typical applications of meta-interpreters, such as debuggers,
also require the production of some additional output or theperformance of some addi-
tional tasks during the execution, such as constructing proof trees or cutting “unlikely”
branches for an uncertainty reasoner with cutoff. These extensions can and usually will
influence termination properties of the meta-interpreter.

We identify popular classes of meta-interpreters, including the importantextended
meta-interpreters(Martens and De Schreye, 1995b), and we use this technique toprove
that termination is not violated. We also state conditions implying preservation of termin-
ation.

The rest of this chapter is organised as follows. First we introduce basic definitions.
Then we present the methodology developed, as it applies to the “vanilla” meta-interpreter
M0. Afterwards, we show how the same methodology can be appliedto more advanced
meta-interpreters.

4.2 Basic definitions

In this section, we present a number of basic definitions. We start by defining the kind
of program we call a meta-program. Then we introduce two semantic notions that re-
late computed answers of the interpreted program to computed answers of the meta-
program. Finally, we conclude by discussing an appropriatenotion of termination for
meta-interpreters.

We have seen already in Example 4.1 that the input program is represented as a set of
atoms of the predicateclause. We call this representation aclause-encodingand define it
formally as follows:

Definition 4.4 Let P be a program. Theclause-encodingγce(P) is a collection of facts of
a new predicateclause, such thatclause(H;B) 2 γce(P) if and only if H B is a clause
in P.

Example 4.5 Let P be the following program:

p(a):

p(X) q(X):

q(b):

Then, the following program isγce(P):

clause(p(a); true):
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clause(p(X);q(X)):

clause(q(b); true):

2

An alternative representation of an interpreted program and the related meta-interpreter
will be discussed in Section 4.5.

A meta-interpreterfor a language is an interpreter for the language written in the
language itself. We follow (Sterling and Shapiro, 1994) by using a predicatesolve for
the meta-interpreter predicate. Sometimes a namedemo is used (Pedreschi and Rug-
gieri, 1997). One of the first meta-interpreters was introduced by Kowalski in (Kowalski,
1979b).

Definition 4.6 The program P is called ameta-programif it can be represented as M[ I,
such that:

� M defines a predicatesolvethat does not appear in I.

� I is a clause-encoding of some program P0.

M is called themeta-interpreter. P0 is called theinterpreted program.

We also assume that neither;=2 nor clause=2 appears in the language underlying
the interpreted program. Observe that if this assumption isviolated, a clear distinction
between the meta-interpreter and the interpreted program is no longer possible. Note that
this restriction implies that we cannot study higher-ordermeta-programs (i.e., programs
with two or more meta-layers). Distinguishing between the meta-interpreter and the in-
terpreted program is essential, for example, to ease the recognition of a program as a
meta-program. Observe that meta-interpreters like “vanilla” mix an interpreted language
and the meta-language because the call toclause=2 in the definition ofsolve. An altern-
ative class of meta-interpreters keeping these languages strictly separate is considered in
Section 4.5 (Example 4.57).

Now we are going to define the notions ofsoundnessand completenessfor meta-
interpreters, that relate computed answers of the interpreted program to the computed
answers of the meta-program.

Definition 4.7 The meta-interpreter M definingsolvewith arity n is calledsoundif for
every program P and every query Q0 2 BE

P for every s1; : : : ;sn�1 2UE
M if solve(t0; t1; : : : ;

tn�1) is a computed answer forfsolve(Q0;s1; : : : ;sn�1)g[M[ γce(P) then t0 is a correct
answer t forfQ0g[P.

Extra argumentss1; : : : ;sn are often required to support added functionality (seeM2

in Example 4.9 below). Oftens1; : : : ;sn will store some information about the interpreted
program obtained during the execution of the meta-interpreter. For example,M2 in Ex-
ample 4.9 returns the maximal depth of the LD-tree of the interpreted program and the
interpreted goal.
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The definition of soundness, as well as further definitions, requires some property to
hold forall programs. Correctness of these definitions does not depend on the considered
class of programs. However, constructing meta-interpreters that will satisfy the properties
required for all Prolog programs can be difficult. Thus, we start by restricting the class of
programs considered to definite logic programs.

To simplify the presentation in this chapter, we denoteVarsn a (countably infinite) set
of linear sequences of lengthn of free variables.

Definition 4.8 The meta-interpreter M definingsolvewith arity n is calledcompleteif
for every program P, every query Q0 2 BE

P and every computed answer t0 for fQ0g[P
holds:

� if n = 1, thensolve(t0) is a computed answer forfsolve(Q0)g[M[ γce(P)

� if n > 1, then there exist(v1; : : : ;vn�1) 2 Varsn�1 and t; t1; : : : ; tn�1 2UE
M[γce(P)

such

thatsolve(t; t1; : : : ; tn�1) is a computed answer for

fsolve(Q0;v1; : : : ;vn)g[M[ γce(P);

and t0 is an instance of t.

Example 4.9 The following meta-interpreter M1 is sound, but is not complete:

solve(A) fail:

On the other hand,
solve(A;X)

is complete, but it is not sound. The “vanilla” meta-interpreter M0 (Example 4.1) is both
sound and complete, as shown by Levi and Ramundo in (Levi and Ramundo, 1993).

The following meta-interpreter M2 is also sound and complete. Given a program P
and a query Q, computingsolve(Q;v), where v is a free variable, with respect to M2[

γce(P) not only mimics the execution of Q with respect to P but also calculates the maximal
depth of the LD-tree.

solve(true;0):

solve((A;B);K) solve(A;M);solve(B;N);max(M;N;K):

solve(A;s(N)) clause(A;B);solve(B;N):

max(0;0;0):

max(s(X);0;s(X)):

max(0;s(X);s(X)):

max(s(X);s(Y);s(Z)) max(X;Y;Z):
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It is intuitively clear why this meta-interpreter is sound.To see that it is complete recall
that the second argument ofsolve-query that is required by Definition 4.8 should be a
variable. 2

Recall that our aim is to study termination of meta-interpreters, that is termination
of queries of the formsolve(Q0;H1; : : : ; Hn), whereQ0 is a query with respect to the in-
terpreted program. Thus, the crucial issue is to define an appropriatenotion of termination
for meta-interpreters. It should be observed that requiring termination ofsolve(Q0;H1; : : : ;

Hn) for all possible queriesQ0 and all possible interpreted programsP is undesirable. In
fact, there are no interesting meta-interpreters satisfying this property. Therefore, in-
stead of termination we consider termination preservation. For many applications, such
as debuggers, this is the desired behaviour of a meta-interpreter. However, there are
many meta-interpreters that may change termination behaviour of the interpreted pro-
gram, either by improving or by violating it.

Definition 4.10 (non-violating LD-termination)

1. Let M be a meta-interpreter definingsolvewith arity 1. M is callednon-violating
LD-terminationif for every program P and every query Q0 2 BE

P if the LD-tree of
fQ0g[P is finite, then the LD-tree offsolve(Q0)g[ (M[ γce(P)) is finite as well.

2. Let M be a meta-interpreter definingsolvewith arity n+1, n> 0. M is callednon-
violating LD-termination with respect toS� (UE

M)

n if for every program P and
every query Q0 2 BE

P if the LD-tree offQ0g[P is finite, then for every sequence
(H1; : : : ;Hn) 2 S, the LD-tree offsolve(Q0;H1; : : : ;Hn)g[ (M[ γce(P)) is finite as
well.

Observe thatS formalises the intuitive notion of a set of sequences of “arguments
other than the meta-argument”. It should be noted that the two cases can not be collapsed
to one, i.e.,n> 0 is essential. Indeed, assume thatn= 0 in the second case. Then, there
exists no sequence(H1; : : : ;Hn) 2 Sand universally quantified term in the “then”-clause
is always true. In other words,M would be called non-violating LD-termination if for
every programP and every queryQ0 the LD-tree offQ0g[P is finite, which is useless as
a definition. Therefore, the casen= 0 should be considered separately.

It should be noted that traditionally the feature introduced in Definition 4.10 is called
improving termination. However, this term is not quite accurate, since by improving we
do not mean that the meta-program terminatesmore oftenthan the original one, but that
it terminatesat least as oftenas the original one. Thus, we chose to use more clear
terminology.

It also follows from the definition of non-violation that every meta-interpreter defining
solvewith arity greater than 1 does not violate termination with respect to the empty set.

Example 4.11 Recall once more the meta-interpreters shown in Example 4.9. M1 does
not violate termination, and M2 does not violate termination with respect to(UE

M2
)

1, that
is with respect to UEM2

. 2
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Definition 4.12 (non-improving LD-termination)

1. Let M be a meta-interpreter definingsolvewith arity 1. M is callednon-improving
LD-terminationif for every program P and everysolve(Q0) 2 BE

M[γce(P)
, finiteness

of the LD-tree offsolve(Q0)g [ (M [ γce(P)) implies finiteness of the LD-tree of
fQ0g[P.

2. Let M be a meta-interpreter definingsolvewith arity n+1, n> 0. M is callednon-
improving LD-termination with respect toS� (UE

M)

n if for every program P and
every querysolve(Q0;H1; : : : ;Hn)2BE

M[γce(P)
, such that(H1; : : : ;Hn)2S, finiteness

of the LD-tree offsolve(Q0;H1; : : : ;Hn)g [ (M [ γce(P)) implies finiteness of the
LD-tree offQ0g[P.

Example 4.13 The meta-interpreter M1 improves termination, while the meta-interpreter
M2 does not improve it with respect toVars, whereVars is a countably infinite set of
variables. 2

Finally, we will say that a meta-interpreterM definingsolvewith arity n+1 is pre-
serving termination(preserving termination with respect to S� (UE

M)

n, if n > 0), if it
is non-violating LD-termination (non-violating LD-termination with respect toS) and
non-improving LD-termination (non-improving LD-termination with respect toS). The
“vanilla” meta-interpreterM0 preserves termination and the meta-interpreterM2 preserves
termination with respect toVars, that is if it is used to measure the depth of LD-refutation
of a given query, and not to bound it. In the next sections we prove these statements.

4.3 Termination of the “vanilla” meta-interpreter

Termination of the “vanilla” meta-interpreter, presentedin Example 4.1, has been studied
by Pedreschi and Ruggieri. They have proved that “vanilla” does not violate termination
(Corollary 40, (Pedreschi and Ruggieri, 1997)). However, we can claim more—this meta-
interpreter preserves termination.

We base our proof on soundness and completeness of “vanilla”, proved in (Levi and
Ramundo, 1993). Observe that, in general, soundness and completeness are not sufficient
for the call set to be preserved. Indeed, consider the following example, motivated by the
ideas of unfolding (Bossi and Cocco, 1994).

Example 4.14 The following meta-interpreter M3 eliminates calls to undefined predic-
ates.

solve(true):

solve((A;B)) solve(A);solve(B):

solve(A) clause(A;B);check(B);solve(B):
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check((A;B)) check(A);check(B):

check(A) clause(A; ):

This meta-interpreter is sound and complete, i.e., preserves computed answers. How-
ever, it does not preserve termination. Indeed, let P be the program shown in Example 2.19.
For the sake of convenience we repeat the program:

p q; r:

q q:

and let p be the query. Then, p with respect to P does not terminate, whilesolve(p)
with respect to M3[γce(P) terminates (finitely fails). Thus, this meta-interpreter does not
preserve LD-termination. Observe that unfolding may only improve termination (Bossi
and Cocco, 1994). Thus, this meta-interpreter is non-violating LD-termination. 2

Thus, the claim that the “vanilla” meta-interpreter preserves the calls set should be
proven separately.

Lemma 4.15 Let P be an interpreted program, M0 be the vanilla meta-interpreter and
Q2 BE

P, then

fsolve(A) j A2 Call(P;Q)g �

Call(M0[ γce(P);solve(Q)) \ fsolve(A) j A2 BE
Pg

where�means equality up to variable renaming.

This lemma extends Theorem 9 (Pedreschi and Ruggieri, 1997), by claiming not only
that every call of the meta-program and of the meta-query “mimics” the original exe-
cution, but also that every call of the original program and query is “mimicked” by the
meta-program.

Before presenting the actual proof, we introduce an auxiliary notion ofpartition. Intu-
itively, a sequence of sequences(x1;1; : : : ;x1;n1); : : : ;(xm;1; : : : ;xm;nm) forms a partition of
a sequence(x1; : : : ;xΣni ) if they are exactly the same, except for additional divisioninto
subsequences. More formally,

Definition 4.16 Let S be a set, and let(x1; : : : ;xk) be a sequence of elements of this
set. Let(x11; : : : ;x1n1); : : : ;(xm1; : : : ;xmnm) be sequences of elements of S. We say that
(x11; : : : ;x1n1); : : : ;(xm1; : : : ;xmnm) forms apartitionof (x1; : : : ;xk) if the following holds:

� x1 = x11

� xk = xmnm

� If xl = xi j then

xl+1 =

�

xi( j+1) if j < ni

x
(i+1)1 otherwise
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Proposition 4.17 The following properties hold:

� Let S be a set,(x1; : : : ;xk) be a sequence of elements of S and let

(x11; : : : ;x1n1); : : : ;(xm1; : : : ;xmnm)

form a partition of(x1; : : : ;xk). Then, for any substitutionθ,

(x11; : : : ;x1n1)θ; : : : ;(xm1; : : : ;xmnm)θ

forms a partition of(x1; : : : ;xk)θ.

� Let S be a set, x1; : : : ;xk and y1; : : : ;yl be sequences of elements of S and let(x11; : : : ;

x1n1); : : : ;(xm1; : : : ;xmnm) and (y11; : : : ;y1p1); : : : ;(yq1; : : : ;yqpq) form a partition of
x1; : : : ;xk and y1; : : : ;yl , respectively. Then,

(x11; : : : ;x1n1); : : : ;(xm1; : : : ;xmnm);(y11; : : : ;y1p1); : : : ;(yq1; : : : ;yqpq)

forms a partition of(x1; : : : ;xk;y1; : : : ;yl ).

Proof Immediately from Definition 4.16. �

Proof of Lemma 4.15 We prove the set-equality by proving containment in both direc-
tions. We start by proving that the left-hand side set is contained in the right-hand
side set and then prove the other direction.

(�) Clearly, Call(P;Q) � BE
P. Thus,fsolve(A) j A 2 Call(P;Q)g � fsolve(A) j

A 2 BE
Pg. To prove the inclusion we need, therefore, to prove thatfsolve(A) j

A 2 Call(P;Q)g � Call(M0[ γce(P);solve(Q)). We show that every element of
fsolve(A) j A2 Call(P;Q)g is also an element ofCall(M0[ γce(P);solve(Q)).

Let K 2 fsolve(A) j A2 Call(P;Q)g. That is,K = solve(K0

) for someK0

2 Call(P;
Q). The proof is inductive and based on the derivation ofK0.

Note that we are going to prove a stronger claim than we actually need: we
prove that for every queryA1;A2; : : : ;Ak in the LD-tree ofP and Q, there is a
querysolve(A0);solve((A21; : : : ;A2n2)); : : : ;solve((Am1; : : : ;Amnm)) in M0[ γce(P)
andsolve(Q) such thatA0;(A21; : : : ;A2n2); : : : ;(Am1; : : : ;Amnm) forms a partition of
A1; : : : ;Ak up to variable renaming. Observe that this also means thatA0 is a variant
of A1.

� Induction baseK0

= Q andK = solve(Q), implying K 2 Call(M0[ γce(P);
solve(Q)). SinceQ is an atomic query, the proof is completed.

� Inductive assumptionAssume that for some queryA1; : : : ;Ak in the LD-tree
of P andQ, there exists a query

solve(A0);solve((A21; : : : ;A2n2)); : : : ;solve((Am1; : : : ;Amnm))
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in the LD-tree ofM0[ γce(P) andsolve(Q), such that

A0;(A21; : : : ;A2n2); : : : ;(Am1; : : : ;Amnm)

forms a partition ofA1; : : : ;Ak up to variable renaming. This also implies that
A0 is a variant ofA1.

� Inductive stepLet H  H1; : : : ;Hl be a renamed apart version of a clause in
P. Then, the query(H1; : : : ;Hl ;A2; : : : ;Ak)θ, is the LD-resolvent ofA1; : : : ;Ak

andH H1; : : : ;Hl , whereθ = mgu(A1;H).

We are going to construct the required query. The only clausein M0[ γce(P)
that is applicable for

solve(A0);solve((A21; : : : ;A2n2)); : : : ;solve((Am1; : : : ;Amnm))

is solve(Head) clause(Head;Body);solve(Body). Thus, the LD-resolvent
is

clause(Headτ;Bodyτ);solve(Bodyτ);
solve((A21; : : : ;A2n2))τ; : : : ;solve((Am1; : : : ;Amnm))τ;

whereτ = mgu(solve(A0);solve(Head)). We denote this resolventR.

Recall thatHeadis a variable. Thus,Headτ = A0τ = A0. Moreover,Head
is the only variable affected byτ. Therefore,Body= Bodyτ andAi j τ = Ai j

for all i and j. Thus,R is

clause(A0;Body);solve(Body);

solve((A21; : : : ;A2n2)); : : : ;solve((Am1; : : : ;Amnm))

Let H 0

 H 0

1; : : : ;H 0

l be a renamed apart variant of the same clause asH 
H1; : : : ;Hl . By definition ofγce, the atomclause(H 0

;(H 0

1; : : : ;H 0

l )) is a vari-
ant of an element inγce(P). Thus,Rcan be resolved withclause(H 0

;(H 0

1; : : : ;

H 0

l )).

Let σ be mgu(clause(A0;Body);clause(H 0

;(H 0

1; : : : ;H 0

l ))). The resolvent
of R andclause(H 0

;(H 0

1; : : : ;H 0

l )) is

solve((H 0

1; : : : ;H
0

l )σ);solve((A21; : : : ;A2n2))σ; : : : ;
solve((Am1; : : : ;Amnm))σ

SinceBody is a variable,σ is the most general unifier ofA0 andH 0, i.e.,
σ = mgu(A0;H 0

)[fBody=(H 0

1; : : : ;H 0

l )σg. Thus, the following holds:

θ = mgu(A1;H)
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A0 is a variant ofA1

H 0 is a variant ofH

Amnm is a variant ofAk

Thus,A0σ;H 0

1σ; : : : ;H 0

l σ are variants ofA1θ;H1θ; : : : ;Hl θ. Therefore, by
Inductive assumption

H 0

1σ; : : : ;H 0

l σ;(A21; : : : ;A2n2)σ; : : : ;(Am1; : : : ;Amnm)σ

forms a partition of(H1; : : : ;Hl ;A2; : : : ;Ak)θ up to variable renaming.

If l = 1 the proof is completed. Otherwise, the main functor of(H 0

1; : : : ;H 0

l )σ
is comma and the first rule ofM0 should be applied. Reasoning as above
one can show that the unification with the head of the rule binds the meta-
variables only. The resolvent is thus,

solve(H 0

1σ);solve((H 0

2; : : : ;H
0

l )σ);
solve((A21; : : : ;A2n2))σ; : : : ;solve((Am1; : : : ;Amnm))σ

Recalling our observation on the relation betweenσ andθ and applying In-
ductive assumption completes the proof.

(�) Now we are going to prove the second part of the equality. That is

fsolve(A) j A2 Call(P;Q)g �

Call(M0[ γce(P);solve(Q)) \ fsolve(A) j A2 BE
Pg

Let K 2Call(M0[γce(P);solve(Q)) \ fsolve(A) jA2BE
Pg. Then,K = solve(K0

)

for someK0

2 BE
P. We need to show thatK0

2 Call(P;Q).

As earlier, we are going to prove this claim inductively and,similarly, we prove a
stronger claim than we need. We show that for every querysolve(A0);solve((A21;

: : : ;A2n2)); : : : ;solve((Am1; : : : ;Amnm)) in the LD-tree ofM0[γce(P) andsolve(Q),
such thatA0 differs from true, there is a queryA1;A2; : : : ;Ak in the LD-tree of
P and Q, such thatA0;(A21; : : : ;A2n2); : : : ; (Am1; : : : ;Amnm) forms a partition of
A1; : : : ;Ak. Proving this will imply the statement we would like to prove, since
true 62 BE

P.

� Induction baseIf K = solve(Q), thenK0

= Q, andK0

2 Call(P;Q). Q is an
atomic query, and it obviously partitions itself.

� Inductive stepAs above, assume that given a query

solve(A0);solve((A21; : : : ;A2n2)); : : : ;solve((Am1; : : : ;Amnm))
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in the LD-tree ofM0[ γce(P) andsolve(Q), such thatA0 6= true, there exists
a queryA1;A2; : : : ;Ak in the LD-tree ofP andQ, such that

A0;(A21; : : : ;A2n2); : : : ;(Am1; : : : ;Amnm)

forms a partition ofA1; : : : ;Ak. In particular, this means thatA1 is a variant
of A0.
SinceA0 6= true, there is only one clause inM0 that can be used to resolve
solve(A0);solve((A21; : : : ;A2n2)); : : : ;solve((Am1; : : : ;Amnm)). This clause is
solve(Head) clause(Head;Body);solve(Body). The resolvent obtained is

clause(Headτ;Bodyτ);solve(Bodyτ);
solve((A21; : : : ;A2n2)τ); : : : ;solve((Am1; : : : ;Amnm)τ);

whereτ = mgu(solve(A0);solve(Head)). Recall thatHeadis a variable, i.e.,
Headτ = A0τ = A0 and that neitherBodynor any ofAi j ’s can be instantiated
by τ.

Next, theclause-atom of the resolvent has to be unified with a renamed
apart variant of one of the facts in the clause encoding of theinterpreted
program. Let it beclause(H;(H1; : : : ;Hl )) and letθ be the most general uni-
fier of clause(A0;Body) andclause(H;(H1; : : : ;Hl )). In fact, sinceBody is a
variable,θ is mgu(A0;H)[fBody=(H1; : : : ;Hl )θg. Then, the next resolvent
is

 solve((H1; : : : ;Hl )θ);solve((A21; : : : ;A2n2)θ); : : : ;
solve((Am1; : : : ;Amnm)θ):

If l > 1 we can apply another rule ofM0 and in one step obtain

 solve(H1θ);solve(H2θ; : : : ;Hl )θ);
solve((A21; : : : ;A2n2)θ); : : : ;solve((Am1; : : : ;Amnm)θ):

If H1θ is true, the proof is completed. Otherwise, we need to show that
there exists a query in the LD-tree ofP and Q satisfying the conditions
above. We are going to construct this query. LetH 0

 H 0

1; : : : ;H 0

l be a
renamed apart variant of the same clause as represented by ana variant of
clause(H;(H1; : : : ;Hl )). Such a clause exists by definition ofγce(P). Since
A1 is a variant ofA0 and A0 is unifiable withH (via θ), A1 is unifiable
with H 0. Moreover, ifσ = mgu(A1;H 0

), thenH 0

1θ is a variant ofH1σ and
(H2θ; : : : ;Hl θ) forms a partition ofH 0

2σ; : : : ;H 0

l σ.

The inductive assumption implies that

(A21; : : : ;A2n2); : : : ;(Am1; : : : ;Amnm)
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forms a partition ofA2; : : : ;Ak. Thus, by Proposition 4.17

(A21; : : : ;A2n2)θ; : : : ;(Am1; : : : ;Amnm)θ

forms a partition ofA2σ; : : : ;Akσ.

Therefore, by Proposition 4.17

H 0

1σ; : : : ;H 0

l σ;A2σ; : : : ;Akσ

satisfies the condition, completing the proof.

�

Now we can complete the analysis of the “vanilla” meta-interpreter, namely, prove that
it does not improve termination. The main idea is to construct a quasi-ordering relation
� for atoms of the interpreted program based on the quasi-ordering� such that the meta-
program is order-acceptable via the quasi-ordering relation�. To complete the proof, we
have to show that the interpreted program is order-acceptable via�.

Theorem 4.18 Let P be a definite program, S a set of atomic queries, and M0 the vanilla
meta-interpreter, such that M0[ γce(P) is LD-terminating for all queries infsolve(Q) j

Q2 Sg. Then, P is LD-terminating for all queries in S.

Proof By Theorem 3.32M0[γce(P) is order-acceptable with respect to a setfsolve(Q) j

Q 2 Sg. We are going to prove order-acceptability ofP with respect toS. By
Theorem 3.32 termination will be implied.

SinceM0[ γce(P) is order-acceptable with respect tosolve(S) = fsolve(Q) j Q2
Sg there exists a well-founded quasi-ordering�, satisfying requirements of Defin-
ition 3.27. Let� be a new quasi-ordering on atoms ofP defined asA � B if
solve(A)> solve(B) andA�� A for all A.

The ordering is defined onfA j A2 BE
P ^ 9Q2 Ssuch that solve(A) 2 Call(M0[

γce(P);solve(Q))g:By Lemma 4.15 this set coincides withCall(P;S). The ordering
� is well-defined and well-founded. These properties follow immediately from the
corresponding properties of>. Indeed:

� Assume that there exists an atomA, such thatA� A. Then, by definition of
�, solve(A)> solve(A) holds, contradicting irreflexivity of>.

� Assume that there exist atomsA andB, such thatA� B andB� A. Then, by
definition of�, solve(A) > solve(B) andsolve(B) > solve(A) hold, contra-
dicting asymmetry of>.

� Let A;B andC, atoms such thatA� B andB� C. Then, by definition of
�, solve(A) > solve(B) andsolve(B)> solve(C) hold. By transitivity of>,
solve(A)> solve(C). Thus, by definition of�, A�C.
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� Let A1;A2; : : : be an infinitely descending chain with respect to�, i.e., let
An � An+1 hold for all n. Then,solve(An) > solve(An+1) holds for alln and
solve(A1);solve(A2); : : : forms an infinitely descending chain with respect to
>, contradicting well-foundedness of>.

Next, we prove thatP is order-acceptable with respect toSvia�. Let Q2 S, A2
Call(P;Q) and letA0 B1; : : : ;Bn be a clause inP, such thatmgu(A;A0) = θ exists.
Let Bi be such thatrel(Bi) ' rel(A) and letσ be a computed answer substitution
for (B1; : : : ;Bi�1)θ. We have to show thatA� Biθσ.

By Lemma 4.15solve(A) 2 Call(M0[ γce(P);solve(Q)). The only clause that can
be used in the resolution with it is

solve(Head) clause(Head;Body);solve(Body):

Observe thatmgu(solve(A);solve(Head)) affects neitherA nor Body. Let τ be a
computed answer substitution that unifiesA andA0, Bodyand(B1; : : : ;Bn). By the
choice ofτ, τ= fBody! (B1; : : : ;Bn)gθ. Then,solve(Body)τ= solve((B1; : : : ;Bn))θ
and

solve(A)> solve((B1; : : : ;Bn)θ)
by the order-acceptability ofM0[ γce(P) via�.

If n= 1 thensolve(A)> solve(B1θ). By definition of�, A� B1θ, completing the
proof.

Assume thatn> 1. In this case,solve((B1; : : : ;Bn)θ) is another call in the call set.
The only clause that can be used at the resolution step is

solve((Atom;Atoms)) solve(Atom);solve(Atoms):

Let δ be the most general unifier ofsolve((B1; : : : ;Bn)θ) with the head of the clause
above. The substitutionδ does not affect the variables appearing in(B1; : : : ;Bn)θ,
sinceAtom andAtomsare variables. Thus,B jθδ = B jθ for all j andδ is omitted
in the lines to come.

Then, by order-acceptability of the meta-program it holds that

solve((B1; : : : ;Bn)θ)> solve(B1θ)

and for any computed answer substitutionσ1 for solve(B1θ)

solve((B1; : : : ;Bn)θ)> solve((B2; : : : ;Bn)θσ1)

Proceeding in the same way, we obtain

solve((B2; : : : ;Bn)θσ1)> solve((B3; : : : ;Bn)θσ1σ2)

...

solve((Bi�1; : : : ;Bn)θσ1 : : :σi�2)> solve((Bi ; : : : ;Bn)θσ1 : : :σi�1);
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whereσ j is a computed answer substitution forsolve(B jθσ1 : : :σ j�1).

Moreover,

solve((Bi ; : : : ;Bn)θσ1 : : :σi�1)> solve(Biθσ1 : : :σi�1):

Transitivity of the>-ordering implies

solve(A)> solve(Biθσ1 : : :σi�1)

Computed answer substitutions are preserved byM0 (Levi and Ramundo, 1993).
Thus, for all j, σ j is also a computed answer substitution forB jθσ1 : : :σ j�1. There-
fore,σ j ’s can be chosen such thatσ = σ1 : : :σi�1. In other words,

solve(A)> solve(Biθσ)

Thus,A� Biθσ by definition of�, completing the proof. �

The theorem proving the other direction has been proved by Pedreschi and Rug-
gieri (Pedreschi and Ruggieri, 1997). It allows us to state the following corollary.

Corollary 4.19 The “vanilla” meta-interpreter M0 preserves LD-termination.

The proof of Theorem 4.18 presented above suggests the following methodology for
proving that a particular meta-interpreter does not improve LD-termination. First, define
an ordering on the set of calls to the meta-interpreter, suchthat the ordering reflects its be-
haviour. Then, establish the relationship between a new ordering and the one that reflects
order-acceptability with respect to a set of the interpreted program. Prove, using this
relationship, that the newly defined ordering is well-defined, well-founded and reflects
order-acceptability of the meta-program with respect to a corresponding set of calls. In
order for the proofs to be correct, one may need to assume (or to prove as a prerequis-
ite) that the meta-interpreter is sound and that the set of calls of the interpreted program
and of the meta-program correspond to each other. The opposite direction, i.e., that the
meta-interpreter does not violate termination, can be proved using a similar methodo-
logy. Therefore, in the following section we will define an ordering for advanced meta-
interpreters based on the existing ordering forM0 and vice versa.

We illustrate the methodology proposed by consideringM0 and Example 4.2. Recall
that we have seen in Section 4.1 that level-mapping based approaches experience serious
difficulties with analysing termination of this example.

Example 4.20 Let P be the program discussed in Example 4.2. Acceptability(and thus,
termination) offsolve(l(t)) j t is a ground termg with respect to the corresponding meta-
program can be established via the ordering> that satisfies for all ground terms t1 and
t2:

solve(l(t1))> solve((p(t1); r(t1)))
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solve((p(t1); r(t1)))> solve(p(t1))

solve((p(t1); r(t1)))> solve(r(t1))

solve(p(t1))> solve((q(t1; t2); p(t2)))

solve((q(t1; t2); p(t2)))> solve(q(t1; t2))

solve((q(t1; t2); p(t2)))> solve(p(t2))

solve(r( f (t1)))> solve((s(t2); r(t1)))

solve((s(t1); r(t2)))> solve(s(t1))

solve((s(t1); r(t2)))> solve(r(t2))

These inequalities imply:

solve(p(t1))> solve(p(t2)) (4.8)

for terms such thatsolve(q(t1; t2)) holds

solve(r( f (t1)))> solve(r(t1)) (4.9)

Recall the construction we applied in the proof of Theorem 4.18. A new ordering has been
proposed for the atoms of BE

P:

A� B if solve(A)> solve(B):

Hence, (4.8) and (4.9) lead, in our case, to

p(t1)� p(t2); for terms such that q(t1; t2) holds

r( f (t1))� r(t1)

One can easily see that� is indeed well-founded and that P is order-acceptable with
respect tofl(t) j t is a ground termg via it. 2

4.4 Double extended meta-interpreters

Typical applications of meta-interpreters will also require the production of some addi-
tional output or the performance of some additional tasks during the execution, such as
constructing proof trees (essential for debugging and explanation applications) or cutting
“unlikely” branches (required for uncertainty reasoners with cutoff). As we are going to
see in the examples to come, these extensions can and usuallywill influence termination
properties of the meta-interpreter.

In this section, we still consider definite meta-interpreters, but their clauses, which
still follow the general outline ofM0, are enriched with extra subgoals, providing addi-
tional functionality. This class of meta-interpreters expands the class of extended meta-
interpreters studied by (Martens and De Schreye, 1995b). Itincludes many useful meta-
interpreters, such as a meta-interpreter which constructsproof trees (Sterling and Sha-
piro, 1994) and can be used as a basis for explanation facilities in expert system, as well
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as meta-interpreters which allow reasoning about theoriesand provability (Brogi et al.,
1990; Martens and De Schreye, 1995a) or meta-interpreters which implement reasoning
with uncertainty (Sterling and Shapiro, 1994). Moreover, this class also describes a depth
tracking tracer for Prolog, a reasoner with threshold cutoff (Sterling and Shapiro, 1994)
and a pure four port box execution model tracer (Bowles and Wilk, 1989). The meth-
odology presented so far is expanded to analyse double extended meta-interpreters, and
conditions implying termination non-violation and non-improvement are established.

Definition 4.21 A definite program of the following form

solve(true; t11; : : : ; t1n) C11; : : : ;C1m1:

solve((A;B); t21; : : : ; t2n) 

D11; : : : ;D1k1;solve(A; t31; : : : ; t3n);

D21; : : : ;D2k2;solve(B; t41; : : : ; t4n)

C21; : : : ;C2m2:

solve(A; t51; : : : ; t5n) 

D31; : : : ;D3k3;clause(A;B;s1; : : : ;sk);

D41; : : : ;D4k4;solve(B; t61; : : : ; t6n)

C31; : : : ;C3m3:

together with clauses defining any other predicate occurring in the Ckl and Dpq (none of
which containsolveor clause) is called adouble extended meta-interpreter.

The name of this class of the meta-interpreters stems from the fact that they fur-
ther generalise the class of extended meta-interpreters (Martens and De Schreye, 1995a;
Martens, 1994). Extended meta-interpreters are double extended meta-interpreters, such
that for all p andq, Dpq is true. Note that despite the similarity between the definition
and Example 4.14, Example 4.14 is not a double extended meta-interpreter due to the call
to predicateclausein the definition ofcheck. Therefore, the results established in this
section are not applicable to it.

Example 4.22 The following program (Bowles and Wilk, 1989) shows the pureProlog
tracer for the four port box execution model of Byrd (Byrd, 1980) (in the original paper
interpwas used instead ofsolveto denote the meta-predicate; we renamed the predicate
for the sake of uniformity).

solve(true):

solve((G1;G2)) solve(G1);solve(G2):

solve(G) before(G);clause(G;B);solve(B);after(G): (4.10)

%beforemodels the “call” and “fail” ports.
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before(G) write(0call0);write(G);nl: (4.11)

before(G) write(0fail0);write(G);nl; fail: (4.12)

%aftermodels the “succeed” and “redo” ports.

after(G) write(0succeed0);write(G);nl:

after(G) write(0redo0);write(G);nl; fail:

This program is a double extended meta-interpreter, since it clearly has the form pre-
scribed by Definition 4.21 and neitherbeforenor after is mutually recursive withsolve.
2

The next example of a double extended meta-interpreter is motivated by program 17.8
of (Sterling and Shapiro, 1994). Intuitively, aproof treeis a convenient way to represent
the proof. The root of the proof tree for an atomic query is thequery itself. If a clause
H  B1; : : : ;Bn has been used to resolve an atomic queryA via an mguθ, there is a
directed edge (represented by in the example to come) from a node representingAθ to
a node corresponding to a query(B1; : : : ;Bn)θ. The proof tree for a conjunctive query is
a collection of proof trees for the individual conjuncts.

Example 4.23 The following meta-interpreter constructs a proof tree, while solving a
query. Proof trees are often used both for debugging (Naish,1997) and explanation (Ham-
mond, 1984; Arora et al., 1993) purposes.

solve(true; true):

solve((A;B);(ProofA;ProofB)) solve(A;ProofA);solve(B;ProofB):

solve(A;(A Proof)) clause(A;B);solve(B;Proof):

This meta-interpreter is a double extended meta-interpreter (for all k; l ; p and q, Ckl = true
and Dpq = true). 2

The study of double extended meta-interpreters might require different clause encod-
ing than the encoding considered in the previous section. For example, reasoners with
uncertainty might require that acertainty factoris integrated in the encoding. Therefore,
we adjust the definition of the clause encoding as follows:

Definition 4.24 (cf. Definition 4.4) Let P be a program. Theclause-encodingγD
ce(P) is a

collection of facts of a new predicateclause, such that

there exists a unique sequence(s1; : : : ;sk)

such thatclause(H;B;s1; : : : ;sk) 2 γD
ce(P)

if and only if H B is a clause in P:

In the remainder of the section, we discuss non-violation ofLD-termination and non-
improving of LD-termination.
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4.4.1 Non-violating LD-termination

We start with a discussion of non-violation of LD-termination. Before proving this form-
ally, we reconsider Example 4.23 and apply to it the designedmethodology. The treatment
is done on the intuitive level. A more formal discussion is postponed until Example 4.39.

Example 4.25 Example 4.23, continued. In order to prove that the meta-interpreter does
not violate LD-termination, we have to show that for any definite program P, and for any
query Q terminating with respect to P,solve(Q;u) terminates with respect to D[ γD

ce(P)
for any term u, where D is the double extended meta-interpreter that constructs proof-
trees.

Given that Q terminates with respect to P,solve(Q) terminates with respect to M0[
γce(P) and there exists a quasi-ordering� such that M0[γce(P) is order-acceptable with
respect tosolve(Q) via�. Let� be a quasi-ordering on BE

D[γD
ce(P)

defined as follows for

any atom a and any terms s; t;u1 and u2:

� solve(s;u1)� solve(t;u2) if solve(s)> solve(t)

� solve(s;u1)� a if rel(a) 6= solve

� a�� a

It follows from the corresponding property of� and from the fact that no predicate is
mutually recursive withsolvethat the relation� is indeed a well-founded quasi-ordering.

Next, we have to show that D[ γD
ce(P) is order-acceptable with respect tosolve(Q;u)

via �. This claim is intuitively clear since� is defined to ignore the extra argument of
solve, and if this argument is dropped from the clauses of D, M0 is obtained. 2

In order to formalise the intuition presented in Example 4.25 we need to prove a num-
ber of auxiliary statements. First of all, observe that double extended meta-interpreters are
sound. In order to prove the soundness result, we use thes-semantics approach presented
in (Bossi et al., 1994b). For the sake of clarity, we present first the relevant results of their
work (notation has been adapted).

Definition 4.26 (Definition 3.2 (Bossi et al., 1994b))(Computed answer substitutions
semantics, s-semantics) Let P be a definite program.

O(P) = fA j 9x1; : : : ;xn 2 Varsn;9σ;
p(x1; : : : ;xn)

σ
7!P 2

A= p(x1; : : : ;xn)σ g;

where Q
σ
7!P 2 denotes the LD-refutation of Q in the program P with computedanswer

substitutionσ.

Instead of considering Herbrand interpretations, we are going to studyπ-interpretations,
defined as subsets ofBE

P. Next, an immediate consequence operatorTπ
P onπ-interpretations

is defined:
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Definition 4.27 (Definition 3.13 (Bossi et al., 1994b))Let P be a definite program and I
be aπ-interpretation.

Tπ
P (I) = fA2 BE

P j 9A
0

 B1; : : : ;Bn 2 P;
9 B01; : : : ;B

0

n variants of atoms in I and renamed apart,
9 θ = mgu((B1; : : : ;Bn);(B01; : : : ;B

0

n)) and A= A0θ g

As usual, we abbreviateTπ
D ( /0) to Tπ

D , Tπ
D (Tπ

D (

/0)) to (Tπ
D )

2, etc.

Example 4.28 Let D be the meta-interpreter presented in Example 4.23. Then, the fol-
lowing holds:

Tπ
D = fsolve(true; true)g

(Tπ
D )

2
= fsolve((true; true);(true; true));solve(true; true)g
...

(Tπ
D )

ω
= fsolve(t; t) j t is a finite sequence oftrueg

2

The existence of(Tπ
P )

ω as observed in Example 4.28 is not a coincidence: one can
show that(Tπ

P )

ω exists and that it is a fixpoint of the computation. Moreover,O(P) =
(Tπ

P )

ω. Formally, this relationship is given by the following theorem (cf. Theorems 3.14
and 3.21 (Bossi et al., 1994b) and (Falaschi et al., 1989)).

Theorem 4.29 Let P be a positive program. Then(Tπ
P )

ω exists, it is a fixpoint of the
computation andO(P) = (Tπ

P )
ω.

Using this result, we can show that double extended meta-interpreters are sound.

Lemma 4.30 Let D be a double extended meta-interpreter. Then, D is sound.

Proof SinceM0 is known to be sound and complete, we are going to compare computed
answers obtained with respect toD with computed answers obtained with respect
to M0.

Let P be an interpreted program,Q be an interpreted query and letu1; : : : ;un be a
sequence of terms. We have to show that for any computed answer solve(tD

; t1; : : : ;
tn) for solve(Q;u1; : : : ;un) (with respect toD[ γD

ce(P)) there exists a computed
answersolve(tM0

) for solve(Q) (with respect toM0[ γce(P)), such thattD is an
instance oftM0. By Theorem 4.29, instead of reasoning on the computed answers
we can apply theTπ operator. Formally, we have to show that the following holds:

8 solve(tD
; t1; : : : ; tn) 2 (Tπ

D[γD
ce(P)

)

ω

9 solve(tM0
) 2 (Tπ

M0[γce(P)
)

ω such that tD is an instance of tM0

We prove the claim by induction on the powerα of Tπ
D[γD

ce(P)
.
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� If α = 0, then(Tπ
D[γD

ce(P)
)

α
=

/0 and the claim holds vacuously.

� If α is a successor ordinal, then

(Tπ
D[γD

ce(P)
)

α
= Tπ

D[γD
ce(P)

((Tπ
D[γD

ce(P)
)

α�1
):

Let solve(tD
; t1; : : : ; tn) 2 (Tπ

D[γD
ce(P)

)

α. By definition of the immediate con-

sequence operator, there exist a clause(A0  B1; : : : ;Bk) 2 D and atoms
B01; : : : ;B

0

k (variants of atoms in(Tπ
D[γD

ce(P)
)

α�1) such that there existsθ =

mgu((B1; : : : ;Bk);(B01; : : : ;B
0

k)) andA0θ= solve(tD
; t1; : : : ; tn). Then, one of

the following holds:

– A0 is solve(true; t11; : : : ; t1n). Then, tD
= true. By definition of M0,

solve(true) 2 (Tπ
M0[γce(P)

)

1. Thus, the claim holds fortM0
= true.

– A0 is solve((A;B); t21; : : : ; t2n). Then,

θ = mgu((B01; : : : ;B
0

k);

(D11; : : : ;D1k1;solve(A; t31; : : : ; t3n);D21; : : : ;D2k2;

solve(B; t41; : : : ; t4n);C21; : : : ;C2m2))

Let B0i = solve(tD;i
; t i

1; : : : ; t
i
n) and B0j = solve(tD; j

; t j
1; : : : ; t

j
n) be atoms

that are unified withsolve(A; t31; : : : ; t3n) and solve(B; t41; : : : ; t4n), re-
spectively. By definition ofθ, θ unifiesA with tD;i , B with tD; j , and
maps(A;B)θ to tD. In other words,tD

= (tD;i
; tD; j

)θ, i.e., tD is an in-
stance of(tD;i

; tD; j
).

BothB0i andB0j are variants of atoms in(Tπ
D[γD

ce(P)
)

α�1. Therefore, the in-

ductive assumption is applicable, and there exist atomssolve(tM0;i
) and

solve(tM0; j
) in (Tπ

M0[γce(P)
)

ω, such thattD;i
= tM0;iδi andtD; j

= tM0; jδ j ,

for some substitutionsδi andδ j . Let sM0;i andsM0; j be renamed apart
variants oftM0;i andtM0; j respectively.

Then, given the clausesolve((A;B)) solve(A);solve(B), sM0;i can be
unified withA andsM0; j with B. SinceA andB are free variables in the
body, there exists an mguθM0 of (solve(A);solve(B)) and(solve(sM0;i

);

solve(sM0; j
)) andsolve((A;B))θM0

= solve((sM0;i
;sM0; j

)) holds. Since
(Tπ

M0[γce(P)
)

ω is a fixpoint forTπ
M0[γce(P)

(see (Falaschi et al., 1989; Bossi

et al., 1994b)),solve((sM0;i
;sM0; j

)) 2 (Tπ
M0[γce(P)

)

ω. Moreover, since

sM0;i andsM0; j are variable disjoint,tD is an instance of(sM0;i
;sM0; j

),
completing the proof in this case.

– A0 is solve(A; t51; : : : ; t5n), whereA is an atom. Then,

θ = mgu((B01; : : : ;B
0

k);
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(D31; : : : ;D3k3;clause(A;B;s1; : : : ;sl );

D41; : : : ;D4k4;solve(B; t61; : : : ; t6n)

C31; : : : ;C3m3))

Then, letclause(tD
1 ; t

D
2 ; t

1
1; : : : ; t

1
l ) andsolve(tD

3 ; t
2
1; : : : ; t

2
n) be elements of

B01; : : : ;B
0

k that can be unified withclause(A;B;s1; : : : ;sl ) andsolve(B; t61;

: : : ; t6n), respectively. By definition ofθ, tD
= tD

1 θ andtD
2 θ = tD

3 θ.

SinceγD
ceandγce encode the same program, there exists an atomclause(tD

1 ;

tD
2 ) in γce(P). By the inductive assumption, there existssolve(tM0

3 ) 2

(Tπ
M0[γce(P)

)

ω, such thattD
3 is an instance oftM0

3 . Let sM0
3 be a variant

of tM0
3 , such thatsM0

3 is variable disjoint fromclause(tD
1 ; t

D
2 ). Let ρ be a

variable renaming such thattM0
3 = sM0

3 ρ. The only variables that can be

affected byρ are the variables ofsM0
3 . By choice ofsM0

3 , this implies that

tD
1 ρ = tD

1 . It should also be observed thattD
2 andsM0

3 are unifiable.

The compositionρθ is a unifier of(clause(A;B);solve(B)) and(clause(tD
1 ;

tD
2 );solve(sM0

3 )). Let θM0 be the most general unifier of these expres-
sions. Thus, there exists a substitutionδ such thatρθ = θM0δ. The head
instancetM0 that will be inferred isAθM0, that istD

1 θM0. Therefore, the
following holds: tD

= tD
1 θ = tD

1 (ρθ) = tD
1 (θ

M0δ) = (tD
1 θM0

)δ = tM0δ,
completing the proof.

� If α is a limit ordinal,

(Tπ
D[γD

ce(P)
)

α
=

[

β<α
(Tπ

D[γD
ce(P)

)

β

In our case, the only limit ordinal isω. In other words,

(Tπ
D[γD

ce(P)
)

ω
=

[

n<ω
(Tπ

D[γD
ce(P)

)

n

Thus, if an atom belongs to(Tπ
D[γD

ce(P)
)

ω, there exists a natural numbern, such

that it belongs to(Tπ
D[γD

ce(P)
)

n. For such atoms the claim follows inductively
from the previous cases.

�

Unlike in the case of the “vanilla” interpreterM0, double extended meta-interpretes do
not necessarily preserve the set of calls. However, a correspondence between the sets of
calls obtained with respect toD and those obtained with respect toM0 can be established.
Example 4.14 demonstrated that, in general, not every soundmeta-interpreter has this
property.
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Lemma 4.31 Let D be a double extended meta-interpreter. Let P be an interpreted pro-
gram, Q0 be an interpreted query and let u1; : : : ;un be a sequence of terms. Then, the
following holds:

8 solve(Q; t1; : : : ; tn) 2 Call(D[ γD
ce(P);solve(Q0;u1; : : : ;un))

9 solve(G) 2 Call(M0[ γce(P);Q0) such that Q is an instance of G

Proof The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 4.15. It is inductive and based on the
derivation ofsolve(Q; t1; : : : ; tn). We are going to prove a stronger claim than we
need: we prove that for every query

solve(A0; t
0
1; : : : ; t

0
n);E01; : : : ;E0p0;

solve((A21; : : : ;A2n2); t
2
1; : : : ; t

2
n);E21; : : : ;E2p2;

: : : ;solve((Am1; : : : ;Amnm); t
m
1 ; : : : ; t

m
n );Em1; : : : ;Empm

in the LD-tree ofD[ γD
ce(P) andsolve(Q0;u1; : : : ;un), such thatA0 differs from

trueandrel(Ei j ) differs fromsolvefor all i and j, there is a query

solve(B0);solve((B21; : : : ;B2n2)); : : : ;solve((Bm1; : : : ;Bmnm));

such thatA0 is an instance ofB0 and for alli; j, Ai j is an instance ofBi j .

� Induction baseIf solve(Q; t1; : : : ; tn) = solve(Q0;u1; : : : ;un), thenQ = Q0,
and the statement of the lemma holds.

� Inductive stepAs above, assume that given a query

solve(A0; t
0
1; : : : ; t

0
n);E01; : : : ;E0p0;

solve((A21; : : : ;A2n2); t
2
1; : : : ; t

2
n);E21; : : : ;E2p2;

: : : ;solve((Am1; : : : ;Amnm); t
m
1 ; : : : ; t

m
n );Em1; : : : ;Empm

in the LD-tree ofD[ γD
ce(P) andsolve(Q0;u1; : : : ;un), such thatA0 differs

from trueand for alli; j,, rel(Ei j ) differs fromsolve.
SinceA0 differs from true, there is only one clause inD that can be applied
to resolve the query. This clause is (variables are renamed for the clarity of
presentation):

solve(Head; t51; : : : ; t5n) 

D31; : : : ;D3k3;clause(Head;Body;s1; : : : ;sk);

D41; : : : ;D4k4;solve(Body; t61; : : : ; t6n)

C31; : : : ;C3m3:

If the unification fails, the next query is not produced. Thus, let τ be the
most general unifier ofsolve(A0; t0

1; : : : ; t
0
n) and the head of the clause. In
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particular,A0τ = Headτ. The resolvent obtained is thus,

D31τ; : : : ;D3k3τ;clause(Head;Body;s1; : : : ;sk)τ;
D41τ; : : : ;D4k4τ;solve(Body; t61; : : : ; t6n)τ;C31τ; : : : ;
C3m3τ;E01τ; : : : ;E0p0τ;solve((A21; : : : ;A2n2); t

2
1; : : : ; t

2
n)τ;

E21τ; : : : ;E2p2τ; : : : ;solve((Am1; : : : ;Amnm); t
m
1 ; : : : ; t

m
n )τ;

Em1τ; : : : ;Empmτ

Let σ be a computed answer substitution forD31τ; : : : ;D3k3τ. If no such
a substitution exists the next query is not produced. Next, the appropriately
instantiated atom of clause has to be unified with one of the facts in the clause
encoding of the interpreted program. Let it beclause(H;(H1; : : : ;Hl );s1

; : : : ;

sk
) and letθ be the corresponding most general unifier. The unifierθ should

exist, otherwise, the computation would have failed. Letδ be a computed
answer substitution forD41τ; : : : ;D4k4τσθ. Then, the next resolvent is

solve((H1; : : : ;Hl ); t61; : : : ; t6n)τσθδ;
C31τσθδ; : : : ;C3m3τσθδ;
E01τσθδ; : : : ;E0p0τσθδ;
solve((A21; : : : ;A2n2); t

2
1; : : : ; t

2
n)τσθδ;

E21τσθδ; : : : ;E2p2τσθδ; : : : ;
solve((Am1; : : : ;Amnm); t

m
1 ; : : : ; t

m
n )τσθδ;

Em1τσθδ; : : : ;Empmτσθδ

If l > 1 another clause ofD can be applied and the following resultant is
obtained after solving also appropriately instantiated calls to D11; : : : ;D1k1

(whereρ denotes a substitution obtained during this application):

solve(H1; t31; : : : ; t3n)τσθδρ;
D21τσθδρ; : : : ;D2k2τσθδρ;
solve(H2; : : : ;Hl ); t41; : : : ; t4n)τσθδρ;
C21τσθδ; : : : ;C2m2τσθδρ;
C31τσθδ; : : : ;C3m3τσθδ;
E01τσθδρ; : : : ;E0p0τσθδρ;
solve((A21; : : : ;A2n2); t

2
1; : : : ; t

2
n)τσθδ;

E21τσθδρ; : : : ;E2p2τσθδρ; : : : ;
solve((Am1; : : : ;Amnm); t

m
1 ; : : : ; t

m
n )τσθδρ;

Em1τσθδρ; : : : ;Empmτσθδρ:
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We need to show that there exists a query in the LD-tree ofM0[ γce(P) and
solve(Q0) that satisfies our inductive statement. We are going to construct
such a query.

By the Inductive Assumption, there exists a query

solve(B0);solve((B21; : : : ;B2n2)); : : : ;solve((Bm1; : : : ;Bmnm));

such thatA0 is an instance ofB0 and for all i; j, Ai j is an instance ofBi j .
The only clause that can be applied to resolve this query is the clause cor-
responding to the clause applied to resolve the corresponding query above.
Let clause(H 0

;(H 0

1; : : : ;H 0

l )) be a clause encoding of the same clause as
represented byclause(H;(H1; : : : ;Hl );s1

; : : : ;sk
). In order to show that the

unification ofB0 andH 0 succeeds observe that the following holds:

A0 is an instance ofB0

A0τσ is unifiable withH

H 0 is a variant ofH

Let µ be the most general unifier ofB0 andH 0. Then,(H1; : : : ;Hl )τσθ is an
instance of(H 0

1; : : : ;H 0

l ))µ. The following resolvent is obtained

solve((H 0

1; : : : ;H
0

l )µ);solve((B21; : : : ;B2n2)µ);

: : : ;solve((Bm1; : : : ;Bmnm)µ)

If l > 1 another rule ofM0 can be applied and the following resolvent will be
obtained:

solve(H 0

1µ);solve((H 0

2; : : : ;H
0

l )µ);solve((B21; : : : ;B2n2)µ);

: : : ;solve((Bm1; : : : ;Bmnm)µ);

We claim that the latter query satisfies the conditions of thelemma. Indeed,
since(H1; : : : ;Hl )τσθ is an instance of(H 0

1; : : : ;H 0

l ))µ, the query(H1; : : : ;

Hl )τσθδρ is also an instance of(H 0

1; : : : ;H 0

l ))µ. Thus,H1τσθδρ is an in-
stance ofH 0

1µ and(H2; : : : ;Hl )τσθδρ is an instance of(H 0

2; : : : ;H 0

l ))µ. Re-
calling the inductive assumption allows us to complete the proof.

�

Example 4.32 Let D be the meta-interpreter of Example 4.22 and let P be the program
of Example 4.5. Then, the set of calls obtained for D[ γD

ce(P) andsolve(p(X)) is

Call(D[ γD
ce(P);solve(p(X))) = f

solve(p(X));solve(q(X));solve(true);
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before(p(X));before(q(X));after(p(a));after(p(b));after(q(b));

clause(p(X);Body1);clause(q(X);Body2)

write(0call0);write(0fail0);write(0succeed0);write(0redo0);

write(p(X));write(q(X));write(p(a));write(p(b));write(q(b));

fail;nl g:

The corresponding set of calls for M0[ γce(P) and p(X) is

Call(M0[ γce(P);solve(p(X))) = fsolve(p(X));solve(q(X));solve(true)g

Then, for eachsolve(A) 2 SD there existssolve(B) 2 SM0 such that A is an instance of B.
In this case, we can claim that A is a variant of B, but this is not necessarily true, as the
following example will demonstrate. 2

Example 4.33 Let D be the following double extended meta-interpreter andlet P be as
above:

solve(true):

solve((A;B)) solve(A);solve(B):

solve(A) clause(A;B);B= q( f (Z));solve(B):

The set of calls of D[ γce(P) and p(X) includessolve(p(X)) and solve(q( f (Z)). The
set of calls for M0[ γce(P) and p(X) is obviously the same as in Example 4.32. There
is no call inCall(M0[ γce(P);solve(p(X))) that is avariantof solve(q( f (Z)). However,
there is a callsolve(q(X)) in Call(M0[ γce(P);solve(p(X))) such thatsolve(q( f (Z)) is
its instance. 2

Now we are ready to prove that double extended meta-interpreters do not violate ter-
mination. Our proof makes use of the well-known result of (Apt, 1997), presented in
Lemma 4.35.

Definition 4.34 (Definition 3.20) of (Apt, 1997)Consider an SLD-derivation of step
Q) Q1 via a clause c and the most general unifierθ. We say that the SLD-derivation
step Q0)Q0

1 via a clause c and the most general unifierθ0 is a lift of Q)Q1 if

� Q is an instance of Q0,

� in Q and Q0 atoms in the same positions are selected,

� Q1 is an instance of Q01.

The notion of a lift can be extended to SLD-derivations.

Lemma 4.35 (Corollary 3.23) of (Apt, 1997)For every successful SLD-derivationξ of
P[fQηg with computed answer substitutionθ there exists a successful SLD-derivation
ξ0 of P[fQg with computed answer substitutionθ0 such that
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� ξ0 is a lift of ξ of the same length asξ,

� Qθ0 is more general than Qηθ.

We also need to introduce the following auxiliary definition.

Definition 4.36 Let P be a definite program and let Q be an atomic query, such that P
is order-acceptable with respect tofQg via a quasi-ordering�. The quasi-ordering� is
calledminimal if there exists no quasi-ordering�1 such that P is order-acceptable with
respect tofQg via�1 and�1��.

Intuitively, minimal quasi-orderings contain decreases that are essential for proving
order-acceptability, and only these decreases. We formalise this intuition in the following
lemma.

Lemma 4.37 Let P be a program and Q be a query. Let� be a minimal quasi-ordering
such that P is order-acceptable with respect tofQg via it. Then, for all A and B in
Call(P;Q), if A> B then there exists a directed derivation Q0; : : : ;Qn with selected atoms
A0; : : : ;An, such that

� A0 = A

� An = B

� Ai > Ai+1 for all 0� i < n

Proof For the sake of contradiction assume that there existA andB such thatA>B and
no directed derivation exists as required. We are going define a new quasi-ordering
� onCall(P;Q) that will contradict the minimality of�.

Let K �M be defined as a transitive closure of the following relation:

K > M and M is a direct descendant of K

Let K ��M if and only if K is identical toM.

By definition of the notion of a direct descendant (Definition3.28) and order-
acceptability ofP with respect tofQg via�, it follows thatP is order-acceptable
with respect tofQg via�. Moreover, it is clear that���. To complete the proof
we show thatA 6� B.

For the sake of contradiction assume thatA� B. Then, since� is defined as a
transitive closure, there exists a sequence of atomsA0; : : : ;An such thatAi > Ai+1

andAi+1 is a direct descendant ofAi for all 0� i < n. SinceAi 2 Call(P;Q), Ai

is a selected atom of some queryQi . Thus, we have found a directed derivation
Q0; : : : ;Qn as described by the lemma forA andB. Therefore, our assumption was
wrong andA 6� B. Hence,���, that contradicts the minimality of�. �
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Finally, we can prove the main result of this section, namely, that double extended
meta-interpreters do not violate termination (under certain extra conditions).

Theorem 4.38 Let P be an interpreted program, D a double extended meta-interpreter,
and Q2 BE

D[γD
ce(P)

, such that Q is terminating with respect to P. Let u1; : : : ;un be a se-
quence of terms such that

fA j A2 Call(D[ γD
ce(P);solve(Q;u1; : : : ;un));solve6= rel(A)g

is terminating with respect to D. Thensolve(Q;u1; : : : ;un) terminates with respect to
D[ γD

ce(P).

Proof Let M0 be the vanilla meta-interpreter. By Corollary 4.19M0[γce(P) terminates
with respect tosolve(Q). This is equivalent to saying thatM0[ γce(P) termin-
ates with respect toCall(M0[ γce(P);solve(Q)). Moreover, this also means that
M0[γce(P) terminates with respect toS= fAη jA2Call(M0[γce(P);solve(Q))g.
By Theorem 3.32M0[ γce(P) is order-acceptable with respect toS. Let�1 be a
minimal well-founded quasi-ordering, such thatM0[ γce(P) is order-acceptable
with respect toSvia it.

Similarly, let�2 be a well-founded quasi-ordering such thatD is order-acceptable
with respect to

fA j A2 Call(D[ γD
ce(P);solve(Q;u1; : : : ;un));solve6= rel(A)g

via�2.

We have to show that there exists a well-founded quasi-ordering � such that
D[ γD

ce(P) is order-acceptable with respect tofsolve(Q;u1; : : : ;un)g via �. By
Theorem 3.32 this will imply termination.

Let� be defined onBE
D[γD

ce(P)
as follows for any termst1; t2; t1

1; : : : ; t
1
n; t

2
1; : : : ; t

2
n and

any atomsa1;a2:

1. solve(t1; t1
1; : : : ; t

1
n)� solve(t2; t2

1; : : : ; t
2
n), if there is a termt, such thatsolve(t1)>1

solve(t) andt2 = tθ for some substitutionθ;

2. a1� a2, if rel(a1) 6= solve, rel(a2) 6= solveanda1 >2 a2;

3. solve(t1; t1
1; : : : ; t

1
n)� a1, if rel(a1) 6= solve;

4. a1�� a2, if a1 anda2 are identical.

We need to prove that� is an ordering, that this ordering is well-founded, and that
D[ γD

ce(P) is order-acceptable with respect tofsolve(Q)g via�.

� Let A be an atom such thatA� A. If A is of the formsolve(t1; t1
1; : : : ; t

1
n),

then solve(t1) >1 solve(t) and t1 = tθ should hold for some substitution
θ. By Lemma 4.37, there exists a directed derivationQ0; : : : ;Qn, such that
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Q0 = solve(t1)(= solve(tθ)), Qn = solve(t), for all 0� i < n, Qi >1 Qi+1. In
other words,Q0 = Qnθ. Then, by the Lifting Theorem (Theorem 3.22 (Apt,
1997)) there exists a derivation starting withQn, selecting the same atoms
as inQ0; : : : ;Qn, and resulting inQ2n, such thatQn is an instance ofQ2n.
Proceeding in this way we can construct an infinite directed derivation, con-
tradicting the well-foundedness of>1. Alternatively, if the predicate ofA
differs fromsolve, A>2 A should hold, contradicting the irreflexivity of>2.

� Let A andB be atoms such thatA� B andB� A. If A= solve(t1; t1
1; : : : ; t

1
n)

andB= solve(t2; t2
1; : : : ; t

2
n), the first case is applicable, i.e., there exist terms

t3 andt4 and substitutionsθ andσ, such thatsolve(t1)>1 solve(t3), solve(t2)>1

solve(t4), t2 = t3θ andt1 = t4σ. Reasoning in the same way as above one can
construct an infinite directed derivation, contradicting the well-foundedness
of >1.

If rel(A) 6= solveandrel(B) 6= solve, the second case is applicable providing a
contradiction with the asymmetry of>2. The remaining cases are eliminated
by definition of�—indeed, there exist no atomsA andB such thatrel(A) 6=
solve, rel(B) = solve, andA� B.

� Let A, B andC be atoms such thatA � B and B � C. If either all of A,
B andC are atoms ofsolve, or none of them is an atom ofsolve, A � C
follows from the transitivity of>2 or from a directed derivation construction
similar to above. AssumingA to be an atom ofsolveandC not to be an atom
of solve leads toA� C by definition of�. In the remaining cases, either
rel(A) 6= solveandrel(B) = solveor rel(B) 6= solveandrel(C) = solve, which
are inconsistent with the definition of�.

� Let A1;A2; : : : be an infinite sequence of atoms such thatAn � An+1 for all
n. Then, since there are only finitely many different predicates, there exists
a predicatep, such that its atoms occur infinitely often in this sequence.If
p is not solve, contradiction with the well-foundedness of>2 is obtained.
Otherwise, an infinite directed derivation can be constructed as above, con-
tradicting the well-foundedness of>1.

Next we prove thatD[ γD
ce(P) is order-acceptable with respect tosolve(Q;u1; : : : ;

un). Let A0 2 Call(D[ γD
ce(P);solve(Q;u1; : : : ;un)). We distinguish between the

following cases:

� rel(A0) 6= solve. If rel(A0) = clausethe order-acceptability condition holds
immediately, since there are no recursive clauses defining this predicate. Oth-
erwise, order-acceptability ofD with respect tofA j A 2 Call(D[ γD

ce(P);
solve(Q;u1; : : : ;un));solve6= rel(A)g via>2 implies that for any clauseA0 
B1; : : : ;Bs, such thatmgu(A0;A0)= θ exists, for any atomBi , such thatrel(A0)'

rel(Bi) and for any computed answer substitutionσ for  (B1; : : : ;Bi�1)θ
holdsA0 >2 Biθσ. Therefore,A0 > Biθσ holds as well.
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� rel(A0) = solve. In this case, there are three different kinds of clausesA0 
B1; : : : ;Bs, such thatmgu(A0;A0) = θ exists.

– A0  B1; : : : ;Bs is solve(true; t11; : : : ; t1n) C11; : : : ;C1m1. In this case
there are no recursive body subgoals and order-acceptability condition
is trivially satisfied.

– A0 B1; : : : ;Bs is

solve((A;B); t21; : : : ; t2n) 

D11; : : : ;D1k1;solve(A; t31; : : : ; t3n);

D21; : : : ;D2k2;solve(B; t41; : : : ; t4n)

C21; : : : ;C2m2:

By our assumption for allk; l ; p;q, neither rel(Ckl) nor rel(Dpq) de-
pend onsolve. Thus, the only recursive subgoals are an instance of
solve(A; t31; : : : ; t3n), and an instance ofsolve(B; t41; : : : ; t4n). We have to
show that

A0� solve(A; t31; : : : ; t3n)θσ
A0� solve(B; t41; : : : ; t4n)θσδρ

whereθ = mgu(A0;solve((A;B); t21; : : : ; t2n)), σ is a computed answer
substitution for(D11; : : : ;D1k1)θ, δ is a computed answer substitution
for solve(A; t31; : : : ; t3n)θσ, andρ is a computed answer substitution for
(D21; : : : ;D2k2)θσδ.

Let A00 be obtained fromA0 by dropping all the arguments except for
the first one. By definition ofθ, θ is a unifier ofA00 andsolve((A;B)).
Let θ0 be a most general unifier ofA00 andsolve((A;B)). Thus, there ex-
ists a substitutionθ00 such thatθ = θ0θ00. Therefore,Aθσ = A(θ0θ00)σ =

Aθ0(θ00σ), i.e.,Aθσ is an instance ofAθ0.

Moreover, by Lemma 4.31,A00 is an instance of someA0002Call(M0[

γce(P);solve(Q)). Thus, A00 2 S. Thus, by definition of>1, A00 >1

solve(Aθ0) holds, and by definition of�,

A0� solve(A; t31; : : : ; t3n)θσ:

Sinceδ is a computed answer substitution forsolve(A; t31; : : : ; t3n)θσ, by
Lemma 4.35 (Corollary 3.23 (Apt, 1997)), there exists a computed an-
swer substitutionδ0 for solve(A; t31; : : : ; t3n)θ0, such thatsolve(A; t31; : : : ;

t3n)θ0δ0 is more general thansolve(A; t31; : : : ; t3n)θσδ. Moreover, by
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Lemma 4.30 there exists a computed answer substitutionδ00 for solve(Aθ0)
such thatAθ0δ0 is an instance ofAθ0δ00. Transitivity implies thatθ0δ00
is more general thanθσδρ. Moreover, since all the unifiers are relev-
ant, i.e., the only variables affected are the variables of the terms to
be unified,solve(Bθσδρ) is an instance ofsolve(Bθ0δ00). On the other
hand, sinceM0[ γce(P) is order-acceptable with respect tosolve(Q) via
�1, and δ00 is a computed answer substitution forsolve(A)θ0, A00 >1

solve(Bθ0δ00). Thus, by definition of�, A0� solve(B; t41; : : : ; t4n)θσδρ.
– A0 B1; : : : ;Bs is

solve(A; t51; : : : ; t5n) 

D31; : : : ;D3k3;clause(A;B;s1; : : : ;sk);

D41; : : : ;D4k4;solve(B; t61; : : : ; t6n)

C31; : : : ;C3m3:

Similarly to the previous case, letθ be a most general unifier ofA0

andsolve(A; t51; : : : ; t5n). Then, letA00 be an atom obtained fromA0 by
dropping all the arguments except for the first one. Observe that θ is
a unifier ofA0 andA, and, therefore, ifθ0 is a most general unifier of
these atoms,θ = θ0θ00 for some substitutionθ00. Clearly, if an encod-
ing of a clause inP via γD

ce can be unified withclause(A;B;s1; : : : ;sk)θσ
for a computed answerσ for  (D31; : : : ;D3k3)θ, the encoding of the
same clause byγce can be unified withclause(A;B)θ0. Thus, if δ de-
notes the computed answer substitution forclause(A;B;s1; : : : ;sk)θσ and
δ0 denotes the computed answer substitution forclause(A;B)θ0, Bθσδ
is an instance ofBθ0δ0. Furthermore, for any computed answer sub-
stitution ρ for  (D41; : : : ;D4k4)θσδ, Bθσδρ is an instance ofBθ0δ0.
On the other hand, reasoning as above and applying order-acceptability
via �1, provesA00 >1 solve(Bθ0δ0) and, thus, by definition of�, A0 �

solve(B; t61; : : : ; t6n)θσδρ.

Thus,D[γD
ce(P) is order-acceptable with respect tosolve(Q) and, by Theorem 3.32

terminates with respect to it. �

This theorem provides an important theoretical result, namely, that double extended
meta-interpreters do not violate termination if the interpreter terminates with respect to a
set of calls to predicates different fromsolveand generated by the meta-program and the
meta-query.

Example 4.39 Meta-interpreters presented in Examples 4.22, 4.23 and 4.33 are double
extended meta-interpreters. Termination of the calls to predicates different fromsolveis
immediate because in all the examples these predicates can be completely unfolded, i.e.,
they do not depend (directly or indirectly) on recursive predicates. Thus, by Theorem 4.38
meta-interpreters of Examples 4.22, 4.23 and 4.33 do not violate termination.
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The quasi-ordering derived by Theorem 4.38 for Example 4.23has been discussed in
Example 4.25. 2

In general, to ensure that given a programP a double extended meta-interpreterD
terminates with respect to

fA j A2 Call(D[ γD
ce(P);solve(Q;u1; : : : ;un));solve6= rel(A)g

one can requireD to terminate for all calls to predicates different fromsolve. To verify the
latter condition one can use the notion of order-acceptability (Theorems 3.32 and 3.54).

4.4.2 Non-improving LD-termination

In this section we are going to study the opposite direction of the implication, namely,
given that a meta-programD[ γD

ce(P) terminates with respect tosolve(Q; u1; : : : ;un) we
would like to prove that

� the meta-interpreterD terminates with respect tofA j A2 Call(D[ γD
ce(P);

solve(Q;u1; : : : ;un));solve6= rel(A)g

� the interpreted programP terminates with respect to the interpreted queryQ

Our proof of the first statement is based on Proposition 2.10.

Proposition 4.40 Let P be an interpreted program and D a double extended meta-inter-
preter, such that D[ γD

ce(P) is terminating with respect tosolve(Q; u1; : : : ;un). Then, D
terminates with respect tofA jA2Call(D[γD

ce(P);solve(Q; u1; : : : ;un));solve6= rel(A)g.

Proof Termination with respect tosolve(Q;u1; : : : ;un) means termination with respect
to Call(D[ γD

ce(P);solve(Q;u1; : : : ;un)). Next, by Proposition 2.10, termination
with respect to a set of queriesSalways implies termination with respect to a set
S1� S. Since

fA j A2 Call(D[ γD
ce(P);solve(Q;u1; : : : ;un));solve6= rel(A)g

� Call(D[ γD
ce(P);solve(Q;u1; : : : ;un))

D[ γce(P) terminates with respect to

fA j A2 Call(D[ γD
ce(P);solve(Q;u1; : : : ;un));solve6= rel(A)g:

Moreover, by Proposition 2.10,D terminates with respect tofA j A 2 Call(D[
γD
ce(P);solve(Q;u1; : : : ;un));solve6= rel(A)g, because ofD� (D[ γD

ce(P)). �

For general double extended meta-interpreter the second statement we would like
to prove, i.e.,“if the meta-program terminates then the interpreted program terminates
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as well” does not necessarily hold. Indeed, one can find many double extended meta-
interpreters that are designed to improve termination. However, we are interested in ter-
mination non-improvement and would like to establish conditions that ensure it. Given a
non-terminating interpreted program, termination of a meta-program can result from one
of the following problems:

� failure while unifying a call and a clause head. Indeed, consider the following
meta-interpreterD:

Example 4.41

solve(true;a):

solve((A;B);a) solve(A;a);solve(B;a):

solve(A;a) clause(A;B);solve(B;a):

Let P be an interpreted program, such that Q does not terminate with respect to it.
However,solve(Q;b) terminates with respect to D[ γD

ce(P). 2

To eliminate this problem we require that, for every call, the unification success or
failure with the head of the clause might be dependent only ontheir first arguments.
In general, predicting success of the unification during theexecution is known to
be an undecidable problem. However, sufficient conditions ensuring unification
success can be proposed.

� failure of intermediate body subgoals. Indeed, consider the following meta-interpreter
D:

Example 4.42

solve(true):

solve((A;B)) solve(A);solve(B):

solve(A) fail;clause(A;B);solve(B):

Let P be an interpreted program, such that Q does not terminate with respect to it.
However,solve(Q) terminates with respect to D[ γD

ce(P). 2

To solve this problem, one has to guarantee non-failure of the intermediate body
subgoals. The general problem of non-failure analysis is well-known to be unde-
cidable (Debray et al., 1997). Fortunately, the problem is decidable for a restric-
ted class of problems (Debray et al., 1997). For the specific meta-interpreters we
consider, failure of the corresponding intermediate body subgoals turns out to be
decidable.

It should also be noted that failure of the body atoms to the right of the last recursive
call may influence termination as well.
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Example 4.43

solve(true) fail:

solve((A;B)) solve(A);solve(B):

solve(A) clause(A;B);solve(B):

Let P be the following interpreted program:

r  p; r:

p:

Clearly, the query r does not terminate with respect to P. However,solve(r) ter-
minates with respect to D[ γD

ce(P). 2

Therefore, non-failure is required also for these subgoals.

� different call sets. In principle, even if no failure occursduring the execution,D
can change the call set, as the following example illustrates:

Example 4.44

solve(true):

solve((A;B)) A= p(0);solve(A);solve(B):

solve(A) clause(A;B);solve(B):

Let P be the following program:

q p(X); r:

p( f (X)) p(X):

p(0):

r:

Let q be the query. Observe that P does not terminate for q, while D[ γce(P)
terminates with respect tosolve(q). It should also be noted that the query A= p(0)
succeeds for all calls tosolve(Q) 2 Call(D[ γce(P);solve(q)) that are unifiable
with solve((A;B)). 2

Similar problem occurs in Example 4.33. To solve this problem one has to ensure
that meta-variables are not affected by the intermediate body atoms.

We summarise the discussion above in the following definition.
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Definition 4.45 Let D be the following double extended meta-interpreter:

solve(true; t11; : : : ; t1n) C11; : : : ;C1m1:

solve((A;B); t21; : : : ; t2n) 

D11; : : : ;D1k1;solve(A; t31; : : : ; t3n);

D21; : : : ;D2k2;solve(B; t41; : : : ; t4n);

C21; : : : ;C2m2:

solve(A; t51; : : : ; t5n) 

D31; : : : ;D3k3;clause(A;B;s1; : : : ;sk);

D41; : : : ;D4k4;solve(B; t61; : : : ; t6n);

C31; : : : ;C3m3:

(together with the clauses defining Ckl and Dpq), such that

� for any computed answer of the preceding atoms,

– either the corresponding instances of(t31; : : : ; t3n), (t41; : : : ; t4n), (t61; : : : ; t6n),
and(s1; : : : ;sk) are linear sequences of free variables,

– or (t11; : : : ; t1n), (t21; : : : ; t2n), (t51; : : : ; t5n), are linear sequences of free vari-
ables and for every program P and for everyclause(s; t; t1; : : : ; tk) 2 γD

ce(P),
t1; : : : ; tk is a linear sequence of free variables;

� D11; : : : ;D1k1, D21; : : : ;D2k2, D31; : : : ;D3k3, D41; : : : ;D4k4, C11; : : : ;C1m1, C21; : : : ;

C2m2, and C31; : : : ;C3m3 do not fail for the corresponding calls (independently on
the values of the meta-variables), i.e., for all P, for all Q and for all t1; : : : ; tn, calls
to Ckl and Dpq in Call(D[ γD

ce(P);solve(Q; t1; : : : ; tn) do not fail;

� for any instance(Di1; : : : ;Diki )θ of Di1; : : : ;Diki and for any computed answer sub-
stitutionσ for (Di1; : : : ;Diki )θ, Aθσ is identical to Aθ and Bθσ is identical to Bθ.

Then D is calledrestricted.

It should be noted that Definition 4.45 is not syntactical. However, syntactical condi-
tions implying it can be proposed. We postpone discussing them until after we formulate
the termination non-violation theorem (Theorem 4.52).

We also introduce a notion of arestricted query, corresponding to Definition 4.45.

Definition 4.46 Given a restricted double extended meta-interpreter D and aquery
solve(Q;v1; : : : ;vn), the query is calledrestrictedif the following implication holds: if
(v1; : : : ;vn) 62 Varsn, then(t11; : : : ; t1n);(t21; : : : ; t2n);(t51; : : : ; t5n) 2 Varsn.

Example 4.47 Recall the meta-interpreter that constructs proof-trees we considered in
Example 4.23. Note that this meta-interpreter is restricted. Observe that t11 is true, i.e.,
t11 62 Varsn. Thus, for a querysolve(Q;u) to be restricted, u should be in Vars1, i.e., u
should be a free variable. 2
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First of all, we are going to see that the condition imposed onthe arguments of the
head (or recursive body subgoals) ensures the requirement stated after Example 4.41.

Lemma 4.48 Let D be a restricted double extended meta-interpreter, P bean inter-
preted program, Q0 be an interpreted query and(v1; : : : ;vn) a sequence of terms such
that solve(Q0;v1; : : : ;vn) is restricted. Then, for any callsolve(Q;u1; : : : ;un) 2 Call(D[
γD
ce(P);solve(Q0;v1; : : : ;vn)) and for any clausesolve(H; t1; : : : ; tn)  B1; : : : ;Bk in D,

u1; : : : ;un is unifiable with t1; : : : ; tn.

Proof We distinguish between two cases.

If (t11; : : : ; t1n) 62 Varsn, then,(v1; : : : ;vn) 2 Varsn. Hence, the unification step suc-
ceeds and ifθ is the mgu, then(t11; : : : ; t1n)θ = (t11; : : : ; t1n). The first condition in
Definition 4.45 implies that for any computed answer of the preceding atoms, the
corresponding instances of(t31; : : : ; t3n), (t41; : : : ; t4n), (t61; : : : ; t6n), and(s1; : : : ;sk)

are linear sequences of free variables. Thus, for any callsolve(Q;u1; : : : ;un) 2

Call(D[ γD
ce(P);solve(Q0;v1; : : : ;vn)), u1; : : : ;un is a linear sequence of free vari-

ables. Therefore, for any sequence of termst1; : : : ; tn, the sequenceu1; : : : ;un can
be unified witht1; : : : ; tn.

If (t11; : : : ; t1n) 2 Varsn, then the second subcase of the first condition in Defini-
tion 4.45 holds, i.e.,(t21; : : : ; t2n);(t51; : : : ; t5n)2Varsn as well. Recall, thatsolve(H;

t1; : : : ; tn) B1; : : : ;Bk a clause inD. Thus,t1; : : : ; tn is one of the(t11; : : : ; t1n);(t21;

: : : ; t2n);(t51; : : : ; t5n). In other words,(t1; : : : ; tn) is a linear sequence of free vari-
ables. Therefore, for any sequence of atoms(u1; : : : ;un), (t1; : : : ; tn) is unifiable
with it. �

The remainder of the section is dedicated to the proof that restricted double extended
meta-interpreters do not improve termination. This proof requires a number of auxiliary
statements to be shown. In order to provide some intuition how the actual proof will
proceed we recall Example 4.23 and show that it does not improve termination. The
treatment is done on the intuitive level. More precise discussion of this example can be
found in Example 4.53.

Example 4.49 Example 4.23, continued. In order to prove that this meta-interpreter does
not improve LD-termination, we have to show that for any definite program P, and for
any query Q if a restricted querysolve(Q;u) terminates with respect to D[ γD

ce(P), then
Q terminates with respect to P. Observe that the requirementthat solve(Q;u) should be
restricted means that u should be a free variable (Example 4.47).

Given thatsolve(Q;u) terminates with respect to D[ γD
ce(P) there exists a quasi-

ordering� such that D[ γD
ce(P) is order-acceptable with respect tosolve(Q;u) via �.

Let� be a quasi-ordering on BEM0[γce(P)
defined as follows for any terms s; t;u1 and u2

and for any atom a:

� solve(s)� solve(t) if solve(s;u1)> solve(t;u2)
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� a�� a

Next, one has to show that� is a well-founded quasi-ordering and that M0[ γce(P) is
order-acceptable with respect tosolve(Q). Since D is restricted, termination cannot be
enforced by the information contained in the second argument of solve. Therefore, both
well-foundedness and order-acceptability follow from thecorresponding properties of�.
2

In order to prove that restricted double extended meta-interpreters do not improve ter-
mination, we would like to show the completeness result for this class of meta-interpreters.
However, as the following example illustrates, completeness does not necessarily hold.

Example 4.50 Consider the following restricted double extended meta-interpreter.

solve(true;X):

solve((A;B);X) solve(A;Y);solve(B;Z):

solve(A;X) p;clause(A;B);solve(B;Y):

p p:

This meta-interpreter is not complete due to its non-termination. 2

Therefore, we prove a more restricted result that will be sufficient for showing termin-
ation non-improvement.

Lemma 4.51 Let D be a restricted double extended meta-interpreter, P bean interpreted
program, Q be an interpreted query and(v1; : : : ;vn) be terms, such thatsolve(Q;v1; : : : ;vn)

is restricted, and D[γD
ce(P) terminates with respect tofA jA2Call(D[γD

ce(P);solve(Q;v1;

: : : ;vn));solve6= rel(A)g. Then, for every computed answer t for Q obtained with respect
to P, there exists a computed answersolve(t 0; t1; : : : ; tn) for solve(Q;v1; : : : ;vn) with re-
spect to D[ γD

ce(P), such that t is a variant of t0.

Proof By the completeness result of Levi and Ramundo (Levi and Ramundo, 1993)
every LD-derivation ofP andQ can be mimicked by an LD-derivation ofM0[

γce(P) andsolve(Q).

Similarly to Lemma 4.30 the proof is done by induction on powers of the imme-
diate consequence operator. In this case, however, the immediate consequence
operator forM0[ γce(P) is considered. More formally, we have to show that

8 α� ω 8 solve(tM0
) 2 (Tπ

M0[γce(P)
)

α

9 solve(tD
; t1; : : : ; tn) 2 (Tπ

D[γD
ce(P)

)

ω

such that tM0 is a variant of tD
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� If α = 1, the only value fortM0 is true. Assumptions of the lemma and the
fact thatD is restricted imply that(C11; : : : ;C1m1) finitely succeeds. Thus,
there exists a finite powerl of the immediate consequence operatorTπ

D[γD
ce(P)

for D[ γD
ce(P) such thatsolve(true; t11; : : : ; t1n) is contained in(Tπ

D[γD
ce(P)

)

l .

� If α is a successor ordinal,solve(tM0
) has been produced by applying one of

the clauses. We distinguish between the following cases:

– Let solve((A;B))  solve(A);solve(B) be the applied clause. Then,
there existsolve(tM0

1 ) andsolve(tM0
2 ), variants of atoms in(Tπ

M0[γce(P)
)

α�1,

such that there exists a most general unifierθ of (solve(A);solve(B)) and
(solve(tM0

1 );solve(tM0
2 )). Then,tM0 is (tM0

1 ; tM0
2 )θ, i.e., tM0

1 ; tM0
2 , sinceA

andB are free variables.

By our inductive assumption there exist atomssolve(tD
1 ; t

1
1; : : : ; t

1
n) and

solve(tD
2 ; t

2
1; : : : ; t

2
n) in (Tπ

D[γD
ce(P)

)

ω, such thattM0
1 is a variant oftD

1 and

tM0
2 is a variant oftD

2 . Observe that

(solve(tD
1 ; t

1
1; : : : ; t

1
n);solve(tD

2 ; t
2
1; : : : ; t

2
n))

is unifiable with(solve(A; t31; : : : ; t3n);solve(B; t41; : : : ; t4n)), sinceA and
B are free variables and by Lemma 4.48.

Assumptions of the lemma and Definition 4.45 imply that thereexists
a finite powerl , such that all computed answers ofrel(Cpq) andrel(Drs)

are contained in(Tπ
D[γD

ce(P)
)

l . Then, there exist atomsd11; : : : ;d1k1;d21;

: : : ;d2k2;c21; : : : ;c2m2 such that there exists

θD
= mgu((d11; : : : ;d1k1;solve(tD

1 ; t
1
1; : : : ; t

1
n);d21; : : : ;d2k2;

solve(tD
2 ; t

2
1; : : : ; t

2
n);c21; : : : ;c2m2);(D11; : : : ;D1k1;

solve(A; t31; : : : ; t3n);D21; : : : ;D2k2;solve(B; t41;

: : : ; t4n);C21; : : : ;C2m2))

By the third requirement of Definition 4.45, for every computed answer
substitutionσ for (D11; : : : ;D1k1), σ does not affectA. Thus, the same
holds for any correct answer substitution as well. In other words, for any
d11; : : : ;d1k1, the sequence

(d11; : : : ;d1k1;solve(tD
1 ; t

1
1; : : : ; t

1
n))

is unifiable with(D11; : : : ;D1k1;solve(A; t31; : : : ; t3n)) and, in particular,
tD
1 θD

= tD
1 . Reasoning in a similar way allows us to conclude that

tD
2 θD

= tD
2 . Thus, an elementtD inferred at this step is(tD

1 θD
; tD

2 θD
) =
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(tD
1 ; t

D
2 ). By choice oftD

1 andtD
2 , tM0

=(tM0
1 ; tM0

2 ) is a variant of(tD
1 ; t

D
2 )=

tD, completing the proof.

– Letsolve(A) clause(A;B);solve(B) be the clause applied. Then, there
exist atomsclause(tM0

1 ; tM0
2 ) andsolve(tM0

3 ), variants of some atoms in
(Tπ

M0[γce(P)
)

α�1, such that there exists an mguθ of (clause(A;B);solve(B))

and(clause(tM0
1 ; tM0

2 );solve(tM0
3 )). Then,tM0 is tM0

1 θ, andtM0
2 θ = tM0

3 θ.

Moreover, the restriction ofθ to the variables oftM0
2 and of tM0

3 is an
mgu of these terms.

Since γce and γD
ce encode the same interpreted programP, there are

somes1
; : : : ;sk, such thatclause(tM0

1 ; tM0
2 ;s1

; : : : ;sk
) belongs toγD

ce(P).
Moreover, by our inductive assumption, there exists an atomsolve(tD

3 ; t
3
1;

: : : ; t3
n) 2 (Tπ

D[γD
ce(P)

)

ω, such thattM0
3 is a variant oftD

3 . Reasoning as

above, observe that there exist atomsd31; : : : ;d3k3;d41; : : : ;d4k4 andc31;

: : : ;c3m3 such that there exists

θD
= mgu((d31; : : : ;d3k3;clause(tM0

1 ; tM0
2 ;s1

; : : : ;sk
);d41; : : : ;

d4k4;solve(tD
3 ; t

3
1; : : : ; t

3
n);c31; : : : ;c3m3);(D31; : : : ;

D3k3;clause(A;B;s1; : : : ;sk);D41; : : : ;D4k4;

solve(B; t61; : : : ; t6n);C31; : : : ;C3m3))

and, similarly to the previous case,tD
= tM0

1 θD andtM0
2 θD

= tD
3 θD. The

third condition of Definition 4.45 implies thatθD restricted to variables
of tM0

2 andtD
3 is an mgu. Thus,

θD
jVar(tM0

2 )[Var(tD3 )
= θ jVar(tM0

2 )[Var(tM0
3 )

ρ

for some variable renamingρ. In other words,tM0
1 θ(= tM0

) andtM0
1 θD

(=

tD
) are variants, completing the proof.

� Finally, similarly to Lemma 4.30 the only case of a limit ordinal is ω, and,
since

Tπ
M0[γce(P)

)

ω
=

[

n<ω
Tπ

M0[γce(P)
)

n

the claim follows from the established result for the finite powers of the op-
erator.

�

This lemma also implies that for every callsolve(Q) in Call(M0[ γce(P);solve(Q0))

corresponds (up to a variable renaming betweenQ andQ0) to a callsolve(Q0

;u1; : : : ; un)

in the setCall(D[ γD
ce(P);solve(Q0;v1; : : : ;vn)). Indeed, if there are no intermediate calls
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to solve, the claim follows from Definition 4.45. Otherwise, it follows from the preceding
Lemma 4.51.

Now we are ready to prove that restricted meta-interpreterspreserve termination.

Theorem 4.52 Let D be a restricted double extended meta-interpreter. LetP be an inter-
preted program and let Q be an interpreted query, such that D[γD

ce(P) LD-terminates for
solve(Q;v1; : : : ;vn), where(v1; : : : ;vn) are terms such thatsolve(Q;v1; : : : ;vn) is restric-
ted. Then, P LD-terminates with respect to Q.

Proof In order to show thatP LD-terminates forQ it is sufficient to prove thatM0[

γce(P) LD-terminates with respect tosolve(Q). Then, by Theorem 4.18P LD-
terminates with respect toQ. Therefore, we aim to establish order-acceptability of
M0[ γce(P) with respect tosolve(Q).

First of all, we define a relationship onBE
M0[γce(P)

. Then we show that the rela-
tionship is a quasi-ordering, that it is well-founded and that M0[ γce(P) is order-
acceptable with respect tosolve(Q) via the relationship defined.

SinceD[γD
ce(P) LD-terminates forsolve(Q;v1; : : : ;vn), D[γD

ce(P) is order-accep-
table with respect tosolve(Q;v1; : : : ;vn) via a quasi-ordering. Let a minimal quasi-
ordering such thatD[γD

ce(P) is order-acceptable with respect tosolve(Q;v1; : : : ;vn)

via it, be denoted�. Then, we define� onBE
M0[γce(P)

as follows:

solve(s)� solve(t) if there existsolve(s;s1; : : : ;sn);solve(t; t1; : : : ; tn) 2

Call(D[ γD
ce(P);solve(Q;v1; : : : ;vn)) such that

solve(s;s1; : : : ;sn)> solve(t; t1; : : : ; tn)

solve(s)�� solve(t) if solve(s) andsolve(t) are identical

Next we have to show that� is indeed an ordering.

� Let solve(t)� solve(t) for somet. Then, there existsolve(t;s1; : : : ;sn);

solve(t; t1; : : : ; tn) 2 Call(D[ γD
ce(P);solve(Q;v1; : : : ;vn)) such thatsolve(t;

s1; : : : ;sn)> solve(t; t1; : : : ; tn).

If (t11; : : : ; t1n) 62 Varsn then,s1; : : : ;sn andt1; : : : ; tn are linear sequences of
fresh variables. Recall that� is defined on the extended Herbrand base, i.e.,
in the factor set obtained with respect to the variance relationship. Thus,
solve(t;s1; : : : ;sn) is, in fact, identical tosolve(t; t1; : : : ; tn) up to variable re-
naming. Hence,solve(t;s1; : : : ;sn) > solve(t; t1; : : : ; tn) contradicts the irre-
flexivity of >.
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Alternatively, if (t11; : : : ; t1n) 2 Varsn we have to use the choice of� as
a minimal quasi-ordering. By Lemma 4.37, there exists a directed deriv-
ation Q0 = solve(t;s1; : : : ;sn);Q1; : : : ;Qk = solve(t; t1; : : : ; tn). Let ci be a
clause used to resolveQi and produceQi+1. By Lemma 4.48,Qk is unifi-
able with the head ofc0. By the second condition of Definition 4.45 and
by Lemma 4.51 the atom that producedQ1 can be selected to obtainQk+1.
By the third condition, the intermediate body atoms do not affect the first
position ofsolve, i.e., the first argument ofQk+1 should coincide with the
first argument ofQ1. Moreover, order-acceptability implies thatQk > Qk+1.
Proceeding in this way one can construct an infinitely decreasing sequence
of atoms, contradicting the well-foundedness of>.

� Let solve(s) � solve(t) andsolve(t)� solve(s) hold for somesandt. Then,
there exist termss1

1; : : : ;s
1
n, s2

1; : : : ;s
2
n, t1

1; : : : ; t
1
n, andt2

1; : : : ; t
2
n such thatsolve(s;

s1
1; : : : ;s

1
n)>solve(t; t1

1; : : : ; t
1
n) andsolve(t; t2

1; : : : ; t
2
n)>solve(s;s2

1; : : : ;s
2
n).

If (t11; : : : ; t1n) 62 Varsn one can reason as above, and observe thatsolve(t; t1
1;

: : : ; t1
n) andsolve(t; t2

1; : : : ; t
2
n) are variants. Thus,

solve(t; t1
1; : : : ; t

1
n) �� solve(t; t2

1; : : : ; t
2
n)

and solve(s;s1
1; : : : ;s

1
n) > solve(s;s2

1; : : : ;s
2
n) contradicting that these atoms

are variants as well.
If (t11; : : : ; t1n) 2 Varsn by reasoning as above one can construct an infinite
decreasing chain contradicting the well-foundedness of>.

� Let solve(s) � solve(t) andsolve(t) � solve(u) for somes, t andu. Then,
there exist termss1; : : : ;sn, t1

1; : : : ; t
1
n, t2

1; : : : ; t
2
n, andu1; : : : ;un, such thatsolve(s;

s1; : : : ;sn)>solve(t; t1
1; : : : ; t

1
n) andsolve(t; t2

1; : : : ; t
2
n)>solve(u;u1; : : : ;un).

If (t11; : : : ; t1n) 62 Varsn, atomssolve(t; t1
1; : : : ; t

1
n) and solve(t; t2

1; : : : ; t
2
n) are

variants. Thus,

solve(t; t1
1; : : : ; t

1
n) �� solve(t; t2

1; : : : ; t
2
n)

andsolve(s;s1; : : : ;sn)>solve(u;u1; : : : ;un). In other words,solve(s)�solve(u)
by definition of�.
Otherwise, if(t11; : : : ; t1n)2Varsn, there exist directed derivationsQ1

0; : : : ;Q
1
k1

and Q2
0; : : : ;Q

2
k2

corresponding to each one of the inequalities. Then, by

Lemma 4.48, the head of the clause that has been used to resolve Q2
0 can

be unified withQ1
k1

. Proceeding in this way, one constructs a directed deriva-

tion Q1
0; : : : ;Q

1
k1
; : : : ;Q1

k1+k2
, such thatQ1

0 = solve(s;s1; : : : ;sn) andQ1
k1+k2

=

solve(u;u1; : : : ;un), completing the proof of transitivity.

� Well-foundedness of� follows immediately from the well-foundedness of
>.
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Let solve(t0) be a call inCall(M0[ γce(P);solve(Q)). Distinguish between the
following cases.

� t0 is unifiable withtrue. By definition of double extended meta-interpreters
none of the predicates ofC11; : : : ;C1m1 is mutually recursive withsolve. Thus,
the order-acceptability condition holds trivially.

� t0 is unifiable with(A;B) via an mguθM0. Then, we have to prove that

solve(t0)� solve(AθM0
)

solve(t0)� solve(BθM0ρM0
);

whereρM0 is a computed answer substitution forsolve(AθM0
).

By the observation preceding the theorem, there exists a call AD
0 = solve(t 00;u1;

: : : ;un) in Call(D[ γD
ce(P);solve(Q;v1; : : : ;vn)), wheret 00 is a variant oft0.

Sincet0 is unifiable with(A;B) and Lemma 4.48 holds,AD
0 can be unified

with the head of the corresponding clause inD:

solve((A;B); t21; : : : ; t2n) 

D11; : : : ;D1k1;solve(A; t31; : : : ; t3n);

D21; : : : ;D2k2;solve(B; t41; : : : ; t4n);

C21; : : : ;C2m2:

Moreover, ifθD is the mgu, thenθD
= θM0

fu1=t21; : : : ;un=t2ng. Let σD be a
computed answer substitution for(D11; : : : ;D1k1)θ

D. By the third condition
of Definition 4.45,AθDσD coincides withAθD. Thus,AθDσD

=AθD
=AθM0.

SinceD[ γD
ce(P) is order-acceptable,

AD
0 > solve(AθDσD

; t31θDσD
; : : : ; t3nθDσD

):

Then, the following holds:

solve(t 00;u1; : : : ;un)> solve(AθM0
; t31θDσD

; : : : ; t3nθDσD
):

Recalling the definition of� and that ifa1 anda2 are variants, thena1 ��

a2, we concludesolve(t0)� solve(AθM0
), proving one of the order-acceptabi-

lity decreases.

Next, we are going to see thatsolve(t0) � solve(BθM0ρM0
). Indeed, order-

acceptability ofD[ γD
ce(P) with respect tosolve(Q;v1; : : : ;vn) implies that

AD
0 > solve(B; t41; : : : ; t4n)θDσDρDδD, whereθD and σD as above,ρD is a

computed answer substitution forsolve(A; t31; : : : ; t3n)θDσD andδD is a com-
puted answer substitution for(D21; : : : ; D2k2)θ

DσDρD.
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The third condition of Definition 4.45 implies thatσD cannot affect instances
of B. In other words,BθDσD

= BθD. Thus,BθDσDρDδD
= BθDρDδD. The

same condition applied toδD implies BθDρDδD
= BθDρD. Lemma 4.51

implies that for every computed answerAθDρD obtained with respect to
D[ γD

ce(P) there exists a computed answerAθDρM0 obtained with respect
to M0[γce(P), such thatAθDρM0 is a variant ofAθDρD. Recall, thatAθD co-
incides withAθM0. This implies as well thatBθDρD is a variant ofBθM0ρM0.
Hence,

solve(t 00;u1; : : : ;un)> solve(BθM0ρM0
; t41θDσDρDδD

; : : : ; t44θDσDρDδD
):

Thus, by definition of�, solve(t0)� solve(BθM0ρM0
), completing the proof

in this case.

� t0 is unifiable withA via θM0, i.e., the last clause ofM0 is applied. In this case
we have to show thatsolve(t0)� solve(BθM0ρM0

), whereρM0 is a computed
answer substitution forclause(A;B)θM0.

By the same observation on the call set, there existsolve(t 00; t1; : : : ; tn) 2
Call(D[γD

ce(P);solve(Q;v1; : : : ;vn)), such thatt 00 is a variant oft0. Lemma 4.48
implies thatsolve(t 00; t1; : : : ; tn) can be unified with the head of the corres-
ponding clause inD. Moreover, the restriction of an mguθD to A coincides
with θM0 up to a variable renaming. LetσD be a computed answer sub-
stitution for (D31; : : : ;D3k3)θ

D. By the third condition of Definition 4.45,
AθDσD

= AθD
= AθM0. Thus, the call toclausecan be unified with the atom

corresponding to the one used to computeρM0. In other words, there exists a
computed answer substitutionρD for clause(AθDσD

;B;s1θDσD
; : : : ;skθDσD

),
such thatρD restricted to the variables ofAθDσD andB is ρM0 (up to a vari-
able renaming). Finally, the third condition of Definition 4.45 implies that the
computed answer substitutionδD for an instance of(D41; : : : ;D4k4) cannot af-
fect the corresponding instance ofB. Taking this discussion in consideration,
the order-acceptability decrease implies

solve(t 00; t1; : : : ; tn)> solve(BθM0ρM0
; t61θDσDρDδD

; : : : ; t6nθDσDρDδD
)

and, by definition of�, solve(t0)> solve(BθM0ρM0
), completing the proof.

�

Example 4.53 Reconsider some of the double extended meta-interpreters we have intro-
duced so far.

� Tracer implementing the 4 port box model (Example 4.22). Themeta-interpreter is
restricted and Theorem 4.52 ensures that the meta-interpreter preserves termina-
tion.
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However, if the clause (4.11) would have been removed, the meta-interpreter would
no longer be restricted. Indeed, the call tobeforewould fail, violating the second
requirement of Definition 4.45. Thus, Theorem 4.52 would nothave been applic-
able. It should be noted that indeed, this meta-interpreterimproves termination.

� The meta-interpreter that constructs proof trees (Example4.23). The meta-inter-
preter is restricted. Thus, given a restricted query of the form solve(Q;v) for a
variable v, Theorem 4.52 guarantees that the termination ispreserved. In other
words, for any interpreted program P and any interpreted query Q, P LD-terminates
with respect to Q if and only if D[ γce(P) LD-terminates with respectsolve(Q;v)
for a variable v. This is exactly the desired behaviour for a debugger, for instance,
as we would like to be sure that program execution inside the debugger reflects
exactly its actual execution.

2

Observe that the fact thatD is restricted is asufficient but not necessarycondition
for LD-termination of a restricted querysolve(Q;v1; : : : ;vn) with respect toD[ γD

ce(P) to
imply LD-termination ofQ with respect toP.

Example 4.54 Let D be the following meta-interpreter.

solve(true):

solve((A;B)) fail;solve(A);solve(B):

solve(A) loop;clause(A;B);solve(B):

loop loop:

This meta-interpreter is double extended, but it is not restricted since one of the inter-
mediate body atoms fails. On the other hand, D does not improve termination. Indeed,
for any program P and for any query Q the restricted querysolve(Q) does not terminate
with respect to D[ γD

ce(P). Thus, the following implication is triviallytrue: “if solve(Q)

LD-terminates with respect to D[ γD
ce(P) then Q LD-terminates with respect to P”. 2

To conclude this section we discuss syntactical conditionsthat can be used to ensure
that a double extended meta-interpreter is restricted. Thefirst condition of Definition 4.45
requires certain sequences of arguments to be linear sequences of variables for any com-
puted answer of the preceding atoms. Recall that we made a distinction between two
possibilities:

� either the corresponding instances of(t31; : : : ; t3n), (t41; : : : ; t4n), (t61; : : : ; t6n), and
(s1; : : : ;sk) are linear sequences of free variables. To ensure this we require that
(t31; : : : ; t3n), (t41; : : : ; t4n), (t61; : : : ; t6n), and(s1; : : : ;sk) are linear sequences of free
variablesandthat none of these variables appear in the preceding subgoals.
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� or (t11; : : : ; t1n), (t21; : : : ; t2n), (t51; : : : ; t5n), are linear sequences of free variables
and for every programP and for everyclause(s; t; t1; : : : ; tk) 2 γD

ce(P), t1; : : : ; tk is a
linear sequence of free variables. Observe that the sequences of arguments appear
in heads of the clauses in this case. Thus, there areno preceding atoms. In other
words, if the condition holds on the syntactic level, then ittrivially holds for any
computed answer of the preceding atoms.

In order to ensure the remaining conditions we require everyatoma amongCkl and
Dpq to satisfy one of the following (A andB denote the meta-variables of the clauses):

1. a is true

2. a is u= f (u1; : : : ;un) andu is a fresh variable andA;B 62 Var( f (u1; : : : ;un));

3. a is a call to a built-in predicatep andp is eitherwrite or nl;

4. a is p(u1; : : : ;un) for a user-defined predicatep, p cannot fail.

The latter condition can be safely approximated by compilerby means of determinism
analysis (cf. (Henderson et al., 1996)).

These requirements may seem to be very restrictive. However, they have been sat-
isfied by the majority of the meta-interpreters considered including a meta-interpreter
that constructs proof trees presented in Example 4.23, as well as a reasoner with uncer-
tainty (Sterling and Shapiro, 1994), and meta-interpreters allowing to reason about the-
ories and provability (Brogi et al., 1990; Martens and De Schreye, 1995a). On the other
hand, not every restricted meta-interpreter satisfies these conditions.

Example 4.55 Consider the following variant of the meta-interpreter that constructs
proof trees (cf. 4.23).

solve(true; true):

solve((A;B);(ProofA;ProofB)) solve(A;ProofA);solve(B;ProofB):

solve(A;(A Proof)) clause(A;B); foo(Proof);solve(B;Proof):

foo( ):

This meta-interpreter is a restricted double extended meta-interpreter. Observe that the
conditions specified above do not hold. Indeed, variable Proof appears in the preceding
subgoal offoo. 2

4.5 Extending the language of the interpreted programs

So far we have considered only definite programs. However, inorder to make our ap-
proach practical, the language of the underlying interpreted programs should be extended
to include negation, frequently appearing in applicationsof the meta-interpreters.
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As earlier, in order to prove that meta-interpreters with negation preserve termination,
we use among others a termination analysis framework based on order-acceptability, that
is, Theorem 3.83. By using this result and applying the same methodology as above
one can prove that the following meta-interpreterM4, being an immediate extension of
the “vanilla” meta-interpreter to normal programs (Hill and Gallagher, 1998), preserves
LDNF-termination. Soundness and completeness ofM4 are proved in Theorem 2.3.3 (Hill
and Lloyd, 1989).

solve(true):

solve((Atom;Atoms)) solve(Atom);solve(Atoms):

solve(:Atom) :solve(Atom):

solve(Head) clause(Head;Body);solve(Body):

Theorem 4.56 Let P be a normal program, S be a set of queries. Then P is LDNF-
terminating with respect to S if and only if M4[ γce(P) LDNF-terminates with respect to
fsolve(Q) jQ2 Sg.

Proof Mimicking the proof of Theorem 4.18 and the result of Pedreschi and Rug-
gieri (Pedreschi and Ruggieri, 1997). First, for each one ofthe LDNF-trees, calls
and semantics are preserved by the corresponding results for definite programs.
Second, given the definition of an LDNF-forest, if:A is discovered, the new tree
with A as a root is started. Observe that:solve(A) is ground if and only ifA is
ground. Thus, the derivation obtained with respect toM4[ γce(P) flounders if and
only if the derivation obtained with respect toP does. �

Theorem 4.56 allows us to consider termination of differentkinds of meta-interpreters,
namely, those using thegroundrepresentation of interpreted programs (Bowen and Kow-
alski, 1982; Bowen and Weinberg, 1985; Hill and Lloyd, 1994;Hill and Gallagher, 1998).
This idea can be traced back to Gödel, who suggested a one-to-one mapping, calledGödel
numbering, of expressions in a first order language to natural numbers (Gödel, 1931).
The idea of numbering is a key idea of ground representation.Intuitively, we start by
numbering predicatesp(0); p(1); : : :, then number functorsf (0); f (1); : : : and constants
c(0);c(1); : : : and, finally, variables used in the programv(0);v(1); : : :. Each one of the
sets is finite since the program itself is finite. Atoms are represented asatom(P;L), where
P is the encoding of the predicate andL is the list of the encodings of the arguments.
Terms are represented in a similar way asterm(F;L), whereF is the encoding of the main
functor andL is the list of the encodings of the arguments. To represent a clause, we use
and, denoting a conjunction, andif , standing for an implication.

For example, instead of representing a clause

permute(L; [EljT℄) delete(El;L;L1);permute(L1;T)

as
clause(permute(L; [EljT ℄);(delete(El;L;L1);permute(L1;T)))
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as we used to do, it is represented as

if(atom(p(0); [v(0); term( f (0); [v(1); term( f (0); [v(2);c(0)℄)℄)℄);
and(atom(p(1); [v(1);v(0);v(3)℄);atom(p(0); [v(3);v(2)℄)));

where the following correspondence holds:

predicates p(0) permute
p(1) delete

functors f (0) :=2 also known ascons
constants c(0) [℄

variables v(0) L
v(1) El
v(2) T
v(3) L1

Meta-interpreters using the ground representation can be considered “more pure” than
other meta-interpreters we studied in this chapter, as the meta language and the language
of the interpreted program are strictly separated. However, a number of primitive oper-
ations, such as unification, provided for the non-ground case by the underlying Prolog
system, have to be defined explicitly. Moreover, while the preceding meta-interpreters
can be recognised as such by looking for the built-in predicateclause, recognising a meta-
interpreter based on the ground representation can not be done easily, unless some extra
information, such as type declarations, is provided explicitly.

The following meta-interpreteridemo, inspired by (Kowalski, 1990) has been bor-
rowed from (Hill and Gallagher, 1998). Given the ground representation of a normal
program and the ground representation of a query the meta-interpreter returns ground
representations of the computed answers corresponding to the query.

Example 4.57 Given the ground representation of a program and the ground represent-
ation of a query, predicateidemoproceeds in two steps. First it computes the non-ground
version of a query by calling predicateinstanceof, i.e., replaces v(i)’s with variables,
while recording bindings. Secondly, it calls an alternative version of the meta-interpreter
(idemo1) to resolve the non-ground version of a query with the groundrepresentation of
a given program. Observe how a non-ground instance of clauseis computed in the last
clause ofidemo1.

idemo(P;X;Y) instanceof(X;Y); idemo1(P;Y):

idemo1( ; true):

idemo1(P;and(X;Y)) idemo1(P;X); idemo1(P;Y):

idemo1(P;not(X)) :idemo1(P;X):

idemo1(P;atom(Q;Xs)) member(Z;P);
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instanceof(Z; if(atom(Q;Xs);B)); idemo1(P;B):

instanceof(X;Y) inst formula(X;Y; [℄; ):

inst formula(atom(Q;Xs);atom(Q;Ys);S;S1) inst args(Xs;Ys;S;S1):

inst formula(and(X;Y);and(Z;W);S;S2) inst formula(X;Z;S;S1);

inst formula(Y;W;S1;S2):

inst formula(if(X;Y); if (Z;W);S;S2) inst formula(X;Z;S;S1);

inst formula(Y;W;S1;S2):

inst formula(not(X);not(Z);S;S1) inst formula(X;Z;S;S1):

inst formula(true; true;S;S):

inst args([℄; [℄;S;S):

inst args([XjXs℄; [YjYs℄;S;S2) inst term(X;Y;S;S1);

inst args(Xs;Ys;S1;S2):

inst term(v(N);X; [℄; [bind(N;X)℄):

inst term(v(N);X; [bind(N;X)jS℄; [bind(N;X)jS℄):

inst term(v(N);X; [bind(M;Y)jS℄; [bind(M;Y)jS1℄) 

N 6= M; inst term(v(N);X;S;S1):

inst term(term(F;Xs); term(F;Ys);S;S1) inst args(Xs;Ys;S;S1):

We are interested in proving termination ofidemo(p;q;v), where p is the ground repres-
entation of a program, q is a ground representation of a queryand v is a free variable
that will be bound to the ground representations of computedanswers corresponding to
the query.

Existing termination techniques, such as (Lindenstrauss and Sagiv, 1997) are power-
ful enough to prove termination of calls toinstanceof(t;v), where t is a term, being a
ground representation of a term, atom or clause, and v is a variable that will be bounded
to the non-ground representation of the same object. However, they are not powerful
enough to analyse correctly this example, both due to imprecise representation of all pos-
sible ground terms (in particular all possible ground representations of programs, by the
same abstraction) and due to the nature ofidemo1as a meta-interpreter. We can easily
see that the “troublesome” part of this example is very similar to the meta-interpreter
M4 discussed. Thus, a theorem analogous to Theorem 4.56 holds and termination of the
meta-program is equivalent to termination of the interpreted program. 2
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4.6 Conclusion

We have presented a methodology for proving termination properties of meta-programs.
It is well-known that termination verification plays a crucial role in meta-programming
(Pfenning and Schuermann, 1998). Our main contribution is in providing a technique
linking termination behaviour of an interpreted program with a termination behaviour of
the meta-program. We have shown that for a wide variety of meta-interpreters, a relat-
ively simple relation can be defined between the ordering that satisfies the requirements of
order-acceptability for an interpreted program and the ordering that satisfies the require-
ments of order-acceptability for the meta-interpreter extended by this interpreted program
and a corresponding set of queries. This category of meta-interpreters includes many im-
portant ones, such as extended meta-interpreters studied by (Martens and De Schreye,
1995b), meta-interpreter, that constructs proof trees (Sterling and Shapiro, 1994), reason-
ers about theories and provability (Brogi et al., 1990; Martens and De Schreye, 1995a),
and reasoners with uncertainty (Sterling and Shapiro, 1994). Moreover, it also describes
a depth tracking tracer for Prolog, a reasoner with threshold cutoff (Sterling and Shapiro,
1994), a pure four port box execution model tracer (Bowles and Wilk, 1989) and theidemo
meta-interpreter of (Hill and Gallagher, 1998). The relationship established between the
orderings allows termination proofs to be reused, i.e., a termination proof obtained for an
interpreted program can be used for showing termination of the meta-program and vice
versa. Example 4.2 demonstrated such a simple relation cannot be established if linear
level mappings were considered instead of general orderings.

Ease of meta-programming is often considered to be one of theadvantages of lo-
gic programming. From the early days meta-interpreters were developed to implement
different control strategies for Prolog (Gallaire and Lasserre, 1982; Beckstein et al.,
1995). Furthermore, meta-programming finds a wide variety of applications in such
areas as artificial intelligence, compilation, constraints solving, debugging, and program
analysis (Codish and Taboch, 1999; Hill and Gallagher, 1998; Lamma et al., 1996;
Martens and De Schreye, 1995b; Sterling and Shapiro, 1994).Meta-interpreters have
also been successfully applied to aspect-oriented programming (De Volder and D’Hondt,
1999; Brichau et al., 2002). Recently, Sheard presented a number of challenges in meta-
programming (Sheard, 2001).

Despite the intensive research on meta-programming insidethe logic programming
community (Apt and Ben-Eliyahu, 1996; Apt and Turini, 1995;Levi and Ramundo, 1993;
Martens and De Schreye, 1995b), termination behaviour of meta-programs has attracted
relatively little attention, with Pedreschi and Ruggieri being the only known notable ex-
ception. In their work (Pedreschi and Ruggieri, 1997), a generic verification method is
used, based on specifying preconditions and postconditions. Unfortunately, their termin-
ation results are restricted only to the “vanilla” meta-interpreterM0. It is not immedi-
ately obvious how their results can be extended to alternative meta-interpreters, nor if
a relationship between termination characterisation of the interpreted program and the
meta-program can be established.

Researchers working on modular termination aim to discoverhow level mappings
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required to prove termination of separate modules can be combined to obtain a termination
proof for the entire program (Apt and Pedreschi, 1994; Bossiet al., 2002; Pedreschi and
Ruggieri, 1996; Verbaeten et al., 2001). Since meta-program can be viewed as a union
of a meta-interpreter and of the clause-encoding of an interpreted program, these results
might seem applicable. However, clause-encoding represents a program as a set of facts.
Therefore, for any programP, termination ofclause(H;B) with respect toγce(P) is trivial
and any level-mapping is sufficient to show termination. Hence, no useful information on
termination ofP is provided by the level-mapping and termination of the meta-program
cannot be established.

Our methodology gains its power from the use of the integrated approach presented
in Chapter 3, which extends the traditional notion of acceptability by adding a wide class
of orderings that have been studied in the context of the term-rewriting systems. Theor-
etically, this approach has exactly the same power as the classical level mappings based
results, but in practice, quite often a simple ordering is sufficient to prove termination in an
example that would otherwise require the application of a complex level mapping. Meta-
programs provide typical examples of this kind. Additionalexamples, often motivated by
term-rewriting systems, are discussed in Chapter 3.

The study of termination preservation for general meta-interpreters is an extremely
difficult task. We do not believe that termination preservation conditions can be formu-
lated without assuming any additional information on the meta-interpreter or on the inter-
preted programs. Therefore, we have identified a number of important classes of meta-
interpreters and proposed conditions implying termination preservation for each one of
the classes. Some authors (Bruynooghe et al., 1992; Cheng etal., 1989; van Harmelen,
1989) have studied a meta-interpreter that uses a list of goals instead of a traditional con-
junction of goals. Study of termination preservation properties of this meta-interpreter is
considered as a future work.

The paper by Pedreschi and Ruggieri (Pedreschi and Ruggieri, 1997) is, to the best
of our knowledge, the only one to study additional verification properties of the meta-
interpreters such as absence of errors and partial correctness. There results hint at further
research directions in the context of verification of meta-interpreters.
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Chapter 5

Termination of integer
computations

In this chapter, we present a new approach to the terminationanalysis of numerical com-
putations in logic programs. Traditional approaches fail to analyse them due to non well-
foundedness of the integers. We present a technique that allows us to overcome these
difficulties. Our approach is based on transforming a program in a way that allows the in-
tegration and the extension of the techniques which were originally developed for analysis
of numerical computations in the framework of query-mapping pairs with the well-known
framework of acceptability. Such an integration not only contributes to the understand-
ing of termination behaviour of numerical computations, but also allows us to perform
a correct analysis of such computations automatically, by extending previous work on a
constraint-based approach to termination. Finally, we discuss possible extensions of the
technique, including the incorporation of general term orderings.

5.1 Introduction

Verification of termination is an important aspect of the verification of the correctness of
logic programs (as well as functional programs and term rewrite systems). Due to the
declarative formulation of programs, the danger of non-termination may be increased. As
a result, termination analysis has received considerable attention from the logic program-
ming research community (see Chapter 1 for the review).

In the first part of this thesis we studied termination of symbolic computations. Our
experience, however, suggests that many real-world programs are not restricted to sym-
bolic computations and include numerical computations as well. Clearly, in order for a
termination analyser to be of practical use, it should contain a mechanism for inferring ter-
mination of such computations. However, this topic has attracted little attention from the
research community. In this chapter, we concentrate on automatic termination inference

133
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for logic programs depending on numerical computations.
Dershowitzet al. (Dershowitz et al., 2001) have shown that termination of general

numerical computations, for instance those depending on floating point numbers, may
be counter-intuitive, i.e., the observed behaviour does not necessarily coincide with the
intuitively expected one. Moreover, as the following program shows, similar results can
be obtained even if the built-in predicates of the underlying language are restricted to
include “greater than” and multiplication only.

Example 5.1 Consider the following program, that given a positive number x results in
a sequence of calls p(0.25x); p((0.25)2x); : : :

p(X) X > 0;X1 is X �0.25; p(X1).

If we reason purely in terms of real numbers, we might expect that the computation started
from p(1.0) will be infinite. However, in practice the goal above terminates with respect
to this program, since there exists k, such that(0.25)k is small enough for the comparison
(0.25)k

> 0 to fail due to rounding of(0.25)k to 0. 2

We discuss these issues in detail in Chapter 6. In the currentchapter, we avoid these com-
plications by restricting our attention to integer computations only. Moreover, integers
considered in this chapter are pure mathematical objects. Hence, in the current discussion
we ignore precision loss that can be caused by rounding errors and overflow. It should
be noted that since the Universal Turing Machine can be easily encoded as a program
on integers (for example, by using theGödel numbering, discussed in Section 4.5), the
termination problem for integer computations is, in general, undecidable.

Next, we illustrate the termination problem for integer computations with the follow-
ing example:

Example 5.2 Consider the following program:

p(X) X < 7;X1 is X+1; p(X1).

This program terminates for queries p(X), for all integer values of X. 2

Most of the existing automated approaches to termination analysis for logic programs fail
to prove termination for such examples. The reason is that they are most often based
on the notion of alevel mapping, that is, a function from the set of all possible atoms
to the natural numbers, which should decrease while traversing the rules. Usually, level
mappings are defined to depend on the structure of terms and toignore constants, making
the analysis of Example 5.2 impossible.

Of course, this can be easily repaired, by considering levelmappings that map each
natural number to itself. In fact, the kernels of two termination analysers for logic pro-
grams, namely cTI (Burckel et al., 2000; Mesnard and Neumerkel, 2001) and Termin-
Web (Codish and Taboch, 1999), rely on the abstraction of logic programs to CLP(N)
programs, and use the identity level mapping onN in the analysis of the abstract versions
of the programs.
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Note however that this is insufficient for the analysis of Example 5.2. In fact, there
remain two problems. The first problem is that the program in Example 5.2 is defined on
a (potentially negative) integer argument. This means thatwe need a level mapping which
is different from the identity function.

Two approaches for solving this problem are possible. First, one can change the
definition of the level mapping to map atoms to integers. However, integers are not
well-founded. To prove termination, one should prove that the mapping is to some well-
founded subset of integers. In the example above,(�∞;7) forms such a subset with an
ordering�, such thatx� y if x< y, with respect to the usual ordering on integers. Con-
tinuing this line of thought, one might consider mapping atoms to a more general well-
founded domain. In fact, already in the early days of programanalysis (Floyd, 1967; Katz
and Manna, 1975), general well-founded domains were discussed. However, the growing
importance of automatic termination analysers and the requirements of robustness and
efficiency have stimulated researchers to look for more specific instances of well-founded
domains, such as natural numbers in logic programming and terms in term-rewriting sys-
tems.

The second approach, which we present in the current work, does not require to
change the definition of level mapping. Indeed, the level mapping as required exists.
It mapsp(X) to 7�X if X < 7 and to 0 otherwise. This level mapping decreases while
traversing the rule, i.e., the size ofp(X), 7�X for X < 7, is greater than the size ofp(X1),
6�X for X < 7 and 0 forX � 7, thus, proving termination.

A second problem with approaches that are based on the identity function, such as the
level mapping used on CLP(N), is that it would still be impossible to prove termination,
even if the program in Example 5.2 were defined on natural values ofX only. The reason
is that the natural argument increases under the standard ordering of the natural numbers.
Such bounded increases (be it of structure-sizes or of numerical values) are not dealt with
by standard termination analysers. Note that the two approaches presented above also
solve this second problem.

The main contribution of our work is that we provide a transformation—similar to
multiple specialisation (Winsborough, 1992)—that allowsus to define level mappings of
the form illustrated in the second approach above in an automatic way. To do so, we
incorporate techniques of (Dershowitz et al., 2001), such as level mapping inference, in
the framework of the acceptability with respect to a set (De Schreye et al., 1992; Decorte
and De Schreye, 1998). This integration provides not only a better understanding of
termination behaviour of integer computations, but also the possibility to perform the
analysis automatically as it has been done by Decorteet al. (Decorte et al., 1999).

Moreover, we will also be somewhat more general than (Decorte et al., 1999), and
study the problem of termination inference, rather than termination verification. More
precisely, we will be inferring conditions that, if imposedon the queries, will ensure
that the queries will terminate. Inference of termination conditions has been studied
in (Genaim and Codish, 2001; Mesnard, 1996; Hoarau and Mesnard, 1998; Mesnard
et al., 2002). Unlike termination conditions inferred by these approaches, stated in terms
of the groundedness of arguments, our technique produces conditions based on the do-
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mains of the arguments, as shown in Example 5.3.

Example 5.3 Consider the following program. It extends Example 5.2.

p(X) X < 7;X1 is X+1; p(X1).
p(X) X > 7;X1 is X+1; p(X1).

Unlike the program in Example 5.2 that terminated for all integer X, this extended pro-
gram terminates for X� 7. This condition is the termination condition we will infer.
2

The rest of the chapter is organised as follows. In Section 5.2 we present our trans-
formation — first by means of an example, then more formally. In Section 5.3, we discuss
more practical issues and present the algorithm implementing termination inference. Sec-
tion 5.4 contains the results of an experimental evaluationof the method. In Section 5.5,
we discuss further extensions, such as proving terminationof programs depending on
numerical computations as well as symbolic ones. We summarise our contribution in
Section 5.6, and review related work.

5.2 Methodology

In this section, we introduce our methodology using a simpleexample. In the subsequent
sections, we formalise it and discuss different extensions.

Computing a query with respect to the following example results in a sequence of
calls with oscillating arguments likep(�2); p(4); p(�16); : : : and stops if the argument is
greater than 1000 or smaller than�1000. The treatment is done first on the intuitive level.

Example 5.4 We are interested in proving termination of the set of queries

fp(z) j z is an integerg

with respect to the following program:

p(X) X > 1;X < 1000;X1 is �X �X; p(X1).
p(X) X <�1;X >�1000;X1 is X �X; p(X1).

The direct attempt to define the level mapping of p(X) as X fails, since X can be positive
as well as negative. Thus, a more complex level mapping should be defined. We start with
some observations.

The first clause is applicable if1< X < 1000, the second one, if�1000< X < �1.
Thus, termination of p(X) for X ��1000,�1� X � 1 or X � 1000is trivial. Moreover,
if the first clause is applied and1< X < 1000holds, then either�1000< X1< �1 or
X1��1000_�1� X1� 1_X1� 1000should hold. Similarly, if the second clause is
applied and�1000< X < 1 holds, either1< X1< 1000or X1��1000_�1� X1�
1_X1� 1000should hold.
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We use this observation and split the domain of the argument of p, denoted p1, in
three parts as following:

a 1< p1 < 1000
b �1000< p1 <�1
c p1��1000_�1� p1� 1_ p1� 1000

Next, we replace the predicate p with three new predicates pa, pb and pc. We add
conditions before the calls to p to ensure that pa is called if p(X) is called and1< X <

1000holds, pb is called if p(X) is called and�1000< X <�1 holds and pc is called if
p(X) is called and X��1000_�1� X � 1_X � 1000holds. The following program
is obtained:

pa
(X) X > 1;X < 1000;X1 is �X �X;
�1000< X1;X1<�1; pb

(X1).
pa

(X) X > 1;X < 1000;X1 is �X �X;
(X1��1000;(�1� X1;X1� 1);X1� 1000); pc

(X1).
pb

(X) X <�1;X >�1000;X1 is X �X;
1< X1;X1< 1000; pa

(X1).
pb

(X) X <�1;X >�1000;X1 is X �X;
(X1��1000;(�1� X1;X1� 1);X1� 1000); pc

(X1).

Observe that the transformation we performed is a form of multiple specialisation, well-
known in the context of abstract interpretation (Winsborough, 1992).

Now we define threedifferent level mappings, one for atoms of pa, another one for
atoms of pb and the last one for atoms of pc. Let

j pa
(n) j =

�

1000�n if 1 < n< 1000
0 otherwise

j pb
(n) j =

�

1000+n if �1000< n<�1
0 otherwise

j pc
(n) j = 0

We verify acceptability of the transformed program with respect tofpa
(n) j 1 < n <

1000g[fpb
(n) j �1000< n<�1g[fpc

(n) j (�1000� n_�1� n� 1_n� 1000)g
via the specified level mappings. This implies termination of the transformed program
with respect to these queries, and thus, termination of the original program with respect
to fp(z) j z is an integerg.

First we discuss queries of the form pa
(n) for 1< n< 1000. Heads of the first and the

second clauses can be unified with this query, however, the second clause does not contain
calls to predicates mutually recursive with pa and the only such atom in the first clause is
pb

(m), where m=�n2. Then,j pa
(n) j> j pb

(m) j should hold, i.e.,1000�n> 1000+m,
that is1000�n> 1000�n2 (n> 1 and m=�n2), which is true for n> 1.
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For queries of the form pb(n), the only applicable clause containing a mutually re-
cursive predicate is the third one. Then, the acceptabilityrequiresj pb

(n) j> j pa
(m) j to

hold for m= n2. In other words, the condition is reduced to1000+n> 1000�n2 which
is true for n<�1.

Finally, termination of queries of the form pc
(n) is immediate, since there are no

clauses defining this predicate. 2

The intuitive presentation above hints at the main issues tobe discussed in the follow-
ing sections: how the cases such as those above can be extracted from the program, and
how given the extracted cases, the program should be transformed. Before discussing the
answers to these questions, we present some basic notions.

5.2.1 Basic concepts

In this section, we start by recalling the semantics of arithmetic built-in’s and than we
introduce some concepts upon which our further analysis will be based.

We use the traditional Prolog notation for operations on integers:+ corresponds to
integer addition,� denotes integer subtraction,� stands for integer multiplication and=
indicates integer division. New values can be assigned to variables by means of the built-
in predicateis. Values can be compared using>, <, � and�. Some programs make
use of=:= (arithmetic equal) and= n= (arithmetic not equal). These predicates can
be replaced by combinations of inequalities:=:= by conjunction of� and�, =n= by
disjunction of> and<.

Example 5.5 Consider the following program.

p(X;Y) X =:= 5;Y is X:

q(X;Y) X =n=Y:

Termination of this program is equivalent to termination ofthe following one:

p(X;Y) X � 5;X � 5;Y is X:

q(X;Y) X <Y:

q(X;Y) X >Y:

2

Now we can proceed and define basic notions of our analysis. Recall that the aim of
our analysis is to find, given a predicate and a query, a sufficient condition for termina-
tion of this query with respect to the program. Thus, we need to define the notion of a
termination condition. We start with a number of auxiliary definitions.

Given a predicatep, pi denotes thei-th argument ofp and is called theargument
position denominator.
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Definition 5.6 Let P be a program, S be a set of queries. An argument position iof a
predicate p is called aninteger argument position, if for every p(t1; : : : ; tn) 2 Call(P;S), ti
is an integer.

Argument position denominators corresponding to integer argument positions will be
calledinteger argument position denominators.

An integer inequalityis an atom of one of the following formsExp1> Exp2, Exp1<
Exp2, Exp1�Exp2orExp1�Exp2, whereExp1andExp2are constructed from integers,
variables and the four operations of arithmetics on integers. A symbolic inequality over
the arguments of a predicatep is constructed similarly to an integer inequality. However,
instead of variables, integer argument positions denominators are used.

Example 5.7 X > 0 and Y� X+5 are integer inequalities. Given a predicate p of arity
3, having exclusively integer argument positions, p1 > 0 and p2 � p1+ p3 are symbolic
inequalities over the arguments of p. 2

Disjunctions of conjunctions based on integer inequalities are calledinteger condi-
tions. Similarly, disjunctions of conjunctions based on symbolic inequalities over the ar-
guments of the same predicate are calledsymbolic conditions over the integer arguments
of this predicate.

Definition 5.8 Let p(t1; : : : ; tn) be an atom and let cp be a symbolic condition over the ar-
guments of p. Aninstance of the condition with respect to an atom, denoted cp(p(t1; : : : ; tn)),
is obtained by replacing the argument positions denominators with the corresponding ar-
guments, i.e., replacing pi with ti .

Example 5.9 Let p(X;Y;5) be an atom and let cp be a symbolic condition(p1 > 0)^
(p2 � p1+ p3). Then, cp(p(X;Y;5)) is (X > 0)^ (Y� X+5). 2

Now we are ready to define atermination conditionformally.

Definition 5.10 Let P be a program, and Q be an atomic query. A symbolic condition
crel(Q) is a termination conditionfor Q if given that crel(Q)(Q) holds, Q LD-terminates
with respect to P.

For any integerza termination condition forp(z) with respect to Examples 5.2 and 5.4
is true, i.e., for any integerz, p(z) terminates with respect to these programs. Clearly,
more than one termination condition is possible for a given query with respect to a given
program. For example, termination conditions forp(5) with respect to Example 5.3,
are among others,true, p1 � 7 and p1 > 0. Analogously,false, p1 � 7, p1 < 10 are
termination conditions forp(11) with respect to Example 5.3.

Lemma 5.11 Let P be a program, let Q be an atomic query, and let c1 and c2 be sym-
bolic conditions over the integer arguments ofrel(Q). Then, c1 and c2 are termination
conditions for Q if and only if c1_c2 is a termination condition for Q.
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Proof ) By definition of a termination condition, ifc1(Q) holds,Q LD-terminates
with respect toP. Similarly, if c2(Q) holds,Q LD-terminates with respect
to P. Thus, if eitherc1(Q) or c2(Q) holds, i.e.,(c1_ c2)(Q) holds, thenQ
LD-terminates with respect toP.

( By definition of a termination condition, if(c1_ c2)(Q) holds, thenQ LD-
terminates with respect toP. In other words, if eitherc1(Q) or c2(Q) holds,
thenQ LD-terminates with respect toP. Therefore, ifc1(Q) holds, thenQ
LD-terminates with respect toP, i.e., c1 is a termination condition forQ.
Similarly, if c2(Q) holds, thenQ LD-terminates with respect toP, i.e.,c2 is
a termination condition forQ.

�

This lemma can be easily extended for any number of disjuncts.
As with Theorems 2.13 and 2.18, we would like to consider termination with respect

to sets of atomic queries. Therefore we extend the notion of termination condition to a
set of queries. This, however, is meaningful only if all the queries of the set have the
same predicate. We call such a set asingle predicate set of atomic queries. For a single
predicate set of atomic queriesS, rel(S) denotes the predicate of the queries of the set.

Definition 5.12 Let P be a program, and S be a single predicate set of atomic queries.
A symbolic condition crel(S) is a termination conditionfor S if crel(S) is a termination
condition for all Q2 S.

From the discussion above, it follows that a termination condition for S= fp(z) j
z is an integerg with respect to Examples 5.2 and 5.4 istrue. This is not the case for
Example 5.3, because termination is observed only for some queries ofS, namelyp(z),
such thatz� 7. It is intuitively clear that this is equivalent top1 � 7 being a termination
condition forSwith respect to Example 5.3. More formally, the following lemma holds:

Lemma 5.13 Let P be a program, let S be a single predicate set of atomic queries, c
be a symbolic condition over the integer arguments ofrel(S), and S1 be defined asfQ j
Q2 S^c(Q)g. Then, P LD-terminates with respect to S1 if and only if c is a termination
condition for S with respect to P.

Proof ) Let Q 2 S. We have to show thatc is a termination condition forQ with
respect toP. If Q 2 S1, thenc(Q) is true andP terminates with respect to
Q. Thus,c is a termination condition forQ with respect toP. Otherwise, if
Q 62 S1, thenc(Q) is falseand the implication trivially holds. In other words,
in this case,c is also a termination condition forQ with respect toP.

( Let Q2 S1. By definition ofS1, c(Q) is true. Sincec is a termination condi-
tion for S(and, thus, forQ), P terminates with respect toQ.

�
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We now discuss how to infer which values integer arguments can take during traversal
of the rules, i.e., the “case analysis” performed in Example5.4. It provides already the
underlying intuition—calls of the predicatepc are identical to the calls of the predicatep,
wherec holds for its arguments. More formally, we define a notion of aset of adornments.
Later we specify when it isguard-tunedand we show how such a guard-tuned set of
adornments can be constructed.

Definition 5.14 Let p be a predicate. The setAp = fc1; : : : ;cng of symbolic conditions
over the integer arguments of p is called aset of adornments forp if

Wn
i=1ci = trueand

for all i ; j such that1� i < j � n, ci ^c j = false.

A set of adornments partitions the domain for (some of) the integer variables of the
predicate. In the examples to come, as in Example 5.4, elements of a set of adornments
are denoteda, b, c, . . .

Example 5.15 Example 5.4, continued. The following are examples of sets of adorn-
ments:

fa;b;cg wherea is 1< p1 < 1000, b is �1000< p1 <�1
andc is p1��1000_�1� p1� 1_ p1� 1000.

and
fd;eg whered is p1� 100 ande is p1 > 100.

2

In the next section, we are going to present a transformationwhich is related to the
multiple specialisation technique. To define the transformation formally, we introduce the
following definition:

Definition 5.16 Let H B1; : : : ;Bn be a rule. B1; : : : ;Bi , is calledan integer prefix of the
rule, if for all j, 1� j � i � n, Bj is an integer inequality and the only variables in its
arguments are variables of H. B1; : : : ;Bi is calledthe maximal integer prefixof the rule,
if it is an integer prefix and B1; : : : ;Bi ;Bi+1 is not an integer prefix.

Since an integer prefix constrains only variables appearingin the head of a clause,
there exists a symbolic condition over the arguments of the predicate of the head, such
that the integer prefix is its instance with respect to the head. In general, this symbolic
condition is not necessarily unique.

Example 5.17 Consider the following program: p(X;Y;Y) Y > 5: The only integer
prefix of this rule is Y> 5. There are two symbolic conditions over the arguments of p,
p2 > 5 and p3 > 5, such that Y> 5 is their instance with respect to p(X;Y;Y). 2

In order to guarantee the uniqueness of such symbolic conditions, we require integer
argument positions in the heads of the rules to be occupied bydistinct variables. For
the sake of simplicity, we assumeall argument positions in the heads of the rules to be
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occupied by distinct variables. Aptet al. (Apt et al., 1994) call such a rulehomogeneous.
Analogously, a logic program is called homogeneous if all its clauses are homogeneous.
Programs can be easily rewritten to a homogeneous form (see (Apt et al., 1994)). In the
following discussion, we assume that all programs are homogeneous. In the context of
constraints logic programming, a similar notion is calledflatness(Mesnard and Ruggieri,
2003).

5.2.2 Program transformation

The next question that should be answered is how the program should be transformed
given a set of adornments. After this transformation,pc

(X1; : : : ;Xn) will behave with
respect to the transformed program exactly asp(X1; : : : ;Xn) does, for all calls that satisfy
the conditionc. Intuitively, we replace each call to the predicatep in the original program
by a number of possible calls in the transformed program.

Given a programP and a set of possible adornments
S

Ap, the transformation is per-
formed in a number of steps. Below we use Example 5.2 as a running example to illustrate
the different steps. Recall that it consists of only one clause

p(X) X < 7;X1 is X+1; p(X1).

As set of adornments we use

Ap = fa;bg; wherea is p1 < 7 andb is p1� 7.

1. For each clauser in P and for each callp(t1; : : : ; tn) to a recursive predicatep
occurring inr add

W

c2Ap
c(p(t1; : : : ; tn)) beforep(t1; : : : ; tn). By Definition 5.14,

the disjunction istrue, thus, the transformed program is equivalent to the original
one. In the example, the clause is transformed to

p(X) X < 7;X1 is X+1;(X1< 7 ; X1� 7); p(X1).

2. For each clause, such that the head of the clause, sayp(t1; : : : ; tn), has a recursive
predicatep, add

W

c2Ap
c(p(t1; : : : ; tn)) as the first subgoal in its body. As for the

previous step, the introduced call is equivalent totrue, so that the transformation is
obviously correct. In the example, we obtain:

p(X) (X < 7 ; X � 7);X < 7;
X1 is X+1;(X1< 7 ; X1� 7); p(X1).

3. Next, moving to an alternative procedural interpretation of disjunction (Apt, 1997),
for each clause above in which we have introduced a disjunction in one of the
previous two steps, and for each such introduced disjunction

W

c2Ap
c(p(t1; : : : ; tn)),

we split these disjunctions, introducing a separate clausefor each disjunct. Thus,
we apply the transformation

H  B1; : : : ;(A1 ; : : : ; Ak); : : : ;Bn.
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to

H  B1; : : : ;A1; : : : ;Bn.

H  B1; : : : ;A2; : : : ;Bn.
...

H  B1; : : : ;Ak; : : : ;Bn.

to each disjunction introduced in steps 1 and 2.

For our running example, we obtain four clauses:

p(X) X < 7;X < 7;X1 is X+1;X1< 7; p(X1).
p(X) X < 7;X < 7;X1 is X+1;X1� 7; p(X1).
p(X) X � 7;X < 7;X1 is X+1;X1< 7; p(X1).
p(X) X � 7;X < 7;X1 is X+1;X1� 7; p(X1).

Note that, although this transformation is logically correct, it is notcorrect for Pro-
log programs with non-logical features. For instance, in the presence of “cut”, it
may produce a different computed answer set. Also, in the context of “read” or
“write” calls, the procedural behaviour may become very different. As the follow-
ing example illustrates, even for purely logic programs (augmented with numerical
computation), the procedural semantics are altered: a number of calls may now be
executed multiple times on backtracking.

Example 5.18 Consider the following program

r(X) s(X);(X > 2 ; X � 2).

s(1).

s(3).

If disjunction is replaced as explained above the followingprogram is obtained:

r(X) s(X);X > 2.

r(X) s(X);X � 2.

s(1).

s(3).

During the computation of a query r(1) with respect to the first program s(X) is
called once, X is unified with1 and (1 > 2 ; 1� 2) succeeds. While computing
the same query with respect to the second program s(X) is called twice. First,
X is unified with1, the comparison1 > 2 fails, and the computation backtracks
resulting in the second call to s(X). This time X is unified with3and the comparison
succeeds. 2
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However, for purely logic programs with integer computations, both the declarative
semantics and the computed answer semantics are preserved.Likewise, the ter-
mination properties are also preserved. Indeed, the transformation described can be
seen as a repeated unfolding of ;=2 using the following clauses (Apt, 1997; Sterling
and Shapiro, 1994):

;(X;Y) X.

;(X;Y) Y.

It is well-known that unfolding cannot introduce infinite derivations (Bossi and
Cocco, 1994). On the other hand, an infinite derivation of theoriginal program can
easily be mimicked by the transformed program.

From here on we will restrict our attention to purely logic programs, augmented
with integer arithmetic. To prepare the next step in the transformation, note that, in
the program resulting from step 3, for each ruler and for each recursive predicate
p:

� if a call p(t1; : : : ; tn) occurs inr, then it is immediately preceded by some
c(p(t1; : : : ; tn)),

� if an atomp(t1; : : : ; tn) occurs as the head ofr, then it is immediately followed
by somec(p(t1; : : : ; tn)).

Moreover, since the elementsAp partition the domain (see Definition 5.14), con-
juncts likeci(p(t1; : : : ; tn)); p(t1; : : : ; tn) andc j(p(t1; : : : ; tn)); p(t1; : : : ; tn) for i 6= j,
are mutually exclusive, as are the initial parts of the rules, like

p(t1; : : : ; tn) ci(p(t1; : : : ; tn)) andp(t1; : : : ; tn) c j(p(t1; : : : ; tn));

for i 6= j. This means that we can now safely rename the different casesapart.

4. Replace each occurrence ofc(p(t1; : : : ; tn)); p(t1; : : : ; tn) in the body of the clause
with c(p(t1; : : : ; tn)); pc

(t1; : : : ; tn) and each occurrence of a rule

p(t1; : : : ; tn) c(p(t1; : : : ; tn));B1; : : : ;Bn

with a corresponding rule

pc
(t1; : : : ; tn) c(p(t1; : : : ; tn));B1; : : : ;Bn.

In our example we get:

pa
(X) X < 7;X < 7;X1 is X+1;X1< 7; pa

(X1).
pa

(X) X < 7;X < 7;X1 is X+1;X1� 7; pb
(X1).

pb
(X) X � 7;X < 7;X1 is X+1;X1< 7; pa

(X1).
pb

(X) X � 7;X < 7;X1 is X+1;X1� 7; pb
(X1).
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Because of the arguments presented above, the renaming is obviously correct, in
the sense that the LD-trees that exist for the given program and for the renamed
program are identical, except for the names of the predicates and for a number of
failing 1-step derivations (due to entering clauses that fail in their guard in the given
program). As a result, both the semantics (up to renaming) and the termination
behaviour of the program are preserved.

5. Remove all rules with an inconsistent maximal integer prefix, and remove from the
bodies of the remaining clauses all subgoals that are preceded by an inconsistent
conjunction of inequalities. In the example, both rules defining pb are eliminated
and we obtain:

pa
(X) X < 7;X < 7;X1 is X+1;X1< 7; pa

(X1).
pa

(X) X < 7;X < 7;X1 is X+1;X1� 7; pb
(X1).

Performing this step requires the verification of the consistency of a set of con-
straints, a task that might be computationally expensive. Depending on the con-
straints that the implementation of our technique is supposed to deal with, the pro-
grammer can either opt for more restricted but potentially faster solvers (Holzbaur,
1995) or for more powerful but potentially slower ones (Brisset et al., 2001).

6. Replace each rule

pc
(t1; : : : ; tn) c(p(t1; : : : ; tn));B1; : : : ;Bn

by a rule

pc
(t1; : : : ; tn) B1; : : : ;Bn:

In the example, we obtain:

pa
(X) X < 7;X1 is X+1;X1< 7; pa

(X1):
pa

(X) X < 7;X1 is X+1;X1� 7; pb
(X1):

which is theadornedprogram,Pa. Note that this last step is only correct if we
also transform the set of original queries. Namely, given a single predicate set of
original atomic queriesS for P, the corresponding set of queries considered forPa

is Sa
= fc1(Q)^Qc1

; : : : ;cn(Q)^Qcn
j Q 2 S;fc1; : : : ;cng = Arel(Q)g, whereQc

denotespc
(t1; : : : ; tn) if Q is p(t1; : : : ; tn). In our running example, the set of queries

is fz< 7^ pa
(z);z� 7^ pb

(z) j z is an integerg.

Before stating our results formally, we illustrate the transformation by a second ex-
ample.
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Example 5.19 Example 5.4, continued. With the first set of adornments fromExample 5.15
we obtain Pa1:

pa
(X) X > 1;X < 1000;X1 is �X �X;
�1000< X1;X1<�1; pb

(X1).
pa

(X) X > 1;X < 1000;X1 is �X �X;
(X1��1000;(�1� X1;X1� 1);X1� 1000); pc

(X1).
pb

(X) X <�1;X >�1000;X1 is X �X;
1< X1;X1< 1000; pa

(X1).
pb

(X) X <�1;X >�1000;X1 is X �X;
(X1��1000;(�1� X1;X1� 1);X1� 1000); pc

(X1).

The set of queries to be considered is

f

z> 1 ^ z< 1000^ pa
(z);

z>�1000^ z<�1 ^ pb
(z);

(z��1000_ (z��1^z� 1)_z� 1000)^ pc
(z)

j z is an integer

g

If the second set of adornments is used, the program Pa2 is obtained:

pd
(X) X > 1;X < 1000;X1 is �X �X;X1� 100; pd

(X1).
pe

(X) X > 1;X < 1000;X1 is �X �X;X1� 100; pd
(X1).

pd
(X) X <�1;X >�1000;X1 is X �X;X1� 100; pd

(X1).
pd

(X) X <�1;X >�1000;X1 is X �X;X1> 100; pe
(X1).

Analogously, the following is the set of the corresponding queries

fz� 100^ pd
(z);z> 100^ pe

(z) j z is an integerg

2

Formally, the following lemma holds:

Lemma 5.20 Let P be a definite pure logic program with integer computations, let Q
be an atomic query, letA = [Ap be a set of adornments and let c be an adornment in
Arel(Q). Let Pa be a program obtained as described above with respect toA . Then, c is a
termination condition for Q with respect to P if and only if Pa LD-terminates with respect
to c(Q)^Qc.

Proof The construction ofPa implies that the LD-tree ofc(Q)^Qc with respect toPa

is isomorphic to the LD-tree ofc(Q)^Q with respect toP, implying the statement
of the lemma. �
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Again, in practice we do not prove termination of a single query, but of a single
predicate set of queries. Furthermore, recalling that by Lemma 5.11 a disjunction of
termination conditions is a termination condition itself we can generalise our lemma to
disjunctions of adornments. Taking these two considerations into account, the following
theorem holds.

Theorem 5.21 Let P be a definite pure logic program with integer computations, let S
be a single predicate set of atomic queries, letA = [Ap be a set of adornments and let
c1; : : : ;cn be adornments inArel(S). Let Pa be a program obtained as described above
with respect toA . Then, c1_ : : :_cn is a termination condition for S with respect to P if
and only if Pa LD-terminates with respect tofci(Q)^Qci

j 1� i � n;Q2 Sg.

Proof ) Let c1_ : : :_ cn be a termination condition forSwith respect toP, and let
Q 2 S. By definition of a termination condition for a set of queries, c1_

: : :_ cn is a termination condition forQ. By Lemma 5.11, for alli, 1� i �
n, ci is a termination condition forQ. By Lemma 5.20, for alli, Pa LD-
terminates with respect toci(Q)^Qci . Thus,Pa LD-terminates with respect
to fci(Q)^Qci

j 1� i � ng. Since the same reasoning is valid for allQ2 S,
Pa LD-terminates with respect tofci(Q)^Qci

j 1� i � n;Q2 Sg.

( Let Pa LD-terminate with respect tofci(Q)^Qci
j 1� i � n;Q 2 Sg. By

definition of termination with respect to a set,Pa LD-terminates with respect
tofci(Q)^Qci

jQ2Sg for all i, 1� i� n. By Lemma 5.20, for alli, 1� i� n,
ci is a termination condition for allQ2 S. By Lemma 5.11,c1_ : : :_ cn is
thus a termination condition for allQ2 S, i.e., a termination condition forS.

�

The goal of the transformation presented is, given a programand a partition of the
domain, to generate a program having separate clauses for each one of the cases. Clearly,
this may (and usually will) increase the number of clauses. Each clause can be replaced
by maximumcn+1 new clauses, werec is a number of adornments andn is a number of
recursive body subgoals. Thus, the size of the transformed program doesn’t exceed

r�cn+1
; (5.1)

wherer is the size of the original program. This may seem a problematically large in-
crease. However, the number of recursive body atoms (depending on numerical argu-
ments) in numerical programs is usually small.

Since the transformation preserves termination, acceptability of the transformed pro-
gram implies termination of the original program. In the next section, we will see that
having separate clauses for different cases allows us to define less sophisticated level-
mappings for proving termination. Such level-mappings canbe constructed automatically,
and thus play a key role in automation of the approach.
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5.3 Generating adornments, level mappings and termin-
ation constraints

In the previous section, we have shown a transformation thatallows us to reason on ter-
mination of numerical computations in the framework of acceptability with respect to a
set of queries. In this section, we discuss how adornments can be generated, how level
mappings can be proposed and which termination conditions are finally deduced.

5.3.1 Guard-tuned sets of adornments

In Example 5.15, we have seen two different sets of adornments. Both of them are valid
according to Definition 5.14. However, recallingPa1 andPa2 as shown in Example 5.19,
we conclude thatfa;b;cg is in some sense preferable tofd;eg. Observe thatPa2 does
not only have two mutually recursive predicates, asPa1 does, but also self-loops on one
of the predicates. To distinguish between “better” and “worse” sets of adornments, we
introduce a notion ofguard-tunedsets of adornments.

Intuitively, a set of adornments of a predicatep is guard-tunedif it is based on “sub-
cases” of maximal integer prefixes.

Definition 5.22 Let P be a homogeneous program, let p be a predicate in P. A set of
adornmentsAp is calledguard-tunedif for every A2Ap and for every rule r2 P, defining
p, with the symbolic condition c corresponding to its maximal integer prefix, either ĉ A=

falseor c^A= A holds.

Example 5.23 The first set of adornments, presented in Example 5.15, is guard-tuned
while the second one is not guard-tuned. Indeed, symbolic conditions corresponding to
maximal integer prefixes of the clauses are p1 > 1^ p1 < 1000 and p1 < �1^ p1 >

�1000. Then, the following holds:

fa, b, cg (p1 > 1^ p1 < 1000)^a = a
(p1 > 1^ p1 < 1000)^b = false
(p1 > 1^ p1 < 1000)^ c = false
(p1 <�1^ p1 >�1000)^a = false
(p1 <�1^ p1 >�1000)^b = b

(p1 <�1^ p1 >�1000)^ = false
thus,fa, b, cg is guard-tuned

fd, eg (p1 > 1^ p1 < 1000)^d = (p1 > 1^ p1� 100)
thus,fd, eg is not guard-tuned

2

Examples 5.15 and 5.23 suggest the following construction of a guard-tuned set of
adornments. First, we collect the symbolic conditions, corresponding to the maximal
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integer prefixes of the rules defining a predicatep (we denote this setCp). Let Cp be
fc1; : : : ;cng. Then we defineAp to be the set of all conjunctionŝni=1di , wheredi is either
ci or :ci . ComputingAp might be exponential in the number of elements ofCp, i.e., in
the number of maximal integer prefixes. The number of integerprefixes is bounded by the
number of clauses. Thus, recalling (5.1), the upper bound onthe size of the transformed
program isr�2r(n+1), i.e., it is exponential in the number of clausesr and in the number
of recursive subgoalsn. However, again our experience suggests that numerical parts
of real-world programs are usually relatively small and depend on one or two different
integer prefixes. Analogously, clauses having more than tworecursive body subgoals are
highly exceptional. Therefore, we conclude that in practice the size of the transformed
program is not problematic.

We claim that the constructed setAp is always a guard-tuned set of adornments. Be-
fore stating this formally, consider the following example.

Example 5.24 Consider the following program.

r(X) X > 5.

r(X) X > 10; r(X).

Then,Cr = fr1 > 5; r1 > 10g. The following conjunctions can be constructed from
the elements ofCp and their negations:fr1 > 5^ r1 > 10; r1 > 5^:(r1 > 10); :(r1 >

5)^ r1 > 10; :(r1 > 5)^:(r1 > 10)g. After simplifying and removing inconsistencies
Ar = fr1 > 10; r1 > 5^ r1� 10; r1� 5g. 2

Lemma 5.25 Let P be a program, p be a predicate in P andAp be constructed as de-
scribed. ThenAp is a guard-tuned set of adornments.

Proof The proof is done by checking the definitions.

1. Let a1;a2 2 Ap and a1 6= a2. Then, there existsci 2 Cp, such thata1 =

d1^ : : :^ci ^ : : :^dn anda2 = d1^ : : :^:ci ^ : : :^dn. Thus,a1^a2 = false.

2. By definition ofAp, _ai2Apai = true. Thus,Ap is a set of adornments.

3. Leta2 Ap be an adornment and letc be a symbolic condition corresponding
to the maximal integer prefix of a rule. By definition ofCp, c 2 Cp. Thus,
eitherc is one of the conjuncts ofa or:c is one of the conjuncts ofa. In the
first case,c^a = a. In the second casec^a = c^ (:c) = false. Therefore,
Ap is a guard-tuned set of adornments.

�

From here on we assume that all sets of adornments are guard-tuned.
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5.3.2 How to define a level mapping.

One of the questions that should be answered is how the level mappings should be gener-
ated automatically. Clearly, one cannot expect automatically defined level mappings to be
powerful enough to prove termination of all terminating examples. In general, we cannot
hope but for a good guess.

The problem with level mappings is that they should reflect changes on possibly neg-
ative arguments and remain non-negative at the same time. Wealso like to remain in the
framework of level mappings on atoms defined as linear combinations of sizes of their
arguments (Bossi et al., 1994a). We solve this problem by defining different level map-
pings for different adorned versions of the predicate. The major observation underlying
the technique presented in this subsection is that ifp1 > p2 appears in the adornment of a
recursive clause, then for each call to this adorned predicate, p1� p2 will be positive, and
thus can be used to define a level mapping. This observation isthe basis for a piecewise
definition of aprimitive level mapping.

Definition 5.26 Let pc
(t1; : : : ; tn) be an atom of an adorned predicate pc. Theprimitive

level mapping, j � jpr, is defined as

j pc
(t1; : : : ; tn) j

pr
=

�

(E1�E2)(t1; : : : ; tn) if E1(t1; : : : ; tn) ρ E2(t1; : : : ; tn)
0 otherwise

if c is E1 ρ E2, where E1 and E2 are expressions andρ is either> or �.

If more than one conjunct appears in the adornment, the levelmapping is defined as a
linear combination of primitive level mappings corresponding to the conjuncts.

Definition 5.27 Let pc1^:::^cn be an adorned predicate such that each ci is Ei
1ρiEi

2 for
some expressions Ei

1 and Ei
2 and ρi being either> or �. Let wc1; : : : ;wcn be natural

numbers. Then, a level mappingj � j satisfying

j pc1^:::^cn
(t1; : : : ; tn) j =

n

∑
i=1

wci j p
ci
(t1; : : : ; tn) j

pr
;

is called anatural level mapping.

Example 5.28 The level mappings used in Example 5.4 are natural level mappings such
that wp1>1 = wp1<�1 = 0, wp1<1000= wp1>�1000= 1. We have seen that these level
mappings are powerful enough to prove termination. 2

The definition of natural level mapping implies that ifc is a disjunction, it is ig-
nored. The reason for ignoring disjunctions is that they areintroduced only as negations
of symbolic constraints corresponding to maximal integer prefixes of the rules. Thus, they
signify that some rulescannotbe applied, and can be ignored.

Example 5.29 Example 5.4, continued. Recalling thatc denotes p1 � �1000_�1�
p1� 1_ p1� 1000the following holds for any integer n,j pc

(n) jpr
= 0. 2
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Of course, if the original program already contains disjunctions of numerical con-
straints, then we transform it in a preprocessing phase to eliminate the disjunctions.

As the following example illustrates, natural level mappings gain their power from the
fact that the set of adornments used is guard-tuned.

Example 5.30 In Example 5.15, we have seen two different sets of adornments. We have
seen in Example 5.4 that if a guard-tuned set of adornments ischosen, the natural level
mapping is powerful enough to prove acceptability and, thus, termination. If a non guard-
tuned set of adornments is chosen, the second program of Example 5.19 is obtained. Then,
the following natural level mapping is defined (for some natural numbers wp1�100 and
wp1>100):

j pd
(X) j = wp1�100�

�

100�X if X � 100
0 otherwise

j pe
(X) j = wp1>100�

�

X�100 if X > 100
0 otherwise

Consider the following clause.

pd
(X) X > 1;X < 1000;X1 is �X �X;X1� 100; pd

(X1).

In order to prove acceptability, we have to show that the sizeof the call to pd(X) is
greater than the size of the corresponding call to pd

(X1). If the first argument x at the
call to pd

(X) is greater than 1 and less than 100, the acceptability decrease requires
wp1�100(100�x)> wp1�100(100+x2

), contradicting x> 1 and wp1�100 being a natural
number. Thus, acceptability cannot be proved with natural level mappings. 2

The approach of (Decorte et al., 1999) defines symbolic counterparts of the level
mappings and infers the values of the coefficients by solvinga system of constraints.
Intuitively, instead of consideringwci as a given coefficient, it is regarded as a variable.
More formally, as with (Decorte et al., 1999), we introduce the following notion.

Definition 5.31 Let pc1^:::^cn be an adorned predicate. Asymbolic counterpart of a nat-
ural level mappingis an expression:

j pc1^:::^cn
(t1; : : : ; tn) j

s
=

n

∑
i=1

Wci j p
ci
(t1; : : : ; tn) j

pr
;

where the Wci ’s are symbols, associated to a predicate pc1^:::^cn.

The intuition behind the symbolic counterpart of a natural level mapping is that natural
level mappings are instances of the symbolic counterpart. Therefore, we also require
Wc� 0 to hold for any constraintc.

Example 5.32 Example 5.4, continued. Recalling thata stands for1< p1< 1000, a sym-
bolic counterpart of a natural level mapping for pa

(n) is Wp1>1(n�1)+Wp1<1000(1000�
n). 2
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In order to verify the rigid acceptability condition (Theorem 2.18), interargument re-
lations may be required as well. Interargument relations are usually represented as saying
that a weighted sum of sizes of some arguments (with respect to a given norm) is greater
or equal to a weighted sum of sizes of other arguments (see e.g. (Plümer, 1990b)). In
the numerical case, these sizes should be replaced with expressions as used in Defin-
ition 5.26. Observe that for simpler examples no interargument relations are needed.
Symbolic counterparts of norms and interargument relations can be defined analogously
to Definition 5.31. In the next subsection, we discuss how thesymbolic counterparts are
used to infer termination conditions.

5.3.3 Inferring termination constraints

In this section, we combine the steps studied so far into an algorithm that infers termin-
ation conditions. The program transformation, described in Section 5.2.2, implies that a
trivial termination condition can be computed as a disjunction of the adornments corres-
ponding to the predicates that can be completely unfolded, i.e., to the predicates that do
not depend directly or indirectly on recursive predicates.Recalling Definition 2.11 such
predicates can be denoted formally asfp j for all q such thatpw q : q is not recursiveg.
Using this notation we can draw the following corollary fromTheorem 5.21:

Corollary 5.33 Let P be a program, let S be a single predicate set of atomic queries and
letA be a set of adornments forrel(S). Let A= fc j c2A ; for all q such thatrel(S)c

w q :
q is not recursive in Pag. Then

W

c2Ac is a termination condition for S with respect to P.

Proof By definition ofA, for all Q2 S, Pa LD-terminates with respect tofc(Q)^Qc
j

c2Ag. Thus, by Theorem 5.21,
W

c2Ac is a termination condition forSwith respect
to P. �

Example 5.34 Example 5.4, continued. Observe that in this example pa
' pb, pa

= pc

and pb = pc. Thus, the termination condition constructed according toCorollary 5.33 is
c, i.e.,(p1��1000)_ (�1� p1� 1)_ (p1� 1000). 2

The termination condition is constructed as a disjunction of two conditions:cond1 for
non-recursive cases, according to Corollary 5.33, andcond2, for recursive cases. The later
condition is initialised to be:cond1 and further refined by adding constraints obtained
from the rigid acceptability condition, as in (Decorte et al., 1999)1. The algorithm is
sketched in Figure 5.1 and explained below.

Termination inference is inspired by the constraints-based approach of Decorteet
al. (Decorte et al., 1999). As they have in their work, we start byconstructing sym-
bolic counterparts of the level mappings (Definition 5.31) and interargument relations,
and construct conditions following from rigid acceptability (Theorem 2.18) and validity

1Any other technique proving termination, and also able to provide some constraint that, if satisfied, implies
termination, can be used instead of (Decorte et al., 1999).
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Let P be a homogeneous program, letSbe a single predicate set of atomic queries and
let q berel(S).

1. For eachp' q construct a guard-tuned setAp. (Section 5.3.1)

2. AdornP with respect toq and
S

p'qAp. (Section 5.2.2)

3. Let A = fc j c 2 Aq; for all p such thatqc
w p: p is not recursive inPa

g. Let
cond1 =

W

c2Ac. Let cond2 =
W

c2Aq;c62Ac.

4. LetS0 befc(Q)^Qc
j c2 Aq;c 62 A;c(Q)^Qc

2 Sa
g.

5. Define the symbolic counterparts of level mappings and interargument relations.
(Section 5.3.2)

6. Let Σ be a set of constraints on the symbolic variables, followingfrom rigid
acceptability ofS0 with respect toPa and the validity of interargument relations.

7. SolveΣ with respect to the symbolic variables.

(a) Solution ofΣ doesn’t produce extra constraints on variables.

Report termination fortrue.

(b) Solution ofΣ produces extra constraints on integer variables, appearing in
the heads of the clauses.

Conjunct these constraints to termination conditioncond2.

Report termination forcond1_cond2.

(c) There are no solutions or integer variables, constrained by the solution of
Σ, do not appear in the heads of the clauses

Report termination forcond1.

Figure 5.1: The Termination Inference Algorithm

of interargument relations. Unlike in their work, in our case no rigidity constraints are
needed (since integer arguments are ground and obviously rigid) and norms are fixed.
Thus, the constraints system turns out to be simpler and better suited for automation. Fi-
nally, the conditions constructed are solved with respect to the symbolic variables (Wci ’s).
In Example 5.35 below, we are going to see that rigid acceptability will be implied by the
following constraint (Σ):

Wq1>q2(X�Y)>Wq1>q2((X�Y)�Y);
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that is,Wq1>q2Y > 0 should hold. In both approachesWq1>q2 � 0 is required to hold. At
this point, the approach of (Decorte et al., 1999), interpreting Y as a norm of arguments
(i.e., Y is a natural number), will concludeWq1>q2 > 0. In our case, we do not know
a priori thatY is a natural number. Therefore, we would infer fromΣ thatY > 0 and
Wq1>q2 > 0.

In general, given the system of constraints inferred by Decorte et al. (Decorte et al.,
1999), we distinguish between the following cases:

� There is a solution for any values of integer variables (case(a) in Figure 5.1).
Namely, there are natural level mappings and interargumentrelations that prove
termination of the program foranyvalues of integer variables. Termination condi-
tion in this case is, thus,true.

� There is a solution for some values of integer variables. In other words, the solu-
tion constrains integer variables appearing in the clauses. Two cases can be distin-
guished:

– Integer variables constrained appear in the heads of the clauses (case (b) in
Figure 5.1). Then, constraints on these variables can be regarded as con-
straints on the arguments of the queries posed. In this case,termination can
be shown if these constraints are fulfilled. Example 5.35 illustrates the point.

– Integer variables constrained do not appear in the heads of the clauses (case
(c) in Figure 5.1). In this case, our methodology is too weak to obtain some
information implying termination of the queries. The best we can do is to
report termination forcond1 (Corollary 5.33).

� There is no solution (case (c) in Figure 5.1). This means thatthe termination
proof fails and the only termination condition that can be reported iscond1 (Co-
rollary 5.33). Observe that when the algorithm reports the termination condition to
befalse, it suspects the possibility of non-termination.

Example 5.35 Consider the following program.

q(X;Y) X >Y;Z is X�Y;q(Z;Y):

We look for integer values of X and Y such that q(X;Y) terminates. First, the algorithm
infers a guard-tuned set of adornments. In our case, the setfa;bg is inferred, such thata
denotes q1 > q2 andb denotes q1� q2.

The adorned version of this program is

qa
(X;Y) X >Y;Z is X�Y;Z >Y;qa

(Z;Y):

qa
(X;Y) X >Y;Z is X�Y;Z�Y;qb

(Z;Y):

The corresponding set of queries is

fx> y^qa
(x;y);x� y^qb

(x;y) j x;y are integersg:
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There is no clause defining qb. By Corollary 5.33,b, i.e., q1 � q2, is a termination
condition. This is the one we denotedcond1. The termination condition for qa, denoted
cond2, is initialised to be q1 > q2. The symbolic counterpart of a natural level mapping
is

j qa
(X;Y) j=Wq1>q2 �

�

X�Y if X >Y
0 otherwise

The set of constraintsΣ implied by rigid acceptability is:

Wq1>q2(X�Y)>Wq1>q2((X�Y)�Y); (5.2)

that is, Wq1>q2Y > 0 should hold. Since Wq1>q2 � 0, Y > 0 and Wq1>q2 > 0 should hold.
Variable Y appears in the head of the clause, i.e., Y> 0 can be viewed as a constraint
on the query. We updatecond2 to be (q1 > q2)^ (q2 > 0) and report termination for
q1� q2_ (q1 > q2^q2 > 0). 2

Formally the following theorem holds.

Theorem 5.36 Let P be a homogeneous pure logic program with integer computation, let
S be a single predicate set of atomic queries and letAlgo be the algorithm presented in
Figure 5.1. Then the following holds:

� Algo (P;S) terminates;

� Let c be a symbolic condition returned byAlgo (P;S). Then c is a termination
condition for S.

Proof � Termination ofAlgo (P;S) follows from termination of its steps. Termina-
tion of steps 1 and 2 follows from the presentation of these transformations
in Sections 5.3.1 and 5.2.2, respectively. Termination of steps 3–7 is obvious.

� Partial correctness is implied by the correctness of transformations and the
corresponding result of (Decorte et al., 1999). Correctness of step 1 is estab-
lished by Lemma 5.25, of step 2 by Theorem 5.21. For step 4, observe that
termination for queries inSa

nS0 is obvious by choice ofA. Correctness of
steps 6 and 7 follows from the corresponding result of (Decorte et al., 1999).

�

In Example 5.35 the termination condition inferred by our algorithm is optimal, i.e.,
any other termination condition implies it. However, the undecidability of the termination
problem implies that no automatic tool can always guaranteeoptimality.

Example 5.37 Consider the following program.

q(X;Y) X >Y;Z is X�Y;Y1 isY+1;q(Z;Y1):

We would like to study termination of this program with respect to fq(z1;z2) j z1;z2 are
integersg. Our algorithm infers the following termination condition: q1 � q2_ (q1 >

q2^ q2 � 0). This is a correct termination condition, but it is not optimal as q(z1;z2)

terminates, in fact, for all values of z1 and z2, i.e., the optimal termination condition is
true. 2
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5.4 Experimental evaluation

The algorithm presented in Figure 5.1 was implemented in theHASTA-LA-V ISTA sys-
tem (Serebrenik and De Schreye, 2003a) extending the constraint-based approach of (De-
corte et al., 1999). In fact, for the sake of clarity, we have re-implemented the constraint-
based approach and integrated our algorithm in it. As a preliminary step of our analysis,
given a program and a set of atomic queries, the call set has tobe computed. To do so, the
type inference technique of Janssens and Bruynooghe (Janssens and Bruynooghe, 1992)
was used. We opted for a very simple type inference techniquethat provides us only
with information concerning whether some argument is an integer or not. More refined
analyses such as (Janssens et al., 1994) can be used.

We have tested our system on a number of examples. First, classical benchmarks
for termination of symbolic computations were studied. Tables 5.1 and 5.2 summar-
ise performance of the system on the programming examples of(Apt and Pedreschi,
1994),(De Schreye and Decorte, 1994), and (Plümer, 1990a). Next, we considered in-
teger examples from two textbooks’ chapters dedicated to programming with arithmetic,
namely, Chapter 8 of Sterling and Shapiro (Sterling and Shapiro, 1994) and Chapter 9
of Apt (Apt, 1997). These results are summarised in Tables 5.3 and 5.4, respectively.
We can prove termination of all the examples presented for all possible values of the
integer arguments, that is, the termination condition inferred istrue. Next, we’ve collec-
ted a number of programs from different sources: mostly fromtextbooks (Bratko, 1986;
Clocksin and Mellish, 1981; Coelho and Cotta, 1988; Covington et al., 1996; McDonald
and Yazdani, 1990; O’Keefe, 1990) and benchmark collections (Bueno et al., 1994; Hett,
2001). Table 5.5 presents timings and results for these programs. Again, termination of
almost all programs can be shown for all possible values of the integer arguments. We
believe that the reason for this is that most textbooks authors prefer to write programs
that always terminate. Finally, Table 5.6 demonstrates some of the termination conditions
inferred by our system. We can summarise our results by saying that the system turns out
to be powerful enough to analyse correctly a broad spectrum of programs, while the time
spent on the analysis never exceeds 0.30 seconds. In fact, for all symbolic benchmarks,
almost 90% of the integer programs results were obtained in less than 0.10 seconds. Ob-
serve that for some examples the time needed to perform the analysis was too small to be
measured exactly. These cases are indicated by 0.00 in the Time column.

The core part of the implementation was done in SICStus Prolog (version 3.10.0)
(SICS, 2002), using its CLP(FD) (Carlsson et al., 1997) and CLP(Q) (Holzbaur, 1995) lib-
raries. The type inference of Janssens and Bruynooghe (Janssens and Bruynooghe, 1992)
was implemented in MasterProLog (release 4.1i) (IT Masters, 2000). Tests were per-
formed on IntelRPentiumR

4 with 1.60GHz CPU and 256Mb memory, running 2.4.20-
pre11 Linux.

In Tables 5.3–5.6, the following abbreviations are used:

� Ref: reference to the program;

� Name: name of the program;
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Table 5.1: Proving termination of symbolic computations

Name Queries Time T

Examples of (Apt and Pedreschi, 1994)

list list(li ) 0.00 T
lte goal 0.01 T
member member(i, li ) 0.01 T
naiverev reverse(li , v) 0.01 T
ordered ordered(li ) 0.01 T
overlap overlap(li , li ) 0.01 T
permutation perm(li , v) 0.05 T
quicksort qs(li , v) 0.05 T
select select(v, li , v) 0.01 T
subset subset(li , li ) 0.02 T
sum sum(v, v, s) 0.01 T

Examples of (De Schreye and Decorte, 1994)

1.1 append(li , li , v) 0.01 T
1.2 permute(li ,v) 0.01 T
3.8 reverse(li , li , v) 0.01 T
3.13 duplicate(li , v) 0.00 T
3.14 sum(li , li , v) 0.01 T
3.15 merge(li , li , v) 0.00 T
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Table 5.2: Proving termination of symbolic computations

Name Queries Time T

Examples of (Pl̈umer, 1990a)

1.1 append(li , li , v) 0.00 T
1.1 append(v, v, lv) 0.01 T
1.2 perm(li , v) 0.04 T
2.3.1 p(i, v) 0.00 T
3.1.1 a 0.01 N+
3.5.6 p(v) 0.01 N+
3.5.6a p(v) 0.02 T
4.0.1 append3(v, v, v, li ) 0.00 N+
4.0.1a append3(v, v, v, li ) 0.01 T
4.4.3 merge(li , li , v) 0.00 T
4.4.6a perm(li , v) 0.01 T
4.5.2 s(sum, v) 0.04 N+
4.5.3a p(b) 0.00 T
4.5.3a p(a) 0.00 N+
4.5.3b goal 0.01 N+
4.5.3c goal 0.00 N+
5.2.2 turing(t, li , i, tmp, v) 0.09 N+
6.1.1 qsort(li , v) 0.05 T
7.2.9 mult(s, s, v) 0.01 T
7.6.2a reach(i, i, l p) 0.04 N+
7.6.2b reach(i, i, l p, li ) 0.04 N+
7.6.2c reach(i, i, l p, li ) 0.05 T
8.3.1 minsort(li , v) 0.03 T
8.3.1a minsort(li , v) 0.05 T
8.4.1 even(s) 0.01 T
8.4.1 odd(s) 0.01 T
8.4.2 e(exp, v) 0.07 T
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Table 5.3: Examples of Sterling and Shapiro

Ref Queries Time
8.1 greatestcommondivisor(i, i, v) 0.01
8.2 factorial(i, v) 0.01
8.3 factorial(i, v) 0.02
8.4 factorial(i, v) 0.02
8.5 between(i, i, v) 0.02
8.6a sumlist(li , v) 0.00
8.6b sumlist(li , v) 0.01
8.7a innerproduct(li , li , v) 0.00
8.7b innerproduct(li , li , v) 0.01
8.8 area(l p, v) 0.02
8.9 maxlist(li , v) 0.02
8.10 length(v, li ) 0.01
8.11 length(li , v) 0.01
8.12 range(i, i, v) 0.02

� Queries: single predicate set of atomic queries of interest, where the arguments are
denoted

– c, if the argument is a character;

– exp, if the argument is an arithmetical expression ((Plümer, 1990a), Example
8.4.2);

– i, if the argument is an integer;

– li , if the argument is a list of integers;

– l p, if the argument is a list of pairs of integers;

– lv, if the argument is a list of variables;

– s, if the argument is a natural number, represented by the successor notation;

– sum, if the argument is an integer, or a sum of integers;

– t, if the argument is a binary tree, containing integers;

– tmp, if the argument is Turing Machine Program ((Plümer, 1990a), Example
5.2.2);

– v, if the argument is a variable;

� Time: time (in seconds) needed to analyse the example;

� T (in Tables 5.1, 5.2 and 5.5): termination behaviour:
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Table 5.4: Examples of Apt

Name Queries Time
between between(i, i, v) 0.02
delete delete (i, i, v) 0.03
factorial fact(i, v) 0.01
in tree in tree(i, t) 0.00
insert insert(i, t, v) 0.01
length1 length(li , v) 0.00
maximum maximum(li , v) 0.00
ordered ordered(li ) 0.01
quicksort qs(li , v) 0.06
quicksortacc qsacc(li , v) 0.05
quicksortdl qs dl(li , v) 0.08
searchtree issearchtree(t) 0.03
treeminimum minimum(t, v) 0.01

– T means that the termination condition inferred istrue, i.e., computation of
any query from the specified single predicate set with respect to a given pro-
gram terminates;

– N+ means that the termination condition inferred isfalseand indeed compu-
tation of a query from the specified single predicate set withrespect to a given
program does not necessarily terminate;

– T� means that the termination condition inferred istrue, but a transformation
was required as a preliminary step (see further);

� Condition (in Table 5.6): termination condition (other than trueandfalse) inferred.

One of the less expected results was the discovery of non-terminating examples in
Prolog textbooks. The first one, by Coelho and Cotta (Coelho and Cotta, 1988), should
compute annth power of a number.

exp(X;0;1):
exp(X;Y;Z) even(Y);R isY=2;P is X �X;exp(P;R;Z):
exp(X;Y;Z) T isY�1;exp(X;T;Z1);Z is Z1�X:

even(Y) R isY mod2;R= 0:

The termination condition inferred by our system isfalse. Indeed, this is the only termin-
ation condition possible, since, for any queryQ, the LD-tree of this program andQ is
infinite due to the infinite traversal of the third clause.
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Table 5.5: Various examples

Name Ref Queries Time T
dldf (Bratko, 1986) depthfirst2(c, v, i) 0.03 T
exp (Coelho and Cotta, 1988) exp(i, i, v) 0.05 N+
fib (Bueno, Garcı́a de la Banda, fib(i, v) 0.12 T

and Hermenegildo 1994)
fib (Covington, Nute, fib(i, v) 0.27 T

and Vellino 1996)
fib (O’Keefe, 1990) fib(i, v) 0.03 T�

forwardfib (Bratko, 1986) fib3(i, v) 0.02 T
hanoi (Fisher, 1999) hanoi(i,v,v,v) 0.18 T
interval (Sloneger, 2001) interval(i,i,v) 0.02 T
money (Bueno, Garcı́a de la Banda, money(v, v, v, v, 0.13 T

and Hermenegildo 1994) v, v, v, v)
mortgage (Marriott and Stuckey, 1998) mortgage(i,i,i,i,v) 0.02 T�

oscillate Example 5.4 p(i) 0.15 T
p (Dershowitz, Lindenstrauss, p(i) 0.01 T

Sagiv, and Serebrenik 2001)
p32 (Hett, 2001) gcd(i, i, v) 0.03 T
p33 (Hett, 2001) coprime(i, i) 0.04 T
p34 (Hett, 2001) totientphi(i, v) 0.08 T
primes (Clocksin and Mellish, 1981) primes(i, v) 0.03 T
pythag (Clocksin and Mellish, 1981) pythag(v, v, v) 0.03 N+
r (Dershowitz, Lindenstrauss, r(i, v) 0.01 T

Sagiv, and Serebrenik 2001)
triangle (McDonald and Yazdani, 1990) triangle(i, v) 0.02 N+

McDonald and Yazdani suggest the following exercise in their book (McDonald and
Yazdani, 1990): write a predicatetrianglewhich finds the number of balls in a triangle
of baseN. For example, forN = 4 the number of balls is 4+3+2+1= 10. The next
program is the solution provided by the authors:

triangle(1;1):

triangle(N;S) M is N�1; triangle(M;R);S is M+R:

Once more, the termination condition inferred by our systemis false, and it is the only
possible one.

Unlike these examples, non-termination ofpythag(Clocksin and Mellish, 1981) is
intentional. This program is supposed to compute all Pythagorean triples, i.e., triples of
positive integersa, b andc, such thata2

+b2
= c2 holds. Since it is well-known that there
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Table 5.6: Examples of inferring termination conditions

Name Ref Queries Time
Condition

q Example 5.35 q(i, i) 0.01
q1� q2_ (q1 > q2^q2 > 0)

q Example 5.37 q(i, i) 0.02
q1� q2_ (q1 > q2^q2� 0)

gcd (Bratko, 1986) gcd(i,i,v) 0.05
gcd1 = gcd2_ (gcd1 > gcd2^gcd2� 1)

loop (Sloneger, 2001) loop(i,i,i,i,i) 0.03
loop1 > 0

are infinitely many different Pythagorean triples, computation necessarily will produce
infinitely many answers, i.e., it will be infinite.

One of the most interesting applications of numerical computations we have found is
a depth-first search algorithm of Bratko (Bratko, 1986). Since, in general, the depth-first
search process may be non-terminating, Bratko suggested that one limits the search depth.
The following program implements the algorithm.

depthfirst2(Node; [Node℄; ) goal(Node):
depthfirst2(Node; [NodejSol℄;Maxdepth) Maxdepth> 0;

s(Node;Node1);Max1 is Maxdepth�1;
depthfirst2(Node1;Sol;Max1):

Edges of the search tree are represented by atomss(Node;Node1). In order to study
termination of this algorithm, we augmented it with the following search tree originating
from Figure 11.9 of (Bratko, 1986):

s(a;b):

s(a;c):

s(b;d):

s(b;e):

s(c; f ):

s(c;g):

s(d;h):

s(e; i):
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s(e; j):

s( f ;k):

Marriott and Stuckey (Marriott and Stuckey, 1998) proposedthe following CLP pro-
gram, serving since then as a benchmark for different CLP-analyses.

mortgage(P;T; I ;R;B) T = 0;B= P:

mortgage(P;T; I ;R;B) T � 1;NT = T�1;

NP= P+P� I�R;mortgage(NP;NT; I ;R;B):

As a preprocessing step, we transform this program into the non-CLP form by replacing
two equality constraints in the second clause withis-assignments:

mortgage(P;T; I ;R;B) T = 0;B= P:

mortgage(P;T; I ;R;B) T � 1;NT is T�1;

NP is P+P� I �R;mortgage(NP;NT; I ;R;B):

Such a replacement can be performed automatically, provided that variablesT;P; I ;R are
ground and variablesNT andNP are free prior to constraints application. Termination of
the transformed program can be shown by our system.

Finally, O’Keefe (O’Keefe, 1990) suggested a more efficientway to calculate Fibon-
acci numbers, by performingO(n) work each time it is called, unlike the versions of (Bueno
et al., 1994) and (Covington et al., 1996) which perform an exponential amount of work
each time.

fib(1;X) !;X = 1:
fib(2;X) !;X = 1:
fib(N;X) N > 2;fib(2;N;1;1;X):

fib(N;N;X2; ;X) !;X = X2:
fib(N0;N;X2;X1;X) N1 is N0+1;

X3 is X2+X1;fib(N1;N;X3;X2;X):

Termination of goals of the formfib(i;v) with respect to this example depends on the cut
in the first clause offib=5. If it is replaced withN0 6= N in the second clause termination
can be proved. This fact is denoted T� in Table 5.5. Note that this replacement does not
affect complexity of the computation.

Clearly, since the halting problem is undecidable we cannotexpect our algorithm to
compute precise termination condition for any given example in a finite time. Termina-
tion proofs of many contrived examples, like Takeuchi’s function, require sophisticated
argumentation (Knuth, 1991). Moreover, termination of queries of the formcollatz(n) for
naturaln with respect to the following example is still an open problem in mathematics.
This example implements a problem attributed to L. Collatz,and is also known as Hasse’s
algorithm, Kakutani’s problem, the Syracuse problem, Thwaites conjecture, and Ulam’s
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problem (Lagarias, 1985; Walther, 2000):

collatz(1):

collatz(N) :�N > 1;0 is N mod2;N1 is N=2;collatz(N1):

collatz(N) :�N > 1;1 is N mod2;N1 is 3�N+1;collatz(N1):

We cannot expect that termination in such examples can be proved automatically.

5.5 Further extensions

In this section, we discuss possible extensions of the algorithm presented in Section 5.3.
First of all, we re-consider inference of adornments and improve our inference technique;
then we extend the class of programs considered to include normal programs; further we
discuss integrating termination analysis of numerical andsymbolic computations; and,
finally, we show how our approach can empower existing techniques for proving ter-
mination in symbolic computations, such as (Codish and Taboch, 1999; Mesnard, 1996;
Mesnard et al., 2002).

5.5.1 More about the inference of adornments

The set of adornmentsAp, inferred in Subsection 5.3.1, may sometimes be too weak to
infer precise termination conditions. One of the possible reasons for this weakness is
that information presented inAp does not cover all the variables that a termination proof
requires.

Example 5.38 Consider the following program:

p(X;Y) X < 0;Y1 isY+1;X1 is X�1; p(Y1;X1):

The maximal integer prefix of the rule above is X< 0, thus,Cp = fp1 < 0g andAp =

fp1 < 0; p1 � 0g. The only termination condition found is p1 � 0, while the precise
termination condition is p1 � 0_ (p1 < 0^ p2 ��1), i.e., it depends on p2 which is not
covered byAp. 2

The problem occurred due to the fact thatAp restricts onlysomesubset of integer
argument positions, while information on integer arguments outside of this subset may be
needed for the termination proof. Thus, we need to infer information on some variables,
given some information on other variables.

This is done by means of interargument relations. For the built-in predicates, interar-
gument relations follow from the predefined semantics, (e.g. f(m;n) j numerical values of
m andn are equalg for is=2) and for the user-defined predicates, the relations can be in-
ferred as it is done in the existing techniques (Decorte et al., 1999). Next we are going
to introduce a notion ofextensionof the set of conditions. Intuitively, extension of the
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set of conditions is a strongest condition on the integer arguments of the head implied by
the conditions on the integer arguments of the body atoms. This intuition is formalised in
Definition 5.39.

Definition 5.39 Let P be a program, let p be a predicate in P, let Cq be a set of symbolic
conditions over the integer argument positions of q, and C= [q2PCq. A symbolic condi-
tion c over the integer argument positions of p is called anextension ofC with respect to
a clauseH B1; : : : ;Bn 2 P defining p if

1. some integer argument position denominator appearing inc does not appear in Cp,
and

2. there existcond1; : : : ;condn such that

n̂

i=1

condi(Bi) j= c(H);

for any symbolic condition c0 over the integer argument positions of p
n̂

i=1

condi(Bi) j= c0(H)) c j= c0;

and

cond(Bi) =

8

>

>

<

>

>

:

crel(Bi)
(Bi) if p' rel(Bi)

and crel(Bi)
2Crel(Bi)

a valid interargument if p= rel(Bi)

relation for rel(Bi)

Given a programP we also say that a symbolic conditionc is an extension of a set of
symbolic conditionsC if there exists a clauser in P such thatc is an extension ofC with
respect tor.

We illustrate the notion of extension by continuing the analysis of Example 5.38.

Example 5.40 Let C be a set of symbolic conditions corresponding to maximal integer
prefixes,fp1 < 0g. One possible extension of C is p1 < 0^ p2 <�1, Indeed, the following
holds:

� p1 < 0^ p2 <�1 contains a new integer argument position denominator that does
not appear in C, i.e., p2;

� Apply p1 < 0 for the recursive subgoal p(Y1;X1) and take interargument relations
for X > 0;Y1 isY+1, and X1 is X�1. Then,

(X < 0 ^ Y1=Y+1 ^ X1= X�1 ^ Y1< 0) j= (X < 0 ^ Y <�1):

� It holds that for any condition c0 on X and Y implied by the conjunction above,
X < 0 ^ Y <�1 j= c0.
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In fact, this is the only extension of C. 2

Let C be a set of symbolic conditions over the integer argument positions of p, map-
pingϕ is defined asϕ(C) =C[fc j c is an extension ofCg. Letϕ� be a fixpoint of powers
of ϕ. Observe that condition 1 in Definition 5.39 ensures that computation of the fixpoint
terminates for any setC, since the number of integer argument position denominators is
finite.

Let ϕ�(Cp) be fc1; : : : ;cng, whereCp is defined as in Subsection 5.3.1. Then, we
define the set of adornmentsAp for p asf^n

i=1di j di = ci or di = :cig.

Example 5.41 It follows from Example 5.40 thatϕ(Cp) = fp1 < 0; p1 < 0^ p2 < �1g.
All integer argument position denominators already appearin ϕ(Cp). Thus,ϕ�(Cp) =

ϕ(Cp) andAp = fp1 < 0^ p2 <�1;(p1 < 0^ p2��1)_ p1� 0g.
Using this set of adornments one can show that the termination condition forfp(x;y) j

x;yare integersgwith respect to the program in Example 5.38 is(p1<0^p2��1)_p1�

0. 2

An alternative approach to the propagation of such information was suggested in (Der-
showitz et al., 2001). To capture interaction between the variables, a graph was construc-
ted with integer argument positions as vertices and a “can influence”-relation as edges.
It allows one to propagate the existing adornments but not toinfer the new ones and
thus, is less precise than our approach. In the example above, this will allow us to infer
fp1 < 0^ p2 < 0; p1 < 0^ p2� 0; p1� 0^ p2 < 0; p1� 0^ p2� 0g, which is less precise
than the condition inferred in the example above.

It should also be noted that, for any inference technique, there is an example where
it breaks down. However, we believe that for the majority of practical examples, the
methods suggested are powerful enough to infer precise conditions.

5.5.2 Normal programs

Our approach presented in this chapter is not restricted to definite programs but can also be
successfully applied to normal programs. Recall that normal programs are those programs
that may contain negative literals in the bodies of their clauses. We follow the intuition
proposed in Section 3.8 and generalise (Apt and Bezem, 1991). It requires that for any
negative literal:A, a level mapping must satisfyj :A j � j A j. For the sake of simplicity,
in the following example we assumej :A j= j A j.

Example 5.42 Consider the following program.

even(0):

even(X) X > 0;Y is X�1;odd(Y):

even(X) X < 0;Y is �X;even(Y):

odd(X) X > 0;Y is X�1;:odd(Y):

odd(X) X < 0;Y is �X;odd(Y):
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We would like to prove termination offeven(n) j n is an integerg andfodd(n) j n is an integerg
with respect to this program. The guard-tuned set of adornments for even is fa;b;cg,
where

a even1 = 0
b even1 > 0
c even1 < 0

Analogously, foroddthe adornments are

d odd1 = 0
e odd1 > 0
f odd1 < 0

Then, the following adorned program Pa is obtained:

evena(0):

evenb(X) X > 0;Y is X�1;Y = 0;oddd(Y):

evenb(X) X > 0;Y is X�1;Y > 0;odde(Y):

evenc(X) X < 0;Y is �X;Y > 0;evenb(Y):

odde(X) X > 0;Y is X�1;Y = 0;:oddd(Y):

odde(X) X > 0;Y is X�1;Y > 0;:odde(Y): (5.3)

oddf(X) X < 0;Y is �X;Y > 0;odde(Y):

To prove termination of the original sets of queries with respect to the original program
we have to show acceptability of

fn= 0^evena(n);n> 0^evenb(n);n< 0^evenc(n) j n is an integerg

and
fn= 0^oddd(n);n> 0^odde(n);n< 0^oddf(n) j n is an integerg

with respect to Pa.
Termination ofevena(n) and ofoddd(n) is straightforward. Both forevenand forodd

condition of the form “the first argument is zero” is the termination condition guaranteed
by Corollary 5.33.

To prove rigid term acceptability (Theorem 2.18) we restrict our attention to the clause
containing a recursive subgoal, namely (5.3). Letj � j be a natural level mapping defined
asj odde(t) j= t.

Let odde(n) be a call in the call set that can be unified with the head of (5.3). Then,
the following holds

j odde(n) j = n

> n�1

= j odde(n�1) j

= j :odde(n�1) j;
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completing the termination proof of the adorned program and, thus, by Theorem 5.21 of
the original one. 2

This approach allows us to prove termination of a number of examples, such as
primes(Clocksin and Mellish, 1981) andGoldbach’s conjecture(Hett, 2001).

5.5.3 Integrating numerical and symbolic computation

In real-world programs, numerical computations are sometimes interleaved with symbolic
ones, as illustrated by the following example. This examplecollects leaves of a tree
with a variable branching factor, which is a common data structure in natural language
processing (Pollard and Sag, 1994).

Example 5.43

collect(X; [XjL℄;L) atomic(X):

collect(T;L0;L) compound(T); functor(T; ;A); (5.4)

process(T;0;A;L0;L):

process( ;A;A;L;L):

process(T; I ;A;L0;L2) I < A; I1 is I +1;arg(I1;T;Arg); (5.5)

collect(Arg;L0;L1);process(T; I1;A;L1;L2):

To prove termination offcollect(t;v; [℄)g, where t is a tree and v is a variable, three de-
creases should be shown: between a call tocollectand a call toprocessin (5.4), between
a call to processand a call tocollect in (5.5) and between two calls toprocessin (5.5) .
The first two can be shown only by a symbolic level mapping, thethird one—only by the
numerical approach. 2

Thus, our goal is tocombinethe existing symbolic approaches with the numerical one
presented so far. One of the possible ways to do so is to combine two level mappings,j � j1
andj � j2, by mapping each atomA 2 BE

P either to a natural numberjA j1 or to a pair of
natural numbers(jA j1; jA j2). Then we must prove termination by establishing decreases
via orderings on(N[N2

) as suggested in Chapter 3.

Example 5.44 Example 5.43, continued. Defineϕ : BE
P! (N[N

2
) as:

ϕ(collect(t; l0; l)) = ktk;

ϕ(process(t; i;a; l0; l)) = (ktk;a� i);

wherek � k is a term-size norm. The decreases are satisfied with respectto >, such that
A1 > A2 if and only ifϕ(A1)� ϕ(A2), where� is defined as:

� n�m if n>
N

m,

� n� (n;m) if true,
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� (n;m1)� (n;m2) if m1 >N

m2 and

� (n1;m)� n2 if n1 >N n2,

where>
N

is the usual order on the naturals.
Indeed, the following holds:

� collect(t; l0; l)> process(t;0;a; l0; l), sinceϕ(process(t;0;a; l0; l)) = (ktk;a),
ϕ(collect(t; l0; l)) = ktk, andktk � (ktk;a) by definition of�;

� process(t; i;a; l0; l2)> collect(arg; l0; l1), sinceϕ(process(t; i;a; l0; l2)) = (ktk;a�
i);ϕ(collect(arg; l0; l1)) = kargk, ktk>

N

kargk by the predefined semantics of the
built-in predicateargand(ktk;a� i)� kargk by definition of�;

� process(t; i;a; l0; l2)> process(t; i1;a; l1; l2), sinceϕ(process(t; i;a; l0; l2)) = (ktk;
a� i);ϕ(process(t; i1;a; l1; l2)) = (ktk;a� i1), a� i >

N

a� i1 (since i1= i+1) and
(ktk;a� i)� (ktk;a� i1) by definition of�.

2

This integrated approach allows one to analyse correctly examples such asground,
unify, numbervars(Sterling and Shapiro, 1994) and Example 6.12 in (Dershowitz et al.,
2001).

5.5.4 Termination of symbolic computations—revisited

A number of modern approaches to termination analysis of logic programs (Codish and
Taboch, 1999; Mesnard and Ruggieri, 2003; Mesnard, 1996) abstract a program to CLP(N)
and then infer termination of the original program from the corresponding property of the
abstract one. Unfortunately, techniques used to prove termination of numerical program
are often restricted to the use of the identity function as the only level-mapping, which
results in failure to prove termination in many interestingexamples. In this section we
discuss a way to integrate our approach with such an abstraction technique. It allows us
to enlarge the class of correctly analysed examples.

Example 5.45 Consider the following example:

p(X) less(X; [ ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ℄); p([ jX℄):

less([℄; [HjL℄):

less([HjX℄; [HjZ℄) less(X;Z):

Using the list-length norm, defined as

ktk=

�

1+kt 0k if t = [hjt 0℄
0 otherwise
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the following CLP(N)-abstraction can be computed:

p(X) less(X;7); p(1+X):

less(0;1+L):

less(1+X;1+Z) less(X;Z):

Taking into account the model forlessand transforming the clause for p in a way similar
to that described by Mesnard and Ruggieri (Mesnard and Ruggieri, 2003), the following
program is obtained:

p(X) X < 7; p(1+X):

Termination of this program cannot be shown by the identity function as a level-mapping.
Thus, non-termination will be suspected. 2

Our approach is able to bridge the gap and provide the correctanalysis of Example 5.45.
We would like to reuse the abstraction function of (Mesnard and Ruggieri, 2003). Intu-
itively, instead of replacing a termt in an atoma with the size oft, a fresh variableV is
introduced. Then, we would like to add the goalV is abstract(t) beforea (if a is a body
subgoal) or aftera (if it is a head of the clause). Next, we replacet in a byV, and proceed
with the transformation of (Mesnard and Ruggieri, 2003). Unfortunately, executing such
a program can lead to instantiation errors as the following example illustrates.

Example 5.46 Let q([XjXs℄) be the head of a clause in a program. Mesnard and Rug-
gieri (Mesnard and Ruggieri, 2003) can abstract this atom, for example, to q(1+Xs)
or to q(1+X+Xs) depending on the norm used as a basis for the abstraction. In our
case, we will obtain either q(Y) Y is 1+Xs or q(Y) Y is 1+X+Xs. However, the
semantics ofis=2 requires the right hand side of the expression to be ground, which is
clearly not the case in our example, even if Y is known. 2

In order to solve this problem we restrict our attention onlyto linear expressions of
the formV = abstract(t) with one free variableu. These expressions can be solved with
respect tou and solutions can be used as body subgoals.

Example 5.47 Example 5.46, continued. Expression Y= 1+Xs is linear and given that
Y is known, it contains only one free variable Xs. Thus, the expression should be solved
with respect to Xs and XsisY�1 should be added.

On the other hand, given that Y is known, no similar solution can be proposed for
Y = 1+X+Xs, since both X and Xs are free variables. 2

In order to make all the information present explicit, we addsubgoals saying that by
definition of the norm, abstracted variables are always non-negative.
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Example 5.48 Example 5.45, continued. Applying the abstraction technique the follow-
ing program is obtained:

p(X) X � 0; less(X;7);X1 is X+1;X1� 0; p(X1):

less(0;L1) L1� 0;L is L1�1;L� 0:

less(X1;Z1) X1� 0;Z1� 0;X is X1�1;

Z is Z1�1;X � 0;Z� 0; less(X;Z):

After computing the models this program is transformed to:

p(X) X � 0;X � 7;X1 is X+1;X1� 0; p(X1):

Termination of p(n) with respect to this program can be shown by our approach for any
integer number n. This implies termination of p(t) with respect to the original program.
2

To summarise this discussion, we believe that integrating our technique for proving
termination of numerical computations with CLP(N) abstracting methodologies of (Cod-
ish and Taboch, 1999; Mesnard and Ruggieri, 2003; Mesnard etal., 2002) will extend the
class of logic programs that can be analysed automatically.An alternative approach to
termination of symbolic computations is discussed in the next section.

5.5.5 An alternative approach to symbolic computations

The technique presented in the previous subsection made useof an abstraction of a
program to CLP(N). Recall that, as we have already pointed out in the beginning of
Chapter 3, transformational approaches both introduce an overhead due to the trans-
formation itself, and make the reasoning opaque, since it nolonger happens in terms
of the original program. Moreover, not every program can be transformed to a numer-
ical form. Therefore, we would like to apply our technique directly to a given symbolic
program. The idea of distinguishing between different subsets of values for variables,
and deriving norms and level mappings based on these subsets, links our approach to
the line of research usingtype informationin termination analysis for symbolic compu-
tations (Bruynooghe et al., 2002; Bruynooghe et al., 2001; Vanhoof and Bruynooghe,
2002). In this subsection, we discuss some preliminary results in this direction.

Example 5.49 Consider the following program, motivated by (Dershowitz and Hoot,
1993). This is a simplified version of thedist predicate that, given an expression in
one variable u, rewrites it by repeatedly applying the distributivity law (as defined in
Example 3.76). For the sake of simplicity, this version is considered in the current subsec-
tion. However, the same reasoning is applicable for the complete version of the program
presented in Example 3.76.

dist(X+Y) dist(X);dist(Y):

dist(X � (Y+Z)) dist(X �Y+X �Z):
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We are interested in showing termination for

fdist(t) j t is an expression in a variable xg

The abstracting approaches (Mesnard, 1996; Codish and Taboch, 1999; Mesnard and
Ruggieri, 2003) are bound to fail on this example, since termination cannot be estab-
lished for the corresponding CLP(N) program (obtained by using the term-size as an
abstraction):

dist(1+X+Y) dist(X);dist(Y):

dist(2+X+Y+Z) dist(3+2X+Y+Z):

From the wide variety of termination analysers available on-line, the only one able
to prove termination of this example is TALP (Ohlebusch, 2001). However, even this
technique is not powerful enough to analyse termination of Example 3.76. Moreover, the
TALP system is based on transforming a given program to a term-rewriting system, and
thus, it suffers from all the disadvantages of transformational approaches. The reason for
failure of other termination analysis techniques, is that,as we have seen in Example 3.76,
no linear level-mapping is sufficient for proving termination, while only this class of level-
mappings is traditionally considered. In Chapter 3, we applied recursive path order-
ing (Dershowitz, 1985), with� preceding+ with respect to an ordering on functors.2

The key notion of the integrated framework is the notion ofa set of adornments, par-
titioning (as above) the domain of the predicate arguments into a finite set of pairwise
disjoint segments. Before introducing this notion formally, we need the following auxili-
ary definition.

Definition 5.50 Let P be a program, S be a set of atomic queries, and p be a predicate in
it. Theset of calls top, denotedCallp(P;S), is defined as

fA j A2 Call(P;S) ^ rel(A) = pg

Definition 5.51 (cf. Definition 5.14) Let P be a program, S be a set of atomic queries,
and p be a predicate in P. A finite setAp� 2BE

P is calleda set of adornments forp if:

�

S

a2Ap
a� Callp(P;S)

� for all a1;a2 2 Ap if a1 6= a2 then a1\a2 = /0.

A set of adornments is normally derived from the program itself. Observe that Defin-
ition 5.51 allows one to use as a basis for a set of adornments types (Bruynooghe et al.,
2002), sets of integers as above, and even interargument relations (Lindenstrauss et al.,
1998).
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Example 5.52 Example 5.49, continued. One possible set of adornments isfa;bg:

a fdist(t1� t2+ t3� t4) j t1; t2; t3; t4 are termsg

b fdist(t) j t is a terms, that cannot be represented

as t1� t2+ t3� t4 for any terms t1; t2; t3; t4g

Conditions of Definition 5.51 can be verified immediately. Thus, the set is indeed a set of
adornments. 2

Given a program and a set of adornments, the program can be transformed in a way
similar to the way described in Subsection 5.2.2. In this way, implicit information on
the domain is made explicit in the transformed program. As above, instead of one level
mapping required forP that is supposed to decrease along all possible computations, in
order to prove termination ofPa, one can find a number of potentially less sophisticated
different level mappings for each one of the “cases”. Theorem 5.21 implies that for pure
logic programs termination is preserved. Thus, termination of Pa implies termination of
P.

Example 5.53 After the transformation step, the following adorned program is obtained.

dista(X+Y) distb(X);distb(Y):

distb(X+Y) dista(X);dista(Y):

distb(X+Y) dista(X);distb(Y):

distb(X+Y) distb(X);dista(Y):

distb(X+Y) distb(X);distb(Y):

distb(X � (Y+Z)) dista(X �Y+X �Z):

2

The adorned program made the interplay between different “cases” of a predicate
explicit. However, the price we had to pay for the explicitness was the introduction of
mutual recursion. Some of the termination analysers experience difficulties in proving
termination of programs with mutual recursion despite the fact that a number of trans-
formations converting mutual recursion to direct recursion by unfolding were suggested
in the literature (Kaser et al., 1993; Plümer, 1989; Sohn and Van Gelder, 1991). As the
following example illustrates, mutual recursion can not always be eliminated.

Example 5.54 Consider the following program:

a b

b a

b c
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c b

c d

d c

Kaser et al. (Kaser et al., 1993) proved that no mutual recursion elimination is possible
for such a program. 2

However, more often than not, mutual recursion can be eliminated. Plümer suggests
the following condition for mutual recursion elimination.We slightly change the wording
of the statement to adjust to our notation.

Theorem 5.55 (Plümer, 1989) Let P be a program. Let p1 be a predicate in P and
let fp1; : : : ; png be the set of all predicates mutually recursive with p1. Then p1 can be
transformed into a semantically equivalent predicate p by afinite number of unfolding
steps if pi w p j implies i< j or j = 1.

Example 5.56 Example 5.53, continued. Observe that conditions of Theorem 5.55 hold
for this example (takedistb as p1 anddista as p2). Thus, p1 can be transformed into a
semantically equivalent predicate by a finite number of unfolding steps. The following
program is obtained after mutual recursion elimination:

dista(X+Y) distb(X);distb(Y):

distb((X+Y)+(Z+T)) distb(X);distb(Y);distb(Z);distb(T):

distb((X+Y)+Z) distb(X);distb(Y);distb(Z):

distb(X+(Y+Z)) distb(X);distb(Y);distb(Z):

distb(X+Y) distb(X);distb(Y):

distb(X � (Y+Z)) distb(X �Y);distb(X �Z):

After mutual recursion has been eliminated, existing termination analysers can be
applied to infer termination of the transformed program. Since the transformation above
preserved termination, termination of the original program is implied as well. 2

Our approach, sketched in this subsection, provides a link between two different but
related approaches to termination analysis based on type information, by integrating both
of them within one framework. Secondly, it turns out to be powerful enough to prove
termination in certain cases, such asdist (Dershowitz and Hoot, 1993), that could not
have been analysed by the previous techniques. In a future work, we will consider study-
ing techniques for automated inference of adornments, implementing the approach, and
evaluating its robustness experimentally.
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5.6 Conclusion

We have presented an approach to verification of terminationfor logic programs with
integer computations. This functionality is lacking in currently available termination ana-
lysers for Prolog, such as TerminWeb (Codish and Taboch, 1999), cTI (Burckel et al.,
2000; Mesnard and Neumerkel, 2001), TALP (Ohlebusch, 2001), and TermiLog (Linden-
strauss and Sagiv, 1997; Lindenstrauss et al., 1997). The main contribution of this work is
threefold. First, from the theoretical perspective, our study improves the understanding of
termination of numerical computations, situates them in the framework of acceptability
and allows integration with the existing approaches to termination of symbolic computa-
tions. Moreover, as explained in Subsections 5.5.4 and 5.5.5, our technique can be used
to empower the existing techniques to prove termination of symbolic computations.

Second, unlike the majority of works on termination analysis for logic programs con-
cerned with termination verification, our work goes furtherand includes inference, i.e., we
infer conditions on integer arguments of the queries that imply termination. To perform
the inference task, we apply a methodology inspired by the well-known constraints based
approach (Decorte et al., 1999), i.e., we start by establishing symbolic counterparts of
level mappings and interargument relations and infer constraints on the integer arguments
from rigid acceptability conditions and the validity of interargument relations. Termina-
tion inference in the symbolic context was studied, for example, in (Hoarau and Mesnard,
1998; Genaim and Codish, 2001; Mesnard, 1996). It should be noted that in earlier works
on termination, such as (Benoy and King, 1996; Brodsky and Sagiv, 1989; Brodsky and
Sagiv, 1991; Decorte et al., 1993; Sohn and Van Gelder, 1991), the wordinferencewas
used to denote deduction of termination proof parameters (norms, level mappings and in-
terargument relations). Our approach is related to this line of work in the sense that we
use the technique of Decorteet al. (Decorte et al., 1999), and therefore also infer level
mappings.

Finally, the methodology presented has been integrated in the automatic termination
analyser of (Decorte et al., 1999). It was shown that our approach is robust enough to
prove termination for a wide range of numerical examples, including but not restricted to
all examples appearing in Chapter 8 of (Sterling and Shapiro, 1994) and those appearing
in (Apt, 1997). More details on the experimental evaluationcan be found in Section 5.4.

Termination of numerical computations was studied by a number of authors (Apt,
1997; Apt et al., 1994; Dershowitz et al., 2001). Aptet al.(Apt et al., 1994) provided a de-
clarative semantics, the so-calledΘ-semantics, for Prolog programs with first-order built-
in predicates, including arithmetic operations. In this framework, the property of strong
termination, i.e., finiteness of all LD-trees for all possible goals, was completely charac-
terised based on an appropriately tuned notion of acceptability. This approach provides
important theoretical results, but seems to be difficult to integrate with automatic tools.
In (Apt, 1997), it is claimed that an unchanged acceptability condition can be applied to
programs in pure Prolog with arithmetic by defining the levelmappings on ground atoms
with the arithmetic relation to be zero. This approach ignores the actual computation,
and thus, its applicability is restricted to programs usingsome arithmetic but not really
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relying on them, such asquicksort. Moreover, there are programs that terminate only for
somequeries, such as Example 5.35. Alternatively, Dershowitzet al. (Dershowitz et al.,
2001) extended the query-mapping pairs formalism of (Lindenstrauss and Sagiv, 1997)
to deal with numerical computations. However, this approach inherited the disadvantages
of (Lindenstrauss and Sagiv, 1997), such as a high computational price, which is inherent
to this approach due to the repetitive fixpoint computations. Moreover, since our approach
gains its power from the underlying framework of (Decorte etal., 1999), it allows one to
prove termination of some examples that cannot be analysed correctly by (Dershowitz
et al., 2001), similar to theconfused delete(Decorte et al., 1999). In contrast to the ap-
proach of (Dershowitz et al., 2001) which was restricted to the verification of termination,
we presented a methodology forinferring termination conditions. It is not clear whether
and how (Dershowitz et al., 2001) can be extended to infer such conditions.

More research has been done on termination analysis for constraint logic programs
(Colussi et al., 1995; Mesnard, 1996; Ruggieri, 1997; Frühwirth, 2000; Mesnard and
Ruggieri, 2003). Since numerical computations in Prolog should be written in a way that
allows a system to verify their satisfiability we can see numerical computations of Prolog
as anideal constraint system. Thus, all the results obtained for ideal constraint systems
can be applied. Unfortunately, the research was either oriented towards theoretical char-
acterisations (Ruggieri, 1997) or restricted to domains isomorphic toN (Mesnard, 1996),
such as trees and terms. Recently, in the journal revision (Mesnard and Ruggieri, 2003)
of (Mesnard, 1996) and (Ruggieri, 1997), a possibility is mentioned of using abstraction
functions other than combinations of term-size norm, list-length norm, identity function
and null-function. However, the question ofhowthese functions should be inferred auto-
matically is not considered, and the cTI implementation (Burckel et al., 2000; Mesnard
et al., 2001) is restricted to the term-size norm as an abstraction function. Frühwirth stud-
ied termination of Constraint Handling Rules and suggesteda variant of therecurrence
condition of (Apt and Pedreschi, 1990) for this language.

Our study of termination was based on the notion of termination with respect to a set of
queries. The idea behind this notion is thatsomequeries may be of no importance for the
user. Ruggieri (Ruggieri, 1997; Mesnard and Ruggieri, 2003) proposed an alternative way
to distinguish between the important queries and the non-important ones. He extended the
definition of a level-mapping to include a designated value of ∞, and suggested mapping
important queries to the naturals and the non-important ones to∞.

Numerical computations have also been analysed in the earlyworks on termination
analysis for imperative languages (Floyd, 1967; Katz and Manna, 1975), considering, as
we have already pointed out in Section 5.1, general well-founded domains. However, our
approach to automation differs significantly from these works. Traditionally, the verific-
ation community considered automatic generation of invariants (Bjørner et al., 1997)2,
while automatic generation of ranking functions (level mappings, in the logic program-
ming parlance) just started to emerge (Colón and Sipma, 2001; Colón and Sipma, 2002).
The inherent restriction of automatically generated ranking functions is that they have to

2Similar question has been studied by Levi and Sirovich (Leviand Sirovich, 1975).
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be linear. Moreover, in order to perform the analysis of larger programs, such asmerge-
sort, in a reasonable amount of time, Colón and Sipma further restricted the ranking func-
tions so that they depend on one variable only. Unlike these approaches, our approach
doesn’t suffer from such limitations: there are no constraints on the number of variables
level mappings can depend upon, and the level mappings we consider are not necessarily
linear.

Integer computations are sometimes considered as being less cumbersome than the
floating point numbers. However, even in the integer case precision might be lost due to
rounding and overflow. Recently, Ruggieri demonstrated that computing the semi-sum of
two integers, i.e.,b(a+ b)=2, might be non-trivial due to inexact representation (Rug-
gieri, 2003). In fact, the program proposed to perform the exact computation consists of
six lines of the C code and its correctness depends on two’s complement representation
of integers.

The idea of splitting a predicate into cases was first mentioned by Ullman and Van
Gelder (Ullman and Van Gelder, 1988), where it was assumed that a preprocessor trans-
forms a set of clauses into a new set, in which every subgoal unifies with all of the rules
for its predicate symbol. However, neither in this paper, nor in the subsequent one (Sohn
and Van Gelder, 1991) was the proposed methodology presented formally. To the best of
our knowledge, the first formal presentation of splitting inthe framework of termination
analysis is due to Lindenstrausset al.(Lindenstrauss et al., 1998). Unlike in their work, a
numerical and not a symbolic domain was considered in the current paper. Section 5.5.5
presents our vision of the integrated approach, both for numeric and symbolic compu-
tations. Distinguishing different subsets of values for variables, and deriving norms and
level mappings based on these subsets, links our approach tothe ideas of usingtype in-
formation in termination analysis for symbolic computations (Bruynooghe et al., 2002;
Bruynooghe et al., 2001; Vanhoof and Bruynooghe, 2002). Indeed, adornments can be
seen as types, refining the predefined typeintegers. Unlike these works, our work does not
start with a given set of types, but for each program derives acollection of types relevant
to this program.

The termination condition inferred for Example 5.35 isoptimal, i.e., it is implied
by any other termination condition. Clearly, undecidability of the termination problem
implies that no automatic tool can always guarantee optimality of the condition inferred.
However, verifying if the condition inferred is optimal seems to be an interesting question,
related to looping analysis (Bol et al., 1991; Bol, 1992; Bol, 1993; De Schreye et al.,
1990; Shen, 1997; Shen et al., 2001; Skordev, 1997). So far, in the context of logic
programming optimality of termination conditions inferred was been studied by Mesnard
et al. (Mesnard et al., 2002) only for symbolic computations.
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Chapter 6

Termination of floating point
computations

In this chapter, we investigate the influence of the imprecise representation of real num-
bers by floating point numbers on termination behaviour of programs. Then we review a
number of standards designed for floating point representation and, based on these stand-
ards, present our approach to termination analysis.

6.1 Introduction

As we stated already in Chapter 5, numerical computations form an essential part of al-
most any real-world program. Moreover, as observed in Dershowitz et al. (Dershowitz
et al., 2001) and as we have seen in the previous chapter, if computations involving real
numbers are considered, the actually observed behaviour does not necessarily coincide
with the intuitively expected one. Difficulties encountered while working with the im-
plementations of real numbers explain why some Prolog implementations, such as Open
Prolog (Brady, 2001) or W-Prolog (Winikoff, 1997), do not include real-number arith-
metics. The reason for the counter-intuitive behaviour of the computations based on “real
numbers” in practice is that real numbers represented by computer are not mathematical
objects, but their floating-point approximations. The problem of regarding floating point
numbers as real ones and disregarding the rounding errors isnot very well-known to pro-
grammers of non-scientific codes, but it may have serious andeven tragic consequences,
as the following example illustrates. On February 25, 1991,during the Gulf war, a Pat-
riot anti-missile missed a Scud in Dhahran and crashed on American barracks, killing 28
soldiers. The official enquiry report (United States General Accounting Office, 1992) at-
tributed this to a simple “numerical bug”: a truncating error during multiplication. In fact,
the error comes from taking the difference of two clocks. Thesmall relative error on both
clocks gives an absolute error on their difference when timeincreases. A more detailed
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explanation can be found in (Skeel, 1992; United States General Accounting Office, 1992;
Goubault, 2001; Cousot and Cousot, 2001).

In our context, it should be noted that using floating point numbers instead of real
numbers can change the termination behaviour of a program.

Example 6.1 Consider the following programs.

(P1) p(X) X > 0;X1 is X �0:25; p(X1):

(P2) q(X) X > 0;X1 is X �0:75;q(X1):

(P3) r(X) X > 0;X1 is X�0:25; r(X1):

If the numbers considered were real numbers, p(1) and q(1) would not terminate with
respect to P1 and P2, respectively, while r(1) would terminate with respect to P3. How-
ever, computers do not work with reals numbers, but with finite precision floating point
numbers, and computations are imprecise due to rounding. For example, SICStus (SICS,
2002) rounds252

�0:25 to 252, resulting in non-termination of r(252
) with respect to P3.

Despite the similarity between P1 and P2 the termination behaviour of p(1) and q(1)
with respect to the programs is completely different. That is, p(1) terminates with respect
to P1 and q(1) may not terminate with respect to P2. The reason is that if rounding is
done to the nearest finitely representable value, then for some t, t�0:75 can be rounded
upwards to t. On the other hand, for all s, s�0:25 can never be rounded to s, since0 is
always closer to s�0:25 than s.

The rounding to the nearest policy is the default rounding policy. However, a user
can specify that the rounding be done, for example, toward zero. In that case, both p(1)
terminates with respect to P1 and q(1) terminates with respect to P2. 2

Example 6.1 shows that termination depends on the domain of the computation. How-
ever, in the early days of computing, the domain of the floating point numbers was com-
pletely dependent on the actual implementation, making theanalysis almost impossible.
To solve this problem, a number of standards (10967-1:1994,1994; IEEE Standards Com-
mittee 754, 1985) were suggested (see also (Goldberg, 1991)for an introduction to float-
ing point computations). As the following example hints, the existing situation, discussed
in Section 6.2, is still not free from anomalies.

Example 6.2 As we have seen in the previous example, if the rounding to thenearest
value is assumed, q(1) does not terminate with respect to P2. The following program P4
is logically equivalent to P2.

(P4) q(X) 1+X > 1;X1 is X �0:75;q(X1):

In general, one might expect1+X > 1 to be equivalent to X> 0 and q(1) to be non-
terminating with respect to P4 in the same way that it does not terminate with respect to
P2. However, q(1) turns out to be terminating with respect to P4!

The reason for this is that the precision of floating-point numbers near0 is much
higher than near1. Thus, there exist real numbers r, such that r> 0 holds, but1+ r
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is computed to be equal to1. For example, for SICStus Prolog,2�53 is one such num-
ber. When a number like this is computed, the test1+X > 1 fails and the computation
terminates. 2

Even more surprising behaviour can be observed if non-numerical values are con-
sidered. Those are required by the standards to make the arithmetic functions total. For
example, 1:0=0:0 is defined to be+∞, while 0:0=0:0 to beNaN. Moreover, zero is re-
quired to be signed, meaning that there should be two values representing zero: 0:0 and
�0:0. The values should be numerically equal, that is, 0:0=:=�0:0 should hold. As the
following example illustrates, these values can lead to an extremely contrived behaviour.

Example 6.3 Consider the following program:

r(X) Y is 1=X;s(Y):

s(X) X > 0;X1 is X+1;s(X1):

We would like to study execution of r(0:0) and of r(�0:0) with respect to this program.
Some Prolog implementations, such as BIM Prolog (BIM, 1995), its successor Master-
ProLog (IT Masters, 2000), and theISO-mode of SICStus Prolog (SICS, 2002) report an
error upon zero division.

On the other hand, most of the Prolog implementations (CIAO Prolog (Bueno et al.,
1997), the default mode of SICStus Prolog (SICS, 2002) andECLiPSe (Aggoun et al.,
2001)) produce s(+∞) for r(0:0) and s(�∞) for r(�0:0). The ordering relationship>
and the addition operation+ are defined on the infinity values to satisfy+∞ > r > �∞
and+∞+ r = +∞ for all floating point numbers r. Computing s(+∞), thus, results in
non-termination, while s(�∞) terminates. Hence, surprisingly, there are two values t1

and t2, such that t1 =:= t2, r(t1) terminates with respect to this program and r(t2) does
not terminate with respect to it. 2

We believe that Prolog implementations will evolve towardsfollowing the standards
above. As an important step in this direction, we consider the decision of SICStus Prolog
developers to provide two execution modes starting from the3.8 release: theISO-mode,
fully compliant with ISO/IEC 13211-1 and thesicstussupporting code written in earlier
versions of SICStus Prolog. A number of inconsistencies between the standard and ex-
isting implementations mentioned in (Bagnara, 1999) were thus resolved. Thus, despite
of the anomalies observed in Examples 6.2 and 6.3, we are going to base our termination
analysis, presented in Sections 6.3 and 6.4, on these standards.

6.2 Standardisation of arithmetics

In this section, we discuss standardisation of arithmetics. Traditionally, computer sys-
tems represented floating-point numbers in a normalised way, that is asS� 2E, where
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Figure 6.1: Coordinate axis

1� S< 2. For example, 2:5 was represented byS= 1:25 andE = 1. The smallest pos-
itive number that can be represented in this way is, thus, 1�2emin, whereemin2 Z is
the smallest exponent (Z stands for the set of integers). The second smallest number is
then(1+2�p

)�2emin, wherep is a number of digits that can be stored. Note that the

gap between zero and 1�2emin is significantly bigger than the gap between this num-
ber and(1+2�p

)�2emin. This gap near 0 resulted in a number of anomalies, such as
x = y being not equivalent withx� y = 0 or 1� x being different fromx. To resolve
these problems the IEEE Standard 754 (IEEE Standards Committee 754, 1985) (also
known as the IEC standard 559 for Binary Floating-Point Arithmetic for Microprocessor
Systems) introduced a special set of values, calleddenormalised numbers, that are repres-
ented asS�2emin, where 0<S< 1. The use of denormalised numbers is responsible for
higher precision near 0, i.e., non-equivalence ofx> 0 and 1+x> 1. Thus, the ISO/IEC
standard for Language Independent Arithmetic (ISO/IEC 10967) (10967-1:1994, 1994;
10967-2:2001, 2001) leaves the decision whether the denormalised numbers should be
implemented to the system developer. We have seen in Example6.2 that the use of denor-
malised numbers may influence the termination behaviour of aprogram. Denormalised
and normalised numbers are illustrated in Figure 6.1, wherer denotes the “base” of the
number system, also called theradix.

The ISO Standard for Prolog (13211-1:1995, 1995) does not advocate any particular
representation for floating point values but follows ISO/IEC 10967. Thus, we choose to
base our analysis upon it. We start by presenting the formal requirements of (10967-
1:1994, 1994; 13211-1:1995, 1995).

A set of floating-point values,F, is a finite subset of the set of real numbersR, char-
acterised by five parameters: the radix,r 2 N; the number of radix digits provided byF,
also called theprecision, p 2 N; the smallest and the largest exponents ofF , emin2 Z
andemax2Z, and a boolean flagdenormbeingtrueif F contains denormalised numbers.

Example 6.4 Traditionally, numbers are represented in computers in thebinary format,
meaning that r= 2. The IEEE Standard 754 requires that for thesingleformat p= 24,
emin= �126and emax= 127 should hold and for thedoubleformat p= 53, emin=
�1022andemax= 1023should hold. It also requires thedenorm-flag to be set totrue.
2

Given specific values for the parameters,FN, the set ofnormalisedfloating point val-
ues, isf0;�i � re�p

j i;e2 Z; r p�1
� i � r p

� 1;emin� e� emaxg andFD, the set of
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denormalisedfloating point values, isf�i � remin�p
j i 2 N;1 � i � r p�1

�1g. Then,
the setF is defined asFN[FD, if denorm= true, and asFN, otherwise.

The parameters above shall satisfy:

� r � 2 ^ p� 2 to ensure that a meaningful set of values is obtained. At present only
2, 8, 10, and 16 are used as values forr;

� p�2� �eminguarantees that the maximum relative error inFN is representable
in F ;

� p� emaximplies that all integers from 1 tor p�1 are exactly representable inF ;

� �emin� r p
�1 ^ emax� r p

�1 assures thateminandemaxbelong toF.

These parameters should also satisfy:

� r is even, as the most accurate and popular rounding rule (round to the nearest value)
is significantly more expensive to implement whenr is odd. Moreover, commonly
occurring values such as 0:5 would no longer have an exact representation ifr is
odd.

� r p�1
� 106 results in the maximum relative error inFN to be one in a million.

� emin�1��2� (p�1) andemax> 2� (p�1) ensure that square of the maximum
relative error and its reciprocal are inF .

� �2� (emin�1)+emax� 2 implies that for “most”x in FN the reciprocal 1=x is
also inFN. As we are going to see further one cannot guarantee this for all x.

For convenience, the following notions are defined: the maximal floating point num-
ber fmax, the minimal normalised numberfminN, the minimal denormalised number
fminD andF�, the set of floating-point values extended beyondfmax.

fmax = maxfz2 F j z> 0g= (1� r�p
)� remax

;

fminN = minfz2 FN j z> 0g= remin�1
;

fminD = minfz2 FD j z> 0g= remin�p
;

F�

= F [f�i � re�p
j i;e2 Z; r p�1

� i � r p
�1;e> emaxg:

Using this notation, we can prove that for somex 2 FN, 1=x 62 FN. Indeed, assum-
ing the contrary would result in 1=fminN � fmax (1=fminN 2 FN) and 1=fmax� fminN

(1=fmax2 FN), i.e., fminN � fmax= 1. The latter equality cannot hold, asfminN is a
power ofr andfmax is not.

The requirements above imply that the parameters shall and should satisfy a number
of constraints. For instance, sincep� 2 andp�2��emin, emin� 0 should hold. Then,
remin�1

� r�1 holds. Recalling thatr � 2, remin�1
� 0:5. In other words,fminN � 0:5.

Remaining constraints can be obtained in the same fashion.

shall 0< r1�p
< 0:5; 0< fminN � 0:5; 0< fminD � 0:25 (6.1)

should 0< r1�p
< 10�6

; 0< fminN � 10�12
; 0< fminD � 10�18 (6.2)
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Example 6.5 The requirements of the IEEE Standard 754 for thesingle format imply
r1�p

� 1:2�10�7, fminN � 1:2�10�38 and fminD � 1:4�10�45. Both (6.1) and (6.2)
are satisfied.

Similarly, for thedouble format these requirements result in r1�p
� 2:2� 10�16,

fminN � 1:1�10�308andfminD � 2:4�10�324. Again both (6.1) and (6.2) are satisfied.
2

The use of (6.2) instead of (6.1) can be justified by the observation that the majority
of the implementations meet (6.2) and, since variable domains allowed by (6.2) are signi-
ficantly smaller, precision of the analysis can be improved.Moreover, if the attention is
restricted to one particular format, termination analysiscan be further improved by con-
sidering exact values forr1�p, fminN and fminD. As our goal is to obtain termination
proofs valid not just for one particular Prolog implementation but for any implementation
conforming the ISO standards, the results in this chapter are based on (6.1) and (6.2).

The standards specify a number of arithmetic operations on floating point numbers.
For the sake of simplicity, we restrict our attention to onlythe basic operations, i.e., addi-
tion, multiplication and division (the difference betweenx andy is defined as the sum of
x and�y). The basic operations are computed in a number of steps as follows. First, the
exact value is computed. In the case of addition, information might be lost at this step due
to rounding bit omission in some implementations. This decision increases the execution
speed and simplifies the hardware design, but makes the computation less precise. For
the sake of simplicity, we assume this does not happen, sincein such implementations
the computed results cannot be predicted from the true sum alone, but depend on the op-
erands given, complicating the analysis. For other arithmetic functions, information loss
is explicitly prohibited by the standards. In the case of division, this step might result in
reporting thezerodivisor exception. Then, the floating point rounding functionrndF is
applied. Finally, the boundaries ofF are checked and an appropriate exception is thrown
if needed (float overflowif the result of the previous step is greater thanfmaxand cannot
be rounded tofmax; underflowif is is smaller than the smallest positive element ofF
and it cannot be rounded to this element). Different standards specify differently whether
the exception may be trapped. IEEE 754 leaves the decision tothe higher-level software
(for example, a Prolog system). On the other hand, ISO 10967 and ISO 13211 leave this
decision to the programmer, thus, explicitly prohibiting Prolog systems from trapping ex-
ceptions as a default policy. Example 6.3 illustrates that most Prolog systems violate the
latter requirement. However, we believe that in the future,Prolog implementations will
converge to the ISO standard. Thus, in this chapter we assumethat exceptions are not
trapped.

FunctionrndF maps the reals toF� and shall satisfy for allx;y2 R and for alli 2 Z:

rndF(x) = x if x2 F�

rndF(x)� rndF(y) if x< y
rndF(x� r i

) = rndF(x)� r i if j x j � fminN andj x� r i
j � fminN

rndF(�x) =�rndF(x)
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From the four rounding modes discussed in (IEEE Standards Committee 754, 1985), to
the nearest, toward 0, toward�∞ and toward+∞, the latter two do not satisfyrndF(�x) =
�rndF(x). This discrepancy exists between the standards despite thefact that both of
them were adopted by the same institution (IEC). The ISO 10967 standard suggests three
rounding modes: round to nearest, round toward 0 and round toward�∞. The latter mode
contradicts the conditions above, specified by the same standard! The only standard to
resolve this problem completely is (13211-1:1995, 1995). It presents only two rounding
modes: round to nearest and round toward 0. Thus, these are the only two rounding modes
we discuss in this chapter.

Finally, we specify precision of the rounding function. It shall satisfy for allx2 R

j rndF(x)�x j � rnd error� reF (rndF (x))�p
; (6.3)

whereeF(x) is defined asblogr j x j +1 if j x j � fminN and asemin, otherwise. The
requirement thatrndF is a rounding function implies thatrnd error� 1.

Depending on whether rounding is done toward zero or to the nearest value, the round-
ing functionrndF shall satisfy

j rndF(x) j � j x j rounding is done toward zero, (6.4)

j rndF(x)�x j � 0:5reF (x)�p rounding is done to the nearest value. (6.5)

It should be noted that the rounding function behaviour for an x exactly halfway between
values inF is not specified by (6.5), i.e., the decision if rounding is done upwards or
downwards is left to the implementor. In the next section, weare going to see how this
decision influences termination behaviour.

6.3 Examples

In this section, we use the formulae of Section 6.2 to study the termination behaviour of
a number of examples. We start by programs generalising Example 6.1 and then proceed
to more realistic examples. While studying computations relying on the reals, finding
a level mapping that satisfies Definition 2.12 might be difficult. Thus, the notion of a
level mapping is extended to mappings to non-negative real numbers: j � j: BE

P ! R

+ .
However, the usual acceptability decrease is insufficient to ensure termination, since non-
negative reals are not well-founded. In order to obtain the well-foundedness, and hence
to prove termination, in the definition above we should require the existence ofε > 0
such that for any callA, any clauseA0  B1; : : : ;Bn such thatθ = mgu(A;A0) exists,
any recursive body subgoalBi and any computed answer substitutionσ for B1; : : : ;Bi�1

holds thatj A j � j Biθσ j� ε. This condition is equivalent to Definition 2.12. Indeed,
if there is a level mapping, satisfying Definition 2.12,ε can be taken equal to 1. On the
other hand, if there exist a mapping to non-negative real numbersj � j and ε > 0 that

satisfy the condition above thenj � j2 defined asj t j2 =

j

jtj
ε

k

satisfies the acceptability
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condition. Thus, instead of using the acceptability condition of Definition 2.12, we apply
the equivalent condition, which we also callacceptability. The idea of mapping terms to
non-negative real numbers and requiring some minimal distance between the values goes
back to (Sohn and Van Gelder, 1991). Recently, under the nameof thediscretely-greater-
thanrelation (>∆) it has been reintroduced by (Colón and Sipma, 2001).

In the examples to come we are going to apply the methodology presented for the in-
teger case in Section 5.2.2. Recall that our analysis startsby inferring the set of calls (Jans-
sens et al., 1994) (sometimes omitted in the examples, if thedecrease can be shown for
all values). We assume that the execution doesn’t result in an exception as this obvi-
ously means termination. Then, we apply the adorning technique of Chapter 5. Observe,
that correctness of the transformation established by Theorem 5.21 doesn’t depend on the
domain of the computation.

At the next step, conditions following from rigid acceptability with respect to the
adorned program and the validity of interargument relations are constructed. Two differ-
ences between the constraints that we considered in the previous chapter and the ones we
are going to obtain now should be pointed out. First, as we’vealready mentioned above,
instead of provingj A j> j Biθσ j we will try to find ε > 0 such thatj A j � j Biθσ j� ε.
Second, rounding function has been applied during the computation. We are going to
estimate the expressions involving the rounding function in order to obtain the underes-
timate for j A j � j Biθσ j. We postpone a more detailed discussion of the estimation
techniques to Section 6.4. If the underestimate found is positive it can be taken asε
and termination condition can be inferred along the lines ofthe algorithm presented in
Figure 5.1.

It should also be noted that the technique developed for the integer case can be adjus-
ted to floating point computations in a straightforward fashion. The analysis of normal
programs or the integration of numerical and symbolic computations as discussed in Sec-
tion 5.5 are two possible extensions.

Example 6.6 The following program is motivated by P1 and P2 from Example 6.1. We
would like to find the floating-point values of0< α < 1 such that the program terminates
for all queries in S= fp(t) j t is a floating point numberg.

p(X) X > 0;X1 is X �α; p(X1):

To achieve our goal we try to prove termination of p(t) and collect the constraints onα
we need to assume. Obviously, p(t) terminates for all t� 0. Thus, in the remainder we
assume t> 0.

At the first step, the program is adorned, i.e. the set of guard-tuned adornments is
computed as proposed in Section 5.3.1 and the program is transformed as described in
Section 5.2.2. The following set of adornments is obtained:fa;bg, wherea denotes p1> 0
andb denotes p1� 0. The following is the adorned program Pa:

pa
(X) X > 0;X1 is X �α;X1> 0; pa

(X1):

pa
(X) X > 0;X1 is X �α;X1� 0; pb

(X1):
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The corresponding set of queries Sa is

ft > 0^ pa
(t); t � 0^ pb

(t) j t is a floating point numberg

Termination of pb(t) for any t is straightforward as there is no clause such that
its head can be unified with pb

(t). Thus, in order to prove termination of Sa with re-
spect to the original program, it is sufficient to prove termination of ft > 0^ pa

(t) j
t is a floating point numberg with respect to the adorned program Pa. A natural level
mapping is chosen to bej pa

(t) j = t. The level mapping is well-defined, since t> 0
and α > 0 are assumed. Upon further consideration, we restrict our attention to only
the first clause, as the second clause doesn’t contain recursive body subgoals. If pa(t)
is unified with the head of the clause, the value to be stored inX1 is either rndF(tα),
floating overflowor underflow. If one of the latter cases occurs, execution terminates.
Thus, we restrict our attention only to the case where the value stored in X1 is rndF(tα).
If we can findε > 0, such that for any t, t� rndF(tα)� ε, the program will be acceptable
with respect tofpa

(n) j n is a floating point numberg.
Assume thatrndF has theround to nearestproperty. Condition (6.5) impliesj rndF(tα)�

tα j � 0:5reF (tα)�p. We distinguish between the following cases:

� j tα j< fminN. Then, eF(tα) = eminand remin�p
= fminD. Thus,j rndF(tα)�tα j

� 0:5fminD. Therefore,

t� rndF(tα)� t(1�α)�0:5fminD:

Inequality X> 0 in the clause body implies that t� fminD. Thus,

t� rndF(tα)� fminD(0:5�α):

In order for the right hand side to be used asε, it should be positive, that isα < 0:5
should hold.

� j tα j � fminN. Then, eF(tα) = blogr j tα j +1 and

j rndF(tα)� tα j � 0:5rblogr j tα j +1�p
� 0:5tαr1�p

:

Thus,
t� rndF(tα)� t(1�α�0:5αr1�p

):

Condition (6.1) requires r1�p
� 0:5, i.e., t� rndF(tα)� t(1�1:25α). Sincej tα j

� fminN, t > 0 andα > 0 also t� fminN=α should hold. Then,

t� rndF(tα)� fminN(1�1:25α)=α:

To make the right-hand side expression positive,α< 0:8should hold. ThenfminN(1�
1:25α)=α is a candidate forε.
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Summarising the two cases we obtain thatα < 0:5 should hold and thatε can be chosen
as

min(fminD(0:5�α); fminN(1�1:25α)=α):

Hence, for any t, t� rndF(tα) � ε, the program is acceptable with respect toft > 0^
pa

(t) j t is a floating point numberg and termination is proved. This also implies that the
original program terminates with respect to

fp(t) j t is a floating point numberg:

It should be noted that in actual Prolog implementations termination of p(t) with re-
spect to the program above may also be observed ifα = 0:5. However, as mentioned
above, the ISO standard for language independent arithmetic does not specify the beha-
viour of rndF(x) if x is exactly halfway between two values and rounding upwards in this
case will result in non-termination.

Assume now thatrndF has theround toward zeroproperty. In this casej rndF(x) j
� j x j should hold for all x. Sinceα > 0 and t> 0, tα > 0 and rndF(tα) � rndF(0).
Requirements of the standards also implyrndF(0)= 0. Thus,rndF(tα)� 0, rndF(tα)� tα
and t� rndF(tα) � t(1�α). As above, the body constraint X> 0 means t� fminD.
Therefore, t� rndF(tα)� fminD(1�α). The right hand-side is positive for all0< α < 1
and ε = fminD(1�α). Thus, if rounding happens toward zero, pa

(n) terminates with
respect to the adorned program for all n and for allα. Hence, p(n) terminates with
respect to the original program for all n and for allα as well. 2

Now consider another example, very similar to the one we haveseen before, but sig-
nificantly different from it in its termination behaviour.

Example 6.7 Let P be the following program, extending P3 from Example 6.1.

q(X) X > 0;X1 is X�α;q(X1):

whereα > 0. In theory, q(t) should terminate for allα and all t. As we have seen in
Example 6.1 this is not the case in practice forα = 0:25. We aim to understand the
general case.

Termination of q(t) for t � 0 is obvious. Thus, we assume t> 0. After the adorning
step the following program is obtained (a denotes q1 > 0 andb denotes q1� 0):

qa
(X) X > 0;X1 is X�α;X1> 0;qa

(X1):

qa
(X) X > 0;X1 is X�α;X1� 0;qb

(X1):

Choosingj qa
(t) j = t, applying the same technique as above to inferε, and assuming

rounding to nearest policy, one gets

rndF(t�α)� (t�α)+
�

0:5r1�p
(t�α) if t �α� fminN

0:5fminD if � fminN < t�α < fminN
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Thus, in the first case, t� rndF(t�α)� α�0:5r1�p
(t�α). Since t is not bounded from

above, one cannot claim that the right hand side expression is positive for all t. Therefore,
we cannot findε as above and suspect non-termination. Indeed, for t much bigger thanα,
rndF(t�α) might be computed to be equal to t, leading to a non-terminating execution.
As we have seen in Example 6.1, SICStus Prolog (SICS, 2002) rounds252

�0:25 to 252.
The precision of this analysis might be improved if information on the call set is avail-

able, such as thatCall(Pa
;fqa

(t0)g) � fqa
(t) j t � t0g for a given query qa(t0). This

would provide the desired upper bound on the values of t and wewould be able to claim

that the right hand side expression is positive forα >

t0r1�p

2+r1�p . Taking the second case,

(�fminN < t �α < fminN), into account, we can conclude termination of qa
(t0), and

thus of q(t0), for

α > max(
t0r1�p

2+ r1�p ;0:5fminD):

The specified information about the call set can be deduced bythe methods suggested
in (Janssens et al., 1994).

As in the previous example, if rounding is done toward zero, termination can be shown
for all α and all t by observing thatrndF(t�α)� t�α implies t� rndF(t�α)� α and
α > 0 is given. 2

Finally, consider a more realistic example.

Example 6.8 A bank has special conditions for small deposits between 100and 1000e
on savings accounts. Every year it grants 5% and charges 1 euro for the account manage-
ment. The conditions terminate when the deposit reaches 1000e. The following program
computes the maximal number of years clients may enjoy thesespecial conditions as a
function of their initial investments.

years(Investment;Years) Investment> 100;

Investment< 1000;compute(Investment;1;Years):

compute(Balance;Y;Years) Balance< 1000;

NewBalance is1:05�Balance�1;Y1 isY+1;

compute(NewBalance;Y1;Years):

compute(Balance;Y;Years) Balance� 1000;Years isY:

We would like to prove termination ofyears(n;v), where n is a floating-point number,
denoting an initial investment, and v is a variable that upona successful computation will
be bound to a number of years.

The guard-tuned set of adornments inferred isfa;bg wherea is “ compute1 < 1000”
andb connotes “compute1� 1000”. The following adorned program is obtained:

years(Investment;Years) Investment> 100;

Investment< 1000; Investment< 1000;
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computea(Investment;1;Years):

computea(Balance;Y;Years) Balance< 1000;

NewBalance is1:05�Balance�1;Y1 isY+1;

NewBalance< 1000;computea(NewBalance;Y1;Years):

computea(Balance;Y;Years) Balance< 1000;

NewBalance is1:05�Balance�1;Y1 isY+1;

NewBalance� 1000;computeb(NewBalance;Y1;Years):

computeb(Balance;Y;Years) Balance� 1000;Years isY:

As explained above, in order to prove termination, it is sufficient to show that there
exists anε, ε > 0, such that

j computea(balance;y;years) j � j computea(new balance;y1;years) j � ε;

for all calls to computea. The only inequality we have in the second clause isBalance<
1000. Therefore, the only natural level mapping one can define is

j computea(balance;y;years) j=
�

1000�balance if balance< 1000
0 otherwise

Then, in order to prove termination, there should exist anε > 0, such that for all100<
balance< 1000

(1000�balance)� (1000� rndF(rndF(1:05balance)�1))� ε:

Assume that the rounding function has theround to nearestproperty. We are going to
estimaterndF(rndF(1:05balance)�1). Sincebalance> 100, it holds that

1:05balance� fminN and rndF(1:05balance)�1� fminN;

implying
rndF(1:05balance)� 1:05balance(1�0:5r1�p

):

Thus,

rndF(rndF(1:05balance)�1)� (1:05balance(1�0:5r1�p
)�1)(1�0:5r1�p

):

Then,

rndF(rndF(1:05balance)�1)�balance�

balance(0:2625r2(1�p)
�1:05r1�p

+0:05)�1+0:5r1�p
:

In order for the right-hand side expression to be used asε, it should be positive. First of
all, (6.2) implies0:2625r2(1�p)

�1:05r1�p
+0:05> 0. Secondly,

balance>
1�0:5r1�p

0:2625r2(1�p)
�1:05r1�p

+0:05
(6.6)
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should hold. We start by analysing the fraction on the right-hand side as a function of
r1�p.

Let

f (x) =
1�0:5x

0:2625x2
�1:05x+0:05

:

This function is discontinuous and it is defined on three intervals: (�∞; 1:05�
p

1:05
0:525 );

(

1:05�
p

1:05
0:525 ;

1:05+
p

1:05
0:525 ); (

1:05+
p

1:05
0:525 ;∞). Condition (6.2) requires r1�p

� 10�6. Since
1:05�

p

1:05
0:525 � 0:0482we restrict our attention only to the first interval. We show that f is

monotonically increasing on this interval.
Recalling that the derivative of a fraction(u

v)
0 should be computed asu

0v�v0u
v2 , the

following holds:

f 0(x) =

�0:5(0:2625x2
�1:05x+0:05)� (2�0:2625x�1:05)(1�0:5x)

(0:2625x2
�1:05x+0:05)2

=

0:13125x2
�0:525x+1:025

(0:2625x2
�1:05x+0:05)2

Clearly, the denominator is always non-negative. The numerator is also always non-
negative since the discriminant is -0.2625, i.e., it is lessthan zero, and the first coefficient
is positive. Thus, f0 is positive for all x (where it is defined), and f is monotonically

increasing on(�∞; 1:05�
p

1:05
0:525 ):

Condition (6.2) requires r1�p
� 10�6, implying that if

balance>
1�0:5�10�6

0:2625�10�12
�1:05�10�6

+0:05
; (6.7)

then (6.6) holds for thisbalanceand all values of r and p such that r1�p
� 10�6. Since

the right hand fraction of (6.7) is less than 20.0005, the inequalitybalance> 100implies
(6.7), and thus, (6.6). Therefore,

balance(0:2625r2(1�p)
�1:05r1�p

+0:05)�1+0:5r1�p
> 0:

Choosingε as balance(0:2625r2(1�p)
�1:05r1�p

+0:05)�1+0:5r1�p proves termina-
tion of the adorned program, and by Theorem 5.21, it proves termination of the original
program. 2

6.4 Towards automation of the approach

In the previous section we have analysed a number of examples. The analysis followed a
fixed pattern. The most intriguing step in the proof of termination is the automatic proof
that there exists anε as required. Assume that the rounding is done to the nearest value.
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Then (6.5) implies that for allx2 R holds, thatlo(x) � rndF(x) � hi(x), wherelo andhi
are defined as

lo(x) =

8

<

:

x+0:5xr1�p if x��fminN

x�0:5fminD if j x j< fminN

x�0:5xr1�p if x� fminN

hi(x) =

8

<

:

x�0:5xr1�p if x��fminN

x+0:5fminD if j x j< fminN

x+0:5xr1�p if x� fminN

If rounding is done toward zero, similar definitions forlo andhi are obtained from (6.3)
and (6.4):

lo(x) =

8

<

:

x if x��fminN

x�0:5 j x j r1�p if j x j< fminN
x

1+r1�p if x� fminN

hi(x) =

8

<

:

x
1+r1�p if x��fminN

x+0:5 j x j r1�p if j x j< fminN

x if x� fminN

For the further analysis we need an underestimate for the size of the call to the head
and an overestimate for size of the call to the recursive subgoal. These can be computed
from the basic inequalities of the formlo(x) � rndF(x) � hi(x) by using well-known
principles of interval arithmetics, such as

a� x� b;c� y� d) a+c� x+y� b+d;

and repeatedly replacinglo(x) andhi(x) with their definitions. Each estimate corresponds
to a constraint obtained as a conjunction of the inequalities present at the right-hand side
of the definitions. The estimates we are looking for correspond to the satisfiable con-
straints.

Example 6.9 Recall Example 6.8. We need to overestimate the value of

(1000� rndF(rndF(1:05balance)�1);

that is to underestimaterndF(rndF(1:05balance)�1).
Then,

lo(1:05balance) � rndF(1:05balance);

rndF(lo(1:05balance)�1) � rndF(rndF(1:05balance)�1);

lo(lo(1:05balance)�1) � rndF(rndF(1:05balance)�1):

Thus, the underestimate islo(lo(1:05balance)�1).
In order to determine its value we have to know whether

j lo(1:05balance)�1 j< fminN or j lo(1:05balance)�1 j � fminN:
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Assume that the rounding is done to the nearest value. Applying the definition oflo above
and distinguishing between different cases results in the following set of nine constraints.
If either of (1)–(3) hold, thenlo(1:05balance) is 1:05balance(1+ r1�p

) by the first case
in the definition oflo. Constraints (4)–(6) correspond to the second case in this defin-
ition, i.e., lo(1:05balance) = 1:05balance� 0:5fminD. The remaining constraints cover
the last case of the definition, namelylo(1:05balance) = 1:05balance(1� r1�p

). De-
pending on the value oflo(1:05balance)�1, the second conjunct determines the value of
lo(lo(1:05balance)�1).

(1) (1:05balance��fminN)^ (1:05balance(1+ r1�p
)� 1+ fminN)

(2) (1:05balance��fminN)^ (1:05balance(1+ r1�p
)� 1� fminN)

(3) (1:05balance��fminN)^

(1� fminN � 1:05balance(1+ r1�p
)� 1+ fminN)

(4) (�fminN � 1:05balance� fminN)^

(1:05balance�0:5fminD � 1+ fminN)

(5) (�fminN � 1:05balance� fminN)^

(1:05balance�0:5fminD � 1� fminN)

(6) (�fminN � 1:05balance� fminN)^

(1� fminN � 1:05balance�0:5fminD � 1+ fminN)

(7) (1:05balance� fminN)^ (1:05balance(1� r1�p
)� 1+ fminN)

(8) (1:05balance� fminN)^ (1:05balance(1� r1�p
)� 1� fminN)

(9) (1:05balance� fminN)^

(1� fminN � 1:05balance(1� r1�p
)� 1+ fminN)

Together with the information obtained from (6.2) (should satisfy ) and from the pro-
gram (Balance > 100 ), these constraints are posed to a constraint solving system such
asECLiPSe (Aggoun et al., 2001).ECLiPSe fails to prove the queries corresponding to
(1)–(6), i.e., it establishes that the corresponding sets of constraints are unsatisfiable. The
following queries, corresponding to (7)–(9), are the successful ones inECLiPSe. Variable
RPcorresponds to r1�p and the syntax ofECLiPSe is slightly simplified:

(70) should satisfy(RP,FMinN,FMinD),Balance>100,
1.05*Balance >= FMinN, 1.05*Balance*(1-0.5*RP) >= 1 + FMin N.

(80) should satisfy(RP,FMinN,FMinD),Balance>100,
1.05*Balance >= FMinN, 1.05*Balance*(1-0.5*RP) =< 1 - FMin N.

(90) should satisfy(RP,FMinN,FMinD),Balance>100,
1.05*Balance >= FMinN, 1.05*Balance*(1-0.5*RP) =< 1 + FMin N,
1.05*Balance*(1-0.5*RP) >= 1 - FMinN.
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In fact, (80) and(90) are unsatisfiable as well, butECLiPSe fails to discover this due to
its inability to solve non-linear constraints. This shortcoming can be resolved either by
using more powerful solvers or by verifying, for example with Maple (Waterloo Maple,
2001), that givenshould satisfy andBalance > 100 , the maximum of1 - FMinN is
less than the minimum of1.05*Balance*(1-0.5*RP) , making

1.05*Balance*(1-0.5*RP) =< 1 - FMinN

and, thus(80), impossible. Case(90) can be eliminated in a similar way asFMinN > 0
implies that

1 - FMinN =< 1 + FMinN

and thus,1.05*Balance*(1-0.5*RP) =< 1 + FMinN is false. Therefore, the only valid
case is(70). The overestimate for the size of the call to the recursive subgoal correspond-
ing to (70) is 1000� (1:05balance(1�0:5r1�p

)�1)(1�0:5r1�p
).

As the expression for the size of the call to the head does not contain applications of
the rounding function, its value can be computed precisely,and one can take the value
self as the underestimate. In our case, this value is1000�balance. 2

At the next step, we construct the difference between the underestimate for the size of
the call to the head and the overestimate for the size of the recursive call and try to prove
that there exists anε, as required by the acceptability condition. To do so, we search for
εs for each clause and each pair—call to the head, call to the recursive subgoal—and take
the smallest of them as shown in Example 6.6. Given a clause and a pair of calls, Maple
is usually powerful enough to prove the existence of such anε.

Example 6.10 Example 6.9, continued. The expression that is constructedin our case is

(1000�balance)� (1000� (1:05balance(1�0:5r1�p
)�1)(1�0:5r1�p

));

i.e.,
(1:05balance(1�0:5r1�p

)�1)(1�0:5r1�p
)�balance:

If its minimum under(a) is positive, the minimum can be taken asε. Otherwise, accept-
ability cannot be proved and non-termination should be suspected.

Denoting r1�p by RPand running in Maple

minimize((1.05*Balance*(1 - 0.5*RP) - 1)*(1 - 0.5*RP) - Bal ance,

Balance=100..infinity, RP=0..1.0e-6);

gives 3.9998955. This value is greater than0 and, thus, can be used asε, completing the
termination proof.

Condition (6.1) permits larger domains for r1�p, i.e., 0 < r1�p
< 0:5. This larger

domain does not allow us to prove termination as the minimum of

(1:05balance(1�0:5r1�p
)�1)(1�0:5r1�p

)�balance

for balance� 100and0< r1�p
< 0:5 is undefined. This example illustrates that the use

of (6.2) instead of (6.1) can be crucial for proving termination. 2
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Ideally, both constraint solving and finding the minimum should be done by the same
software tool. Unfortunately, traditional constraint solvers such as CLP(Q,R) (Holzbaur,
1995) or ILOG (ILOG, 2001) cannot manage correctly positivenumbers smaller than
1:0� 10�10. The only notable exception is ECLiPSe. However, even ECLiPSe is not
powerful enough to find the minimal value of a multi-variablefunction on a given domain.
Surprisingly enough, mathematical software such as MatLab(MathWorks, 1999) does not
provide this functionality either. Moreover, neither it nor Maple (Waterloo Maple, 2001)
is suited to solving constraint satisfaction problems. Thus, at the moment, the only way
to implement our approach is to combine different software tools.

6.5 Numerical Stability

In this section, we show the relationship between the well-known problem of numerical
stability (Bultheel, 1996) and the termination of programswith floating-point computa-
tions already discussed in this chapter.

As pointed out by Martel (Martel, 2002) repetitive computations, such as those pro-
duced by loops or recursion, require particular attention,since small errors can accumu-
late and result in a significant loss of precision. Formally,let f : R ! R and letx0 2 R,
whereR is a set of real numbers. Our aim is to determine whether the errors arising dur-
ing the calculation off (x0); f ( f (x0)); : : : can increase infinitely. In this casef is called
unstable. To prove thatf is stable we prove that itdecreasesthe errors, i.e., it holds for
all x thatj rnd(x)�x j > j rnd( f (x))� f (x) j .

For any arithmetic functionf specified by the standards (10967-1:1994, 1994; 10967-
2:2001, 2001; 13211-1:1995, 1995) the absolute error of rounding is required to be
bounded by a linear function of the absolute value of the result of rounding, i.e.,j rnd(x)�
x j < β j rnd(x) j for some positive coefficientβ. Thus, in order to prove thatj rnd(x)�x j
> j rnd( f (x))� f (x) j we can show thatj rnd(x) j > j rnd( f (rnd(x))) j . The latter con-
dition is equivalent to the acceptability decreases inferred by the methodology presented
above for the following adorned program andfp(z) j z is a floating point numberg.

pa
(Z) Z > 0;Z1 is f (Z);Z1> 0; pa

(Z1):

pa
(Z) Z > 0;Z1 is f (Z);Z1< 0; pb

(Z1):

pa
(Z) Z > 0;Z1 is f (Z);Z1= 0; pc

(Z1):

pb
(Z) Z < 0;Z1 is f (Z);Z1> 0; pa

(Z1):

pb
(Z) Z < 0;Z1 is f (Z);Z1< 0; pb

(Z1):

pb
(Z) Z < 0;Z1 is f (Z);Z1= 0; pc

(Z1):

pc
(Z) Z = 0:
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such that
a p1 > 0
b p1 < 0
c p1 = 0

As shown in Section 5.2.2 this program is equivalent to

p(Z) Z =n= 0;Z1 is f (Z); p(Z1):

p(0):

We denote this programPf . Termination of this program can be studied by the methodo-
logy presented above.

We generalise the discussion above by the following lemma.

Lemma 6.11 Let f : R ! R and let x0 2 R, whereR is a set of real numbers. Let Pf be
obtained as above. Iffp(x) j x is in the neighbourhood of x0g terminates with respect to
Pf , f is stable in the neighbourhood of x0.

Example 6.12 Let f : R! R be defined for someα, 0< α < 1 as

f (x) =

�

x�α if x> 0
0 otherwise

Then, the following program is obtained:

p(Z) Z =n= 0;Z > 0;Z1 is Z�α; p(Z1):

p(Z) Z =n= 0;Z� 0;Z1 is 0; p(Z1):

p(0):

Termination behaviour of p(z) for floating-point number z with respect to this program
can be studied analogously to Example 6.6. Since we can provethat p(z) terminates if
α < 0:5, we conclude that the computation of f is stable forα < 0:5. 2

Observe that the converse of Lemma 6.11 is not true. As the following example
demonstrates we cannot conclude unstability from non-termination.

Example 6.13 Example 6.12, continued. Function f is, in fact, stable for any α, despite
of non-termination of p(z) with respect to Pf for α� 0:5. Indeed, non-termination is due
to computing the same values infinitely many times and not dueto computing infinitely
big values. 2

6.6 Conclusion

We have presented an approach to the verification of termination for logic programs with
computations depending on floating point numbers. To the best of our knowledge ours is
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the first work in this domain. Termination of numerical computations was studied by a
number of authors (Apt, 1997; Apt et al., 1994; Dershowitz etal., 2001; Serebrenik and
De Schreye, 2001a). These approaches were discussed in detail in Section 5.6. In the
current section, we review the extent to which the techniques proposed can be applied to
study termination of programs depending on floating point computations.

In (Apt, 1997), it is claimed that an unchanged acceptability condition can be applied
to programs in pure Prolog with arithmetic by defining the level mappings on ground
atoms with the arithmetic relation to be zero. This approachignores the actual compu-
tation, and thus its applicability is restricted to programs using some arithmetic but not
relying entirely on them, such asquicksort. Dershowitzet al. (Dershowitz et al., 2001)
and Serebrenik and De Schreye (Serebrenik and De Schreye, 2001a) restricted their at-
tention to integer computations only. Dershowitzet al. (Dershowitz et al., 2001) were the
first to point out that termination of programs relying on floating point numbers might
be counter-intuitive, i.e., the observed behaviour might not necessarily coincide with the
theoretically expected one as illustrated in Examples 6.1 and 6.2. Aptet al. (Apt et al.,
1994) provided a declarative semantics, the so-calledΘ-semantics, for Prolog programs
with first-order built-in predicates, including arithmetic operations. In this framework
the property of strong termination, i.e., finiteness of all LD-trees for all possible goals,
was completely characterised based on an appropriately tuned notion of acceptability.
However, this approach studied termination with respect toideal real numbers and not
with respect to actual floating point computations. Example6.1 illustrates that these two
notions of termination are orthogonal. We also believe thatin order for a termination
analyser to be of practical use, termination with respect tofloating point numbers should
be considered.

More research has been done on termination analysis for constraint logic programs
(Colussi et al., 1995; Frühwirth, 2000; Mesnard, 1996; Mesnard and Ruggieri, 2003;
Ruggieri, 1997). Unfortunately, none of these authors has considered imprecise compu-
tations and their impact on termination. It should also be noted that, while some of the
authors studynon-idealconstraints systems, the termnon-idealrefers to the inability of
the constraint system to decide whether a given constraint is true or false, and not to the
approximation errors in computations.

Termination of rewriting with real numbers was studied by deVries and Yamada
(de Vries and Yamada, 1994). They designed a term-rewritingsystem which mimicked
the arithmetical computation of the positive reals with a finite number of digits, with addi-
tion and multiplication, and proved that it was terminating. However, they have not stud-
ied the termination of term-rewriting systems thatusereal numbers, rather than simply
implementing them.

Researchers outside of the logic programming community (A¨ıt Ameur, 1999; Aı̈t Ameur
et al., 1992; Escardó, 1996; Goubault, 2001; Goubault et al., 2002; Potts et al., 1997;
Vuillemin, 1990) have paid much more attention to floating point arithmetic. How-
ever, the works of which we are aware concentrate on the precision of numerical com-
putations. Some of them suggest alternativeexact representations of real arithmetic,
for example using continued fraction expansions (Vuillemin, 1990), sequences of linear
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maps (Escardó, 1996), linear fractional transformationswith non-negative integer coeffi-
cients (Potts et al., 1997) or intervals with floating-pointnumbers as end-points (Moore,
1966; Aı̈t Ameur, 1999). The latter idea gained certain popularity also in the logic pro-
gramming community (Vellino and Older, 1990) and even lead to a number of systems
such as CLP(BNR) (Older and Benhamou, 1993) and ILOG (Van Hentenryck et al., 1997;
ILOG, 2001). Other authors apply abstract interpretation to infer whether precision might
be lost (Aı̈t Ameur et al., 1992; Goubault, 2001). These works tend, however, to ignore
the use of denormalised numbers and theto the nearest valuerounding policy, both being
decisions usually made by system implementors. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge,
there is no work done to relate the precision results obtained with the techniques above to
termination analysis.

Monniaux (Monniaux, 2001) studied termination of probabilistic logic programs in
the framework of DAEDALUS—the European project concerningthe validation of crit-
ical software by static analysis and abstract testing (Randimbivololona et al., 2001). This
work is almost unique in that it refers to the problem of usingfloating point numbers
instead of real numbers in the context of termination analysis, and that it discusses the
implementation problems involved. The first problem mentioned is ensuring soundness
of the system. The second and more annoying problem is “drift”, in which a sequence of
real numbers that should appear to be stationary may be strictly ascending in the floating
point approximation. Unfortunately, Monniaux does not present a solution to these prob-
lems, but hopes that the work on abstract domains for real numbers (Aı̈t Ameur et al.,
1992; Goubault, 2001), discussed in the previous paragraph, will provide it. As we have
already pointed out, current results do not consider yet thecomplexity of floating point
number systems in its entirety.

In our work, we assume that no floating-point exceptions occur during the compu-
tation and that denormalised numbers are used to ensure gradual underflow. Alternative
approaches to handling floating-point exceptions such as “brute force” reevaluation and
scaling, are discussed by (Hauser, 1996). Although exception handling is not anecessary
feature, support for exception handling allows better optimisation for many numerical
routines (Demmel and Li, 1993).

We have also shown there is a relationship between the well-known problem of sta-
bility of numerical computation and the termination behaviour of the corresponding logic
program.

We stress that although our results are couched in logic programming terminology,
they are not limited to logic programming per se, as they focus on the properties of floating
point numbers and not on the language aspects of logic programs.



Chapter 7

Conclusions

In the last chapter of this thesis, we summarise the main contributions and point out pos-
sible directions for further research. Our achievements are twofold. First, we developed a
framework for integration of general orderings within the well-known context of accept-
ability with respect to a set. The methodology developed allowed us to bridge the gap
between two major approaches to termination analysis: the transformational approach
and the direct approach. We also showed that this framework plays a key role in the study
of the termination behaviour of meta-interpreters.

Secondly, we turned our attention to programs with numerical computations. While
such programs are very common in real-world programming, until recent they mostly re-
mained aterra incognitafor the research community. We started by considering integer
computations, the crucial obstacle there being the lack of well-foundedness of integers.
Then we extended this work to computations which depend on floating point numbers.
Unlike theoretical objects, such as real numbers, floating point numbers are the numbers
as they are represented by computers. Thus, imprecision androunding errors are intrinsic
to computations involving floating point numbers. This issue constituted the main chal-
lenge in this case. To the best of our knowledge, the results presented constitute the first
work on termination in the context of floating point computations. We also stress that al-
though the results are stated for the logic programming language, they are not restricted to
logic programming, because the matters considered do not depend on the logical aspects
of the language.

In the following two sections, we review our contributions in more detail: first, we
discuss the integrated framework discussed in Chapters 3 and 4, then the numerical com-
putations investigated in Chapters 5 and 6. We also discuss some open problems. We
conclude this chapter by suggesting directions for furtherresearch on termination.

199
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7.1 Proving termination via orderings

In Chapter 3, we sought to combine the two principal ways to perform termination ana-
lysis of logic programs. We suggested a general orderings based technique extending
previous work on acceptability with respect to a set of queries. From the theoretical point
of view, such an extension is not necessary, as acceptability is already equivalent to ter-
mination. In practice, however, most of the termination analysers are restricted only to
linear level mappings and thus, many interesting examples cannot be analysed correctly.
By moving from level mappings to general orderings, this difficulty can be resolved, as in
many cases simple ordering is sufficient when no linear levelmapping can be used. Thus,
we proposed a methodology for proving termination based on general orderings. This
methodology was successfully applied to such examples asnormalisation(Decorte et al.,
1999),derivative(Dershowitz and Manna, 1979),distributive law(Dershowitz and Hoot,
1993) andboolean ring(Hsiang, 1987). One can prove that no linear level mapping can
prove termination in the latter three examples.

Sometimes level mappings provide an advantage over generalorderings. This is
mostly the case if the termination proof can benefit from arguments based on arithmetical
operations on the numerical values provided by the level mapping and norm, as illustrated
in Example 3.2. Note, however, that general orderings include orderings based on map-
pings and norms as a special case. We can allow the latter types of orderings as a special
case, resorting to them when other orderings in our workbench fail to produce a proof. If
we do resort to them, we may use arithmetic operations on the values. Hence, we have
defined interargument relations in a very general way: to allow the application of all the
power of numerical orderings, and arithmetic, to be applicable in our context.

We also studied to what extent general orderings can be integrated within the frame-
work of acceptability with respect to a model (Apt and Pedreschi, 1990; Etalle et al.,
1999). It turned out to be less promising than the notion of acceptability with respect to
a set due to difficulties in generalising the notion of boundedness. Therefore we were
forced to restrict our attention to well-moded and simply moded programs.

In Chapter 4, we illustrated that the framework we developedin Chapter 3 is crucial
for understanding termination behaviour of meta-interpreters. We observed that even if
termination of both an interpreted program and a meta-program can be proved via linear
level mappings, there is no relationship between them. Moreover, termination of some
meta-programs cannot be proved by linear level mappings, despite the fact that termina-
tion of the corresponding interpreted programs can be proved. Thus, the information that
the interpreted program terminates cannot be reused to prove termination of the meta-
program, and vice versa. We demonstrated that, for a wide variety of meta-interpreters,
general orderings provide a missing link between the termination proofs of the interpreted
program and termination proofs of the meta-program.

Topics for future research include identifying additionalclasses of meta-interpreters
and proving results similar to Theorems 4.38 and 4.52 for termination non-violation and
non-improvement. The framework itself might also be developed further to incorporate
a better interargument relations inference engine than theone presented in Section 3.7.
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One might also consider a full implementation of the approach. Although we already
tested very many examples manually, an implementation would allow us to conduct a
much more extensive experimentation. We could also comparethe technique with other
systems in terms of efficiency. Since we apply a demand-driven approach, systematically
reducing required conditions to more simple constraints onthe ordering and the model,
we expect that the method can lead to very efficient verification.

7.2 Termination of numerical computations

In Chapters 5 and 6, we considered the termination of programs depending on numerical
computations: Chapter 5 was dedicated to integer computations and Chapter 6 to floating
point computations.

In Chapter 5, we designed an algorithm that is powerful enough not only to prove ter-
mination but also to infer termination conditions, i.e., conditions on the integer variables
appearing in the query that imply termination of the query with respect to the program.
The algorithm consisted of a number of steps. First, for eachpredicate, a set of adorn-
ments was constructed. Next, the program was adorned with respect to this set. Then, a
termination conditioncond1 was defined as a disjunction of adornments corresponding to
the predicates that can be completely unfolded, i.e., do notdepend directly or indirectly
on recursive predicates. Conditioncond2 was defined as:cond1. Symbolic counter-parts
of level mappings and interargument relations were constructed. The systemΣ of ac-
ceptabity decreases and interargument relations, regarded as a system of constraints on
symbolic coefficients and integer variables, was set up and solved. If the solution ofΣ did
not produce additional constraints on the integer variables, termination was reported for
true. If it produced an extra constraintc involving an integer variable, appearing in the
head of one of the clauses, termination was reported forcond1_ (cond2^ c). Otherwise
termination was reported forcond1. The last case was also the one that included the pos-
sibility of non-termination as termination forfalse. This algorithm had been implemented
in the HASTA-LA-V ISTA system. It turned out to be robust enough to analyse correctly
more than fifty different examples found in Prolog textbooks. Surprisingly, it suspected
non-termination for two of the textbook examples, which wasmost likely not the intention
of the authors.

This technique was originally developed for definite pure logic programs enriched
with integer arithmetics, such that their termination depends on integer computations.
However, it can be extended to perform the correct analysis of normal programs as well.
Moreover, as illustrated in Subsection 5.5.3, there are examples that require the com-
bination of termination proofs based on integer and symbolical computations. Such a
combination can easily be integrated into the framework discussed in Chapter 3. We
also show that our approach can be used to empower existing termination analysis tech-
niques both by the use of numerical abstractions as their first step (Mesnard and Ruggieri,
2003; Codish and Taboch, 1999) and by direct application of an adapted version of the
approach. The latter results link our work with the type-based approach to termination
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analysis (Bruynooghe et al., 2002; Bruynooghe et al., 2001;Vanhoof and Bruynooghe,
2002). Indeed, both approaches share the idea of distinguishing between different sub-
sets of values for variables, and deriving norms and level mappings based on these sub-
sets. In Subsection 5.5.5, we presented our first results on the investigation of the re-
lationship between the two approaches and pointed out a direction for their further in-
tegration. Preparatory study performed so far suggests that the integration will be very
promising. For instance, unlike with the existing termination analysers (cTI (Burckel
et al., 2000; Mesnard and Neumerkel, 2001; Mesnard et al., 2001), TermiLog (Dershow-
itz et al., 2001), TerminWeb (Codish and Taboch, 1999), and Hasta-La-Vista (Serebrenik
and De Schreye, 2001a)), the integrated approach is powerful enough to prove termination
of thedist-benchmark (Dershowitz and Hoot, 1993).

Chapter 6 considers floating point computations. Despite some similarity between
those and the integer case, an important issue has to be investigated, namely, the impact
of imprecision inherent to floating point computations. As they have been a subject of an
intensive standardisation process, we base our work on the existing standards that provide
us with some means to estimate the rounding errors occurringduring the computation. We
established that with this background knowledge, the termination of floating point com-
putations can be analysed automatically. However, performing this analysis requires more
elaborate machinery than is required in the integer case. Inparticular, we need to resolve
constraints involving very small numbers and to find minima of functions. These tasks
are not always possible with the existing Prolog or constraint logic programming systems
such as CLP(Q,R) (Holzbaur, 1995) or ILOG (ILOG, 2001). However, they can usually
be performed by more sophisticated software designed for mathematical computations,
such as Maple.

One of the topics for further research is the complete implementation of this approach.
A major obstacle might be the necessity of integrating many different software tools in
order to obtain a powerful system. To the best of our knowledge, more recent versions
of Maple should be capable of handling constraint satisfaction, but we were not able to
verify this. Furthermore, the actual termination analyserdeveloped for the integer case
might be improved by integrating more powerful type inference systems such as (Janssens
et al., 1994).

7.3 Further research on termination

In this section, we outline possible directions for furtherresearch on termination not
covered by the previous discussion.

One of the main drawbacks to the existing termination analysers is the restriction they
pose on the language of analysable programs. Usually, only pure logic programs are
considered. In our previous work, we extended the class of correctly analysed programs
by studying termination of numerical computations and meta-interpreters. In practice,
however, these programming techniques are often combined with additional built-ins,
such ascut (!), assert, andretract, which can influence termination behaviour. Cut was
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introduced in order to prune Prolog’s search space during the program execution. Despite
the controversy on the use of cut inside the logic programming community, and recurring
attempts to banish it from Prolog (Hoshida and Tokoro, 1989;Debray and Warren, 1990),
it is commonly used in the practical applications both for efficiency and for correctness
reasons. The semantics of cut have been studied by, among others, Andrews (Andrews,
1995; Andrews, 2003), Billaud (Billaud, 1990), and Spoto (Spoto, 2000). Termination
with respect to cut received less attention from the research community (Andrews, 1999).
It should be noted that some basic properties of universal termination are no longer valid
for programs with cut, even if only definite programs are considered.

Example 7.1 Let P be the following program:

p(X) q(X); !; r(X); p(X):

p(X) p(X):

q(a):

q(b):

r(b):

Observe that p(X) terminates (fails), since X is unified with a and the second clause for
p is cut away. However, p(X) does not terminate with respect to a program consisting of
all the clauses of P except for the first one. Recall that for pure logic programs this would
have been impossible by Proposition 2.10.

Moreover, if the order of q(a) and q(b) is reversed, p(X) does not terminate. Thus, un-
like with pure programs, changing the clause order can influence termination behaviour.
2

Filé and Rossi (Filé and Rossi, 1993) established a link between Prolog programs with
cut and tabled logic programming (Sagonas et al., 1993; Sagonas et al., 1994). One of
the interesting questions to be considered is the applicability of the termination inference
technique of Verbaeten and De Schreye (Verbaeten and De Schreye, 1999) for tabled logic
programming to Prolog programs with cut.

The predicateassertis a built-in provided to add clauses to the program. Similarly,
retract removes clauses from the program. These predicates introduce the possibility of
programming with side effects, and even writing programs that change themselves dy-
namically. Analogously to cut, these predicates are viewedas controversial and many au-
thors recommend either avoiding them completely or restricting their use (Bowen, 1986;
Sterling and Shapiro, 1994). However, our experience suggests that they still find their
way into many real-world programs, and, thus, should be considered as a challenge for a
termination analyser and not as a reason for failure. Therefore, in the future we would like
to extend our study of termination to include programs making use of these constructs.

The improper use of built-in predicates, such as comparisons, may lead to termination
due to runtime errors. For example, an attempt to compare an unbound variable with 5
results in an instantiation error, and “[H jHs℄> 5” produces a domain error. Furthermore,
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as we have already discussed in Chapter 6, some errors such as“division by zero” may
be reported or not depending on the system. MasterProLog (ITMasters, 2000) and the
ISO-mode of SICStus Prolog (SICS, 2002) are examples of systemsthat report an error
upon zero division. CIAO Prolog (Bueno et al., 1997) and the default mode of SICStus
Prolog (SICS, 2002) do not report an error and computation proceeds with∞ as the result
of the operation. So far we have assumed the absence of runtime errors. In the future, we
would like to reconsider this assumption and to establish conditions leading to error-free
execution. In the context of imperative languages, detection of runtime errors was studied
in (Jia and Skevoulis, 1999), while inside the logic programming community, the results
of (Debray et al., 1997) should be mentioned.

Finally, we believe that the ideas of termination analysis presented in this thesis can
be applied to programming languages other than Prolog. For instance, Mercury (Hender-
son et al., 1999) is a modern declarative language speciallydesigned for “programming in
large.” At the moment, the Mercury compiler has two termination analyses (Fischer, 2002;
Speirs et al., 1997), based on earlier work by (Benoy and King, 1996) and (Gröder and
Plümer, 1992), respectively. Neither of these analysers is able to prove termination of nu-
merical computations, although numerical computations are very common in real-world
applications and Mercury was designed for the development of this kind of application.
Going beyond logic programming, we would like to investigate to what extent our tech-
niques can be applied to the termination analysis of imperative languages (Brauburger,
1999; Colón and Sipma, 2002).
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Samenvatting

Eindigheid staat bekend als een van de meest boeiende aspecten van programma-analyse.
In logisch programmeren, waar de logica en controle gescheiden zijn, wordt eindigheid
ook beschouwd als een van de belangrijkste problemen van automatisch controlegenera-
tie. De bijdrage van dit doctoraat is tweevoudig. Ten eersteheb ik een raamwerk ontwor-
pen dat integratie van algemene orderelaties toelaat in de context van aanvaardbaarheid
ten opzichte van een verzameling. Deze methodologie laat metoe een kloof te overbrug-
gen tussen de twee voornaamste aanpakken tot eindigheidsanalyse: de transformationele
aanpak en de directe aanpak. Ik heb aangetoond dat dit raamwerk een sleutelrol speelt in
het bestuderen van eindigheidsgedrag van de meta-vertolkers.

Ten tweede heb ik mijn aandacht gevestigd op programma’s metnumerieke berekenin-
gen. Hoewel dergelijke programma’s in de praktijk vaak voorkomen, bleven ze bijna
onbekend voor de onderzoekswereld. In het begin heb ik berekeningen met gehele ge-
tallen bestudeerd. De voornaamste hindernis lag aan het feit dat de gehele getallen niet
goed-gebaseerd zijn. Vervolgens heb ik mijn resultaten uitgebreid tot berekeningen met
floating point-getallen. Om allerlei praktische redenen werken computers met deze bena-
derende getallenvoorstelling in plaats van met de rele getallen zoals deze in de wiskunde
gedefinieerd zijn. Omwille van deze benadering zijn onnauwkeurigheden en afrondings-
fouten inherent aan de berekeningen met floating point-getallen. Voor zover ik weet is
dit het eerste werk in dit domein. Ik benadruk ook dat, hoewelde resultaten in het raam-
werk van logisch programmeren geformuleerd zijn, ze niet louter beperkt zijn tot logisch
programmeren, omdat de onderzochte problemen niet karakteristiek zijn voor logische
programmeertalen.
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De doelstelling van deze Nederlandse samenvatting is het weergeven van de meest be-
langrijke resultaten van dit eindwerk. De resultaten worden intuı̈tief voorgesteld, voor de
volledige details wordt de lezer verzocht de Engelstalige tekst te raadplegen. De structuur
van deze samenvatting volgt grotendeels de structuur van het proefschrift zelf.

1 Inleiding

Het doel van dit hoofdstuk is het positioneren van ons onderzoek in de breder context van
computerwetenschappen. Wij beginnen met een korte inleiding tot logisch programmeren
en eindigheidsanalyse.

Het idee achter logisch programmeren is het gebruiken van eerste orde logica als pro-
grammeertaal. Deze gedachte is afkomstig van het werk rond het automatisch bewijzen
van stellingen (Herbrand, 1967; Davis and Putnam, 1960). Tegelijkertijd heeft Robin-
son (Robinson, 1965)resolutievoorgesteld, één van de voornaamste inferentiemethodes
in het logisch programmeren. In 1972 word Prolog (Programmation enLogique) uitge-
vonden. In dezelfde tijd heeft Kowalski het logisch programmeren formeel geı̈ntroduceerd
(Kowalski, 1974; van Emden and Kowalski, 1976). Sindsdien zijn verschillende vertol-
kers en vertaalprogramma’s voor Prolog tot stand gekomen. Bovendien zijn er veel nieu-
we logische talen voorgesteld.

Het ideaal waar al die talen naartoe streven isdeclaratieve programmeren. Decla-
ratieve programmeertalen zijn namelijk programmeertalendie de programmeur toelaten
om zijn probleem te beschrijven zonder te bepalen hoe het probleem moet opgelost wor-
den. Het systeem zorgt zelf voor het oplossen van het voorgestelde probleem door de
juiste controlestrategie te kiezen. In de praktijk werd ditideaal jammer genoeg nooit be-
reikt: de Prologprogrammeur moet zich nog steeds bezighouden met de controleaspecten
van de uitvoering. In deze thesis proberen wij toch een stap te doen in de voorgestelde
richting. Wij bestuderen of de uitvoering van het gegeven Prologprogramma eindig zal
zijn. Eindigheid van de uitvoering is één van de belangrijkste vragen waar de rekening
mee moet gehouden worden voor dergelijke stategiekeuze. Vanaf het verificatiestandpunt
maakt eindigheid ook een deel uit van de algemene verificatieopdracht, namelijk om de
correctheid van het programma te bewijzen moeten we o.a. nagaan dat zijn uitvoering
eindigt.

Eindigheidsanalyse voor logische programma’s werd al intensief bestudeerd in het
verleden. Aangezien dat logische talen Turing-volledig zijn en dat het stopprobleem voor
de Turingmachines onbeslisbaar is, kunnen wij geen algoritme ontwerpen die voor een-
derwelk Prologprogramma na een eindige aantal stappen beslist of de uitvoering van dit
programma eindig is of niet. Daarom was het onderzoek rond devolgende drie vragen
geconcentreerd: het vinden van nodige en voldoende voorwaarden voor eindigheid; het
vinden van voldoende (maar niet nodige) voorwaarden voor eindigheid, die automatisch
kunnen gecontroleerd worden, en het onderzoeken van beslisbaarheid van het stoppro-
bleem voor specifieke groepen van programma’s. Onze bijdrage situeert zich in de eerste
twee categoriën. In het eerste deel van dit eindwerk stellen wij nodige en voldoende
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voorwaarden voor eindigheid voor en daarna bespreken wij verschillende automatiseer-
bare benaderingen van deze voorwaarden. Alle voorwaarden zijn gebaseerd op algemene
orderelaties. In het tweede deel van de thesis bestuderen wij eindigheid van numerie-
ke berekeningen. Wij stellen een voldoende voorwaarde vooreindigheid van dergelijke
berekeningen voor en ontwerpen een systeem die deze voorwaarden nagaat.

2 Technische achtergrond

In dit hoofdstuk stellen wij de basisbegrippen van het logisch programmeren voor. De
samenvatting is erder beknopt, voor meer details is de lezerverzocht (Apt, 1997; Lloyd,
1987) te raadplegen.

Logisch programmeren is gebaseerd op de eerste orde logica gedefinieerd door ver-
zamelingen van variabelen, constanten, functiesymbolen en predikaten. Eenterm is een
variabele, een constante, off (t1; : : : ; tn), waar f een functiesymbool is ent1; : : : ; tn termen
zijn. Eenatoomis p(t1; : : : ; tn), waarp=n een predikaat is en waart1; : : : ; tn termen zijn.
Een term of een atoom isgegrondals het geen variabelen inhoudt. Voor een atoomA
duidt rel(A) het predikaat datA definieert aan. Een literaal is een atoom of een negatie
van een atoom. Eenclause Cis een formuleH B1; : : : ;Bn (n� 0) waarH een atoom is
een elkeBi een literaal is.H is genoemd hethoofdvanC, de reeksB1; : : : ;Bn is genoemd
het lichaamvanC. Een eindige verzameling van clauses iseen programma. Eenvraagis
een clause met een lege hoofd en niet lege lichaam.

Gegeven een programmaP, AtomP (TermP) is de verzameling van alle atomen (ter-
men) die uit taal van het programma geconstrueerd kunnen worden. DeHerbrandruimte
UP (deHerbrandbasis BP) is de verzameling van allegegrondeatomen (termen) die uit
taal van het programma geconstrueerd kunnen worden.

Eensubstitutieis een eindige verzamelingfx1=t1; : : : ;xn=tng waar elkexi een variabe-
le is en elketi een term is zodat voor allei t i vanxi verschilt en alle variabelenx1; : : : ;xn

verschillend zijn. Twee atomen (termen)A enB zijn variantenvan elkaar als er substitu-
tiesθ enσ bestaan zo datAθ = B enBσ = A. De variantrelatie is een equivalentie relatie
overUP (BP). De verzamelingUE

P (BE
P) is een quotientverzameling vanUP (BP) t.o.v. de

variantrelatie.
Twee atomenA enH zijn unificeerbaarals er een substitutieθ bestaat zodatAθ =Hθ.

Dergelijkeθ noemt men unificator en de meest algemene unificator vanA enH is door
mgu(A;A0) = θ aangeduid.

Een SLD-resolutie is een unificatiegebaseerde techniek om de vragen t.o.v.een pro-
gramma te beantwoorden. Gegeven een logisch programmaP. Vertrekkend van een
vraagA1; : : : ;An kiest er de SLD-resolutie één van de atomen in, zegA1. Als de reso-
lutie altijd de meest linkse atoom kiest, dan spreekt men over de LD-resolutie. NadatA1

gekozen is, word inP een clause gezocht waarvan een hoofdH metA1 unificeerbaar is.
Als dergelijke clause niet bestaat dan stopt de resolutie (falen). Als zo een clause bestaat,
stelH B1; : : : ;Bm dan wordt(B1; : : : ;Bm;A2; : : : ;An)θ als de volgende vraag behandeld.
Als de vraag leeg is (m= 0;n = 1) dan stopt de resolutie (succes), anders herhaalt zich
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het proces totdat een oplossing gevonden is. In het geval vansucces wordt de compositie
van de mgu’s de berekende antwoordsubstitutie genoemd. Wijzeggen dat het programma
P LD-eindigtt.o.v. een vraagQ als de LD-resolutie vanQ enP eindigt.

Gegeven een programmaP en een verzameling van atoenS. Eenverzameling van de
oproen, Call(P;S), is de verzameling van alle atomenA zodanig dat een variant vanA
gekozen is in van de vragen tijdens de LD-resolutie vanP enQ voor zekereQ2 S.

3 Eindigheidsanalyse m.b.v. algemene orderelaties

In dit hoofdstuk bespreken wij een raamwerk dat wij ontwikkeld hebben dat integratie
van algemene orderelaties toelaat in de context van aanvaardbaarheid ten opzichte van
een verzameling. Deze methodologie laat ons toe een kloof teoverbruggen tussen twee
bestaande aanpakken tot eindigheidsanalyse: de transformationele aanpak en de directe
aanpak.

Er zijn twee belangrijke aanpakken tot eindigheidsanalyse: de transformationele aan-
pak en de directe aanpak. De transformationele aanpak begint met het vertalen van een
gegeven programma naar een equivalent termherschrijfsysteem en dan past in dat forma-
lisme er eindigheidsanalysetechnieken op toe. Deze technieken maken dikwijls gebruik
van algemene orderelaties. In de directe aanpak worden de eindigheidsanalysetechnieken
op een gegeven programma toegepast zonder transformatiestap. In dit geval spreekt men
meestal over de beperkte vorm van de orderelaties die doorniveauafbeeldingenuitgedrukt
kunnen worden. Theoretisch gezien zijn de aanpakken equivalent: men kan bewijzen dat
er een direct bewijs bestaat als en slechts als er een transformationeel bewijs bestaat. In
de praktijk is dat echter niet het geval, omdat het afleiden van de vereiste niveau afbeel-
ding voor bepaalde voorbeelden veel moeilijker kan zijn danhet afleiden van de vereiste
orderelatie. Een dergelijke voorbeeld is het berekenen vande afgeleide van hoger orde
(Voorbeeld 3.1). Anderzijds zijn er voorbeelden, zoals Voorbeeld 3.2, waarvoor de niveau
afbeeldingen beter geschikt blijken te zijn.

De eerste belangrijke stelling van dit hoofdstuk karakteriseert eindigheid van een pro-
gramma in termen vangoed-gebaseerdeorderelaties. Een orderelatie> over een verza-
melingS is goed-gebaseerdals er geen oneindige reekss1 > s2 > :: : bestaat, waar allesi

elementen vanSzijn. Een zwakke orderelatie� is goed-gebaseerd als de overeenkomsti-
ge orderelatie goed-gebaseerd is.

Definitie 3.1 Gegeven een logisch programma P en een verzameling atomen S.P isorde-
aanvaardbaar t.o.v.S als er een goed-gebaseerde zwakke orderelatie� bestaat zo dat

� voor elke A2 Call(P;S)

� voor elke clause A0 B1; : : : ;Bn in P zo dat mgu(A;A0) = θ bestaat,

� voor elke atoom Bi zo dat rel(Bi)' rel(A)
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� voor elke berekende antwoordsubstitutieσ voor (B1; : : : ;Bi�1)θ:

A> Biθσ:

De relatie tussen orde-aanvaardbaarheiden eindigheid wordt door de volgende stelling
weergegeven.

Stelling 3.2 Gegeven een logisch programma P. P is orde-aanvaardbaar t.o.v. de verza-
meling van atomaire vragen S als en slechts als P LD-eindigt voor alle vragen in S.

Deze definitie is een aanpassing van de notie van aanvaardbaarheid zoals gedefiniëerd
in (De Schreye et al., 1992). In de Engelse tekst stellen wij ook een mogelijke uitbreiding
van de aanvaardbaarheid volgens Apt en Pedreschi (Apt and Pedreschi, 1990) voor. Zoals
al eerder gezegd, is Stelling 3.2 uitsluitend van theoretisch interesse, omdat nodige en
voldoende voorwaarden voor eindigheid niet automatisch kunnen geverificieerd worden.
Daarom gaan wij zwakkere voorwaarde zoeken die voor eindigheid alleen maar voldoen-
de is en die automatisch nagegaan worden. Deze voorwaarde isgebaseerd op de notie van
stijfheid. Wij zeggen dat een term of een atoomA t.o.v.� stijf is, als voor elke substitutie
θ, A�� Aθ. In dit geval zeggen wij ook dat� opA stijf is.

Om de relaties tussen verschillende argumenten van een programma te beschrijven
spreken wij over de interargumentale relaties. Formeel, gegeven een logisch programma
P is eeninterargumentale relatievoor een predikaatp metn argumenten een relatieRp�

fp(t1; : : : ; tn) j ti 2 TermPg. Rp is geldig voor pals en slechts als voor elkep(t1; : : : ; tn) 2
AtomP : als P j= p(t1; : : : ; tn) danp(t1; : : : ; tn) 2 Rp.

De uitbreiding� van een zwakke orderelatie� is een zwakke orderrelatie zodanig
dat

� alst1� t2 dant1� t2 voor elket1; t2.

� alst1 > t2 dant1� t2 voor elket1; t2.

Gebruikmakend van deze noties kunnen wij de volgende stelling bewijzen:

Stelling 3.3 Gegeven een logisch programma P, een verzameling atomen S, een zwakke
orderelatie� over UE

P en een geldige interargumentale relatie Rp voor elk predikaat p in
P. Als er een goed gebaseerde uitbreiding� van� over UE

P [BE
P bestaat zo dat� op

Call(P;S) stijf is en zodat

� voor elke clause H B1; : : : ;Bn 2 P, en

� voor elk atoom Bi in zijn lichaam zodat rel(Bi)' rel(H),

� voor elke substitutieθ zodat de argumenten van de atomen in(B1; : : : ;Bi�1)θ aan
hun interargumentele relaties Rrel(B1)

; : : : ;Rrel(Bi�1)
voldoen

Hθ� Biθ

dan P is orde-aanvaardbaar t.o.v. S.
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Gelijkaardige voorwaarden kunnen ook voor programma’s metnegatie voorgesteld
worden.

In hoofdstuk 4 van het proefschrift passen wij deze stellingen toe om het eindigheids-
analyseprobleem van de meta-vertolkers te bestuderen. Hetvoornaamste verschil met de
“gewone” programma’s ligt aan het feit dat deel van de invoervan een meta-vertolker een
programma is en het eindigheidsgedrag van een meta-vertolker van het eindigheidsgedrag
van dit programma afhankelijk gaat zijn. Daarom spreken wijoverhet bewaren van ein-
digheidi.p.v. de eindigheid zelf. Ten eerste hebben wij bewezen datde klassieke “vanilla”
meta-vertolker (Voorbeeld 4.1) eindigheid bewaard. Wij hebben ook een methodologie
ontworpen om de stellingen in verband met eindigheid te bewijzen. Deze methodolo-
gie werd met succes toegepast opdubbel-uitgebreide meta-vertolkers(Stellingen 4.38 en
4.52).

4 Eindigheid van numerieke berekeningen

Om eindigheid van de numerieke berekeningen te bestuderen zijn wij begonnen met de
berekeningen die op gehele getallen gebaseerd zijn. Wij hebben aangenomen dat tijdens
de uitvoering geen afrondingsfouten voorkomen. Het belangrijkste probleem met derge-
lijke berekeningen is te danken aan het feit dat de gehele getallen niet goed gebaseerd
zijn. Daarom is het bewijzen van dalen van het numerieke argument onvoldoende voor
eindigheid.

Om dit probleem op te lossen hebben wij een transformatie voorgesteld die soort van
gevallenanalyse uitvoert enbeperktegehele argumenten afleidt. Daarna dient deze infor-
matie om de niveau-afbeeldingen te bepalen. Wij illustreren onze techniek met behulp
van een voorbeeld.

Voorbeeld 4.1 Wij zijn gëınteresseerd in het bewijzen van eindigheid van

fp(z) j z is een geheel getalg

t.o.v. het volgende programma:

p(X) X > 1;X < 1000;X1 is �X �X; p(X1).
p(X) X <�1;X >�1000;X1 is X �X; p(X1).

De rechtstreekse poging om de niveauafbeelding van p(X) als X te definieren faalt omdat
X positief zowel als negatief kan zijn. Dus, wij hebben een complexere niveauafbeelding
nodig. Wij beginnen met enkele opmerkingen.

De eerste clause is toepasbaar als1 < X < 1000, de tweede als�1000< X < �1.
M.a.w. is de eindigheid van p(X) voor X� �1000, �1� X � 1 of X � 1000triviaal.
Bovendien, als de eerste clause toegepast werd en1< X < 1000, dan geldt of�1000<
X1< �1 ofdat X1� �1000_�1� X1� 1_X1� 1000. Op de gelijkaardige manier,
als de tweede clause toegepast werd en�1000<X < 1, dan geldt of1<X1< 1000ofdat
X1��1000_�1� X1� 1_X1� 1000.
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Wij gebruiken deze opmerkingen om het domein van de argumentvan p in drie delen
op te splitsen:

a 1< p1 < 1000
b �1000< p1 <�1
 p1��1000_�1� p1� 1_ p1� 1000

Daarna wij verwangen p met drie nieuwe predikaten pa, pb en p. Extra beperkingen
zijn toegevoegd voor de oproepen naar p om te verzekeren dat pa opgeroepen werd als
p(X) opgeroepen werd en1< X < 1000, pb opgeroepen werd als p(X) opgeroepen werd
en�1000< X <�1 en p opgeroepen werd als p(X) opgeroepen werd en X��1000_
�1� X � 1_X � 1000. Het volgende programma is de resultaat van de transformatie:

pa(X) X > 1;X < 1000;X1 is �X �X;
�1000< X1;X1<�1; pb(X1).

pa(X) X > 1;X < 1000;X1 is �X �X;
(X1��1000;(�1� X1;X1� 1);X1� 1000); p(X1).

pb(X) X <�1;X >�1000;X1 is X �X;
1< X1;X1< 1000; pa(X1).

pb(X) X <�1;X >�1000;X1 is X �X;
(X1��1000;(�1� X1;X1� 1);X1� 1000); p(X1).

Nu kunnen wij drieverschillendeniveauafbeeldingen definiëren: één voor de atomen
van pa, een anderen voor de atomen van pb en de laatste voor de atomen van p:

j pa(n) j =

�

1000�n als 1< n< 1000
0 anders

j pb(n) j =

�

1000+n als�1000< n<�1
0 anders

j p(n) j = 0

Wij gaan de aanvaardbaarheid van het getransformeerde programma t.o.v.fpa(n) j 1<

n< 1000g[fpb(n) j �1000< n<�1g[fp(n) j (�1000� n_�1�n� 1_n�1000)g
na m.b.v. de bovenstaande niveauafbeeldingen. Dit impliceert eindigheid van het ge-
transformeerde programma t.o.v. deze vragen, en dus, eindigheid van de oorspronkelijke
programma t.o.v.fp(z) j z is een geheel getalg.

Ten eerste, bespreken wij de vragen van de vorm pa

(n) voor 1< n< 1000. Hoofden
van de eerste twee clausen zijn unificeerbaar met deze vraag.De tweede clause houdt
geen oproepen in naar predikaten die wederzijds recursief zijn met pa. Het enige derge-
lijke atoom in de eerste clause is pb

(m), waar m=�n2. Dan moetj pa(n) j> j pb(m) j van
kracht zijn, m.a.w.,1000�n> 1000+m, dus1000�n> 1000�n2 (n> 1 en m=�n2).
De laatste vergelijking is juist voor n> 1. De vragen van de vorm pb(n) zijn op gelijk-
aardige manier behandeld.

Ten laatste, is de eindigheid van de oproepen naar p onmiddellijk omdat er geen
clausen bestaan die dit predikaat definieren. 2
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De intuı̈tie aanwezig in dit voorbeeld is geformaliseerd inStelling 5.21. Wij hebben
de aanpak geı̈mplementeerd in een krachtige eindigheidsanalyse systeem HASTA-LA-
V ISTA. HASTA-LA-V ISTA was toegepast op een brede waaier van voorbeelden. De
resultaten van de experimentele evaluatie zijn in de volgende tabel samengevat:

Tabel 7.1: Experimentele evaluatie

Referentie Aantal Succes Max
voorbeelden ratio tijd

Symbolische berekeningen
(Apt and Pedreschi, 1994) 12 100% 0.05
(De Schreye and Decorte, 1994) 7 85% 0.01
(Plümer, 1990a) 31 90% 0.09

Berekeningen met gehele getallen
(Apt, 1997), hoofdstuk 9 13 100% 0.08
(Sterling and Shapiro, 1994), hoofdstuk 8 14 100% 0.02
Diverse 19 100% 0.27
Totaal 92 95% 0.27

De laatste technische hoofdstuk (Hoofdstuk 6) van deze proefschrift behandelt bere-
keningen met floating point-getallen. Om allerlei praktische redenen werken computers
met deze benaderende getallenvoorstelling in plaats van met de rele getallen zoals deze
in de wiskunde gedefiniëerd zijn. Omwille van deze benadering zijn onnauwkeurigheden
en afrondingsfouten inherent aan de berekeningen met floating point-getallen. Voor zover
we weten is dit het eerste werk in dit domein. Deze resultatenbespreken we niet in deze
samenvatting. Wij verwijzen hiervoor naar de Engelse tekst.

5 Besluit

Wij vatten nog even de belangrijkste bijdragen van deze thesis samen. Het onderwerp
dat wij bestudeerd hebben is eindigheid van logische programma’s. Ten eerste ging onze
aandacht naar het gebruik van algemene orderelaties voor eindigheidsbewijzen. Wij heb-
ben een geı̈ntegreerd raamwerk ontworpen en wij hebben gezien dat orderelaties in veel
praktische voorbeleden een betere alternatief voor de niveauafbeeldingen bieden. Dit
raamwerk was ook met succes toegepast op meta-vertolkers.

Ten tweede hebben wij numerieke berekeningen bestudeerd. Wij hebben een transfor-
matie voorgesteld om berekeningen met gehele getallen te analyseren en daarna hebben
wij dit werk uitgebreid naar berekeningen met floating point-getallen. Wij benadrukken
ook dat, hoewel de resultaten in het raamwerk van logisch programmeren geformuleerd
zijn, ze niet louter beperkt zijn tot logisch programmeren,omdat de onderzochte proble-
men niet karakteristiek zijn voor logische programmeertalen.


